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Saturday, March 29, 1980 

 

 The day for the departure to Russia was at hand. The morning was preoccupied with 

packing and going out to buy a plug that would take a three way prong and come out two way. 

Luckily, one was available at the neighborhood hardware store. 

 

 At about 1:30 p.m. I went up to Teachers College with Irene and Betsey.  They were off 

to the choral practice and I went to tidy up my desk (clearly related to having clean underwear on 

in case of accident.) I was met at the office by Glenn Hendricks who was back from Bahrein, 

Thailand, India, Hong Kong, Australia, etc., with bad back and cracked tooth. 

  

 At about 2:50 p.m. I descended to the choral practice, heard some Honegger, was greeted 

by some and paid farewell to Irene. Incidentally, received a nice card from Betsey and presents of 

bath stopper, kleenex and bubble gum for my journey to the wilds.  

 

I took a taxi home at 3:30 p.m. retrieved my baggage, patted Xochi and went downstairs to 

await limousine. The latter arrived on time, with Sula Benet, and we went on to pick up Vera 

Rubin. The ride to John F. Kennedy airport was uneventful although traffic was remarkably 

heavy for a Saturday afternoon. 

  

 TWA accepted eight huge valises from our party of three without a murmur and without 

overweight charges. Gone, apparently, are the days of microscopic weigh-ins. The line at the 

airport check in was long and miserable, a man behind us collapsed--a heart attack rumor had it--

but we finally got through. 

  

 Met up with the rest of our party--Frank Lees (SUNY-Albany), John van Willigen, David 

Wolf, Tom Arkuri, and Craig Tussey, the latter four from the University of Kentucky. 
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 Flight #904 to Madrid was delayed about an hour due to the usual reasons as well as foul 

weather in New York City. Finally we took off, a 747 completely full. An uncomfortable six and 

one half hour flight to Spain. We arrived at around 9:30 a.m. Spanish time. Supposedly we had 

reservations at the airport hotel, but TWA put us up rooms, meals and taxi fares at the Hotel 

Convencion on O'Donnell 53, not all that far from the center of Madrid. 

 

 

Palm Sunday, March 30, 1980 

 

I had arrived in Spain without sleep. My immediate seat mate on the flight was an 

oversized man who never stopped talking to his neighbor. He turned out to be an engineer with a 

low-level literary flair and a penchant for photography, and he never stopped trying to impress 

his neighbor, a Puerto Rican woman married to an USAF doctor stationed in Torrejon de Ardoz. 

  

 Anyway, when we got to the hotel, I took a shower and shaved. Then I took a walk with 

Vera around the neighborhood. I had on my woolen shirt and heavy jacket as everything else was 

ticketed on to Moscow. It was warm. I heard it got to 68° by afternoon and I sweated and felt 

terrible. 

  

 It was Palm Sunday, "Domingo de Ramos" in Madrid. The city was quiet. Many had left 

for their pueblos and Semana Santa, but it was, as usual, clean and beautiful. The Madrileno is no 

Rondeño. He is an urban animal with all that connotes. But still he is a Spaniard--dignified, 

courteous and helpful--when called upon. The women were in black, more than usual, 

undoubtedly related to the tragedy that is Palm Sunday. 
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 I returned to the hotel and had lunch with Vera, Sula and Frank Lees at a lonely table 

reserved for TWA layover guests. Food was reasonable, even passable, but not what one would 

expect in a good Spanish restaurant. At about 1:30 p.m. Vera, Frank and I went off, by taxi, to 

the Rastro, where we saw the open air merchants begin to pack their wares and leave for their 

respective houses. Nothing really impressive here at this hour of the Sunday market but still 

struck by an apparent opening of Spanish "mores" e. g. the "head" shops, the peddling of sexual 

items and devices, etc. 

  

 After about 45 minutes, we taxied to the Prado, which, of course, was closed on Sunday 

afternoon. Then followed a desultory search for an open air cafe. None were to be found in the 

neighborhood-- the summer season was not quite on yet. Finally, we found one at Plaza de las 

Cibeles, across from the Post Office where we recouped and rekindled our spirits with a drink. 

Prices have gone up exponentially. It cost 230 pesetas for a beer, a lemonade and a campari! C'est 

la vie! Returned to hotel by 5:00 p.m. I had called the Bar Jerez in Ronda earlier and had talked 

to Pepe Luis, could not get Juani at the Gestoria or at home. But by the time I got back to the 

hotel, Juani called. The conversation was typical, where are you? how's Irene, are you coming to 

Ronda? come back from Russia through Ronda, if not, come this summer, etc. Everybody is O. 

K. Paco is back from Rome (temporarily?) 

  

 Dozed for two hours, got up, dressed in my woolens again, came down and had supper, 

again at the TWA table with all seven others of the "team." Colleagues impressed by the food. I 

wasn't, by the lavish laying of wine at no cost, etc. 

  

 Afterwards, six of us (Sula and Frank had opted and retired for the evening) went off in 

search of a cup of coffee. Palm Sunday apparently is not the time for such searches. Nevertheless, 

we found a local bar--not quite Ronda style--but not bad. Coffee, conversation, and return to 
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hotel. To bed-no longer exhausted, but clearly tired. Slept like a log awaiting a wake-up call at 

6:00 a.m. 

 

 

Monday, March 31, 1980 

 

 Left hotel at 6:45 a.m. for an 8:55 a.m. flight. Warnings about heavy Monday traffic 

proved wrong. Warners had forgotten the flight from Madrid engendered by Semana Santa.  

Arrived at Barrances Airport at 7:00 a.m.  Iberia personnel handled our Aeroflot flight with calm 

and dispatch.  No coffee, no breakfast, airport cafes on strike, but politely.  Team wondering 

around.  van Willigen forgot coat at hotel, had to return to get it, and got back in time.   

  

 Aeroflot flight was also completely full.  Why?  Plane seemed to be functional but the 

interior, especially the service areas, seemed primitive by comparison to American and European 

standards.  Reminds me somehow of my Aunt Eleftheria's kitchen.  Stewardesses were not the 

behemoths I was led to expect.  Almost comely, almost well-turned ankles.  Lunch at 10:30 a.m. 

included herring, other fishy things, a huge container of beef and potatoes, cake, wine, bread, 

butter, cheese, all served in a pizza-type box! 

  

 And, then we landed, after a 4 1/2 hour flight at 4:00 p.m. Moscow time at Sheremetyevo 

Airport.  Melting snow on the ground, a gray flat look, low buildings, the smell of confused 

construction.  The reception building was of aesthetic level considerably lower than the old 

airport at Sewell in Barbados. Cinder wooden floors, booted Russian women returning home, 

men in assorted fur caps, and disorganized looking military presence. 

 

 We were met cordially, if not warmly, by Victor Kozlov, Solomon Brooke, Alexander 

Zubov, Andre Voronov and Ludmilla Kusmina.  Enormous baggage load picked up with relative 
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dispatch and passed through customs without inspection.  This process was facilitated by the 

Institute personnel and after signing a declaration of money brought in. 

  

 The group divided into several sections.  I went with Victor, Tom and a couple others in a 

heavily smeared van, smeared with mud and dirty snow.  The ride into the Gastinitsa or Hotel run 

by the Academy of Sciences.  The ride itself was interesting, mostly trucks on the road, a paucity 

of passenger cars. First impressions were clear, a flat landscape, a thin, dirty snow melting and 

smearing fields and road.  Occasional buildings, a few houses but mostly larger structures 

probably factories.  A monument was pointed out, put up by the Air Force to commemorate the 

spot the German advance on Moscow was stopped, no more than 15 kilometers from the city 

itself.  The monument itself was three huge structures in the shape of tank traps and painted red.  

We crossed the bridge over the channel linking the Volga and the Moscow rivers, passed the 

Moscow river, drove along Lenin Avenue, had many buildings pointed out but memory fades. 

  

 The Gastinitsa Akademia Nauk is a large building.  Each floor has a lady concierge.  

Passports are exchanged for a room assignment form.  My room is 608 (a small foyer, a 

functioning but strangely 30ish bathroom, a bedroom with narrow bed, a sofa, a table, a picture 

window and a sort of redifussion type radio.)  Comfortable.   At 6:30 we assembled in the 

downstairs restaurant for a welcoming meal. 

  

 In addition to our receiving committee, Lucia Smirnova was present. Toasts were begun 

by Brooke.  Vodka was consumed in some quantity accompanied by snacks of herring, 

mushrooms, cheese, etc.,  More toasts by both Russians and Americans.  I tried mine in both 

languages- 6 words in the difficult one and the rest in New Yorkese.  Main meal followed, an 

awful piece of meat and, I believe, potatoes.  The party broke quickly but amicably.  If the 

purpose was solidarity, the dinner was a success. 
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 After dinner, Vera distributed some of her gifts to the Moscow group in her room.  It was 

interesting to note the seriousness in which her guests selected from the electronic games she 

brought.  Soccer was the odds-on favorite.  But, unhappily, there were not enough of them. 

  

 Later, Victor invited me to see Red Square and the Kremlin.  As is always the case, the 

party grew to the point that only Sula and Frank stayed in the hotel.  We took the Metro from 

Oktabrskaya Station for two stops. The Moscow subway is all it is cracked up to be.  You 

descend on elevators to a depth of some 200 feet - dead white arched ceilings, lighting provided 

by elegant lanterns placed along the side of the escalator each no more than 10 feet apart.  The 

stations are impeccably clean, the main stations are layered in marble.  The actual subway trains 

are old in styling but extremely functional, little noise, no internal damage or grafitti.  The riders 

were almost elegantly dressed, perhaps the evening crowd, somber but tailored coats, often 

collared in fur and the ubiquitous fur hat or cap.  A good look at a handsome population. 

 

 We walked several blocks into the Square.  At first I saw the middle wall of the Kremlin 

and the well photographed area used for reviewing parades.  At the left is Lenin's Mausoleum, a 

box-like structure strangely out of place in a 17th and 18th Century scene. To the right, one is 

struck with delight and with awe at the Cathedral of St. Vasili, that scene that graces every 

photograph depicting Russia.  A beautiful bizarre building intertwined with other buildings.  The 

Orthodox cupolas painted in blue and white stripes, others in yellow and reds, an architecture 

which blends with elegance and power the ecclesiastic planning of a very early period, 

foreshadows but overwhelms the imagination of a Gaudi, and outdoes Disneyland.  Gorgeously 

lit, it is a truly extraordinary sight by night.  The main Kremlin buildings stare down on this ripe 

and mad structure but they never overwhelm it, for the Kremlin wall is formal and Western and 

the Cathedral is convoluted and Eastern.  The night was cold, the streets wet, the changing of the 

guard was correct, and it was a very worthwhile side trip. 
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 Washed some clothes and to bed by 12:00 p.m. really 10:00 p.m. Spanish time and 4:00 

p.m. New York Time. 

 

 

 

 

 

Tuesday, April 1, 1980 

 

 Awoke by 7:00 a.m. went downstairs to the 5th floor snack room for breakfast.  Two fried 

eggs in butter, bread, cheese and tea.  Too much to eat for about 1 ruble and change. 

  

 Assembled at 10:30 a.m. with others to await transportation to the Institute of 

Ethnography.  After about a five mile drive in light snow by van, we arrived by 11:15 a.m.  The 

Institute is housed in an old building with long halls and many offices and sections. 

  

 Meeting in Bromley's office was cleared by Brooke assisted by Zubov and Kozlov.  

Voronov sat away from main table.  Table was set with bottles of Pepsi-cola which has taken 

hold in Russia and Russian cigarettes.  Later tea and coffee with crackers were served. 

  

 Meeting dealt with the agenda for the Tbilisi symposium and a long not particularly 

informative, discussion of both the Kentucky and Georgian field research, their limitations, and 

prospects for the future.  Our chairman pointed out the limitations of available research funds, 

announced the quick publication of the proceedings of the symposium and acted the proper 

chairman.  Zubov reported on the physical anthropology completed in Slo; Victor spoke about 

the "ethnographic" research and hypothesis construction; von Willigen spoke at some length 
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about the Kentucky ethnographic work.  I went into Ludmilla's office to discuss my logistical 

problems in video-taping and was told, in effect, that these would have to be resolved in Tblisi.  

 

 Meeting ended at about 2:00 p.m. and we were whisked off to the House of Scientists, an 

old building with many private sitting rooms and dining rooms, for an official banquet.  Bromley 

and his wife presiding.  More with toasts, more vodka, black and red caviar, sturgeon, lox, etc., 

etc., a truly lavish spread.  Matched Victor vodka for vodka but with the noshing the alcohol does 

not have a harmful effect.  Bromley, with relish, recounted l'affaire Belshaw which he knows in 

detail. 

  

 Banquet ended at about four thirty after a main course of nicely prepared beef and 

potatoes. 

  

 We then went off to a tourist shop for windowshopping and minor things.  Got some 

books for friend Victor. 

  

 For the next hour and a half, we toured Moscow by van through light snow, sludge and 

water.  A miserable time and awful weather to see the town, the building, the sights.  The 

juxtaposition of elegantly designed older buildings with the monumental structures of the last 

three or four decades was most striking.  We stumbled back by 7:00 p.m. 

  

 Victor came from the Institute at my request. I wanted to discuss with him my ideas and 

problems for videotaping in Slo and the tryout of CATIJ.  He seemed understanding and 

essentially confirmed that it would have to be expedited at higher levels.  I then invited him to 

the Chocolate Shop near the Metro station.  An oldfashioned place, not particularly noteworthy 

but with a noticeably young clientele.  We sat at a table for four and were then joined by two 

young ladies without any obvious hesitation. It appears to be a normal act when a place crowds.  
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Both about 19 or so, they were students, one in English at the Institute of Foreign Languages and 

the other perhaps in German but her status remained unclear. 

  

 About a half hour conversation in English and Russian took place, questions were asked 

about English language novelists which I know nothing about; information was offered about 

popular music groups, some foreign, some Russian, which I knew less about; and some 

disorganized dialogue was concerned about American universities and their pecking order.  The 

conversation was not profound--how could it be--but it was enjoyable--quite pleasant indeed. 

They reminded me of girls in New York when I was going to college--fresh looking, inquisitive, 

polite and contained.  I paid the bill for all four, a little to Victor's consternation and despite 

objections of the ladies. I meant no harm and hope I caused none. 

  

 Walked Victor to the Metro and then back to the Gastinitsa.  Knocked on Frank's door 

and had another hour and a half conversation about American academic life and the vicissitudes 

of the aging project.  Walked him back to the Chocolate shop which by then had been shut for an 

hour and back to the Gastinitsa and then to this accounting. 

  

 In all, an interesting day, not so much because of the formal agenda but because of the 

little accidental things.  Perhaps I was not cut out to be in the mainstream!  Almost forgot, I 

called to deliver a record I was to bring to someone in Moscow.  For my troubles, a lady whose 

name I do not know and who does not know mine invited me to a concert--Shostokovitch yet--

tommorrow evening.  A nice end to the day. 

 

Wednesday, April 2, 1980 

 

 I woke, groggily, to the dulcet tones of the USSR anthem.  Thought it was 7:00 a.m., 

jumped with all the alacrity of an rhinoceros into the tub, wallowed about, shaved, etc.  Then 
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discovered I was wakened at 6:00 a.m. What a thought!  So I pen these words and wile away time 

before the downstairs breakfast thing opens. 

 

 Breakfast - bread, cheese, tea and Pepsi Cola, the latter is the most expensive item -- total 

cost one ruble. 

 

 8:30 - 9:30 a.m. Walked down Lenin Avenue with John van Willigen in search of a tooth 

brush for him.  Weather overcast, on the cool side, and the streets wet, if not sloppy.  It was 

difficult indeed to find a store that carried such an esoteric item.  John insisted that we had to 

find an INDEKA or something like that.  Finally, after about half mile of treking, we found it.  

Two red toothbrushes were in a display case in the shop--we didn't know the word for 

toothbrush--the shop girl was too far away.  So, I pointed to the brush, John pointed at me and we 

made cognitive contact with the sales girl.  Voila! Thirty kopeks and the toothbrush.  Then, the 

trudge back to the Gastanitsa.  Dried and brushed my suede shoes for a few minutes, then joined 

the group which was readying for departure to the Institute. 

  

 10:00 a.m.  First session of the Symposium is opened.  Thirty to forty people in 

attendance.  Two first papers by Russian ethnographers were surprisingly good (Chlenov on the 

use of genealogies for studying the longevous in Abkhasia who put a dent in the notion of large 

numbers of long-living, and Kroopnik on leadership, social structure and longevity). Kroopnik's 

argument was for social definition of longevity or social value--made some interesting historical 

points and had hints of a theoretical argument.  Went on too long and was cut off.  Peculiar chap, 

young, shaven head a la Kojak, apparently with years of experience in the Russian Arctic.  

Bright, affected and seemingly on the low side of the Institute's totem pole. 
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 A paper by a Leningrad lady psychologist stressing old techniques was not received 

well.Tom Arcury presented a good, synoptic summary of a model for looking at population 

structure in a Kentucky county over time. 

  

 Broke for lunch and the Americans with Voronov in tow were taken to the"House for 

Academicians"? for lunch.  Good, subdued food--chicken well prepared as main dish.  Some 

joking among the Gringos.  

  

 Afternoon session started at 3:15 or so.  The first paper by Kobychev, an ethnographer, 

was descriptive, anecdotal and awful.  Lebedinskaya on facial soft tissue thickness seemed 

competent; Arkhangeskaya was very good indeed--Nordic type--pinchy features but comely--who 

knows her statistics and her subject.  The younger Russian kiddies seem good but they seem 

chafing at their elders' bit. 

 

 David Wolf gave a sketchy review of the Kentucky project. 

 

 Meeting broke at 5:20 or so and the Americans and a couple of the Institute boy chicks 

were invited for coffee by Brooke.  Had a chance to talk to a Paula, American resident in 

Moscow, an undergraduate anthropology student at Moscow State University as well as a free-

lance journalist.  Difficult to place and impossible to judge. 

 

 Returned to the Gastanitsa by 6:00 p.m. in time to put on my suit for my blind date who 

sent her surrogate, Irina, instead. 

 

 Irina, mid-fortyish, slight limp, somewhat broad beam, a little in features like my cousin 

Kitty.  She introduced herself, apologizing for the absence of Tamara who was supposedly taking 
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care of someone sick, and then we walked for a trolly to get to the Gnesin Music Institute for the 

concert. 

  

 Trolley jammed with people going home, fur hat upon fur hat, wet feet, urban tired looks.  

A curious private conversation in a very public place.  Irina mentioned her father who had lived 

or was born in the States, became a Communist, and returned to the U.S.S.R. where he and his 

wife were killed in the 1937 purges.  Irina carried an obvious bitterness, perhaps a studied one, 

mixed with a professed love of Russia and particularly for Moscow.  She was brought up by 

relatives and returned to the city when she was 18, fell in love for the first time and rediscovered 

the city. 

 

 We walked from the trolley stop to the Institute, a lovely building, l9th Century, a circular 

area, a rotunda dominates the lower floors.  You enter the auditorium through stairs that ring the 

rotunda.  The auditorium seats about 400, I would estimate, but the total audience this night was 

probably about 200.  We met, by design, two other individuals Alexis, a former student of Irina, a 

young man who is an acoustical research engineer but studied English.  He preferred to be called 

Tony, a name he picked up in Irina's class where English is taught through role playing, taking on 

English and American identities, etc.  The other person was Bielka (squirrel) with squirrel-like 

qualities but sweet.  Her English was non-existent but we gesticulated.  She turned out to be an 

engineer working at the State Patent Office.  It's interesting, Irina claims to have been an engineer 

in the past but gave it up so she could have peace of mind and no responsibility for staff.  She, 

Irina, is now an English teacher, but unofficially without papers or documentation.  She claims to 

love her work, running each course in 28 sessions, 4 times a week for 7 weeks, collecting fees 

from her non-friend students. 

 

 There we were, the four of us.  The Gnesin Institute Quartet, supposedly a well-known 

group, was introduced in their immaculate Morning suits.  The program was the last quartet 
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written by Schubert, played well but uninspiredly.  The second piece was Shostakovich's last 

quartet (the 14th?), Opus 144/145.  Shostakovich's widow was sitting in our row! 

 

 A strange piece, strange sounds, deep and sad emotions, great power, a presentiment of 

his death according to Irina and a cry of the pains of Russia.  My hostess was quite affected by 

the playing and I, too, was moved.  A great applause, and back into the wet, lightly snowed 

streets of Moscow. 

 

 We walked some 15 minutes to the Metro, passing the Conservatory of Music with a 

Statue of Tchaikovsky both sitting and dancing, its Great or Bolshoi Hall, dIfferent from the 

Bolshoi Theater.  We passed a few cinemas (with old films, one French, the other Polish); a few 

of the old University buildings in the center of town, the Newspaper Union Building, etc. 

 

 We entered the Metro, went seven stops out on one of the vertical lines to Irina's 

apartment, a "cooperative" of fairly recent vintage (maintenance 30 rubles a month as contrasted 

to an average of 19 rubles rent paid by most?)  Apartment was on the 16th or top floor of the last 

of the Kruschev "cooperative" kick.  Apartment had a kitchen -- cluttered but with fridge, stove, 

etc. a table, chairs and stools -- a living room converted into a study with book cases and two 

desks for Irina and her husband Slavka (Vichislava) a bedroom with a desk used by Irina's 

mother-in-law when she's there; a large dormitory where two children slept and, perhaps, the 

parents.  The hallway had several bicycles hung up on a wall.  Actually, it is a large apartment 

and well equipped, given my stereotypic notion of Moscow housing shortages. 

 

 The party consisted of Irina and husband (the latter a little wary of me and admitted to no 

English); Dimitri, a young man who seemed to be visiting, Tony from the concert and Bielka.  

We were joined in about a half an hour by Sandro and Tamara, the couple I had brought the 

record for. 
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 The conversation was fascinating -- the two couples were obviously Jewish, the two 

young men and Bielka remained ethnic ciphers.  We talked about the U.S. presidental race -- the 

newly arrived couple was especially knowledgeable; we talked about Black Americans and West 

Indian novelists; we spoke elliptically about conditions in the U.S.S.R.  S. is a professor at the 

University and has never been able to travel out of the country; he seems to know of the work of 

foreign writers in his field.  T. is a delicate-looking blonde, a somewhat semitic version of 

Pennee, clear-thinking and pleasant. 

 

 The kitchen table was loaded with bread, sweetbread, a cake baked by T. and brought 

over, a box of Droste chocolates brought by Bielka, sliced meat, cheese and much tea.  I think we 

all enjoyed the conversation.  I, because it afforded an opportunity to meet Muscovites outside of 

my professional situation and Moscovites of a particular category.  I think they enjoyed the 

evening after they decided I was neither dunce nor enemy, because of the opportunity to talk to a 

foreign peer. 

 

 By 12:30 a.m., I announced I should leave -- the subways shut down at 1:00 a.m.  With 

the execption of Irina's husband, they all marched down to the Metro station with me, bade me a 

very cordial farewell, asked me to call when I returned to Moscow next week, and instructed 

Tony and Bielka to escort me part way home.  We got into the Metro and rode to the Gorky 

station (ring?), I believe and Tony and I got on another line a train that took me to Oktbraskaja 

station. I then proceeded by myself through the pedestrian tunnel across the square and to the 

Gastanista.  At 1:30 a.m., there were few pedestrians on the street but the police/military 

presence was quite evident walking around in pairs. 

 

 Reached room, more or less packed, washed my dirty linen and to bed by 2:20 a.m. 
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 Reminder - develop the nuances of the conversations of the evening. 

 

 My feet and shoes were soaked from the cold water and dirty snow on the streets.  Glad I 

didn't take my Gucci's. 

 

 

Thursday, April 3, 1980 

 

 Departure day for Tbilisi.  Instructed to assemble by 10:00 a.m. on ground floor of 

Gastanitsa. 

 

 Woke at 7:00 a.m., breakfast of tea, bread and cheese by 7:45, returned to room to pack; 

by 8:30 John van Willigen and I had taken to the streets again for a walk.  Snow falling, wet, 

almost no ceiling.  Clearly not an ideal day for flying.  In our wandering, I spotted a gorgeous 

Orthodox church, asked John if he wanted to take a look.  He agreed and we went up and lo to 

my surprise, the place was absolutely jammed.  I would estimate 500 people, mostly older 

women but some men, were in the process of taking communion.  With no pews and no barriers, 

this huge human mass revolved slowly and shudderingly around the church in counter-clockwise 

fashion in order to reach the priest and the communion cup.  The choir, almost all female voices, 

was singing but not particularly well.  I was anxious about the departure so we made for the door 

-- it was almost impossible to get out -- one literally had to push and push forcibly to make way 

through that milling mob.  Obviously this is a very high holy day for the Orthodox, nevertheless, 

the size of the "congregation" was truly amazing and, I guess, an interesting comment on socialist 

society. 

 

 Back to the hotel where the eight Americans and 14 Soviets assembled for the flight to 

Tblisi.  Most went by van but Lucie, Ludmila and I went by cab -- the ride was easily 40-50 
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kilometers, southeast to Moscow, a different airport, more elegant than the one we arrived in -- 

and I forgot to catch the name [Domodedovo].  The trip out was very nice -- a great deal of 

bantering and little communication -- both the ladies are deficient in the Queen's English and I 

refused to use my fluent Russian.  

 

 Delays in getting out of vehicles but finally we decamped at the appropriate terminal.  

Some tea, some wandering around and then we boarded a TU-154 at about 1:00 p.m.  After a 

great deal of shoving inside of the cabin, we settled down for the flight.  I ended up with Victor 

who proved to be an interesting conversationalist on matters ranging from literature, cinema to 

economic matters.  A little over two hours of flight time passed quite enjoyably. 

 

 At about 4:30 p.m. Tblisi time, we arrived.  Met at the terminal by Soso with staff, each 

of us was handed flowers; handled with care and gentility; baggage carried out rapidly and placed 

in a comfortable tour bus for the drive and our new hotel.  The Iveria -- the ancient name of 

Georgia, I am told.  Rooms assigned, instructed to be downstairs in 15 minutes for a reception, I 

showered in coolish water, washed my hair, shaved, changed and was downstairs in 20 minutes. 

 

 It is now Monday morning and I haven't had a chance to catch up with this rapidly 

developing social event.  From our arrival in Tbilisi we have been on the run, at meetings (I did 

some video-taping), at drinking, at drinking, at drinking, at churches, a big Easter day, etc.  

While the session goes on this morning, I shall try to catch up with the saga. 

 

 After about 15 minutes in the hotel we were ushered to the dining room for a welcoming 

banquet.  Soso, the host, his deputy dubbed Don Rickles by the American team, all the 

Americans and the top Soviet members of the group. 
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 Long toasts with good Georgian wine, Georgian food, very reminiscent of Greek -- a 

warm Mediterranean-like environment -- it ended quickly since we had to get on to the first 

session of papers in Tblisi.  We were taken over to an old, quite impressive building.  An old 

ballroom was converted tastefully into an auditorium, other rooms had small displays of 

archaeological artifacts, another is used for film showings, almost all seem designed for social 

purposes (one had a very large display of caricatures of men in some connection to the Institute, 

Academy, Club?) 

 

 The opening remarks and the papers that followed were long, dull and translated with 

considerable effort and agony.  At the head table sat Brook, Vera and Soso and, I think, one of 

the representatives from the Institute of Gerontology in Kiev.  Nothing of note occurred except 

for Vera's nodding-off and waking up.  Everybody noticed but were very extraordinarily polite 

about.  Finally, I went up -- told Vera I had to speak to her outside the room -- and then got her 

some coffee from a bevy of Georgian beauties -- Greek coffee at that, although they called it 

Turkish.  The ladies turned out to be professionals at Soso's Institute. 

 

 In the following days, I got to know at least two of them.  Lala and Nina, as well as Dr. 

Salamatina who is high up in the Institute.  Obviously, the coloration, physical configuration, and 

even personality of the Georgian, is quite different from that of the Russians.  The former are 

quite familiar -- they are like Greeks, Armenians and others of the large region in which all are 

found. 

 

 After the paper session, we were asked into the film auditorium -- we were shown a 

touristiscally-oriented color short on modern Tbilisi.  Then they put on a Georgian film of about 

15 - 20 minutes.  An old film, or at least old print, it had been shot in black and white.  Some of 

the landscape cinematography was splendid as was the facial types of the "actors."  The film was 

narrated in Georgian, and had to do with the hunt and and was obviously a parable of some kind. 
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 After this, a large number of us walked back to the hotel -- a walk of almost an hour the 

way we were walking.  I was mostly with Ludmila Kuzmina and Valentin, the interpreter.  

 

 One's initial feel for Tbilisi as a city is quite positive-- at least mine was.  The city has a 

population of a million, it is not squeezed for space so there is an air of openess.  The main drag 

contains government buildings, some shops and some eating spots.  Tbilisi has a Metro as well as 

tunnels for pedestrians to cross the larger avenues at night, the shops are lit and people, at least 

some, are on the street.  It is very different from Moscow, a fact tempered by the other fact that 

Tbilisi is far to the south and spring is springing up here while winter is still very much in 

evidence in Moscow. 

 

 To the best of my memory, after arrival back to the hotel, we scattered to our respective 

rooms for sleep and recouping.  Sorry, the Americans, Val and Ludmila did discuss reorganizing 

the next day's program.  

 

 

Friday, April 4, 1980 

 

 I awoke rested -- I marvel at my stamina!  Breakfast at the hotel snack bar -- open, light, 

quite efficient. Sok(?) a kind of fruit drink, tea, and blini(?) (crepes filled with meat or cheese), 

all for one ruble and 15 or 16 kopeks. 

 

 Everybody assembled for the ride to the Institute of Experimental Morphology (I guess 

the one that Soso is the director of the section on gerontology).  Two mini-vans and a car 

(Soso's?) for Sula, Vera and Brook.  One van, mostly Soviets, the other mostly Americans. 
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 The morning papers were two by the Soviets.  The first was read by Olga (a joint venture 

with Victor Kozlov) on the analysis of the 1926 and 1970 Soviet Census.  Traced ethnic and 

rural-urban differences in longevity.  The other by ? 

 

 The rest of the morning was given over to the Americans.  Mostly a general introduction 

of the Kentucky project by John van Willigen, some of the physical anthropology stuff by David 

Wolf who had a terrible chest cold and a systems paper by Craig Tussey, the social idiot savant 

(he is a sweet guy but seemingly out of touch with social and political realities).  Craig's paper, 

which should be of great value to our hosts, went mostly over their heads, partly because of their 

unfamiliarity with computers and systems terminology and partly because of the translating 

difficulties encountered by Valentin. 

 

 We broke about 2:00 p.m., I guess, for lunch.  The Americans plus Valentin, Brook and 

Ludmila were taken by Soso to an outdoor place outside of Tbilisi.    We sat, four or five in a 

group, on small stools, around a small table.  The menu called for an earthen mug filled with a 

kind of chili--beans no meat--puree, the gorgeous Georgian bread, a feta-like cheese and 

uncooked greens, scallions, and such, and much white, very dry wine.  All in all, very satisfying 

repast. 

 

 We were returned to the hotel about 3:30 p.m.  Several of us opted for a walk in town (we 

started with Vera but she soon turned back -- Tom Arcury, John van Willigen, Valentin, Alexi 

(Llosa) and Vascha (Alexander).  Alexi is an ethnographer about 28 or 30 years old, slight of 

build with a little brown mustache.  Vascha I take to be a physical anthropologist even slighter of 

build and about the same age as Alexi and somwehat more intense.  We ended our walking tour 

on the main drag at a liquor store, probably a main one, quiet, quite limited by American 

standards, where I bought four bottles of wine for something over seven rubles.  This was for the 

group after we finish with the evening session. 
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 The vans were ready by 6:00 p.m. and off we went to the Institute, all Soviet papers, 

particularly by the Kiev contingent and all physical anthropology or medical.  This session was 

profoundly helped by a new translator.  Sergey Serebryakov, a senior research worker of the 

Institute of the History of Georgian Literature -- Academy of Sciences of the Georgian SSR.  

Sergey claimed to have a deep appreciation for the English language (he knows 13?) and, in fact, 

did a most creditable job under quite difficult circumstances. 

 

 We returned to the hotel -- the party was to be in my room (807) but was moved to 

Valentin and Slava's (Vichislava?), an interesting type who competed with me in ineffectually 

playing up to the ladies.  Sergei showed up and in fact, played the role of the Tamada or 

toastmaster, or table boss, a particularly important Georgian custom.  He was brilliant -- 

profound toasts to love and friendship, the virtues of the wine and vodka, etc., etc. 

 

 The party consisted of Tom, John, Craig and myself from the American side, Sergei, 

Valentin, Alexi, and Slava from the Soviet.  The party went on forever, we finished the vodka, 

drank white and then red wine, sent Valentin out for more of all, then was cheese, bread, and the 

ubiquitous greens.  Valentin, Slava and I went on to 5:00 a.m. 

  

 For me, the most significant part of the evening was a long discussion with Valentin 

about the respective virtues and histories of our socio-political systems.  His argument was that 

the Soviet system allowed for planning -- that the Soviet Union has come a long way because of 

this -- that there is no exploitation of the individual as there is in the United States.  Apparently 

no citizen of the U.S.S.R. can own a business which needs employees beyond the immediate 

family. 
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 Prices for food and, I guess ! other things are set by the state.  The country is divided into 

3 or 4 zones in each of which there is no variation in the price of basic consumption items.  There 

are markets where producers can sell their surplus? at higher prices.  But how this works is 

unclear to me. 

 

 Valentin, who has travelled to Turkey, Greece, Syria and Lebanon, seems genuinely 

convinced of the virtues of the system.  He is 43, tallish, slender with a mop of greying hair, 

somewhat modish glasses, at least one child, a daughter of 21.  An interesting man, he works as 

an interpreter at the Institute of Ethnography in Moscow.  At least, I think this is where he is 

located.  His immediate superior seems to be Ludmilla who is in charge of foreign relations at the 

Institute. 

 

 I got back to my room about 5:00 a.m.  The hot water was finally running and I luxuriated 

in a bath.  Then to bed to sleep. 

 

Saturday, April  5, 1980 

  

 Up, groggily, down to breakfast.  Vera, Sula, some others in attendance. 

 

 10:00 a.m. vans depart for Institute and I go along with video equipment.  From the 

Institute I am to go out to film an old lady of 110.  Lo and behold; I am not to go alone.  Lala, a 

very nice girl -- a philologist working at the Institute in the area of information; Afto, a young 

geneticist who is also an artist came along as the Tbilisi escort.  Also in tow are Valentin, who 

now has Sergey to translate, Slava who rooms with Valentin, Lucia (or Yaraslava), and Alexi the 

ethnographer. 
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 The drive out was short, maybe about 40 minutes, to a small village? named Navdaraant 

Kari.  The house of the old lady was large, well-kept and very well furnished.  A two-story house, 

apparently a Georgian tradition, of cement construction.  The top floor is for guests with a lovely 

living room, a dining room with a huge credenza of black or painted black wood, a magnificant 

bedroom (does it ever get used?).  The bottom floor is much simpler -- a kitchen which I did not 

see, some sleeping quarters for Martha (the old lady) and her daughter Tasa (Anastasia). 

 

 We wandered around the veranda a bit -- the view of surrounding mountains was 

impressive -- blue skies spotted by clouds.  Finally, they brought the old lady in -- dressed in 

black (silkish cloth) with a black babushka and blue and silver embroidered Turkish-type slippers 

apparently made in Tbilisi.  The old lady kissed all our hands and wished us a long and healthy 

life.  She was stooped and when standing was probably no more than 4'6" in height. 

 

 I asked that they bring her outside to facilitate the video-taping.  This was done, a wrap 

was put around her and I proceeded to tape.  The machine is not at all simple if you are unused to 

it.  After about a half-hour, with Tasa and Lala from the Institute talking or shouting to her, I 

stopped taping and took a number of photographs. 

 

 Then, I must say to my surprise, we were ushered into the dining room.  The table was set 

with Georgian brandy, wine, hot puree (the local Georgian bread baked on the sides of earthen 

ovens, caviar, cheese, chicken, fruits of various kinds, walnuts (called Greek nuts).  The toasts 

began -- first by Afto to the hostess (by the way, the old lady did not participate in the feast) then 

by the hostess who talked about her dead brother, etc.  We ate and ate and drank and drank.  That 

was before Tasa brought out an enormous demijohn of cha-cha -- the local, homemade? scotch.  

Something of the order of onzo and raki, it was good but harsher and much more potent.  Toasts 

in Georgia must be long, elaborate, sad, witty and ended with the emptying of a full glass.  With 

cha-cha this has due consequences.  It must have been about 3:30 when we departed for town 
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along with Tasa who was going to a wedding.  She carried something that might have been a 

present and about a half dozen carnations. 

 

 Tasa is about 60.  I was told she had been a lawyer (what this meant exactly I do not 

know) and that she had a house? in Tbilisi.  In good traditional fashion, she gave both up to move 

to the village to care for her mother. 

 

 Martha, the mother, is spry enough for 110.  She moves slowly but gets up and down 

stairs.  She is hard of hearing (they kept shouting to her that I was a Berjami (Georgian for 

Greek); her eyesight is very good -- she threads a needle without glasses, and her memory is 

clear.  For example, she complained to Lala that she hadn't been back to see her in a year.  She 

also remarked that things were better with the present Czar than they were with the old ones. 

 

 Tasa asked for my address so that she could cable me when Martha died.  According to 

tradition, I must then call on the household even if it takes 10 or 15 years.  An interesting 

thought. 

 

 We got back to the hotel, I tried playing back the tape -- it went fine for about 15 minutes 

and then blank.  I spent another hour trying to shoot scenes out my hotel window and play them 

back on the Sony TV set.  To no avail -- I hope I can figure out what to do before we get to 

Sukhumi. 

 

 At about 6:30 or 7:00, the important Soviets and all the Americans were taken out to 

dinner by Soso.  We went to an obviously fancy restaurant with a dance floor, orchestra and 

show.  Again Georgian hospitality, wine, caviar, salmon, cheese, chicken, shaslick, greens, fruit -

- you name it.  Came the toasts, mostly run by the man the Americans called Don Rickles, 
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supposedly Soso's deputy, a former Minister of Health in Azerbadjan, and a renown and feared 

TAMADA or toastmaster.  Every Georgian affair must have its TAMADA. 

 

 The show was really quite bizarre.  Three female singers alternating and joining together, 

a male singer who was also apparently the boss of the troupe, three or four male dancers in 

Georgian outfits, a female dancer.  It seemed that Georgian, Russian and European music was 

being played -- parts of the show looked like a quite familiar sight -- and then these dancers 

would leap in with what appeared to be traditional steps. 

 

 We left about 10:15-10:30.  All off to see an Easter Eve Service.  This in itself was 

interesting.  The high Soviet team members were coming along although professing non interest.  

What was fascinating was the number of Tbilisi people who were going off to church -- many of 

the ones outside of the churches were quite young. 

 

 We first went to a church with two functioning floors -- the upper was a Georgian 

Orthodox Church somewhat oriental in its decor and internal organization.  What appeared to be 

the bier was in the middle of the church covered by a tapestry or rug.  People milled around -- no 

lamentations were to be heard from either chorus or psalti.  Downstairs was a Russian Orthodox 

Church -- here mostly women of middle age or above --a group surrounding a bible stand with 

one woman intensely reading from the bible.  The styles of the two churches were strikingly 

different. 

 

 Then it was decided to take a 15 minute walk to the Armenian Church.  We went through 

the streets, not particularly crowded, but as we neared the Church; the pedestrians increased in 

number and obviously were heading in that direction. 
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 The church was in some sort of square, a lighted house, impressive in size, at one corner 

(said to be the priests or bishop's residence); the church -- somewhat quiet -- and a separate 

steeple, a number of other structures which seemed to have some relationship to the church. 

 

 The open air was quite crowded -- I would estimate 500 and 600 people (I don't know 

how many were inside) and the size of the outdoor crowd kept increasing.  It was a kind of social 

group, not particularly religious, but orderly.  A group of policemen or militia tried to keep an 

avenue open of the Church but to limited avail. 

 

 Promptly at 12:00 p.m., a robed figure began to toll the steaple bell -- a regular beat 

somberly stroked -- after several minutes of this he would start striking irons or pans at the same 

time as he frantically increased the frequency of the bell tolling.  Then he would revert to the 

somber style -- then back to the frenetic beating.  Most peculiar, was he announcing the 

Resurrection, driving out the Devil, or both? 

 

 Our group was somewhat impatient to leave but Arkuri and I stayed a while to see if the 

Easter procession would come out.  Occassionaly we'd hear the voices of a choir as if it were 

coming -- but no. 

 

 Anyway, we left and took a taxi back to the hotel.  After a half-hour or so, we retired to 

my room when Valentin, Slava, Alexi and some of the others had gathered to give me an Easter 

party.  Valentin had even bought a huge PITA called a koolidge? in Russia.  It was interesting at 

the Church I was kissed by Victor for my nameday and congratulated by all the Russians even 

though they kind of claimed they knew nothing of the practice. 

 

 The party lasted until 5:00 a.m.  Many bottles of wine consumed, no one really got drunk 

-- the party was successful and appreciated.  I placed a call to Irene for Sunday at 11:00 p.m. 
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Tbilisi time in order to get her by 2:00 p.m. or so on Easter.  Calls are booked through and 

handled by Moscow.  To bed. 

 

 

Easter Sunday  April 6, 1980 

 

 I write this on Friday, the 11th at the Sukhumi airport, waiting for the plane to Moscow, 

so my recall will not be very good. 

 

 We were told that Sunday was the day we were to be taken to the country.  We assembled 

at about 10:30 or so, were loaded on an Intourist bus.  Soso and his lady assistants were to be 

seen in the lobby of the Hotel Iveria but did not get on the bus.  This was to be explained later.  

First, we were taken to the funicular which takes one to the top of the mountain that dominates 

Tbilisi.  A nervous spectacular ride and clear magnificant view (The Mtatsminda). 

 

 The bus took off in a northwesterly direction.  The landscape was somewhat rolling in 

nature with higher hills overlooking the banks of the Kura River (Russian) or Mtkavari 

(Georgian).  After a short ride (maybe 40 minutes) we reached Mtskheta, the ancient capital of 

Georgia (Iveria).  We were not told anything of the elaborate ruins and preserved structures 

which dot this town.  After milling around a bit in a plaza-like area, and the arrival of Soso, we 

were ushered into probably the most famous, if not oldest cathedral in Georgia -- The 

Svetitskhoveli Cathedral (Life-Giving).  Built in the 11th Century, (1010-1029), it is a beautiful 

structure with the remains of princes and nobility of Georgia entombed in the stone floor 

immediately in front of the altar area.  Legend has it that the chief architect of the Cathedral, one 

Arsukidze, was punished by cutting off his right hand because he dared to excell his teacher in 

architecture, the King's Vizier. 
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 During this stop-over, I was wished a happy name-day, several greeted me with the 

Russian equivalent of Xristos Anesti, and Victor came over and gave me a little ikon souvenir of 

the Cathedral as a name-day present.  It was quite sweet. 

 

 From Mtskheta, we drove almost due north for a little over an hour.  As we were crossing 

a bridge, some of the passengers asked the driver of the bus to stop to take photographs of a 

splendid looking fortress-church.  As it turned out, this was to be a stopping point.  It was a place 

called Ananuri built about the 16th century.  Obviously set at a strategic point, the confluence of 

the Kura and another river, it has impressive battlements which afford excellent security in battle.  

We walked through the structure, which stands now merely as a monument, took photographs, 

joked, and wiled away the time. 

 

 It must have been about 2 or 2:30 when we were loaded up again and began a drive in a 

roughly northwestern direction.  After about 45 minutes or so, we turned off the paved road onto 

a dirt road.  After a few curves, we stopped and there we found several cars, including Soso's and 

a number of what were now old friends or at least old faces.  I found out later that the area which 

we found ourselves is called Schio-Mgvimi, a historically important place in Georgia. 

 

 Well, the event in store for us became quite clear quite rapidly.  We were to have an 

outdoor banquet -- smack in the middle of a grove of trees and with no habitation within sight or 

sound.  A lamb had been slaughtered -- its fleece was hanging from a tree -- a fire was burning 

strongly -- a work table was evident in the hollow -- Soso's assistants and colleagues were 

running about -- and a huge dining table -- enough for at least 40 places was set on a slight rise.  

This table literally groaned with every possible goody -- Georgian breads, cheeses, greens, 

sauces, Cha-cha, wine, salmon, chicken, pork. 
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 The company fell to the feast -- everyone was starved -- Shota (Don Rickles) was the 

Tamada as usual.  The Cha-cha flowed, the toasts were resounding.  There was even one for me 

in honor of my name-day which ended with the presentation of a present from the "Section of 

Ethnography" -- a hammered version of the Svetitskhoveli Cathedral, a key ring from Tbilisi, 

something else and three bright new Soviet coins.  Does the latter approximate the coins put in 

New Year's pita by the Greeks?  It was very nice of the Soviets to take notice of my name-day. 

 

 The party continued at a great clip -- many toasts, much obligatory drinking -- much 

mixing of cha-cha, red wine, white wine, fruit juice, etc.  I took photographs but how steady my 

hand was remains to be seen.  Soso remained the most amiable and unconspicuous of hosts.  

Course after course was brought out -- shaslik on huge skewers, sweetmeats and then a huge 

cake, with a white marshmellow icing.  Delicious!  By this time, I had joined most in feeling no 

pain.   

  

 The ride back to Tbilisi was marked by a great deal of animation, singing, occasional 

stops for bladder relief -- and one to clear up after Alexi had thrown up all over the windshield 

and himself. 

 

 We returned to Tbilisi by nightfall.  Under Valentin's prodding, the party continued.  We 

apparently went out for wine but my memory lapses here.  There were many people in my room 

for many hours but it's all a little bit of a blur.  I know I was enjoying myself and so were the 

others.  My call to New York again did not come through.  It was a good Easter away from home 

-- unexpectedly warm in feeling.  The Georgians and the Russians do have a sense of partying. 

 

 

Monday   April 7th 
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 Up surprisingly early -- breakfast at the Hotel Iveria -- curious juice that Sok, blinis and 

tea. 

 

 All assembled for the ride to the Institute of Experimental Morphology for the day's 

session.  Papers drone on -- there is a real problem of time and communication given the style of 

translating each sentence or two after its rendition on the original language.  But Sergey S. has a 

very sound syntatical command of English, considerably better than that of Valentin.  

Nevertheless, the problem of communication in the quite fomal setting of this travelling 

"symposium" is acute.  I suggested to Vera that the group be broken down into smaller units with 

similar interests and concerns and that the language problem would be taken care of.  Obviously, 

this suggestion, while rational, is quite difficult to implement given the fact that an enormous 

rumber of Soviets are listed to give papers -- and the intra-Soviet institutional tensions and 

competition appear obvious (Moscow State University; the Institute of Ethnography, Academy of 

Sciences of the U.S.S.R.; Institute of Gerontology, Kiev; Institute of Experimental Morphology, 

Tbilisi, and who knows what else).  Nevertheless, the lack of a reasonable, dynamic structure for 

this road show diminishes its effectiveness. 

 

 The papers drag on and I take my leave from the session ostensibly to write my diary.  In 

fact, I do so for a while in the lounge room of the Institute.  This room used during the 

symposium as the place for coffee breaks.  You've never seen anything like these breaks.  Every 

day, at about 1:00 p.m., or so, we wander into the lounge, on the several tables are set platters of 

magnificant pastry, I guess Georgian style.  Usually, there are three or four exquisite varieties.  

Some are slightly Turkish or Oriental, others are quite French (sorts of Napoleons, etc.)  The 

supply seems infinite and I wondered what bakery they came from.  Only later I discovered that 

Soso's assistants and sister are, in fact, the bakers.  Along with these creations comes a stream of 

Turkish coffee cups filled with Turkish coffee.  My friends Lala and Nina take special interest in 
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keeping both my cup and dish full.  Mainly, because I joke with them in my impeccable Russian 

and Georgian and because I carried a tray of dusty dishes into the kitchen the first night in Tbilisi. 

 

 Well, anyway, I was writing my notes when a quite ugly girl with dark complexion came 

in, obviously to talk.  She looked Armenian, but I guess, she could just as well be Georgian.  Her 

name is Nana, a geneticist on the staff of the Institute.  We kind of talked about everything and 

then she left. 

 

 About that time the session broke for the day.  The Americans were taken to see the blood 

bank -- it looked like any other institutional room to me.  Then, we were deposited in the van and 

taken for a quick tour of Tbilisi, I thought.  However, we quickly drifted out to the highway, the 

one that leads to the airport, I think.  The road took us to a State Farm, a Sovchoz, which we were 

supposed to visit although this fact was not made known to me, at least. 

 

 We were ushered into the administration building by a man whose name I never learnt but 

was the deputy director of the farm.  He led us to the Director's office, a huge room with a desk, a 

long conference table which could easily hold fifty people; a display case of some of the Farm's 

products; an enormous portrait of Lenin behind the desk; an equally enormous full-length 

painting of Stalin in full uniform and boots (it was interesting that the Intourist bus that took us 

out on Easter Sunday was also decorated with a picture of Stalin); and on the fourth wall, a very 

large map, probably of wood, of the State Farm itself. 

 

 The Farm is called Varketili (I am kind) Sovchoz (State Farm).  It has 3000 hectares 

(6600 acres).  The farm produces non-citrus fruits, grapes, various vegetables, wine, etc.).  Four 

thousand people belong to the Farm although some of these commute from Tbilisi -- 800 of these 

are workers of various categories.  The Farm is apparently quite successful and has been self-

supporting (no State aid) for at least a decade.  The Farm has its own schools (through high 
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school), gyms, clinic, and housing.  Workers are paid a set salary but annual bonuses of up to 

3000 rubles are not unusual, and as the Director who joined us in midstream told us, good 

workers can be given extra monetary awards such as radios, TV sets, trips, etc. 

 

 We had a kind of question and answer period that dealt mostly with the relationship of 

Sovchozes to the Soviet economy and system.  I must say that the explanations, while apparently 

sincere, left much for the imagination.  In any case, Vera announced that since they were to show 

us something of the farm, they should do it while there was still light, I don't think they had any 

such idea particularly since this was only early Spring and there was really nothing to show.  

Anyhow, we all got driven out to a relatively high point and shown the landscape.  After a 

suitable pause, we packed into the van while Vera and Sula went into the Director's black 

limousine.  We drove up to the Farm's distillery -- walked through rows of gleaming empty vats 

(at least 1000 gallons each), checked appreciatively and then were led to the basement of that 

building.  Down a stair made of black stone into a magnificant room.  In the middle of the space 

was a tiled fountain fully operating; on the far long side of the room decorative barrels marked 

the success of the Farm's distilled products in various international contests; on the far, short 

corner was mounted a copper-hammered mural of Bacchus which took up almost the entire space 

-- that is, a good 40 or 50 feet; the near front corner contained a door leading to a serving, or 

cooking area and in the other corner a beautifully worked catty-corner fireplace with cowl.  Just 

to the right of the fountain was set a long table, ample for at least 35 people.  This table was at 

right angle to the big wall.  While the other banquets we had gone to had tables that groaned with 

food, this literally was bending.  Full paper napkins, flowers, cognac for starters and then some 

absolutely divine wine from their own stock; literally every food imaginable of both the cold and 

hot varieties; black and red caviar, smoked salmon, chicken, cold pork, hot beef stew, practically 

flaming shaslik on enormous skewers; and then real desserts and an enormous cake, again with a 

marshmallow type topping and again apparently baked by Soso's sister who must, by all 

indications, stand perpetually in her kitchen. 
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 All of this interspersed with Georgian and Russian toasts mostly given by the Tamada of 

the evening, the Director of the Farm.  I forget his name but this is of no moment -- a man of 

approximately my size but more sturdily built, greying hair and Stalin-like mustache; he was 

handsome very much along Meditteranean lines.  He spoke with power and authority and even 

sang with a deep, sweet and well-placed voice.  Forty-four or forty-two years old, he was clearly 

a man of substance and was so treated.  He apprently knew and got along with Soso, who one 

would suspect comes from a good if not noble Georgian family. 

 

 When the party was going strong, there was even some dancing between our women and 

some of the men.  When the Director danced, he switched from Western style to Georgian -- 

steps that must have the same roots as the Greek zembekiko.  He and I did this for a while and 

this act along with my Greek ancestry drew him closer to me than to my other American 

colleagues.  An interesting, complex man!  I was sitting by him and Slava trying to explain what 

charismatic leadership meant.  Slava turns to him and told him that I thought the Director was 

charismatic.  His reaction was fascinating.  He denied the notion of this kind of leadership and 

voiced the opinion that the Farm was totally democratic.  To prove his point, he calls over one of 

the two serving girls (she could well be related to him) slaps her on the backside and tells her to 

kiss me, which she dutifully does -- then to kiss Slava -- which she dutifully does.  Democracy 

works in strange and wondrous ways. 

 

 After several hours, the party breaks up with hugs and salutations and we are taken by to 

the Hotel Iveria. 

 

 I remember thinking that the Varketili Sovchoz must be a show place for visitors.  It is 

obviously a prosperous enterprise.  Even Ludmilla whispered that it was one of the rich farms of 

its kind.  Valentin, of course, thought it average and that many sovchozes, were at the same level.  
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Nevertheless, I also thought that someone -- the state perhaps -- must provide the funds for such 

elaborate entertainment of foreign guests.  It buggers the imagination to think that a person, a 

household, or even a State Farm would whip up an elaborate feast anytime anyone wanders in.  

But, I don't know.  Georgian hospitality is justly famous and they may well be crazy enough to do 

the thing we were experiencing out of some traditional sense of hospitality. 

 

 Anyway, at the Hotel, the usual gang, led by Valentin, kept the party going in my room.  

This has become standard operating procedure. 

 

 

Tuesday  April 8, 1980 

 

 After quick breakfast, hopped bus for Institute and final symposium session in Tbilisi. 

There were three papers left over from the preceding day and then the symposium was finally 

opened up for a discussion of general issues and problems of the entire project. As I remember, 

Victor took the lead for the Soviets, Brooke had departed for Moscow the day before. While it 

was interesting to hear some of the misconceptions of each side, the discussion never really took 

off -- partly because of its late timing and partly because the constituent elements of each of the 

two national projects are being handled by people with quite different specializations and 

tensions. 

 

 Anyway, the final coffee break in Tbilisi was memorable as usual. It is truly amazing that 

those little Institute girls work in genetics and other complex subjects and, at the same time, bake 

pastries, make Turkish coffee, and serve both with enthusiasm. Maybe I can import some 

Georgian talent. 
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 The session finally ended at about 3:30 or 4:00 after the presentation of some film taken 

by Ghari (Gary), the photographer who seems to be attached permanently to the Institute and to 

Soso. Maybe a relative? Movie was on some of the Dolgoshetivili in Abkhasia. Not particularly 

professional but why should it be. 

 

 Dumped at the hotel at about 4:00 or so with instructions to meet in lobby for departure to 

airport -- destination Sukhumi, the capital of Abkhasia and on the Black Sea. Rushed through 

packing with assistance from Tom Arkuri who, despite some childlike behavior, is a quite decent 

sort -- very helpful. We rushed out for our less than an hour "free-time" in Tbilisi. Ran into 

Valentin and Alexis and then into Victor and Olga Dimitrova Komarova (more later about her). 

The Soviet types were buying Georgian wine to take home. It kind of made sense for those that 

were to return directly to Moscow from Tbilisi the next day but not for those who were 

continuing on with us to Sukhumi. In any case, we ran into two shops and looked around. Most 

everything in these shops, or the main drag of Tbilisi is slock from an American point of view. 

 

 We ran back to the Hotel, brought the bags down, and were boarded for the airport at 

about 6:00 p.m. Soso in charge, as usual. We arrived in our Intourist bus, after having been sent 

off warmly by the crew leaving for Moscow and some of the local Tbilisi types. Particularly 

warm to me was Vera Vashaeva, a physical anthropologist, blonde and young and slightly plump, 

from Moscow but now working at the Department of Anthropology, Georgia Academy of 

Sciences in Tbilisi. We sat together in a couple of sessions and had talked a few times. 

 

 There apparently was some delay in departure because of bad weather in Sukhumi. It is 

said, at least by Vera Rubin, that Aeroflot does not fly if there is bad weather. Since we hadn't 

eaten, Soso ushered us into the airport cafeteria. A long table was set, food began to appear, hard-

boiled eggs, Georgian bread, cheese, greens, the usual but, I think, with no meats. The end of the 

meal came with another enormous white marshmallow-type cake. As we were eating that, it was 
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announced at the table that Soso had arranged a special flight to Sukhumi and we were to leave 

immediately. Knives and forks were dropped, people scurried for their hand luggage and we kind 

of ran to the departure point. There we were loaded on a tarmac bus and driven out into the night 

in search of a plane. We finally were set down in front of a Yak-40, a plane that reminded me of 

a large Lear jet. It holds 40 passengers, I think. We went aboard, seated ourselves, belted 

ourselves -- and waited and waited. Then some of us waited outside of the plane. After at least an 

hour, we were put aboard the bus again and deposited in the lounge. There we waited, it was 

raining in Sukhumi. There was no official news -- Aeroflot does not provide such niceties. But 

poor Soso was calling Shota? (Don Rickles) who had gone ahead to Sukhumi to make 

arrangements. The weather continued bad in Sukhumi -- fog, rain -- very unusual it was said. 

 

 We waited and waited, I wrote notes, Valentin and a couple of the Americans were 

playing, perhaps inventing, games with coins and a table. Finally, at about 10:30 we found out 

that our pilots had gone home and Soso was trying to convince the airport authorities to hold our 

bags on the plane or on the ground. With this final point settled, we boarded a crowded, large bus 

which was picking up other people and which lumbered, quite slowly, back to Tbilisi and the 

Hotel Iveria. 

 

 We doubled up for the night. I got Frank Lees plus my old room back. Just my luck to get 

the room with a problem with hot water. The Moscow boys came in again looking for a party. I 

showed them out and finally went to sleep after talking with Lees about the project. 

 

 

Wednesday  April 9, 1981 

 

 We are returned to the airport at about 9:00 a.m. and then ensues another long delay. 

Weather is good in Tbilisi but still bad in Sukhumi -- an omen of things to come -- climate wise. 
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After about 2 1/2 hours, we finally board another YAK-40 and take off. The flight across to 

Sukhumi was not particularly eventful until we almost reached our destination. The weather 

looked dreadful -- broken cloud cover -- squalls -- wind, etc. We landed almost in fighter plane 

fashion and were met by a drenched Sukhumi reception party. The one I recognized was Shota 

(Don Rickles) who is head of the Sukhumi branch of the Tbilisi Institute; but also there was 

someone named Inal-Ipa who writes on Abkhasia, and a friend of Sula's plus her old assistant 

Griecha? and his almost English-speaking young daughter Rema. But there must have been 

others. 

 

 Anyway, we were packed into another small van -- it began to rain quite heavily -- and 

driven about 20 minutes or so into Sukhumi, the capital of Abkhasia. We were put up at the 

Hotel Abkhasia, no more than 75 yards from the Black Sea itself. Wolf, van Willigen and I were 

assigned Room 125, a kind of suite of 2 rooms. I claimed the single bed in the living room area. 

We were given about twenty minutes and then we had to be at the Abkhasian Institute of History 

where the symposium was supposedly to be held. The Institute was in an old building just a 

couple of blocks from the Hotel. It was all drifted over. The session, because of our late arrival in 

Sukhumi, had been delayed for at least four hours. So everybody seemed anxious to get all the 

papers in and not to have a work session on Thursday. 

 

 The beginning of the session was really terrible -- the usual introductions and flowery 

speeches about the importance of the project, world peace, solidarity, etc. The chairman, I think 

Inal-Ipa warned the paper-givers to restrict themselves to 10 or 15 minutes. Lucia Smirnova led 

off and got called on the carpet when she began to go over -- she hadn't even gotten through her 

introduction. And so it went. 

 

 I was lucky in a way. Soso had arranged for two dolgoshetili (103 & 107) to come down 

to his Sukhumi branch office to be videotaped. So nuch for camera-work in vivo. So Soso, Gary 
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the photographer, Shota and Rema acting as interpreter (it didn't work out) drove to the Institute 

in intermittent drenching rain. The table was set as usual (wine plus sweets and cakes); the old 

boys were there in those black Abkhasian costumes which look like Cossack uniforms, and 

everybody was bustling around to make themselves useful. The light inside the Institute was 

horrible, however, for taping and outside was a quagmire. I kind of didn't feel that the old boys 

should die of wet feet on my account. We moved the old guys to an outer room with a western 

exposure -- I was cramped for space and the internal light meter was wavering between minimum 

light and nothing. I shot for about 10 minutes mostly head shots and then I took some stills with 

the Pentax. I know that the videotaping was botched up since I tried it on the Sony monitor as 

soon as I got back. What I got was the pauses and what was blacked out was the actual taping. It 

has to be something with the synchronization of the Hitachi camera and the Panasonic tape deck. 

 

 In any case, it was still raining when Soso, Rema, Gary and I returned to the symposium. 

Apprently it had gone bad to worse -- three or four of the Americans were sitting in the outside as 

was Naira Salimantina who looked pained at the whole proceeding. We joked back there, 

laughed a bit and then it was over inside. It had to be 6:30 or 7:00. The Americans and the Soviet 

visitors to Sukhumi gathered in the back room and helped themselves to the remnants of an 

elaborate coffee break that was held while I was away filming. 

 

 By ones and twos we scurried back to the raw, wet evening. The visitors were invited to a 

banquet which was held in a private dining room near the entance to the hotel restaurant. It was 

cold and for that reason I wore both my red sweater, perhaps a symbolic gesture of fraternity and 

my Spanish jacket to keep the political balance in tack. I should have known better than to wear 

so much at a Caucasian affair. The dining room setting was, I think, a choice of necessity, due to 

the inclement weather. I understand that the group that came over to the U.S.S.R. and Sukhumi 

two years ago were given a big banquet somewhere out of town. 
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 Shota, as usual, was Tamada -- the President of the Abkhasian Academy was present, as 

well as several local wives. The food, as has been the case all through the Caucasus, was 

magnificant. One little new touch was a type of fruity, clear red wine called Isabela, the particular 

version of Isabela we were drinking came from Shota's vineyard. 

 

 Shota, as usual, took his responsibility as Tamada seriously, enforcing his orders to drink 

the glass to the bottom. The toasts were long, eloquent in sound, somewhat hollow in translation, 

and quite Caucasian. Vera made a very nice toast in English and John and David did their usual 

lugubrious thing -- the American does not easily transform into a circum-Meditteranean. The 

spirit called and, after asking for and receiving Valentin and Naera's aid for specific words, I rose 

to give my toast completely in Russian. I strung my 10 or 15 words together, made the 

appropriate gestures pronounced impecably, and received applause. The advantage of surprise, 

has never really received its due! 

 

 The evening banquet was a warm affair, the room was overheated or, at least, the effect of 

alcohol on the assemblage raised the temperature considerably. To my right, I had a most 

pleasant companion, Naera Salamantina, 40ish, very bright, very European, not particularly 

pretty, but one who gives or exudes a pleasant nature and a sensitive soul. Her written English is 

good but her verbal command of the language is weak. Despite that, we had a good time. 

 

 The party broke about 10:00 p.m. Vera, Valentin, Slava, John and myself went out for a 

walk along the seaside. It was still drizzling, raining and quite raw. My feet, my shoes were wet 

again. We walked along a narrow park that borders the Black Sea. Vera turned back. Valentin 

remarks that he will go swimming, I add that if he does, I will. He begins to disrobe and I 

emphatically renege on my end of the "bargain". He is nude -- a curious sight -- this large, white, 

white body silhoutted against a black, treacherous sky and an equally dark sea. He runs in -- what 

madness! -- it must have been 40° outside the water -- the Sea looks quite unappetizing. After 30 
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seconds or so, he dashes out -- Slava rubs him down with Valentin's own undershirt. He dresses, 

chatters, and claims he is not cold. 

 

 Slava plays along the beach front. He comes back with a large, blonde, naked doll left on 

the beach by some forgetful girl. Wet, clammy, full of water, sand and grit, it still had a beautiful 

face. We take it back to the hotel -- knock on the door of the suite that Craig, Tom and Frank are 

in. Frank opens up, we go in, wake up Lil'Abner Craig -- place the dripping doll in his bed, ribald 

jokes are made in Russian and in English and then we set off to our respective rooms. It was a 

different day. 

 

 First impressions of Sukhumi -- a small city with a permanent population of about 

120,000 which swells to 500,000 during the summer. Despite differences in architecture and 

almost everything else it reminds me a little of Long Branch, New Jersey. The difference, of 

course, is that it is ringed by rolling hills. 

 

 

Thursday  April 10, 1980 

 

 I was sleeping -- it must have been a little after 8:00 a.m. Knock on the door -- my 

roommates who are up do nothing. I get up in my blue striped pajamas -- which constantly amaze 

Craig -- and it was Griesha and his daughter Rema. I didn't understand what they wanted -- and 

then it dawned on me that they had brought along a Greek speaker for me. I dress hurriedly and 

rush out to the reception area. It turns out to be a youngish man, small in stature, named Christos. 

We talk -- my Greek is much, much better than his. He tells me that his family came from Pontos 

in Anatolia in 1918. He himself was born in Sukhumi. There are 20,000 Greeks in Sukhumi, he 

informs me. In some other place, I can't figure out where, there are 7,000 Greeks who came after 

the Greek Civil War in 1948-49. An interesting little man, he is a mechanic (construction work?), 
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is married, has children, his mother, if not father, is alive. Wants to get a hold of a Greek 

grammar so he can learn Greek properly. He's been to Greece and many Greeks visit. Expects 

many to come for the Olympics. Wants me to come to his house this night. 

 

 The rain is pelting down. We are nearly washed away getting into our Intourist bus (see 

photos). I sit with Rema, a pretty little girl who is a first-year student at the University of 

Abkhasia. She is studying to be a teacher of Abkhasian (literature) and of English. We ride 

through the low or seaside part of the city, past the huge railroad station, the University. Our first 

stop is Novaeafonskaya Pechera (New Afon Cave) a huge cavern elaborately done up for the 

tourist trade. The town of New Afon was said to be founded by Greeks (but when?) and the huge 

church on this hill is supposed to be a Greek Orthodox Church (see photos). 

 

 The cave is entered through a huge administration building replete with souvenir shop 

and pinball machines. Our own private train is reserved for us with our own private guide (in 

fact, I think no one was allowed in the cave during the time (an hour) we were within.) We 

descend in this very nice electric train. We then go through the several huge halls well lighted, or 

I should say, artistically lighted. Appropriate music is played. Local choruses have used one hall 

to give acappella concerts in the summer. I'm kind of bored and kind of tired. 

 

 We leave the cave by means of another train. Ludmilla gets us postcards and pins or -- 

someone does. We decide to go directly to the home of an old lady of 103 who apprently expects 

us -- the whole mob. After a ride of perhaps 45-60 minutes, we arrive at the house set in a glade 

surrounded by birch, I think, and hills. The rain continued but in diminished fashion -- the mist 

hung low along the upper ridges of the hill. 

 

 I do not know the name of our hostess, a well preserved woman given her years. The 

whole bus-load of us trooped through a well kept yard clutching at umbrellas and rain gear, up a 
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set of stone, perhaps marble stairs. The veranda on the second floor was huge, it could hold, 

seated, our entire party plus the host extended family. Those with cameras took pictures of the 

lady, who was bought up a few minutes after our arrival to a round of polite applause. We ended 

up taking pictures of each other taking pictures. I hung on to the moment -- it was field work, by 

God, Beaujemoi! Russian style -- by Committee. Our expedition was short-lived -- the feast was 

to begin. If not the most elaborate one we had so far attended it rivalled the best and probably had 

the most in attendance. The Abkhasian anthropologist or at least expert Inal-Ipa was the Tamada 

on one end of a huge table that was stretched out to the front veranda, on the other end sat Shota 

holding Abkhasian court and giving encouragement to the goings-on. All the now by usual 

viands were present but there was some exceptional pork and beef, Kacha -- sort of a wheat 

farina, and a truly marvelous Isabella. About 2/3 of the way through the festivities and sitting 

next to Ludmilla and Soso, I felt impelled to try my second Russian toast. I do not remember at 

all now but I do remember my strong if not forceful utterance of things like Slava Abkhasia, 

Slava Gruschia, Slava Ameriki, Slava Novoe York ad nauseum. It did make a hit though -- this 

second and last toast made in Russia during our whole trip. Pennee, if none else, would have 

been proud of me. It was twilight when we were going to leave and after each of the family 

members had uttered at least a toast or two. There were children (a woman of 80); grandchildren, 

then spouses, and so on. I should have done a geneology. The bus took off in the rain and mist. 

As we got down to sea level, the fog had rolled in. The driver could only see the white line down 

the highway. I don't think it was particularly dangerous but it was interesting. There was singing 

aboard the bus mostly centered around Valentin who urged on Olga and Tanya. The trip was 

tedious and interminable. It must have been 10 p.m. or later when we rolled into Sukhumi. 

 

 Some scattered into the hotel. The brave and stupid -- Valentin, Slava, Alexi, Volkoff, his 

side-kick from MGU, Olga, Tanya and I went off for a stroll in the miserable, wet, sludgy 

beachside. Supposedly we were looking for a place to sit and have a drink, or tea. In fact, after a 

thorough wetting, we found only one place, excepting the Hotel Abkhasia itself, a 
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restaurant/cafe? on the end of a pier. I went ahead to scout it. A couple of quite shady characters 

were standing in front as you entered a long hallway leading to the main hall, the stench of 

urinels or urination was quite unmistakeable. The main hall contained many tables, some of them 

used by dyads and triads of men, in front an orchestra was playing the loudest music I ever heard. 

A couple of miserable looking waitresses were sitting down. As I scouted, Valentin arrived, he 

pushed the others in -- Olga looks and balks, Tanya is benignly passive. Olga looks to be a social 

cut above the other females. Her dress by New York standards is not much but by what I have 

seen in the U.S.S.R., she is almost high fashion. A yellow raincoat from the GDR, pastel colored 

scarfs for the hair, almost well fitted dresses and black slacks. A peculiar girl, light brown hair, 

light eyes, white good skin, she is attractive in a way but somewhat aloof and occasionally 

abrasive. Her husband is a geophysicist who has worked in the Artic and she has a daughter of 3 

who is also named Olga. 

 

 After a great deal of give and take, Olga agress that we should have a party in the hotel. It 

is agreed to use Valentin and Slava's room (115). We need drink and food. Valentin, Gary and I 

go to the hotel restaurant to get vodka, wine, et al. We talk to a late 30ish type female manager 

type. She is conspiratorial, she leans all over me while talking and Valentin. She wants gum. I 

think we agree to two bottles of vodka, three or four bottles of wine, a chicken, some greens. 

Valentin tells me its going to be about 50 rubles. Outrageous! But I agree that it is my treat. We 

retreat to 115, Slava, Tom, Volkov, his side-kick, Alexis are there. Some vodka is produced. 

Olga and Tanya arrive, Olga nervously, Tanya benignly. We drink a little, Olga retreats to her 

room. Valentin goes off to bring her back, but to no avail. Instead he brings back Natasha, 

physical anthropologist from MGU. 

 

 Food and drink are brought in by manager type and another girl. Slightly hush-hush. I 

give the 50 rubles to Valentin and some gum. Am I being ripped off? If so, I guess I deserve it. 
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 Party gets very serious John says I should say something. I then proceed to discourse in 

English, with Valentin translating, on differences and similarities in American and Soviet 

anthropology. I must have taken over half an hour -- Tom retires during one break -- at end, quite 

curiously, I receive applause. What I said I meant and I was quite frank. I told them what I 

thought was good in Soviet anthropology and what I thought was bad. It was such a serious 

discourse that it kind of ended the party. We all went off to bed. It must have been around 1:30 or 

2:00 a.m. 

 

 It was a curious day -- too much traveling with only modest results -- too much rain -- wet 

feet -- ennui -- an indecipherable frustration. 

 

 

Friday  April 11,1980 

 

 Got up around 9:00 a.m. Sort of waited for John and David to wash up. Took my time, 

took a bath, shaved, etc. Got down to the communal breakfast in the private dining room in time 

to avoid the wine and things worst. Had some cold eggs, tea, chatted with the boy chicks. Shota 

and someone else come in and gives me a combined present from the Tbilisi and Sukhumi crowd 

-- a record, two bottles of wine and some Georgia candy. 

 

 Ludmilla, Valentin and Slava are going to the "open" market in Sukhumi -- John and I tag 

along. Me primarily for photographs. Drizzling a bit -- skies, overcast and threatening (see 

photos). 

 

 Walk to market -- a series of numbered stalls in one restricted area. All sorts of produce 

sold here apparently a little above the set prices. Vegetables, meat, grains, fruit, beer stalls, bread 

shops, etc. Reminds a little of a more organized Whitehouse market in Jamaica and much larger. 
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Am busily taking photos when a policeman? comes up and tells me to stop. I stop. I tell Valentin 

and he says he will talk to fuzz. He doesn't. Interesting. Slava, Valentin, Ludmilla buy small 

portions of greens and stuff to take back to Moscow. Wow! 

 

 Get back to hotel after an hour before we are due to depart for airport. Am not sanguine 

about our take-off -- weather still nasty. Pack hurriedly, carry bags out to reception area and am 

told by Shota? that the porter is a Greek. 

  

 A little man, probaby 60 or more, Kostas is Sukhumi from of a Greek family that came 

from Turkey 180 years ago. He speaks Greek, better than Christos, he seems genuinely happy to 

talk with me. Asks me about Greeks in America, about my profession, wishes me the best. etc. A 

sympathetic soul who says that his family has kept its Greek identity. Can you imagine that 

happening in U.S.A. after 180 years. An interesting comment on the system. Curious, I felt sorry 

for Kostas a porter who lugged baggage. 

 

 We leave for airport with farewells from some of the Sukhumi crowd and by Natasha and 

Alexi who are taking the train back to Moscow (36 hours). The time is 1:15 p.m. 

 

 Airport seems closed to traffic. Rain lashing area, puddles growing larger. We wait in 

V.I.P. lounge (an electric brazier and a T.V. set). I wander around, write notes, listen to rumors, 

gossip. Aeroflot makes no announcements as to what's happening, what we should do. 

 

 I go for coffee, under a sodden, dripping beach umbrella. Greek coffee with Valentin, et 

al. Wander around again -- can't stand the lounge talk. We go for food -- Valentin, Victor, Tom, 

Gary and I. Shota arranges aood meal at nearby restaurant frequented by Aeroflot pilots and 

personnel, military, etc. Great chicken soup and then a thick hen broth. This is about 6:00 p.m. 
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News comes that aiport is now open -- that our airplane is in Adana? and will come in an hour or 

so. We go back to lounge, mill around, some chess playing, etc. 

 

 We board a TU-154 about 8:30 Sukhumi time. Sit with Olga and a young scientist with 

two puppies on his lap. Flight takes about two hours and fifteen minutes. We land at 9:45 

Moscow time. 

 

 Our Institute van takes us to the Academy Gastintsa. We unloaded and I get room 306. 

Try to call Irene in New York and quite to my surprise I succeed within 15 minutes or so (12 

rubles for 3 minutes). 

 

 Take very hot bath, wash hair, write notes for about an hour and get to bed by 1:15 or so. 

Very tired but relaxed. Waiting at airports can be ghastly. Waiting at Soviet airports is even 

worse. There just aren't any facilities, there is no information -- it is if you are suspended in time 

and place. 

 

 

Saturday  April 12, 1980 

 

 Up to yesterday, we thought the Soviets were going to give us free time on the weekends. 

They certainly had us bottled up every minute of the previous 12 days. But no, today we had to 

fall out by 8:00 a.m. for our excursion to Suzdal, an ancient city about 210 kilometers out of 

Moscow. Suzdal is noted for its gorgeous churches and monesteries (there are two churches on 

every street) and for some traditional wooden housing which was brought into Suzdal. So the 

town is now a key, tourist attraction. 
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 All the Americans save Sula were herded into one of those small Intourist buses. They are 

very much like the Ronda city buses that the Coro y Danza use to go to Switzerland, etc. They 

have almost no springs and they are uncomfortable. 

 

 We were accompanied by Ludmilla who early had organized the show, Andrei Voronoff, 

light felt hat and all, whose wife prepared the on-board sandwiches, and Tanya Voronina, a 

technical person in Ludmilla's foreign relations section. Tanya spoke some English and 

understood some -- but not a great deal. If you changed tense or subject fast, you apparently lose 

her. 

 

 The trip out to Vladimir Province in which Suzdal is located took about four hours with a 

couple of quick pit stops to relieve bladders and kidneys. The landscape was, in spots, quite 

beautiful. Spring is struggling to emerge -- the weather is still cold but the base snow is melting -

- so, at a you see a white expanse puncutated by a grove or a village drably designed but 

interesting. Church structures are to be seen every kilometer or two -- and some, we are told, are 

still functioning. We pass an occasional stream, the banks covered with melting snow and ice 

clinging to the shore. Some of it was truly exquisitely gorgeous. It brought back memories of the 

l9th century Russian novels. 

 

 There is another reality, of course to this season. If our experiences in the U.S.S.R. to date 

are generalizable, then the people trudging outside or waiting for transportation are cold and wet. 

Drainage in that steppe country at this time of the year must pose a problem. 

 

 I sat with Tanya almost the whole ride. She has a typically Slavic face -- somewhat round, 

very white skin, greenish eyes and blonde. She would be very pretty if she did not carry so much 

weight. Russian women, or at least many do not have the most elegant figures. Clumsy boots, 
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useful to ward off the elements, do not help to enhance the image. At any rate, we seemed to get 

along swimmingly. I wondered about this -- was she the next to keep me busy and in tow? 

 

 We arrive in Suzdal about 12:30 coming in first through the administration area -- a 

mistake, I think. After some hurried conversations between our Soviets and the Suzdal 

administration types, we proceeded to a parking area. The ecclesiatic edifices we briefly saw 

were magnificent. I must admit I'm partial to this type of architecture. We were being urged on 

rather quickly and I was paying little attention to where we were at when we were ushered into a 

tavern-like place. Oh yes! We stopped at a souvenir stand early on in Suzdal where everybody 

was buying something and I got some postcards. Tanya presents me with a very pretty Suzdal 

pin. 

 

 We enter the tavern, descend into a lower chamber, vaulted and painted white, long tables 

formed a C shape. The room was for us, the distinguished American delegation! We arranged 

ourself at the tables, and a waiter/maitre'd in well-fitted tuxedo arrived. Then the feast began. It 

was a meal traditional to the area -- each course carefully explained by our waiter/ maitre'd. We 

started with a plate of slightly pickled tomatoes, pickles, scallions and greens (all delicately 

prepared); then a honey drink fermented according to local formula. It goes down marvelously 

well and soon raises the composite temperature; then a black mushroom dish cooked and served 

in an earthenware mug and garnished with a slice of egg; then a clear broth with thinly sliced 

pork and potatoes; then the main dish -- a plate of Kasha? (buck wheat groats) and a separate 

earthenware jug in which a type of stew was cooked with large hunks of clean beef added. The 

stew was great, flavored with bay leaves and carrots; then tea or coffee -- and collapse. In fact, 

Tanya never got to the main dish. By that time her white complexion had turned a deep rose, she 

was obviously practically prostrated by the heat of the food -- perhaps even the quantity -- and so 

withdrew a few minutes. Ludmilla made a toast or two and a couple from our side and we rose by 
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about 3:30 p.m. to see the sights. I was getting a little itchy by this time -- all that way just so 

nightfall can descend on us before we see anything. 

 

 For the next 2 and 1/2 hours, we went through Suzdal, a place that needs a week to get 

some feel for. Our guide took us first to the Kremlin area, the great Cathedral, and the museum. I 

rushed about taking photos. If they come out, and I have my doubts since my shutter kept 

sticking, I need not describe the sights of those few, short hours. 

 

 About 5:00 or so, we took our bus over to the major monestery -- we did not enter it for 

some reason but stood along the high bank of the river that almost surrounds the old city. The 

view was tremendous. It was a scene out of old Russia. Interestingly, Tanya wanted her photo 

taken at almost every opportunity. 

 

 We started back at sixish (6:00 p.m.). A very quick pit stop was asked for and granted to 

me before we got out of Suzdal. This helped immensely. Vera was very cold. She wore her coat 

and put Frank's and mine over her. She was really suffering. The trip back was punishing despite 

Valentin's valiant attempts. Tanya held my hand ostensibly to keep me warm. Ludmilla was 

depressed and I gave her a neck rub, I also gave one to David; Craig was spaced out in the seat 

next to the driver (he needs nothing to be spaced out -- it is a natural condition); Andrei was 

conspicuously alone in a seat both coming and going. We made one last pit stop about 100 

kilometers from Moscow for the ladies. It was some sort of structure used by travellers in cars, 

buses, and trucks. From Vera's expression, you could tell it was awful. 

 

 We got in about 10:30 with everybody exhausted. Before scattering, we were told that we 

were to be taken to museums the next day -- again no free time. Got to my room -- bathed (the 

hot water felt very good indeed); wrote a few notes and fell asleep. 
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Sunday  April 13, 1980 

 

 I got up relatively early -- one gets used to curious routines. Out of some compulsion to 

use hot water, I took another bath. I was indeed very clean. I put on my suit and brown tie and 

went to the breakfast area on the 5th floor. It was closed for some repair or other. Told to go to 

the 11th floor. Got there and had some tea and bread and cheese, my usual fare. Joined my 

colleagues downstairs at l0:00 a.m., Tanya was there but Andrei our other escort was late. I kept 

thinking what a miserable way for him and maybe for her to spend a Sunday. We loaded up in 

the van and proceeded to Red Square and the State Historical Museum. The Square was 

cordoned off by portable metal barriers. It is Sunday and a big day for visiting Lenin's tomb 

(images of Lenin are ubiquituous -- statues, portraits, posters -- all over U.S.S.R.). The line of 

people extended at least a quarter of a mile when we got there -- by afternoon it was much 

longer. Various forms of military were all over the place -- Security troops controlling the crowds 

(GB); regular army types (CA) by the platoons were being shown around; home guards (BB), 

mostly young boys were gallivanting around, officers, non-commissioned types, etc. The crowds 

were orderly even solemn (I hear that you are told not to talk when on line to see Lenin). 

 

 When I awoke, it was snowing -- Russian Spring -- in the Square the sky was cloudy gray 

and raw. I just can't comprehend why anyone would stand on line for hours to see anything 

particularly a waxy embalmed figure. Oh well! 

 

 Tanya and Andrei scurried around with their official papers while we waited outside the 

museum (it is on the other end of the Square facing St. Vasili Cathedral). Tanya came back with 

the marvelous news that we had a "pretty" guide for the museum. We trooped up to the third 

floor --Vera couldn't make it and stayed behind on the second. Our guide was indeed a pretty girl, 

fashionably dressed Moscow style -- wearing a grey suit kind of thing with a longish skirt -- two 
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rings on each hand, handsome earrings. She explained that she only started English a couple of 

months ago. It was really true -- her explanations ranged from funny to hilarious. We looked at a 

wide disarray of small exhibits. I didn't like this museum. It needed organization and rationale. 

 

 The second floor we were without guide but Andrei kept trying to herd us together. 

Toward the end, we saw some of the halls dealing with 1917 on -- the "Great Socialist 

Revolution". It had moved from museum to propaganda shop, or so I think. 

 

 Vera left by now to make her lunch appointment with Sula. We finished with the 

Museum thinking we were about to be liberated -- free time at last! But no, we were to be taken 

to the Armory Museum on the other side of the Kremlin. It took us about 20 minutes to walk 

over -- the sun peeked out every once in a while and quickly retreated each time. We assembled 

outside the Palace of Congresses, a grotesque modern structure planted in the midst of priceless 

architectural jewels of the past. After scuffling around while we were told that we had to wait til 

2:30 to see the Armory collections. We could wander around by ourselves for one hour. I dashed 

over to St. Vasili again to take photos and dashed back again to join the mob. And off we 

trooped. 

 

 The Armory Museum was something else -- the first floor of exhibits included the 

wardrobes of Russian nobility, the thrones, jewels, carriages, etc. Beautifully laid out. The second 

floor was magnificent -- all the gold ecclesiastic art -- ikons, gold, silver, bibles, incense burners 

and the like. I have never seen anything like it. That was worth the day's trip. 

 

 At 3:30 we're told to leave by Andrei. We invite him and Tanya to a lunch on us. They 

accept and we drive around awhile and end up at the Hotel Roussay restaurant -- the hotel is not 

far from the Kremlin. 
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 The lunch/dinner affair was an embarrassment. Partly because of committee mentality it 

was difficult to order -- so I finally did it for all -- borscht, entrecot, wine, etc. Craig was his 

usual disconnected self -- he thought he should order two more main courses because they were 

cheap -- goose and shaslik. He finished up other people's plates -- he asked curiously dangerous 

questions without a clue as to what he was asking. Example -- how are the prison riots in Soviet 

prisons handled? Everyone was tired and everybody was being put out by Craig the Innocent. 

Frank Lees didn't help much with his heavy handed sarcasm. 

 

 We were told we would be taken to a theater or ballet that night. Let's keep that free time 

to a minimum. Nothing was available but a kind of pop dance ensemble called Souvenir. John, 

Craig, Tanya and I opted to go. 

 

 The theater, Central State Theater Roussay, was just around the corner fram the 

restaurant. We got there exactly at 7:30 and curtain. Seats were good, the theater new and big. 

The group was technically quite good, dancing to a variety of recorded music. It was a kind of 

subdued acrobatic/ ballet dancing with exceptionally monotonous and uninspired choreography. 

 

 Intermission came and we went upstairs for refreshments. Everyone cues up before the 

kind of refreshment he or she wants. Orderly cues and very slow cues. Each lady behind the 

tables doles out the requested item, makes laborious calculations on a crude abacus and then goes 

on to the next. We just about make it back for the second part of the show. A lot of that had to do 

with the forthcoming Olympics and was pretty hammy. The applause of the large audience was 

lukewarm. 

 

 We left after the show looking for a taxi but to no avail. Walked over to the Metro, 

changed once and came out at our station. Tanya then gives me some additional presents -- an 

inscribed book on Suzdal, an address book with her address included; a wood, enameled spoon. 
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She gives Craig something and obviously feels embarassed because she had planned nothing for 

John -- so she gives him another copy of the Suzdal book which she had bought for herself. 

 

 We wend our way across the square to the Gastinitsa. Up to the room, notes, and bed. 

 

 

Monday  April 14, 1980 

 

 Departure day. Up early do heavy packing of equipment, bathe, dress and up for 

breakfast. Downstairs by 8:45. Take a walk with John who is looking to buy a black bread to 

bring home. We find some and came back to hotel. Vera, David and John are due to have a 

meeting with Brooke and Victor. 

 

 The rest can go shopping. We are given a driver and a van and off we go (Frank, Craig, 

Tom and I). We hit 3 Birioskas (places where you can only buy with hard currency). The first I 

buy some records and a Russian blouse for Irene; the second is only foodstuffs and I look, the 

third is a kind of a souvenir shop and I don't even bother looking. Back at 12:00 to meet the 

others. 

 

 We are joined by Andrei and his wife, Tanya and Valentin and David and John. Too 

many, it turns out to do serious shopping and dealing. 

 

 The Arts & Crafts Shop is splendid although a little expensive. During the last trip to 

Russia some of the Americans were taken to the basement where the "second economy" operates. 

Today, however, this option is unavailable despite Andrei and his wife scurrying about. The 

presence of Valentin and Tanya apparently did not help matters. One might guess that Andrei 

would not want other unattached Soviets to see him involved in these dealings. The shop had 
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some very nice things from jewelry, folk art, linens, embroidery, paintings, etc. Frank did the 

most pussy-footing comparative shopping. I saw some amber necklaces ranging from 45 to 147 

rubles but didn't have enough time to make up my mind. I did buy 5 leather note pads for 2 or 3 

rubles each. 

 

 Whisked off by foot to another shop in the neighborhood. It was a kind of small 

department store of Russian and Soviet stuff. Not particularly inspiring but packed with people 

most of them shoving. I bought nothing. 

 

 We then took the van to a basement place (unmarked) near to and probably related to the 

Ministry of Foreign Trade. This place apparently sells in bulk for export. Everybody sniffed 

around. Most of the stuff was not worth a great deal either from a monetary or aesthetic 

perspective. Nonetheless, I bought 4 amber rings at 6 rubles each and some zodiac signs for 

identifying individual's glasses. Not very inspiring stuff. It was interesting to see the female staff 

scurry around pulling little things out of nooks and crevices to show you. 

 

 We return to the Gastinitsa by 3:30 or so. Departure from hotel or last wind-up at 4:15. 

Take Valentin to room and give him about 10 ball point pens and 6 or 7 packets of Kleenex. He 

had given me a small red flute early today. Packed furiously but was momentarily interrupted by 

Andrei and his wife. Andrei presents me with a lovely amber necklace for Irene. I thought he 

wanted to be paid for it and started to get money. He desisted and quite forcibly. I wonder 

whether Valentin's presence had anything to do with this. Where could he have gotten this 

necklace when he was with us all day? Did he get it from the Arts & Craft Shop? Anyway, I was 

a little embarrassed by the gesture. I try again downstairs to give him dollars but he resists. 
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 Lug all the equipment and luggage downstairs with Valentin. Big scene in lobby. All the 

Soviets there save Brooke. Victor tells me he didn't forget the ikon but couldn't find one now -- 

next trip? 

 

 Lucia Smirnova gave me a little package -- small gifts for Irene and myself (some kind of 

a furry pin and a key chain). Ludmilla gave me a book on Siberia, a bottle of Cognac and a can of 

shrimps. What an interesting combination! 

 

 Everybody hugs and kisses Russian fashion -- three kisses because we're "Orthodox" -- 

one on the lips and two on either side. Slava even shows up. 

 

 Two vans go out to Sheremtyevo Airport, the one we came in at. This time it's different -- 

the departure area is most modern, a lot of glass, a Bireoska, etc. The Soviets make our life easy, 

move the papers around, handle the baggage, get us coffee and tea. The four with us are 

Ludmilla, Andrei, Lucia and Valentin. They almost seem genuinely sad that we're leaving. 

 

 Get to customs and after a few hard stares, I get through.We wait in the lounge for a while 

and our flight is called Sabena 876. We board a 737 -- maybe a third full. The sun begins to break 

out -- nice weather in Moscow seems finally at hand. Is it because we're leaving? 

 

 The flight is very comfortable -- food and drink are ample. Belgian stewardess is casual 

and efficient and our American boys are salivating. We make a stop which I didn't know about -- 

WARSAW, Poland. We stay at the airport for an hour. Polish troops are in evidence but they're 

more informed than in the U.S.S.R. fatigues instead of Class A uniforms. 

 

 Sabena is very much on time -- left Moscow exactly at 7:20 land in Warsaw on time -- 

and finally Brussels on time. 
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 Brussels Airport poses a few problems in arranging baggage for storage, organizing 

rooms for 8 at Holiday Inn. 

 

 Finally, Holiday Inn at about 12 at night. Rooms assigned and then all the boys save Craig 

go to bar for a very expensive beer (1500 francs or $45 for 7 beers and l orange juice). 

 

 To bed about 1:30 Brussels time. 

 

 

Tuesday  April 15, 1980 

 

 Up by 7:30. Great breakfast at hotel on the airline. John, Frank and I take hotel bus into 

Brussels. We wander around the old town until 11:30 a.m. A beautiful city Brussels, with well-

appointed shops, well-groomed citizens, etc. Warm, sunny, it was good to walk around. Frank a 

little pushy about looking at linens and rugs. C'est la vie! 

 

 Back at Holiday Inn by 12:00. Leave for airport at 12:30. Board Sabena flight to N.Y. by 

2:00. Departure half-hour late. The 747 is fully loaded, many Vietnamese and Catholic, and 

Jewish emigres to U.S. Seating very uncomfortable -- cramped between huge John van Willigen 

and tape deck and my heavy camera case. Flight takes about 7 1/2 hours. Exhausted -- worst part 

of whole trip. Land in New York at 3:40 p.m., N.Y. time. 

 

 Clear customs quickly -- get luggage in cab with Vera and reach 1107 Fifth by about 

5:15. 
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 The journey has ended but my observations should now really begin. I must find time to 

write about:  

the project itself  

the U.S.S.R.  

The Soviet colleagues  

Brooke, Ludmilla, Victor, the ladies,  

Valentin, etc.  

The American colleagues  

John, David, Tom, Craig, Frank, Vera,Sula  

and a score of other things. Let us hope! 
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LAMBROS COMITAS 

 

SECOND TRIP TO U.S.S.R. 
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Wednesday, July 8, 1981 

 

 The day of departure for second trip to the U.S.S.R. Morning spent at RISM, a few last 

minute thoughts from Vera and my instructions to Florence about the Greek manuscript. A quick 

lunch with Vera at the Mad Hatter, a phone call from Fisher at IREX that the visas had arrived 

from Washington and that he would send them along plus some letters for the Academy of 

Science sometime in the afternoon. Walked home about 1:00 p.m. in order to buy radio and 

camera batteries. At home, packing expeditiously done (Irene had everything prepared). Took 

some pictures of Xochitu, we all go down for a walk despite 94° degree temperature, return about 

4:30 p.m. Messenger arrives with visas and Academy materials about 5:00 p.m., just a half hour 

before I have to leave for airport. 

 

 Leave exactly at 5:30 with one bag of clothes, a heavy case of books and papers and my 

camera case. Ride to JFK very hot, very quiet. I am pensive, emotions suspended, none of the 

usual guilt or anxiety of departure but no great joy or sense of expectation. At JFK-TWA, lines 

are long but stagger through. Go to gate, finally am greeted by Patricia Brell, the Kentucky lab 

technician who is coming along. I had met her in Lexington but didn't recognize her this time -- 

the reasons, in retrospect, were obvious. She had lost 30 pounds at Weight Watchers and I think 

had a new hair-do. Anyway, we met, got on TWA #800 to Paris together, got seats together with 

the middle seat empty -- and off we went at about 8:00 p.m., only a half-hour late. The flight was 

curiously unpacked so the flight was comfortable. A little idle talk and then I read through the 

New Yorker, was especially interested in the long article on Negroes in New York and their 

move uptown to Harlem. Must remember to get the following two parts from Vera when I get 

back. Then, after a dinner served very late, I watched the movie Tribute with Jack Lemmon. The 

plot was somewhat infantile, the sound track made everyone sound like chickens, but Lemmon's 

performance was curiously compelling. 
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 We arrived in Paris about a half-hour late, worked our way through passport control, 

found our way to Air France after travelling on those surrealistic conveyor belts of Charles de 

Gaulle airport. We just about made it to our connecting flight -- Air France #720 non-stop to 

Moscow. As we boarded, we were asked to pick up a tray for our lunch outside of the plane. That 

flight was to take three hours and forty minutes. Again, we were a little delayed at takeoff. Our 

fellow passengers were primarily male, many obviously Russian and the rest French. In the main, 

they all seemed to be workers of one sort or another but maybe I was mistaken. We landed about 

4:00 p.m. at Sheremetyevo Airport at the modern international side (the last time we landed with 

Aeroflot at the same airport but in some dilapidated section perhaps devoted to Aeroflot). Met by 

Luidmilla Kuzmina and Valentin. My bag came through rather quickly but Pat's luggage and one 

box of blood samples were missing. We spend well over an hour going through the necessary 

procedures for searching for the lost articles in Paris and New York. Valentin, who has grown a 

mustache, took charge of this operation. 

 

 By now, we had been on the road for 13 hours without sleep, it was already Thursday, 

July 9th and 5:00 p.m. at that. Anyway, Luidmilla takes Pat in the official car and I go with 

Valentin in his 1967 Volga car. They brought both because they thought I'd have the videotape 

and much more baggage. After a pleasant, leisurely ride through the center of town we were 

taken to the Gastinitsa Akademya Nauk. For me, it was room 803. Pat was put in 814, 

immediately across the hall. 

 

 We all sat in my room until about 8:30. I showed the hosts the pictures from the last trip, 

they each took what they wanted of them, and then we had a spirited discussion about whether I 

could do the CATIJ study in the Caucasus. Luidmilla looked as if she was raising all sorts of 

bureacratic doubts. She made a couple of snide remarks about Victor, that he is not an "official" 

person, that he could not set up a "program" without permission from an "official" person, one 

could guess. She didn't quite understand what I was explaining but Valentin was making a valiant 
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effort to support my cause. I had given him a carton of Dunhill's at the airport and he reciprocated 

with a one-cup tea or coffee maker, new at that. We are obviously friends. Anyway, my 

"program" will be presented to Bruk and the others (Soso, I guess) for final approval. 

 

 At this point in time, the following arrangements have been made. We leave on July 14th 

for Sukhumi by plane (it's late to arrange to go by train, the trains are not for "important" guests, 

they're dirty, the scenery's not great, etc. We are to stay in the Sukhumi area for two weeks, then 

we're to go somewhere else (missed the name) in the Caucasus for a week (supposedly beautiful, 

etc., etc.) and then back to Moscow for a couple of days and back home on August 8th. Luidmilla 

and Valentin leave. 

 

 Pat and I (she still is in high heels) take a walk. It was 9:00 p.m. and very bright outside -- 

I forgot we were in northern climes. We walked past the church van Willigen and I went to on 

Holy Thursday on the last trip, past the beautiful old Russian building that houses the French 

Embassy and down that route for about a mile. Pat took photos with her brother's camera. We got 

back about 10:30 still relatively light outside. 

 

 I gave Pat a little soap and some Woolite so she could clean the only clothes she had, I 

retired to my room, took a hot bath and went to bed at 11:30 or 3:30 p.m. in New York City, or 

32 hours after getting up in New York. 

 

 

Friday, July 10, 1981 

 

 I kept waking up, the sun rises early in the summer, I was disoriented by jet lag but I felt 

well. Took another bath so I could wash my hair, shaved and fiddled around. About 8:00, Pat 

knocks and we start for a walk but met on the first floor by Valentin who needs Pat's currency 
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declaration to go back to the airport for Pat's things (one carton of serum was located and maybe 

her valise). Walk up Leninski Prospect -- it's a little more imposing than in early spring but still 

no greatshakes. Got back, went to breakfast. Had tea, some yogurt-like stuff, a roll and cheese. 

 

 Picked up by Luidmilla about 10:30 a.m. and taken to the Institute. Met by Solomon 

Bruk, the deputy director of the Institute of Ethnography. He had a little girl translating from 

Luidmilla's section (Valentin was not back yet). She was nice but not very good. Usual 

salutations, Bruk obviously taken by my picture of him taken in Georgia last year. It's the "nearly 

everybody in Moscow reads Pravda" picture. Luidmilla tells him about my CATIJ plans. She 

seems supportative today (she's a real bureaucrat). Bruk agrees in principle but leaves the final 

decision to Victor Kozlov who's still on holiday. Coffee brought out -- I took a half cup out of 

politeness, first coffee in months. Valentin returns with good news -- he recovered Pat's 

belongings -- they were brought in on a later flight from Paris. 

 

 Then off to the Presidium of the Academy. Luidmilla is to deliver Fisher's letter and 

apparently wants me around for support. We meet the chief of some administrative section (a Mr. 

Dubrovin or something). His English is quite good, he's polite, asks questions, doesn't listen to 

answers, we leave. It was about 1:15 p.m.  

 

 Pat and I are taken out to Luidmilla's apartment for lunch. She lives in a kind of suburb of 

Moscow, developed in the last 10 or 15 years. It's called Belaevo (the 'white place'). She tells us 

that it's a poor apartment and that in October she's moving into a new cooperative that's presently 

being constructed. Actually, her present apartment is also a cooperative, it consists of a living 

room-dining room, a bedroom with twin beds, a study which probably had a bed and a kitchen. 

The furniture was kind of 1930 New York but well preserved, a large black wood china closet 

dominated the space but an elaborate hi-fi set was conspicuosly placed and taped American 

music softly played (Elton John and others). Present was Luidmilla's son Pavel a pleasant young 
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man two years out of post-graduate work in oceanology. He's scheduled to leave in December for 

his first trip on a Russian scientific vessel - to the south Pacific for five months. He presently 

works for a large and apparently important Institute of Oceanology. He makes crack that his 

mother is not much for the kitchen so he's glad we came. Luidmilla serves a hot, slightly greasy 

chicken soup with greens, boiled chicken, cauliflower, tomatoes and bread. We also have a good 

Crimean champagne, a lemon flavored vodka and sok, a natural juice made from blueberries. 

Dessert was strawberries and blueberries and then hot tea. All in all, I think she did well, she 

tried hard to please, and she appears to dote on her son. Her husband was not present, he is a "big 

chief" in the Ministry of Trade of the republic (not that of the U.S.S.R.). He's a Ukrainian from 

near the Polish border, she's a Siberian -- they met in Siberia where she worked in the Academy 

of Science folklore section. She says that they came to Moscow only five years ago. 

 

 At my request, the son takes us to take a look at Moscow State University -- the complex 

that looks like a large, ugly headstone. It looks like it was built about 1930 but actually was put 

up between 1949 and 1953. Large lecture halls, wood parque floors, elaborate interiors, it must 

be a bitch to clean. MGU, supposedly the most prestigeous of Soviet universities, has 27,000 

students, slightly less than half from outside Moscow. Dormitory space is provided all outsiders 

for one ruble a month or a year. Soviet aspirants take an examination to enter university, only 10 

to 15% of high school graduates go on to university. The Soviet system of education provides 

eight years of primary school and five years of university, I think. But I better check, this sounds 

wrong. 

 

 Other issues that came up this afternoon that could be usefully developed are: the 

cooperative apartment alternative to state housing in Moscow; and, the historic and contemporary 

restrictions on in-migration into Moscow. Pavel tells me that the present population of the capital 

is about 8 1/2 million. 
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 While on the subject of Moscow, it's curious to see the urban plan. Obviously, there is a 

housing shortage in the city. The solution is to erect high rises of 16 stories, each surrounded by 

open lots some of which are landscaped, but with no smaller units and obviously no unplanned 

growth or individual initiative. I don't know about the quality of the new housing (a lot went up 

because of the Olympics) but the visual impact is less than impressive -- a kind of sameness that 

eventually must damage the psyche. Why would architectural heterogeneity run counter to a 

socialist ethos? Or is the cause strictly economic and lack of a technically-sophisticated labor 

force? 

 

 Back to the Gastinitsa at 6:30. Write up these notes. 

 

 At about 8:15, since Valentin did not show up as he had promised, Pat and I went out for 

a stroll. We took the Metro to some station, somebody told us to get off and get another line to 

get to Prospekt Marx and Red Square. We did so, arrived expediiously. We then walked and took 

pictures in the Square, tried to get into the Kremlin but it was being closed for the night, walked 

back to the Hotel Roussea which apparently was hosting an Eastern Bloc film festival (the 

Spanish entry was entitled "Gary Cooper que estas en los cielos"). We wandered all over until 

about eleven -- still some light out. Streets in the center area appear generally deserted, no 

electric signs, very little evidence to indicate a public place. In many ways, quite dreary. We got 

back in the Metro somewhere around Prospekt Marx, got off at Park Kultural to get on the Ring 

Line, took the escalators, found the right track, got on train, and voila! Next stop Oktrbayska 

station. The system is quite easy and logical and well marked. 

 

 We hadn't eaten since Luidmilla fed us early in the afternoon. Nothing open. Got back to 

rooms and I got Pat to beg a little bread from the floor concierge, she had an electric pot and 

instant oatmeal -- and we had bread, oatmeal, and camomile tea. At about one, we retreated to 

our respective rooms and I wrote this batch of notes. 
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 Tomorrow at ten or so, we are to be taken by Luidmilla's son to see Arkangel, I don't 

know if that's a place in Moscow or outside. We shall see. 

 

 

Saturday, July 11 

 

 Still having trouble adjusting to time. Wake up at 4:30-5:00 to bright sunlight. Go back to 

sleep, oversleep, jump up at 8:15-8:30. Bathe, shave, knock on Pat's door -- no answer. Go to 

11th floor breakfast joint. Eat the yogurt stuff, a roll and cheese. Go back to room. Pat arrives 

about 9:45 - had also overslept -- did not hear knocks must be a sound sleeper. 

 

 Picked up Luidmilla at 10. Son had to work at Institute of Oceanology so Mama was 

going to be the tour guide. Car was a new Volga sedan with a mad female driver with a gold 

front tooth. It was announced that our destination "Arkhangelskoye" was 150 kilometers away. 

After driving like crazy for 20-25 minutes, we arrived. It was only 28 kilometers. 

"Arkhangelskoye" is an estate turned into a museum. A beautiful summer palace with grounds 

laid out somewhat like those of Versailles. The estate was named after the church on the grounds 

The Archangel Michael. Luidmilla busted through the lines and organized the tickets. She also 

bought us the inevitable pin of the place and a set of picture cards. We marched around the 

palace for about an hour looking at the 18th and l9th century paintings and sculptures. The last 

owner was an N. B. Yusupov, a wealthy patron of the arts in the latter part of the l9th century. 

His sister was the Duchess of Kurland (sic), could it be the Courland of Barbados fame? 

Anyway, the art was quite nice but Italian and French overblown. The grounds must have been 

exquisite during the estate's hey day but now they look a little ragged. We walked along with the 

horde of Russian tourists to the Church which is now an art gallery. The paintings were mostly 

Russian and quite late l9th century and early 2Oth century. These had a kind of primitive strength 
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the Italian and French works did not. Parenthetically, the Russian aristocracy must have been 

something else again in those days. Along the paths, Soviet soldiers were clearing brush, 

cleaning up the area, filling holes, etc. on estate grounds. Most of these very young looking 

kiddies looked to be of Uzbek, Kazak and Mongolian stock. Luidmilla confirmed that most didn't 

speak or understand Russian. "They're country boys"! 

 

 We got back in a hurry about 2:15. Luidmilla announces that she will be back at 5:45 to 

take us to dinner so not to eat too much lunch. Pat and I go to the Gastinitsa restaurant we're 

seated at an already occupied table, I stare at Russian menu, can make out nothing, we decide to 

go out and buy some bread and cheese. After a bit of a trek up Leninski Prospect, we get two 

loaves of bread and some rolls in one shop and about a pound of a mild cheese and a container of 

kefir, a yogurt drink (this one lightly flavored with strawberries). We go up to my room and 

chomp away.  

 

 Bathe again, put on shirt and jacket and tie, walk around with Pat down to side of Gorky 

Park. Come back in time (5:45) to meet Luidmilla, somewhat tastefully decked out, and her son 

Pavel, in good suit and tie and with car. We have reservations at the Dom Turista (House of the 

Tourists) a hotel, restaurant, bireoska complex. It's located quite far out from the center of 

Moscow and adjacent to Patrice Lumbumba University, the place devoted to African and other 

Third World students (many are from Algeria and from Africa -- the total student population is 

guessed by Pavel to be about 15,000). 

 

 There's a rock and roll trio banging away. We are given a place of honor near them. Pavel 

complains to them about the noise and they go away for half an hour or so. We were at the table 

for four passably interesting hours. I did a lot of probing about Pavel's coming oceanologic trip, 

about Russian images of their fellow countrymen in the other 14 republics, about attitudes about 

the current foreign difficulties of the host country. Interestingly enough, there was a little 
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difference between mother and son, with the latter somewhat more flexible. Luidmilla put up a 

strong defense of the Afghanistan business, the son seemed not quite so sure; son joked, when 

the question of Poland came up, that Czechoslavakia was involved just several days before a 

party congress, the next one is almost upon us, and so on. Son danced with Pat twice, acted the 

proper host, played the host, took care of the bill very discreetly, drove us to see the Olympic 

Village (a complex of 16? buildings, all apparently 16 stories tall). This is now State housing, 

preference for these supposedly good flats was given to people high up. We also drove past a 

large, factory like building which turned out, in fact, to be an edifice of the State Security. This 

area or district is obviously newly developed and is even permitted the luxury of experimental 

architecture. I did not get a chance to savor this break from architectural sameness. Apparently, 

all buildings are of 9, 12 or 16 stories with the latter seemingly in the great majority. 

 

 We are deposited in front of the Gastinitsa at 11:00 p.m., still a little light, and we go for 

another quickie walk. We return to my room where Pat has a cup of tea, she retires, I wash my 

clothes, have a good B. for the first time, write up this section, and it is now 12:45 and off to 

read. 

 

 

Sunday, July 12 

 

 I keep waking up early, it must have been 5:30 this morning, partly a result of the early 

sunrise, jet lag, and the clanking of the trolleys that pull into the car barn all night long. The latter 

was much more romantic and subdued in winter time. Now 8:00 a.m. and random thoughts. 

 

 According to Pavel, it costs 8,000 rubles for a Volga sedan but not everybody is eligible 

for one. Car factory workers and high officials are -- so that Volgas can be sold on a quasi-legal 

market by these types for as much as 14,000 rubles. Something like this must go on with 
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housing. Yesterday, Pavel was telling us of the difficulties of some poor guy who has a room in 

an apartment and wanted to pay someone with an apartment to trade their respective spaces. The 

deal was blocked apparently because no one is entitled to more than one room. That is, in 

principle, a family of three can have no more than three rooms. But how are dachas or 

summer/weekend houses counted? Is this rule only applicable within Moscow because of the 

housing shortage? 

 

 One hears a considerable amount of Western/American music. Yesterday, our lady driver 

to Arkhangelskoye had the radio blaring -- I made out some drivel by Yoko Ono and similar 

nonsense. At the Dom Turista last night, the musical trio seemed to favor hard rock and 

associated musical phenomenon. According to Pavel, they don't write their own music, although 

they may be the best such group in Moscow, but play American and European songs. Pat, young 

enough to know, says that this trio is passable by American standards but could not stand much 

of a chance in the better known watering holes of Lexington, Kentucky. A curious musical 

counterpoint came when the same trio played and sang a Uzbeki song, quite romantic and more 

than a little on the Oriental side. I overheard some one calling the lead musician Hassan so 

maybe he's a Uzbeki. 

 

 At about 8:30, we eat breakfast in my room -- camomile, oatmeal and some cheese for 

me. At 9:15, we go out for a walk and, lo and behold, we bump into Victor Kozlov at the Metro 

station on his way to find us. Embraces, etc. We walk together down to Gorky Park or Park 

Kultural, a kind of interesting recreational area right in Moscow along the Moskva River. We 

talk about sundry things, mostly project connected and return back to the Gastinitsa at 10:15 or 

so to await Valentin. He arrives after 11 (he said later in the afternoon that he couldn't start his 

1967 Volga). The day is being organized. It was decided to go first to the Kolomenskoye Estate 

inside the city limits of Moscow, then to lunch, then to the permanent Exhibition of Economic 

Achievements of the U.S.S.R., and then to the Kremlin. 
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 We go to Kolomenskoye, once the summer place of the Grand Dukes of Moscow and 

then the Czars. It was a huge complex around a wooden palace pulled down by Catherine the 

Great in 1767. What we saw was the Kazan Church with five blue and silver domes (see photos). 

This is an operating church. We went, it was very crowded, mostly women. In one room 

(chapel?) a funeral was being held, chants and all, in the adjoining room (chapel?) a service was 

being conducted with a fat priest in brown cassock surrounded by somewhat glassy-eyed 

parishioners. The service, the part that I heard, was most monotonous, with the priest chanting 

and the congregation repeating the chant. Victor and Pat seemed interested. Victor bought 3 

candles, one for Pat, one for me, and one for himself! Valentin was floating around. 

 

 We then went outside and looked at the Church of the Ascension of Christ (1532) built, 

Fodor says, "in the old Russian 'tent' style."  This church overlooks a bend in the Moskva and 

commands a magnificent view of Moscow (see photos). It must have been really great when 

those hideous architectural monstrosities (modern Moscow apartment houses) weren't built. We 

also went through the museums housed in the estate servants' quarters. Some beautiful icons 

from the 16th? century and a variety of artifacts are displayed. After about an hour we leave for 

our next port of call. 

 

 Valentin suggests we go to a "real" Russian restaurant in a place "40 kilometers" away. 

We start from Kolomenskoye about 2:00 p.m. We go, and go, and go. We were easily on the road 

for an hour and a half. It turns out that we came to a place called Kirzhach, 90 kilometers from 

the center of Moscow. There is a restaurant and a tea house there, apparently a way stop for 

traveller's to Vladimir and Gorky. This was the same road we took last year to get to Suzdal. 

Victor pulled his weight and told the boss lady that he had these "Amerikanski" big shots and we 

were ushered into a private dining room. We started with a mild honey drink and then Crimean 

champansky again (that's what we had yesterday at Luidmilla's house and later at the Dom 
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Turista). Champansky appears to be a national preoccupation. We had a kind of antipasto, then a 

cold soup with bits of everything chopped into it, and then a dish called "Forest fire", a kind of 

battered down, elongated meat ball. The latter was quite good. Then came a kind of sour dough 

cake or squarish, sugared bun for dessert and tea. try to contain my intake but it's getting harder.  

 

 We leave about 5:30 and drive back to Moscow. At about 7:00 p.m. when most people 

were leaving, we got to the Exhibition of Economic Achievements of the U.S.S.R. It's a huge 

place (553 acres) many buildings, fountains, cafes, etc. (see photos). There is a monument to 

Soviet space achievements which looks quite phallic and which Victor whispers is the fantasy 

dream of the impotent, there are buildings devoted to all aspects of Soviet technology, 2 or 3 

entire Aeroflot airplanes, a replica of Vostok, the rocket that Gagarin rode into space, and like 

that. There is also a three mile circular road within the exhibition area. And we seemed to walk it 

all. Valentin and I strolled together with him giving me serious pointers on Russian 

pronunciation and a quite welcome vocabulary lesson. I asked him if we could make this a 

permanent part of my month's stay. We got back to the Gastinitsa about 10:00 p.m.. 

 

 Pat goes to her room to collapse. I take my shirt off to start writing notes and there's a 

knock on the door. Luidmilla! Sula's back and Luidmilla got her. We collect Pat, go down to 

Sula's room (506). She's with Nikolai, Luidmilla's husband, they had collected Sula at the airport. 

He's a somewhat dissipated and somewhat bloated version of his son Pavel or Pasha, as Sula 

calls him. Sula looks fine, chatters on about her adventures in Sukhumi, how all her friends 

turned up, how the plane was late, how her telephone doesn't work. The Kuzninoff? couple 

leaves (I stick one of Edwin's pens in her pocketbook I hope it goes over). Sula wants news of 

Reagan, of the U.S., of New York -- anything to talk. I blank out, Pat glazes over, we leave at 

about 11:30. Come back and start writing. Now 12:15, am tired, and hope the trolleys let me 

sleep. 
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Monday, July 13 

 

 The trolleys, I thought, did not bother me last night. I woke, I thought, at 7:30, took a bath 

and shaved. And then I looked at my watch -- I had gotten up at 6:30. 

 

 Pat and I went to Sula's room and got her for breakfast. She sort of mildly kvetched all the 

way through. Victor showed up promptly at 10:00 a.m. and we went by Metro to the Institute of 

Ethnography. It's really quite simple -- you take the far Oktbrskaya station about three stops out 

to Akademskaya -- and the Institute's just around the corner. We talked a while in Victor's office 

(quite a plain room with three bare desks a few maps and posters on the wall -- one of them a 

sexy shot of the Texas Cowboys Cheerleaders). We went through Vera's questions and problems 

-- sorted them out -- and organized a schedule to deal with them. It appears as if the translations 

are going well -- Victor thinks I'll have them all to take back with me. Unexpectedly greeted by 

my friend Tanya Voronina who heard my voice and traced me to Victor's office. She was back 

from holidays in the Crimea (where she is from). Today was her first day. She seemed genuinely 

happy to see me. All of us had tea in Bromley's office (it seems to be used for all formal 

occasions by anyone in the Institute as long as superiors are not around). Victor left us to Tanya 

and Valentin's devices. 

 

 At about 1:00 or so, Victor took Pat and me to the Hanoi Restaurant in Ho Chi Minh 

Square around the corner from the Institute. 

 

 The restaurant was far from Vietnamese but the conversation with Victor about the 

project was illuminating. I had asked him about the administration of the project in the field. He 

proceeded to tell me that in the beginnning the project was run by Zubov, Andrei Voronoff and 
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himself. Now, the Presidium administration is run by Bruk, the physical anthropology by Zubov 

(who remains out of sight) and the historical-ethnographic component by Kozlov.  

 

 There is a loose coalition of Soviet organizations involved with the project: the Institute 

of Ethnography of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., the initiator; the Institute of 

Gerontology, Kiev; the Institute of Experimental Morphology, Tbilisi; the Abkhasian Institute of 

History and Philosophy and whatever; and the Institute of Anthropology at Moscow State 

University. One gets the impression the coalition can break up very easily if specific Institute 

directors cease to find value in the project. Perhaps more importantly, Victor indicated that some 

of the field expenses of members of collaborating institutes are paid by the Institute of 

Ethnography. 

 

 The field administration of the 1981 summer expedition is as follows: the overall director 

is Shota Gogohia of the Institute of Experimental Morphology, Tbilisi and Sukhumi; the Deputy 

Director is Vladimir Bolshakov (Victor's boy from the Institute of Ethnography, Moscow). The 

team in Gudauti (65 kilometers from Sukhumi - see map) consists presently of about 50 members 

divided into four teams: Ethnopsychology headed by Galina Starovoitova from Leningrad; 

Physical Anthropology headed by Andrei Voronov from the Institute of Ethnography, Moscow; 

Medical-Gerontological staffed mostly by Kiev personnel but run by Bolshakov because Moscow 

Institute of Ethnography pays the freight; and straight Medical run by Soso D. from Tbilisi. Since 

Soso is Gogohia's boss in real life, one might guess that Soso is the real power in the field despite 

the fact that he spends most of his time in Tbilisi. 

 

 After lunch, Victor and I went to a Birioska that sells books, ostensibly to buy presents 

for the translators. I spent $51 on this occasion -- when I get back to Moscow, we'll finish the 

matter. 
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 I also went to a large foreign language book store and bought a book entitled Russian As 

We Speak it. Maybe something will rub off in the next couple of weeks. 

 

 Rushed back about 5:00 to pack for the evening's flight to Sukhumi at 12:05 a.m. and in 

time for Swan Lake at 7:00 p.m. Sula, Pat and I were picked up by Luidmilla and her son Pavel at 

6:30. 

 

 Something I forgot which came up at lunch. Victor more than hinted that there had been 

trouble between the Abkhasians and the Georgians last year and somehow this got played out in 

the project. The Georgians were not enthusiastic about working in Gudauta this year. Victor 

claims, and who knows, that he told everybody they had to work for the common project good, 

etc. It was an interesting point that he made, however, and I'm not sure why it was done. Perhaps 

to alert me, warn me, or lead me astray while in Abkhasia and Georgia. 

 

 Back to the ballet. We went to the Musikal Teater. (I think really the Stanislavsky and 

Nemirovich-Danchenko Musical Theater, 17 Pushkinskaya Street). The ballet group was doing 

Swan Lake (Lebedinoi Oziro). The prima ballerina whose name was handwritten into the 

program, apparently was making her debut. It was a fascinating evening, the first act was a little 

corny and somewhat badly staged and I was a little disappointed. It was, of course, my first 

introduction to Russian ballet in Russia. The second act was a quantum leap better, the Corps de 

Ballet was excellent (not the Bolshoi but well trained and with perfectly coordinated arm 

movements); the prima ballerina was a little nervous, a little too stonyfaced, and about one inch 

too short in the legs but excellent nonetheless. The third act was brilliant, the ethnic dances were 

terrific, the choreography simply magnificent, and the prima did even better as the black swan. 

And guess what. We had to leave before the fourth act, which the lady usher told us was by far 

the best. We were to meet Valentin and be driven to the airport for the trip to Sukhumi. We 

waited about a half an hour for Valentin to show and we could have seen the fourth act. I was 
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really upset by that -- I really dug the theater, the audience (all very l9th century) and the 

tremendous seats (sixth row center). What a pity! I must go again when we return to Moscow. 

 

 We returned to the Gastinitsa; picked up our bags, and drove to Domodedovo, the largest 

airport in the Soviet Union, 30 miles southeast of Moscow. Valentin organized everything and 

about the right time got aboard an lL-18 (turbo-prop of about 1960-65 vintage) for the trip to 

Sukhumi. We left about 12:10, flew for about 2 hours and 45 minutes, and reached Sukhumi 

about 4:00 a.m. (you gain an hour in Moscow). We were met at the airport by Soso, Shota 

Gogohia and Inal Ipal from the Abkhasian Academy. They got our bags, drove us into town and 

got us into the Hotel Abkhasia (the same one we were in last time) at about 5:00 a.m. Was 

assigned room 123 (adin, dva, dri). Got to bed about 5:30 a.m. Was most touched by the 

reception committee. Imagine anyone in New York meeting a plane at 4 in the morning! 

 

 

Tuesday, July 14 

 

 (Am already 3 days behind in writing up my notes). 

  

 Woke about 11:00 a.m. Had breakfast with Soso, Shota, Valentin and Pat in the private 

dining room. After the usual friendly exchange, it turns out that Soso is leaving in less than an 

hour for Tbilisi and that he had come in on Monday just to receive us. Amazing! I explain 

CATIJ, Soso seems to understand but also seems to hint that he would like it done in Tchaltubo, 

our stop after Sukhumi. Maybe because Tchaltubo is not in Abkhasia or because he controls the 

show there completely. We will see. 

 

 Valentin, Pat and I took a long walk along the beach road past the open market I went to 

last April, and then by the several sanitoria that seem to infest Sukhumi. The sun was hot but it 
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was a pleasant walk. At about 4, the three of us took a small boat that ferries people to the 

beaches on the far eastern ena of town. For 15 kopecks each, it was a delightful short ride. We 

settled down in the Intourist beach, swam in the Black Sea (not black but blue-green and a 

refreshing water temperature). Soviets at beach seemed, on the average, to be more odd-shaped 

than Americans at their beaches. Lots of very fat people, of all ages. Alas, no real bathing 

beauties. Had to get back by 8:00, Shota was taking us to dinner. 

 

 We went to an Abkhasian restaurant near the hotel. Mostly open-air, we were put by 

Shota in a kind of private dining room. We had, among other things, khachapuri (a kind of bread 

stuffed with cheese and topped by hot melting butter) and mamalika (I guess the national 

Abkhasian dish - a kind of corn mush topped with slices of cheese). We also consumed 

enormous quantities of Isabella, that great red wine and a good but not great dry white wine. 

Shota did his tamada routine, many toasts, many demands for chug-a-lugging, etc. We were there 

a long time. I wasn't drunk but I had a lot. There's just no way to avoid it. We left late, walked a 

little, and I went back to the hotel and bed. 

 

 

 

Wednesday, July 15 

 

 We were to go to Gudauta District today. Woke up latish, a slightly stuffed head. Had 

breakfast with V. & P. and waited for Shota and car. Finally left for Gudauta District and Duripsh 

Village, town? about 11:00 or later. Drive uneventful but quite scenic. Passed through Novoe 

Afon (see notes on the cave visit at this site last trip). Saw one very recent car wreck on a hairpin 

set of turns called Mother-in-Law's 
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 Reached Duripsh (some 7-8 kilometers away from Gudauta and Black Sea) about 12:30. 

The medical party is housed in a school near the main square (unpaved but with Mr. Lenin 

staring down). Duripsh is a Kolhoz (collective farm) of about 2000-2500 people. We went into 

the school and were met by Dr. Korkushko from the Kiev Institute. I had met him during the last 

trip -- big, blonde, some gold teeth, somewhat aggressive. Brought into the school office and 

much of the medical team as well as the local hospital doctor and some members of the village or 

Kolhoz Soviet joined us. I was kind of put on the spot as to what I wanted to do with CATIJ -- 

the only ones that maybe understood or at least sympathesized were Galina Starovoitova and 

Lucia Smirnova. Korkshko kind of played the devil's advocate and I pushed the line, and quite 

truthfully, that I wanted to contribute to the project in some manner and that a CATIJ probe 

might be very useful. 

 

 We were then taken on a tour of the various medical units (personnel appeared to be all 

from Kiev). The first unit is physical anthropology and do all the anthropometric measurements. 

Then there is a neurological unit, a cardiovascular unit, and a couple of others (hygiene and 

motor reflexes?). All the while, the tour was tailed by Galina Staravoitova. When we got through 

the medical maze (quite impressive effort -- at least 20 people), Galina took me across the square 

and to another school (the building looks like a pre-1917 estate house). There I was introduced to 

the ethno-psychology team and one ethnographer. There were three young girls, Galina (late 

30ish, big bosomed, dyed red hair) and at least four young males. Amazingly all seemed 

conversant or familiar with English. The girls, whose names I did not get, included a young 

economist who collects and organizes the statistical data from the Kolhoz and Gudauta District. 

A philologist from Leningrad; and, a psychologist? from Talininn, the capital of Estonia. Among 

the men was a young, very Semitic young psychologist; another psychologist from Leningrad (A. 

Etkind); and an ethnographer from the Moscow Institute of Ethnography named Nikolai 

Yevgenyevich Rudensky who is interested in Hungarians living outside of Hungary. To this 
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group, I explained CATIJ and its possible value. A nice discussion, obvious reluctance on the 

part of Galina and a promise to continue talking on Friday. 

 

 Shota shooed me out of the psychologists' camp and had us driven about 20 kilometers to 

another village (Kaldachara), another school, and the camp of the physical anthropology group 

led by Andrei Voronoff. I knew most of them -- Andrei, Tatiana from M.G.U., Volkoff-

Dubrovin? who had just been appointed Deputy Director of the Institute of Anthropology, 

another male whose name I never knew but who was quite familiar, Sasha, the little physical 

anthropologist of last year's fame, and among the other girls, Marina Arkangelskaya (what a 

beautiful name!), the girlie interested in early growth plus a new girl or two including a very 

beautiful blonde mathematician who apparently is just helping out this summer (she's a student, 

21, and looks like a very young, fresh Melanie Dreher). The reception here was really very warm, 

they had a welcome sign up, in Russian, a table set for us, warm embraces, and all this without 

any English except for a few broken words from Andrei. After the polite expressions were over, 

the news exchanged, the appropriate alcohol consumed, we were whisked outside, put back in 

our car, the others got into a canvas covered van, and we all went to a restaurant? house? along 

the banks of a river where we were all set down for a banquet. I don't remember what we had but 

it was good, Shota played the Tamada, much wine was consumed, too much bottom upping, and 

so on. We were there for about 2 1/2 hours. Then, magically, the witching hour came, back in the 

car, and off to Sukhumi, with Shota sound asleep. He's beginning to look the worse for wear. 

 

 When we got back, Valentin wanted us to go off with him to find his daughter and her 

girl friend who had been on a hiking tour of the Caucasus and were now in Sukhumi for four 

days. We took the trolley to about where we had taken the boat yesterday. It was some kind of 

youth hostel and there was a dance going on -- with rock and roll music. Valentin spotted his 

daughter, a very pretty, dark haired girl who had just finished the Pedagogical Institute in music 
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and who was about to start working as a piano/music teacher in Moscow. They talked a while 

and then we walked back, very tiredly. Got to bed about 1:00 a.m. 

 

 Managed to give Voronoff the two gifts I got him in New York. He wants me to call his 

wife when I'm back in Moscow so she can take me shopping. I should do it. 

 

 

Thursday, July 16 

 

 A peculiar day. Pat sulking, almost pouting like a spoiled little American girl. I think 

she's nervous about not being able to control her diet and hence her weight. Is it the beginning of 

anorexia nerviosa? 

 

 Shota has arranged an Abkhasian Academy type named Yuri to take us to the Sukhumi 

Museum and then the Art Gallery. Yuri takes us through the streets where he greets or is greeted 

by every other passerby. We get to the Abkhasian State Museum which contains a variety of stuff 

from geological, botanical, archeological to a display showing daily life in rural Abkhasia. Yuri 

is an animated and interesting guide who tries to please. Pat sulks. We are joined by the Museum 

Director, a young, tie-less man, and a woman curator of some sort. They invite us to a back room 

office where we are served Turkish coffee, chocolate and a full bottle of cognac at 12 noon! The 

conversation is good, mostly questions to me about matters American and academic. Most polite 

people. They promise to look up the cannabis literature for me. We wend our way out. Pat sulks. 

 

 We go to the Art Gallery -- a small, two-story building. First floor is devoted to the first 

modern Abkhasian painter who lived to 101, died just a few years ago, and spent most of his life 

in Paris. Nothing very inspiring here, a few portraits, some costume sketches, etc. The second 
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floor was being prepared for a showing of a woman painter named Bubiova, now 95, who spent 

35 years in Japan. Certainly not a major painter, but she does show a flair. Pat sulks. 

 

 The whole morning is interesting -- a lot of side information and comments on aspects of 

Soviet structure and life. I'm beginning to feel at home with the alphabet and I even understand a 

word or two now. I ask about Abkhasian music -- we go to a little variety shop and Yuri buys me 

a record of the Abkhasian Chorus -- you can't afford to express interest in anything purchasable. 

 

 Pat goes to her room to sulk. Valentin and I take the boat to the beach to find his 

daughter. We stay a couple of pleasant hours but no daughter. We take the boat back about 7:00 

p.m. in time to meet Shota for a theater date. 

 

 He had arranged to take us to a Georgian operetta.  It was a thoroughly enjoyable and 

quite unique experience. It was a troupe from Tbilisi doing a l9th century period piece about a 

miser who won't give a dowry to the prince who wants to marry his beautiful daughter. What was 

fascinating was the use of small rugs or tapestries to set scenes and the use of musicians on-stage 

and back-stage. In back, there was a lady harpist on a raised platform, a conductor in full evening 

dress wandering around, a violinist in white tails came in and out, assorted other musicians in 

Georgian costume came in on cue accompanied by well-dressed young ladies holding up their 

music. Everything was over-acted, as one would expect, the singing was surprisingly good, and 

the music was enjoyable. We sat in a box practically on top of the actors -- it was marvelous for 

my myopia. 

 

 Out about 10:45. We are bought ice-cream by Shota. He goes home, apparently a relative 

of his wife has died, and we go off looking for food. Everything closed up. We convince the 

gold-toothed beauty at the hotel dining room to give us some bread, cheese and soc. She does, 

and charges nothing. We go to bed. 
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Friday, July 17 

 

 Kind of stagger up again. Downstairs with others for breakfast. Am really making an 

attempt at moderation in food so just tea and a little cheese today. Given the state of food in this 

country, moderation poses no problem but some sort of balanced diet does. 

 

 We leave late as usual as Shota shows up around 10:30. I didn't think we'd go at all given 

the fact that it poured all night and was still coming down some as we left the hotel. The drive to 

Duripsh was wet, traffic was jammed up at bad turns and where they were fixing up the road. 

 

 We drive into the Duripsh square, wait under a dripping tree for a bit, and then are 

ushered into the Kolhoz's director's office. A typically large room, a big desk with a conference 

table decked out in a dark red table cloth appended, rows of chairs along both long walks and a 

little air conditioner fitfully droning in one window. The director asked if we had any questions. 

It turned out that the Kolhoz had some 6,000 hectares, a population of about 2,500 (about 1,200 

workers organized into brigades and the rest children and pensioners), two schools, a hospital, a 

house of culture, etc. From the little I saw the last time we were in Duripsh, most of the 

structures looked as if they were built during the pre-revolutionary estate days. In any case, the 

Duripsh Kolhoz has 340 hectares in tea, about the same amount in grains, and smaller plots in 

fruit, grapes, vegetables, etc. It is, in fact, a tea plantation. The Kolhoz has earned the Order of 

Lenin and has six workers who are Heroes of Socialist Labor (or whatever that is called) and lots 

of others who have earned awards. The director, a small man, who looked as if you could easily 

dislike him, spoke in a bored, somewhat disdainful voice. Two members of the Kolhoz soviet sat 

in but were mute throughout the session. We were bid farewell and great success in our scientific 

efforts and off we went into the drizzle. 
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 Pat was taken off to the laboratory set-up, I was gathered in by Galla Staravoitova who 

took me back to the ethnopsychology/ethnography sector. The group of kiddies were all 

assembled -- the girls looked very young indeed, under 21, I'd say. The men are probably in their 

mid-twenties. Staravoitova, ultimately a nervous sort, prepared for the meeting. I think she 

wanted to postpone the CATIJ discussion as long as possible. It was becoming clear she didn't 

want it despite the fact that she had a letter from Victor Kozlov asking her to cooperate. Maybe 

I'm reading too much into the non-verbal cues. Anyway, Galla began to review her group's work, 

from hypothesis on. Her English began to break down and Nikolai took over as 

interpreter/discussant. Each of the "principals" of her team apparently was to give an explanation 

of his or her "technique." The first and last to do this was Etkind, a Jewish boy from the Institute 

of Psychology in Leningrad. He was using a projective test adapted from Lambert? and 

Maccobee, essentially line drawings of mother, father, child (with each drawing depicting a 

different type of child behavior). The parent is to evaluate the behavior. The team talked about 

the extreme respect children hold toward their parents and seniors, how it was almost impossible 

or, in fact, impossible to get a child to utter a disdainful or disrespectful remark in a tape recorder 

to be used as part of the test. We talked a great deal about networks, they were unaware of the 

literature of the last decade, but they were very diligent in applying the Kentucky schedule as far 

as possible. I talked to them about various ways of collecting this kind of information but they 

appeared set in their way, or chary of taking chances, or less than aware of the spin-off value of 

this kind of data, or all of these. Anyway, they wanted very much to receive network and other 

literature, which I had offered to send, and so they gave me their home addresses. I sort of 

announced that I thought trying out CATIJ in Duripsh might not be too useful and that what I 

should do is train somebody in its use so that it could be employed at the beginning of some 

ethnographic study. 
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 Shota kept coming in and out -- clearly he wanted me to come along either to Sukhumi or 

somewhere else. Galla looked nervous but finally on the table (on which always was tea, bread, 

some hard cookies, candy, butter, etc.) appeared a little Russian painted spoon, one of those little 

wooden dolls with one more inside, and a strange Russian yo-yo. They were gifts to me from the 

team. Very sweet. 

 

 I am piled into the Intourist car, just Shota, the driver and me. It's pouring outside, some 

nice thunder and all. It's been this way all day. We drive down about 2 or 3 kilometers to a school 

which houses the medical folk as well as the field laboratories. I'm pushed inside, pulled upstairs 

and into a large room converted into the girl's bedroom. Everybody was sitting around and three 

or four of the Georgian girls were singing with one playing a seven-string guitar. They sang most 

Georgian, quite romantic-sounding music, and some more stirring Russian tunes. Their voices 

were uncommonly good and their harmonizing quite professional. The music was kind of pan-

Meditteranean. The Georian girls look Armenian, sort of exaggerated versions of Greeks from 

Constantinople and Asia Minor. Their noses tend to be quite hawk-like, their skin color sallow. 

None of the young girls in the field team make any pretensions at fixing themselves up but the 

older ones, the senior professionals do. Lala, from Georgia, for one, as well as a number of the 

female doctors from Kiev. 

 

 The concert ends and we go downstairs to a long, dark hallway. The banquet table is set, 

maybe 25 people are seated and we begin. I am seated next to a dolgozhiteli (maybe 105 or so) 

dressed in full finery, green tunic bemedalled on both sides, fur hat, boots, ceremonial knife and 

all. The food is good, borscht, vegetables, etc. Many toasts, too many toasts, I take pictures but 

the light is awful despite my 400ASA. One of the males keeps shooting from my camera, I'm 

becoming unsteady from spirit. I wonder if anything came out. After a couple of hours, the party 

begins to break up, the rain lets up, we wander around outside the school, a lot of animated 
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conversation but mostly social, I think. This is the second banquet with elements of the team. Is 

each section assigned a day to us? Are they sharing the wealth or spreading the agony? 

 

 We mount up into our trusty Intourist grey sedan and we leave for Sukhumi. The ride 

back is slushy and takes about an hour and a half. We disperse to our rooms. Collapse. 

 

 

Saturday, July 18 

 

 We are to go to Duripsh again today. Valentin stayed over with the field team last night 

so we go up only with Shota and the driver. We leave exactly at 10:00 a.m., the weather is 

threatening but it's not raining.  The trip is uneventful. 

 

 We arrive in Duripsh and are escorted into the hospital and the chief doctor's office. The 

Georgian psychologists are there -- three of them, a male, a little round girl who is of mixed 

Polish-Georgian ancestry and a third more Russian type. They belong to the Institute of 

Psychology in Tbilisi. We have a long discussion about their work, the focus of their research, 

etc. The male gives me a test (eyes closed, you choose balls of various shapes and sizes -- I don't 

think I do so well). Anyway, it was a pleasant exchange and I am not sure it was accidental. 

Shota's "program" for me is sometimes difficult to perceive. 

 

 Met by Galla and taken to the ethno-psychology "office". Everyone assembled, they all 

look even younger today. The Estonian girl turns out to be called Lena, the philologist is called 

Svetlana or as she told me, in Greek it's Fotini, the economist student is Vika, short for Viktoria. 

 

 Lo and behold! Since yesterday when I thoughtthe CATIJ technique would not be 

utilized, it was decided (was it Galla, or was it Valentin who stayed over) that a small settlement 
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in Duripsh, a place called Panihua in Abkhasian and Tvanskaya in Russian, composed of some 

38 adults over 18 years. This settlement forms the 13th Brigade of the Kolhoz Duripsh. The team 

had all the names on three sets of cards, a couple of Abkhasian interpreters, the tea pot boiling, 

and Galla almost smiling. I really don't know what happened or had I misunderstood what had 

gone on before? 

 

 Anyway, we had an animated discussion about how to translate "interact" into first 

Russian, then to Abkhasian. At the end, it was unclear to me what was decided. We all loaded up 

into a Soviet army truck (a kind of personnel carrier with a canvas roof for the van). The ride to 

Panihua was about 3 or 4 kilometers but over a very bad road and quite steep grades. A blue car, 

I think a Russian Fiat, overtook us and bounced ahead. I was told that was our hostess for the 

afternoon. When we reached her house, she turned out to be the grand-daughter of a delightful 

old man of 91 who was cutting grass with a scythe when we drove in. He wore black, baggy 

pants tight at the ankles, some sort of black sandals a little like Turkish tsarouhia, a white, 

peasant tunic cinched with a belt, and a white hat made of some soft material, brimmed and worn 

casually (see photos, if they came out). He has a splendid white mustache, kind of twinkly blue 

eyes, and was very friendly. I found out later that he had been a mullah (was that before the 

Revolution?) 

 

 We were 15 in the truck including driver, two interpreters, Valentin and myself. That left 

ten field workers. Galla divided them into three groups that would fan out into the settlement. I 

apparently assigned to Galla who went with Abkhasian interpreter and son. Valentin completed 

our party. 

 

 The truck took us down a half kilometer or so and then we had to walk in about another 

half kilometer. We entered the yard of what appeared to be a large house (seemed very much like 

those I saw in rural Georgia last year). Greeted by a man in his late 50's or 60's. He lived in a 
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quite spacious household with his mother who is 96. His own wife died sometime in the past. 

The old lady was hunched, quite small, but energetic and generally understanding. Galla gave her 

the color test she's doing. Apparently a lot of weight is placed on this test to determine 

personality or something. Then she tries the CATIJ. She has difficulty with it -- nearly everybody 

is a relative, she can't distinguish between them, etc., etc. Problem is compounded because she is 

illiterate and she is being led by the interpreter and Galla. But they get through it. Her son is next 

and he also places practically everybody in the first batch those he interacts with, knows best, 

talks to most, etc. How can he differentiate, he knows them all better than himself! But he does 

it. With a little care, the technique can be used nearly anywhere. 

 

 The house is spotless. We are on the ground floor -- a long table, chairs, freshly painted 

walls. There is a horse grazing in the front yard, a couple of calves, some chickens, a dog. Very 

rustic, very comfortable. 

 

 We go on to the next house, maybe a hundred meters away. An even more imposing 

structure. Present are a mother (maybe 50-55), a son and a daughter. Son and daughter do the 

CATIJ with no difficulty. Mother refuses. They bring out refrigerated chocolates and a bottle of 

Havana Club Rum which really contained some local alcohol. Polite toasts, pictures taken but 

without mother who refused. The downstairs room we were in was set up exactly the same way 

as in the first house but was artistically decorated and absolutely clean. The walls were 

elaborately and aesthetically painted by hand, the floor was well-covered by linoleum, the table 

cloth was fresh. I went to the outhouse out of sheer necessity -- the kind with the two bricks you 

squat on and that place too was antiseptically clean. 

 

 We left the house and were met on the road by the 91 year old man who came to tell us 

we were late for the banquet at his house. We walked up to the house quickly, hands were 

washed outside (soap is provided, water is in the kettle with an attachment on the bottom which 
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allows a small quantity of water out, and somebody from the house hands you a clean towel). We 

go in the room, it's small but an L-shaped table is set for about twenty. I am seated on the 

extreme edge. Nikolai does the translating for me. The table groans with food, there's not enough 

room to place all the serving dishes. Both the men of the house and Rosa (the granddaughter of 

the old man and the one who runs the Kolhoz cantina) are continuously serving and pouring 

Isabella wine. The toasts are many and made mostly by the locals, they call on me and they call 

on everybody in the group, including the young girls. The food is excellent, very well prepared 

chicken, beef, tomatoes, cucumbers, etc. They seem very pleased to have a foreign guest, an 

American at that. About 7:00 p.m. Shota drives up, takes over as Tamada, announces that we 

have to be at a banquet given in our honor by the Director of the Kolhoz. The gringos, Valentin 

and Shota take the grey car and leave in a cloud of dust. The old man kisses me, I like him and if 

I had a chance I would have swiped his hat. The rest of the anthropological team got back into 

the army truck, which turned out to be an official vehicle of the Academy of Sciences in Moscow 

driven down from there for the expedition, and wended its way back to the schoolhouse. 

 

 We drive, I think, in the direction of Gudauta. I've already had my daily banquet, the 

obligatory drinks, I've already toasted friendship, science, the women of Abkhasia, the parents of 

the world, and the like - and now we're off to another, bigger event. We enter a yard, typically 

Abkhasian, quite large, many trees and benches outside. I am asked to sit down outside. Nikolai 

shows up (the only junior invited along) dragging a young Abkhasian-looking lady who turned 

out to be a writer-reporter for an Abkhasian newspaper. She wants an interview -- so we sit out in 

the open -- with Nikolai as the interpreter and a half dozen locals listening. This took probably a 

half hour. She promises to get me a copy when it is published (sometime within a month -- I can't 

be too hot a news item). She gives me a copy of an interview with Sula Benet to bring back to 

her. 
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 The banquet begins -- another huge meal -- it's difficult to avoid eating and drinking, they 

force it on you, gently but firmly. There's no way that I can hide. I'm one of the two objects of 

riveted attention. There must have been five or six women of the household serving, their older 

men were seated at the table. I was seated in the middle against the wall -- opposite to me was 

Ivan Hassimovich, the Director of the Kolhoz. He's a real politico, knows how to handle 

situations like these, and is in firm control. His toasts are models -- they make the desired point 

and give the moral. A lot of it is about friendship and cooperation because of us but some of it is 

for local consumption -- elaborate praise of Shota, for example. I'm in the mood for toasting too, 

wine makes one bold and I've had a lot by now. My toasts in retrospect are obscure because my 

introductions are lost -- I keep forgetting culture. Anyway, I don't think it matters much as long 

as you get up and keep your mouth moving. Ivan Hassimovitch turns out to be the Director of the 

Kolhoz, a former director of the Duripsh Secondary School, a native of Duripsh and now, a 

member of the Georgian Supreme Soviet obviously a man of substance. At some hour, I know 

not when, the banquet ends, we get in our cars, and off we go to Sukhumi, an hour and a half 

away. Pat is happy, she seems to be taken by a tall young man named Anatoli who is supposedly 

the first secretary of the local party apparatus. 

 

Sunday, July 19 

 

 An off-day in Sukhumi. Up about 10:00, we leave the hotel for breakfast. Big mistake! 

Hotel is bad but not that bad. In a kind of cafeteria, I have some peculiar citrus drink, mostly 

water with some pulp floating around and what appeared to be cream of wheat topped by a 

perspiring lump of butter. 

 

 Pat insists on going to the beach early. We take the boat about 11:00. It's already hot, I'm 

already uncomfortable. There are no spare wooden slat boards to sit on in the Intourist section of 

the beach. Finally, we get two for the three of us. Pat plays chess with Valentin but is absolutely 
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no match. I read my Russian primer a bit, squirm a lot, look at the fat women, swim despondently 

in the Black Sea, come back again. About 12:30, I go up on the platform to write up notes but 

can find no place to sit despite the fact there's nobody there. People had carefully placed articles 

of clothing, books, etc. on the slat benches as a claim. I go down to the sand again. A couple is 

tossing a Frisbee! It's made it to the Soviet Union! A fat lady was fondling her little white dog. It 

yapped and hopped around. I keep thinking I'm going to fry and that Russians with their white, 

white parchment skin don't seem to be effected by the sun at all. I decide to leave for the hotel 

which raised a problem for Valentin who does he stay with? I insist on going alone. I get back by 

2 and the floor concierge makes me understand that Shota Gogohia is downstairs in the restaurant 

and is looking for me. I go down and see him on the restaurant balcony at a long table with many 

men and women. Another banquet! Is it a wake this time or something else. I don't want to find 

out -- a third forced feed and a third bachanalia in twenty hours seemed a bit too much. 

 

 I go to my room, bathe, write a little, fiddle around, give my clothes to be washed and 

decide to go for a walk. As I get outside the door, I run into Valentin who is back and is looking 

for me on Shota's bidding. He insists on my going downstairs to the party. It must be past six by 

now and hot as hell. There are only half a dozen men and women left. I am sat down by Shota 

and introduced to a doctor something or other. It turns out that this is a party in honor of the 60th 

anniversary of the founding of the ear and throat specialization in Abkhasia. The doctor is the 

grand old man of the specialization and has performed or supervised 30,000 operations in his 

time and has published "many, many books." He apparently had given some sort of paper that 

morning and the party is not only for the anniversay but for him. The woman turns out to be his 

wife, also a doctor, I think. The table is a mess, there must be scores of empty champagne bottles, 

plates of food, chicken, something that looked like a dry version of blood pudding, etc. There 

was everything left over. Shota kept plopping it on my plate, filling my glass, telling the others 

my magnificant titles. I resisted as best I could, nibbled around and sipped slowly. A couple of 
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the doctors were really loaded -- they can't hold it like the peasants. Pat is nailed coming into the 

hotel and she's dragged in. We must have been there a couple of hours. 

 

 Everybody leaves, the drunk doctors weave down to the pier and buy tickets for an hour's 

boat ride alony the coast. We were going to do that too but not with them. We wait around for a 

half-hour or so and we too get on a jammed boat for the sea jaunt. We cruised towards Novoe 

Afon for thirty minutes or so and then turned back for Sukhumi. 

 

 Valentin wants food but luckily every place (there aren't that many) is closed down. I go 

to bed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Monday, July 20 

 

 We start for Duripsh about 10, as usual. I wonder whether this quite late departure time 

was chosen to fit the requirements of Shota or whether it is a concession to what they think 

Americans would like. In any case, we sure get up to the study site late and it's almost impossible 

to do anything systematic. 

 

 We get there loaded with rolls and pastries from Sukhumi (I had wanted to bring 

something -- made the mistake of asking Shota where a bakery was -- and he went off and bought 

a load). The ethnography-ethno-psychology team was nowhere in sight. It was thought they had 

gone to Gudauta to swim. This struck me as curious -- I thought they knew I was coming. 

Anyway, I found the opportunity to walk around unattended for a while. I walked past the Kolhuz 
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administration building and down one of the rows. Within the confines of the administration 

area, the scene is punctuated with painted billboards (all is quite sober socialist realism style) 

depicting Lenin, exhortations to work, glory to this and that. It's an interesting sight to see these 

socio-political artifacts against the backdrop of those beautiful Abkhasian mountains, rolling 

fields of tea plants and a stark blue sky. The day is hot, the sun begins to burn, I'm the only nut 

wandering around. I try to take some photos, my camera is not acting quite right. 

 

 I head back across the square, pass the Kolhuz entrance gate, look at their huge sign 

boasting of their Order of Lenin, see the activity in the general store and cantina. Wander into the 

cantina. Behold, our hostess of Saturday, the granddaughter of the 91 year-old man. She runs the 

cantina. Warm greetings, she gives me a cold fruit drink. Picture taking time. Everybody gets 

involved. The whole scene changes dramatically -- I'm becoming one of the boys or one of the 

girls! Rosa is clearly a key person and, if I were really doing field work, I would cultivate her. 

Anyway, I spend an enjoyable hour or so kidding around with the children and the cook, get 

Rosa's address, and then march off to the store. It's a kind of general store with everything from 

bread to clothes to TV sets. I didn't notice prices. The merchandise in looks at least, matched or 

better than that which I saw in Sukhumi shops. From all accounts, the Christianii (the peasants) 

that work this Kolhuz do very well. One of the ethnographers told me that they average 3000 

rubles a year, at least twice that of Moscow and other Russian workers. During the tea picking 

season, an individual can earn 30-40 rubles a day, apparently an astronomical amount. It is 

unclear how they get paid, and how much, during the dead season. But they do have their own 

plots of ground which they cultivate and each household seems to have a few calves or cows and 

some chickens. It was noted that Muslim or ex-Muslim communities do not keep pigs while 

Christian communities do. 

 

 About one or one-thirty, Nikolai and one of the girls show up. They had been out 

collecting CATIJs supposedly. It was unclear where Galla was, Gudauta perhaps. There seems to 
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be a little communication problem with that group or maybe between it and me. Anyway, a 

couple of the other kiddies show up, we have tea obscenely prepared ( they keep a bunch of tea 

leaves steeping in a pot -- when they want tea, they pour a little of that concentrated liquid into a 

mug and then pour hot water over that) and talk a little. I keep playing professor with them -- it's 

terrible. 

 

 It is suggested that we walk down to the river and take a cold bath (water temperature is 7 

degrees Celsius). The walk, supposedly 15 minutes, takes at least a half an hour. Terribly hot on 

the road. Valentin wants to turn back, Shota is coming to get us, he says. We continue until we 

get to a huge, dry river bed with a fast-flowing narrow stream coursing along the far bank. The 

water was brown from carrying silt. Igor stripped down to his swim trunks and got in. About 7 or 

8 local kids hung around and laughed. Nikolai and Valentin sort of washed, and I took pictures. 

 

 We started back up, Valentin was ahead and clearly anxious. Nikolai got to talking about 

the scene and some of the personalities. Shota, he states, was a nephew of Lavrenti Beria, the 

head of the secret police who died in 1953, and that's how he got the health job in Abkhasia. We 

get back to the schoolhouse, Galla is there, the rest are all there, and we shoot the breeze until 

Shota shows up. It is suggested, apparently by Shota, that we may spend the night with the 

expedition if we wished. Pat was resistant, she didn't have anything with her, etc., etc. I jumped 

at the chance. It was idiotic to have to drive back and forth to Sukhumi every day. On the other 

hand, they (the authorities?, the project heads?, the team?) were reluctant to have us living at the 

site. Could this be a symptom of the "siege mentality" of the Soviets? I know for a fact that 

Valentin gets angry, at least internally, when I raise an issue or ask a question that might hint at 

or suggest less than perfection in the Soviet Union. Perhaps this is much too hard a judgment but 

there is more than a large share of truth in it. For example, he bridled when I asked him what the 

principal crimes were in the Soviet Union. 
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 I kind of decided for both of us that we would stay. I'd sleep with the ethnographers and 

Pat with the Georgian medical technology group. Galla seemed happy about it all, so did the boy 

ethnographers and psychologists. Galla was to give a seminar in ethno-psychology that evening 

to the assembled team. 

 

 Shota packs us up and takes us to the schoolhouse with the Georgians. We are then 

packed off to the beach in Gudauta, a very scenic spot. There were a number of Georgians 

already there -- Mannana, Lela (Lola's daughter), Tina (Shota's daughter) Nono (the blonde 

Georgian who owns Pico the strange dog), the male psychologist, the Russian girl who is in the 

Moscow Institute of Hygiene and Sanitation.  The water is very nice and I stay in it for a long 

time particularly because while we got there at 6:30 and left at 8 or 8:30, it was broiling hot. I 

didn't want to end up in a hospital as a burn case. Took pictures and talked to Mannana, the 

rotund Georgian girl who speaks English and knows a lot about art, religion, etc. 

 

 We are taken back to the schoolhouse of the Georgians, chairs are set outside for us and 

we watch the kids play. About 10 p.m., we're ushered in for "tea", which consisted of everything, 

soup, fish, cake, etc. Now that I think of it, we had an excellent meal at the schoolhouse in the 

afternoon before the beach. The Georgian ladies are excellent cooks and obviously excellent 

housewifes. Their meals, under somewhat spartan conditions, are marvelously prepared and 

served with style. They cook good meat, serve fresh vegetables and fruit, and bake cakes. In 

contrast, the Russian ethnography/psychology team live somewhat like pigs. Everything tends to 

be dirty, there is no cooking to speak of -- and there certainly is no style. True, there are more 

men in this unit and the group is very young but -- I think cultural factors are operating here. 

 

 After 11 or so, Valentin and I are taken up to the ethnography unit. There is no light -- the 

electricity had failed. The group was in their main room, candles lit, drinking wine with three 

archeologists who were visiting. Galla greets me -- she hadn't given the seminar -- it turns out 
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later that Vladimir Bolshakov, the bearded "ethnographer" who is Deputy Director of the whole 

field team, has had some sort of "nervous collapse" that night. Later I press Valentin about this 

but he's quite evasive although he did say that Bolshakov has had a history of this sort of trouble 

and maybe that's why he's still unmarried. Anyway, one gets the impression, and only an 

impression, that Bolshakov has been tranquilized. 

 

 The party becomes a little rowdy when we get there. Galla is absent most of the time 

(does this have to do with Bolshakov?) The three archeologists are digging a site in Lichni (?), 

the settlement next to Duripsh and closer to the sea. It's a Bronze Age site which has been studied 

since 1979. It's a sort of salvage archeology job because they're going to build a sanitorium on the 

spot. The young team leader is Abkhasian and from the Abkhasian University. I think he's trained 

in history but he seems to know his stuff. A blonde male from Moscow, and a very silent, non-

drinking young man completed the archeological guest list. We talked a lot about archeology and 

their site and I invite myself to visit on Thursday. The archeologist has his older brother with him 

at the party.  A burly man, black mustachio, a veteran of the Soviet Navy and not particularly 

educated, dominated the table proposing toast after toast. Wine was poured out of a red-painted 

five gallon can. He took to me, or better still, he fixated on me. I had to match him drink for 

drink and when I did he was delighted and called for more. We joked as to who could get his 

glass lower when we clinked them - the lower one shows respect. I finally put mine under the 

table. He thought that was hilariously clever or was I drunk? The boy ethnographerswere telling 

me I was a "hero". Anyway, I found the night amusing--it didn't break up until 4:30 a.m. Two 

cots were set up in an empty classroom, Soviet army sleeping bags were placed on them as were 

some sort of clean sheets, and Valentin and I went off to sleep. 

 

 

Tuesday, July 21 
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 I wake up about 10 a.m. to Galla's voice floating up from downstairs. Valentin says she's 

talking about the exploits of the night before -- in what way, I don't know. Nikolai comes up to 

announce breakfast. I put on my, by now, begrimed pants and shirt, wander downstairs where 

Sasha Etkind offers me soap, toothpaste and a towel and points the way to a water pipe about 50 

meters from the schoolhouse. There I compete, fitfully, with a young woman who was filling up 

a huge pan with water. I need a shave, I smell genteely but I feel well. Breakfast is tea, some sort 

of lumpy kasha, and some other indescribable substance. I think the Georgians would have been 

appalled. Galla is gone again. Nikolai is in charge today but the team's transport is down. We 

bolster him for his visit to Kolhuz administration to ask for the loan of a vehicle. The rest of us 

sit and wait. Finally, Nikolai returns dejectedly -- no success. It is suggested that some of the 

CATIJ sample are picking tea nearby and that we can walk out when they're waiting for the 

weigher/collector. We agree, all the boys and girls, Valentin and I wander along for about a 3/4 

of a kilometer. A couple of women and some kids were in a shed. These adults were the targets. 

The CATIJ routine took place with everybody hanging around. So I took pictures until the 

batteries finally failed. I hope those batteries hadn't effected the shots I've been taking in the 

Soviet Union. 

 

 The great scientific work is over -- a labor of about half an hour -- the work day is 

declared over and we march back. On the way back, Sasha, Igor and Nikolai begin to make 

somewhat sly cracks about the general system. We visit the cantina again, more pictures, I see 

Lucia Smirnova in the square and take her picture -- I take the three musketeers together, and so 

on. 

 

 Somewhere during the morning I asked Sasha about his academic status and so opened up 

the question of the Soviet doctorate. He says he finished the University of Leningrad four years 

ago, is now working at the Institute of Psychology in Leningrad and is preparing his thesis for 

candidat status. He has two sponsors, one from the University and one from the Institute. While 
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theses usually are long, as a rule they are simple statements of research and not as developed as 

American doctorates. He expects that he will get the candidat status without too much difficulty. 

In addition to the thesis, there are three examinations, one in English, one in Marxism/Leninism, 

and one in psychology. I believe these tests are oral. There is a kind of defense of thesis before 25 

advanced types. The candidate summarizes the research, questions may be asked, and a vote is 

taken. As to the doctorate, Sasha says that one gets it when he or she holds an appropriate work 

position -- head of a section or the equivalent. Interesting, particularly if such a principle operates 

throughout the Soviet system of science and education. 

 

 Whisked away to the Georgians. Shota seems to live there when he is in Duripsh and his 

daughter seems permanently ensconced there. Guess what, another little meal is organized. It's 

truly delicious -- a great vegetable soup (I had two plates), lots of tomatoes, cucumbers, an egg 

salad, nicely prepared beef (which I avoided) and a birthday cake for someone. It was a first-rate, 

non-fattening, tasty meal and I savored it. 

 

 At about 3:00 p.m. we were put back in the car, Shota remained behind, and we left for 

Sukhumi. We drove through the hottest part of the day -- the driver thought it was 40° Celsius or 

104° Fahrenheit. When we got back to the hotel I wanted to avoid the aimless wandering around 

of our curious trio so I told Valentin that I was terribly constipated which, in part, was true and 

that I was off to find an enema bag and then go to bed. He insisted on coming along. We went to 

three Aptekas or pharmacies. They didn't have such an animal, they didn't know where it could 

be found and looking around those shops, they didn't seem to have much else. Valentin insisted I 

take some laxative which we got at the last Apteka. I did, went back to the room, luxuriated in a 

hot bath, wrote notes, dozed, and ran the airconditioner for the first time. I wasn't really tired or 

sick but it was enjoyable being alone. At about 10:30, the duo arrived, I got dressed and we went 

out on the street. By the time we got to it, all the restaurants were closed which was fine by me. 

On our way into the Hotel, I spotted the Greek porter. I asked him where we could get some 
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biscuits or something. He and I trot around the corner to the Gastronom which was closed. A girl 

outside turned out to be Greek. The problem was explained. She said she could get back in when 

they had finished counting the receipts but that the biscuits were not fresh but three or four 

months old. Anyway, she ducked in brought out a plastic bag full of biscuits, took a ruble from 

me, and I went back and not with empty hands to the amazement of my colleagues. We retreated 

to Pat's room where she made tea and had Camomile. After awhile, we scattered. I went back and 

worked some more. About 1:30, the Soviet laxative began to work in some mysterious way. I 

went to sleep with the airconditioner on. 

 

 At some point, I have to describe, as best I can, the strange argot of the Greeks in 

Sukhumi. The girl told me that Greek hadn't been taught in school for many years, maybe fifty, 

but that recently an hour a day (or a week?) is allowed and being provided. As you walk the 

streets, you occasionally hear the strange sounds of the Greek. 

 

 

Wednesday, July 22 

 

 Got up around 8:30. Went downstairs and wrote for half an hour or so. The others show 

up and I suggest we go to the Abkhasian restaurant (the one that Shota took us to) for breakfast. 

Had khatchapuri and some sok. They wanted to go to the beach. I didn't. Felt the need to be alone 

and was also worried about the effects of the laxative (I had taken two more this morning). 

Clearly Valentin was loathe to leave me alone and it was not a question of my health. He conned 

Pat into thinking that the water was dirty at the beach and that they should go later. So we all had 

to go for a walk and window shopping. We toured downtown Sukhumi. I kind of looked at prices 

of things. They seemed expensive and for little value. Interestingly, there were gypsies on the 

streets selling sunglasses. They're the same everywhere. How do they manage it? 
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 I began to try to lose Valentin. He was clearly anxious. Finally, I began to feel a little sick 

or queasy from the Soviet laxative. So I made my way back to the hotel in time. I wrote awhile 

until the two showed up. I told them I was not going to the beach and that they should go. I 

almost had to promise Valentin I wouldn't stray from the hotel. They left. 

 

 I stayed in, wrote a lot, went out for a walk, it was hot and I came back. Wrote some 

more, tried out the radio, listened to BBC, and they came back about 5:15. We agreed to meet for 

dinner (for Shaslik) at 6:15. We meet, amble over to an Abkhasian outdoor place, order Shaslik, 

mamalika, sok and wine. Valentin is edgy- turned out that he hadn't smoked all day in 

preparation for his EEG in Duripsh tomorrow. Shota is supposed to show up and I worry about 

another meal coming up. 
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 We go back to the hotel and there's Shota coming down the street with his wife. They 

take us by cab up to the top of Sukhumi where there is a glorious view of the city. They then 

drive us out of town to a neighboring district to a very good rural restaurant complete with two 

bands. The restaurant had tables placed on many levels. I urged Valentin to tell Shota that we had 

eaten and to take it easy. I'm full. Some modified khatchapuri, sok, wine, cheese, tomatoes & 

cucumber, a kind of hot meal stew and two watermelons are trotted out. Believe it or not, this 

was, in fact, a light snack. It was a pleasant night. Shota's wife is a cardiologist and in charge of 

her section in the clinic and travels abroad a lot. She's better informed than Shota. She has two 

sons, one is a physical mathematician in the Institute of Economics in Moscow and the other is a 

doctor in Tbilisi. Neither is married. When I can get Valentin to translate (the band and a blonde 

lady singer were indeed blaring) we talk about Abkhasian folk medicine, hypertension, medical 

statistics, etc. She gives me a present (perfume) for my wife and gives some sort of ornamental 

small bottle to Pat. A lot of toasts are raised and drunk and we go off. Returned to hotel about 

12:15. I write this until 1:00 a.m. 

 

 

Thursday, July 23 

 

 Pat calls in the morning, she has a sore throat, doesn't want to come to Duripsh. Meet 

Valentin and go across the street, have a Turkish coffee and a little bit of khatchapuri. Shota 

shows up and we leave for Duripsh with an old, black Volga driven by an opthamologist. Turns 

out that the driver is a candidat in science and has had his arm twisted to drive us up (this 

according to Valentin late that night). Our driver doesn't really know how or when to shift gears 

so the trip up is a little bit of an experience. For one reason or another, we got on the subject of 

cannabis and ocular pressure with Valentin having a hard time translating. 
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 In Duripsh, I go to the ethnography/psychology digs. The three boys are essentially lolling 

around on their cots (had to be 11:45). Galla comes in and so does Bolshakov. Parenthetically, I 

found out a little later, after directly questioning the boys, that the latter had an epileptic attack, 

that he has had the disease, and that this was kept hush-hush because he was deputy director and 

you know... 

 

 Galla is anxious to settle my day's "program''. I opt for staying around the center of the 

Kolhuz and interviewing Rosa and the brigade leader who is in the hospital, on relationships 

among the CATIJ sample. In fact, they drag in their older interpreter (who might well be some 

sort of Kolhuz minor official) and he goes through the kinship material. He had a general 

knowledge of the households but seemed to know little of the connections between households 

and within "familias," a kind of patri-clan organization that survives, in part, in this area. One of 

the problems of interviewing, as clearly evidenced in this session, is the group nature of the 

process (all sorts of people milling around) which neither enables the informant or the 

interviewer to concentrate. Example- the informant mentioned that each "familia" has a totem. I 

asked Nikolai to ask him what the totems were for each of the "familias." Somebody came in 

with something else and by the time we got back to the point the informant was called away. By 

the way, a "familia" holds a common surname. Any two people with that surname, even if they 

cannot trace a relationship are barred from marriage to each other. 

 

 The informant was asked about labor patterns among the brigade members. I wanted to 

know if certain people worked together, were specific tasks assigned to specific individuals, who 

made decisions about labor, etc. These questions apparently took the informant aback. I learned 

later that he asked Nikolai if I were "authorized" to have such information. Apparently another 

example of siege mentality. In any case, our informant indicates there is little specialization or 

division of labor among brigade members. Only one, in the second household I visited, had a 

technical education and apparently has something to do with Kolhuz machinery. From what I 
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gathered later, each adult (perhaps household) is assigned a yearly quota of tea to be picked. 

When that quota is reached, incentive awards can be earned by additional production. 

 

 After this interview, we marched down to the Kolhuz Cantina to eat lunch (this is where 

Galla's team always eats its formal meal) and to interview Rosa about geneological connections 

among the households in her brigade. Rosa was delighted to see me -- she kept clucking to all the 

clients in front of her, "Ach, Lambros, Ach, Lambros" and "Won't your wife be jealous?" 

Anyway, we got the private room to the back, the interpreter/informant asked my permission to 

buy, bring out? a bottle of cognac which was mainly consumed by me and him in the usual 

toasts. I had a bowl of tomatoey borscht with a hunk of meat in it and there was also a bowl of 

meat swimming in red goo. I was not up to that. 

 

 We dragged Rosa in and after a few minutes clarified the geneological connections 

between households in each of the five "familias" of the brigade. For safekeeping, I re-record 

them here. 
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 It should be kept in mind that this CATIJ sample of 34 is supposedly composed of all 

adult (over 18) members of the 13th Brigade. Consequently, those diagrams do not necessarily 

denote full households, only those in the sample. Originally, my team had listed 38 but 4 were 

dropped: one because "he was too old to answer;" and the other three because they were living 

away from their households. If the ethnographers that were supposedly here earlier field seasons 

really got good genealogies, it would be fun to do an analysis. My preliminary feelings are that 

neither the revolution nor collectivizations has changed the basic pattern of this Muslim 

community. This settlement is essentially an Exogamous unit with both kinship and territorial 

factors being operant. Members of uniname "familias" cannot marry each other nor can members 

of different "familias" in the same settlement. I was told of a case of two people who married 

each other and found out later that they ultimately came from the same "familia." The brother of 

the unfortunate man killed him and his wife -- and only got a two-year sentence (and served only 

a year and a half for the crime.) Even though there is a Soviet law which sanctions ethnic 

superstitions like this even more harshly than ordinary crimes, it is apparently winked at in this 

area. 

 

 We left the cantina in mass and ran into the deputy director of the Kolhuz. He was in his 

car in the middle of the square. I took his picture and asked him if I could photograph tea pickers. 

Sure, says he, pile in --and off we went clattering down the road. The sky was overcast, it 

drizzled off and on, and we couldn't find any workers anywhere on this huge collective right in 

the middle of the harvest. The deputy kept looking around, getting more and more nervous, 

making lame excuses while my young colleagues in the back made snide comments in English 

about the system. 

 

 The deputy made two interesting sets of remarks while driving around. He remembers 

when Duripsh had thirty or forty Greek households. He grew up with them. According to him, 

they left for Sukhumi. This struck me as a kind of statistical implausibility. Why would one 
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ethnic group pack it in as a group and leave? Later on this day, in talking to the two Leningrad 

boy chicks (l & S). I was told that the Greeks in this area, along with other groups, the most 

famous of which were the Crimean Tatars, were uprooted by Stalin and forced to go to Central 

Asia. It was not clear to them why Greeks has been picked on. Some groups, like the Crimean 

Tatars, have yet to be given permission to return to their ancestral homes. If all, or most, of the 

Greeks in Sukhumi and surrounds were forcibly expatriated, it might explain something about 

their language and their behavior. I wonder where I can get some objective information. 

 

 Another issue brought up was more prosaic but perhaps more revealing. The deputy 

remarked that the Kolhuz had the rubles, millions in fact, to pave its roads (they are now dirt and 

rocky). However, they cannot do it because they can't get permission from the appropriate 

ministry in Moscow. The boy chicks think or state that the government hasn't the technicians 

necessary for massive road-building. 

 

 Before I forget. When we were first sitting with the interpreter/ informant, I said 

something about Georgia and/or Abkhasia. The interpreter very sharply said something to the boy 

chicks to the effect that he hoped I wouldn't hear about the Abkhasian national movement from 

the Georgians (the movement is against Georgia and wishes Abkhasia to pull away from the 

Georgian S.S.R. and become an autonomous republic of the Russian Federated S.S.R.). The 

kiddies said that this was the most serious of these movements in the Soviet Union at the 

moment but they don't hear much about it in the capital and Leningrad. It was an interesting 

exchange given Victor's comments about the politics of the project in Moscow. 

 

 O.K. We went back to the schoolhouse. I gave my kiddies, all of them, Edwin's Brooklyn 

pins, and told them how much I appreciated their efforts and help. Sveta, who is shy about her 

English but apparently understands everything, went over to her haversack, pulled out two lovely 

sets of photographs of Leningrad, her home town, and gave them to me. It was very nice of her. It 
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turned out that the whole crew was being taken to the theater in Sukhumi that evening to see the 

Abkhasian theatrical adaptation of Breznev's book (memoirs?). I told them to look me up. Shota 

shows up and drags me off. It's marvelous, we don't have two words in common between us. 

 

 Back to the Georgians' schoolhouse for a "snack'." Only us this time -- a delicate 

bouillion, cold beef, tomatoes, etc. I purposely eat little. We bid goodbye to the Georgians around 

-- Mannana asks permission to kiss me -- she's the emotional Georgian, I shake hands with my 

friend Lala and off we go. Everybody waving, I'm waving, the car's stalling, the 

opthalmologist/driver is obviously up tight. I nod quietly all the way back to Sukhumi. 

 

 When we get to the hotel, I tell Shota I'm going to the theater. He said he'd get the ticket. 

Turned out that there were none but that the administrator of the theater would get me in and I 

could leave at the end of the first act "if I got tired" -- a prophetic remark. Leave the others who 

are somewhat surprised at my defection, take a bath, and walk over to the main theater very near 

the hotel. There they were -- two bus loads from the Kolhuz Duripsh led by Ivan Hassimovich 

himself. The interpreter/informant gives me a fancy ticket and I go in with most of "my" team -- a 

couple have already decided that a stroll along the waterfront would be more salutatory. 

 

 The "play", as much as we saw, was social realism at its worst. It opened with the sounds 

of machine guns, bombs, airplanes, etc. at the highest decibel. That took care of the ears. Then in 

marched the actors in various dress (all designed to depict events and times in Breznev's life). 

The minor characters stood to the rear and the more important ones came down this cakewalk 

which practically split the audience. When the last figure reached the apex, a male dressed in a 

brown suit, white shirt and striped tie, the audience got up and started rythmically clapping. It 

was Breznev, or, at least the actor portraying Breznev. Were they clapping for the actor or for 

Breznev? According to my kiddies, a symbol is a symbol. The plot of the first act, if you can call 

it that, had to do with some locals rebuilding a factory and some officious lady bureaucrat who 
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said it had to be built somewhere else -- the stuff great Broadway drama is fashioned from. 

Anyway, its half-hour or so that we saw was terrible. Of course, it is some kind of political 

education. Apparently, the Kolhuz bought a lot of tickets (is that what they use their millions of 

rubles for?) and other organizations do the same for their members, clients, etc. 

 

 We escape to the fresh air, I'm with Sasha and Igor. We look for Sveta, Maret and the 

others. Nowhere to be seen. We end up at the Musik Bar at the end of the cement pier. Some bad 

taped music and iceless drinks made of wine, campari and other garbage (each costing over 3 

rubles). We talk about academic life here and there. Much clucking by the kiddies. Turns out that 

S's father-in-law is a professor in Leningrad and earns 500 rubles a month. 

 

 We leave the bar because the bus is due to leave at 10:45. We meet all the others on the 

main drag along the sea. It was marvelous to see -- all of them wearing their little red button 

which says Brooklyn. I wonder what Ivan Hassimovich and Anatoli, the partorg man (party 

organization in Duripsh) who was along this night, thought of this sight. We walked back and 

talked about slogans on walls, exchange rates, the price of gold, and the like. I looked for ice 

cream for them but everything was closed. They got on their bus after warm salutations and 

expressions of appreciation, the driver started up engine, they waved, I stood on the corner 

waving, feeling lonely -- and from the bus came this little voice, in English -- "goodbye 

Lambros" -- it was Sveta, one of her few audible utterances in English. 

 

 I went back to the hotel, Pat and Valentin showed up a half an hour later. Valentin was 

quietly aggressive, Pat was her placid self. He kept trying to force vodka on me, I resisted firmly. 

Pat finally left and he began to talk. His theme curiously coincided with a conversation earlier 

this day that I have not yet recorded. 
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 While in the schoolhouse and alone with the male kiddies, it was noted by them that 'they' 

were anxious about me, that "people" in the project thought me a spy, that they were afraid that I, 

and other foreigners, might find them incompetent, etc., etc. We talked about the siege mentality 

and I ventured to say that it didn't really exist in the U.S. because we've never really had a war on 

our shores, that we've always had foreigners in our midst, etc. It was a fascinating few minutes -- 

the kiddies trying to convice me that I didn't understand the local scene, and so on -- that this 

"insecurity" with me and, I guess other foreigners, has led to the idiotic business of putting me up 

in Sukhumi, 65 kilometers from Duripsh, for limiting contacts, for the lavish hospitality, etc., etc. 

 

 Getting back to Valentin -- he started off by asking me if I had finished my work and to 

whom I would send the results. I told him yes and that I had agreed to send the print-out to Galla 

through the Institute in Moscow. He thought I should explain the print-out and that someone at a 

high level in Moscow should be made aware of the results and implications of the procedure. He 

asked me what I thought of the project and I answered that a problem might develop when the 

mass of specialist data is brought together for analysis. From my perspective I told him, I didn't 

think anyone on the project had a competent grasp of the socio-cultural context of Duripsh and 

the other study sites. I said that a competent social anthropologist could do that in three months -- 

even a foreigner. Then we got on to the question of whether I could "rough it" in the field. I 

replied that it would have been physically easier for me in Duripsh than in Sukhumi. Then, 

Valentin began, I had not convinced the high ups that I didn't need a fancy hotel room in order to 

exist -- that my physical distance from the field was out of deference to my physical needs. He 

developed this argument -- I would call it the after the fact establishment justification. So, in the 

course of one day, I got two quite different assessments of my position, status, during this visit. 

We shall see what the future brings. 

 

 We talked about Pat a little. I brought up the conversation because I was curious what our 

hosts thought of her. The sort of general opinion (maybe it's only Valentin's) is that she's a "nice 
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girl," very turned in, very young, and shows no reaction and -- that she has made no friends 

among her peers. I don't know. But I do feel that we ought to discuss the qualifications and roles 

to be played by project people sent to the Soviet Union. 

 

To bed at 1:45. 

 

 

Friday, July 24 

 

 Get up late. Go down about 10:00 a.m. Valentin, then Pat show up. She's for the beach. I 

announce I'm not going. Valentin says it's too early for the beach (is he just trying to keep me 

from wandering?) So, we go for a walk. He suggests the Botanical Garden. We start in that 

direction but stop in the exhibition held of the Union of Soviet Painters. They had an exhibit of 

paintings done from photographs of Sukhumi at about the turn of the century. They were 

faithfully and tastefully done. 

 

 We continue to walk -- get to the market. The fruit is more attractive here, more 

expensive than in the stores -- but it really looks edible. Private enterprise! 

 

 I decide to turn back, they continue walking in the direction of the beach. I sit in the lobby 

of the hotel for over three hours, probably four writing up and making clean copies of the kinship 

diagrams and the CATIJ rankings. During this period, I ran into the administrator of the hotel, 

who turns out to be a Georgian with more than 25 years with Intourist and who has visited  more 

than 40 countries.  His English is fluent and his Greek is excellent.  He clears up a linguistic 

point for me. The Sukhumi Greeks speak Pontiaka, the Greek of Pontos, not mainland or 

standard Greek. So, they did not develop their own Sukhumi dialect after all. It proves what a 

marvelous linguist ear I have and what I didn't learn from Joe Greenberg. 
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 The hotel administrator pulls me together with a Sukhumi Greek woman (maybe she 

works in the hotel) who was with her very blonde, Russian-looking grand-daughter of 5 or 6 

(who knew no Greek). I took a chance and asked her very directly what happened to Sukhumi 

Greeks in the post World War II period. Without hesitation she told me how she and all Greeks 

in this area were "exiled" (Exoria) to Kazakhstan or Central Asia on the orders of Lavrenti Beria. 

Why, I asked? Because he thought he could do anything he wanted but they got him too. The 

Greeks were allowed to come back sometime in the mid 50's "because they found out that we 

hadn't hurt anyone." Some Greeks remained in Kazakhstan, her brother included. What a curious 

period of Soviet history; which I, at least, know so little about. The Crimean Tatars, for example, 

who were exiled about the same time, are still petitioning to return to their ancestral homes. 

What an interesting piece of anthropolcgical research to study the return and adaption of a 

displaced "ethnos" to use the Russian expxession. 

 

 At 6:30, Shota showed up. He wanted to take us on a boat ride and then to the Biribijani 

Jewish Theater that was in town for a few days. Both activities proved interesting. 

 

 It was an hour boat ride going along the Tbilisi road, along the beaches. After some 

silence, Shota began to point out the many sanitoria that dot the coastline. I urged him along. He 

described the system -- each occupational group had its own sanitorium -- the high rise near 

Sukhumi, for example, belonged to the Moscow military district and was used for that personnel. 

The railroad workers had their own, etc., etc. Each sanitorium has a prescribed course or courses 

of treatment (e.g., 20 days, 24 days). Employees request places in these sanitoria after getting a 

doctor's recommendation. They may or may not be awarded a place by some committee 

depending on their work record and associated criteria. If he gets there, the employee pays a 

percentage of the cost, his organization contributing the rest. In Tskhaltubo, a couple of days 

later, we visited a miner's sanitorium in which the total cost per patient was 140 rubles with the 
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patient paying 70% (98 rubles) and the union 30% (42 rubles) for, I think, a 20 day stay. Shota 

also pointed out interesting places like Stalin's summer dacha which he rarely used but was used 

by members of the Politburo. 

 

 We got back in time for ice cream for everybody else but me (five scoops each -- Shota 

was buying). In retrospect, I should have had some because there was no chance for anything to 

eat later that night. 

 

 At night we went to the "summer" theater house, where we had seen the Georgian group. 

Tonight, there was a group from Biribijani, an autonomous Jewish district or province in the Far 

East -- or the Pacific Ocean. I think. The group performed in Yiddish, I was told. Shota did not 

act thrilled with the whole idea, he didnt't know how good they were, they had never been in 

Sukhumi before, etc. I remember Sula saying in Moscow that she had seen this excellent Jewish 

group in Sukhumi and how surprised she was as to the quality of its performance. 

 

 Anyway, it was the same group, it did perform in something like Yiddish, it was a song & 

dance ensemble, it was costumed beautifully, choreographed at the Broadway level, and 

performed like there was no tomorrow. 

 

 What a contrast to the propaganda theater of the night before. The Jewish troupe was 

professional in every regard, its voices were excellent and the dancing and staging inspired. 

There were three acts with each crammed full of numbers and with interesting alternation 

between the sad and the comic. At first I thought the music was on tape -- it sounded like a full 

orchestra. In the second act, however, I glimpsed the percussionist and sensed that the music was 

all alive. This made the performance even more remarkable. The coordination between music, 

song, and dance on a small stage with a company of at least twenty five was spectacular. In terms 

of quality, this group was the best I have seen to date in the Soviet Union including the Swan 
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Lake in Moscow. It was clear that Valentin liked it. Pat was her usual self and Shota muttered 

that it was good but I wonder whether he really appreciates anything of this kind. 

 

 After the theater, we looked for a restaurant, everything had closed, we went to Pat's room 

and had some tea (camomile for me) biscuits, and off to bed at 1:30 and a 6:00 a.m. wake up & 

departure for Tskhaltubo. 

 

 

Saturday, July 25 

 

 I was called at 6:15 by the concierge. Staggered up, was mostly packed, ran cold water 

over my head and was as ready as I'd ever be. Shota was downstairs to see us off -- the same 

mute Intourist driver was to take us to Tskhaltubo. We left about 7: 30, taking the Tbilisi road 

mostly along the Abkhasian coast, through Ochamchira and Chlora until we entered Georgia 

proper. Despite the fact that I instigated this ride and that it cost, I found out later, 437 rubles (it's 

far more expensive to get a car than to fly in the Soviet Union), I dozed through most of the trip. 

At about 11:15 or so, we went through Kutaisi, the second city of Georgia. All through this ride, 

one was struck by the relative wealth of the region and by the apparent strength of tradition as 

witnessed by the house architecture. A few kilometers ride from Kutaisi brought us to 

Tskhaltubo, a place known for its theraputic mineral water springs. We were driven to the motel 

Intourist, which didn't look bad from the outside but was coming apart inside. Met, with warmth, 

by Soso and Ghari, the photographer. They put our bags in their room, since ours were not ready 

yet, plied us with khatchapuri, cognac, fruit drink and fruit. We talked a bit about our "program," 

I said a few things about CATIJ, was shown a prepared list of adult males over 20 in a 

community being studied by the Georgians, and then we went down. At the motel entrance, we 

were greeted by the chairman of the planning committee of the region. He was coming along, in 
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another car, to the study community. Soso informed us that in Ali-Subani, the study community 

of 600 people or so, the Kentucky "plan" was being carried out exactly. 

 

 We drove back through Kutaisi and for another three quarters of an hour or so. The 

community is set in softly rolling country. We entered the yard of an old couple, Vladimir, the 

man is 101 and his wife is 96. Both are quite spry, can hear well and not at all senile.  Lots of 

pictures taken, we all sat out on chairs, the sons were there, the grandchildren, etc. I was asked to 

question the old man which I did like a dutiful child. A little later, the table was set outside, at 

least 20 were seated, and the drink and food began. Toasts were said in Georgian, Russian and 

English -- all the traditional things were done. At about 4:00, almost in mid-toast, Soso 

announced our departure, more work to do, more festivities to attend. Back in the cars -- by now 

we had picked up the lady Chairman of the local Soviet -- a severe, middle-aged woman who 

thought it was very amusing that I compared the rigors of her job with those of Mayor Koch in 

New York. 

 

 The second stop was probably no more than five minutes away. But the sun was hot and 

the wine was strong, an almost lethal combination. Our next hosts were a pair of ladies one 96 

and still working and the other 91. They're sister-in-laws, the wives of two brothers. The working 

one explained that she liked to work, she wanted to work and she needed the money -- for her 

family. Again, questions, pictures, my camera got a real shot on a chair. Again, the table was set, 

more and more food, more and more wine, more and more toasts. The perspiration flowed. Since 

I was the American male and Pat kind of just sits and occasionally smiles and grimaces, the load 

on me to consume, gulp and give toasts is quite heavy. I guess they do expect something after all 

that effort. The old ladies were very cute. They ate everything in sight, drank everything in sight 

and even drank with arms locked. The men at the table, relatives and neighbors, began to sing 

Georgian songs after about an hour. It was beautiful -- four part harmony and quite lush 

melodies. I told them how much I enjoyed the singing and how they ought to start a choral group 
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-- they said they had one already and if I wanted they could round up the other thirty to come 

over and sing. I guess I better get some Georgian records. 

 

 We left the old girls about 7:00, I guess. It had been a hard day so far -- four hours of 

travel, a little snack to whet the appetite and two major feasts so far. 

 

 Next stop -- a distillery, wines and cognacs -- the Terghol Distillery. Met by the director, 

we were sort of quickly shown around the complex (you know, it was Saturday evening -- can 

you imagine how many U.S. executives would show up for two, quite irrelevant guests!). We're 

ushered into a roofed but open dining area -- the table absolutely stuffed again with everything, 

pork, beef, chicken, the Georgian works. The director calmly announces that we will taste all the 

products of his establishment -- twelve varieties of wine and cognacs -- all at exactly the right 

temperature with each bottle opened in front of us by a careful attendant.  I conjured up all the 

old movies I had seen with fancy wine tasting and assumed what I thought to be the the proper 

face and mouth grimaces. Joking aside, the wines and cognacs were very good or at least I 

thought they were -- how do you know after a day like that. Toasts were drunk, wines of the 

world were discussed, I calmly told them how to be millionaires -- that sort of thing. The flies 

buzzed all over the food, everybody kept waving at them -- night had fallen. 

 

 The final touch, exactly what I needed, I was handed a little baby jug of wine, maybe a 

half a water glass full. I was told to drink it up -- I dutifully did -- and was handed a huge clay 

pitcher of wine for my efforts. Stagger to the car with it and off we go -- it must have been past 

11 -- to the motel Intourist. The ride back was interesting. Valentin, who has a little bit of a 

sadistic streak when he over drinks, kept poking me in the ribs quite hard with his elbow. He's 

done this before but not quite so viciously. I kept warding him off and trying to tell him politely 

but firmly to stop. It took a long while for the message to get through. I suppose there are a 

multitude of psychological explanations for the behavior but it's wiser not to speculate. 
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 Arrive at motel, rooms prepared, mine is 337, I pull my pajamas from my bag, and fall 

asleep. 

 

 

Sunday, July 26 

 

 Woke up but only barely. As usual, had gotten up an hour early so, when the call came 

from Valentin that Soso wanted us for breakfast, I was ready. A somewhat somber breakfast, 

each one testing the other's anxieties. It was interesting. Clearly, Valentin was nervous. Had a 

cheese omelette, some sok and tea and ready to face the world, or something. 

 

 Met outside by a very large lady in a black print dress. Large jawed, a man's haircut, grey 

hair, and maybe 220 pounds -- the deputy director of the Trade Union Sanitorium or something 

like that. We have an Intourist man today and we bid farewell to our less than memorable 

Sukhumi driver. The van goes and we begin a cook's tour of the Tskhaltubo Sanitoria. The area is 

blessed with a cluster of mineral water springs each with somewhat different chemical 

compositon, each then good for a set of specific ailments. Our first stop was the building that 

housed Spring #6 or was it #5? A museum kind of place, a mausoleum perhaps, this building 

contained pools for therapeutic purposes, individual baths for patients. Patients are brought in 

from the sanitoriums proper on a fixed schedule and get a regime of 20 minute baths and other 

treatment. Pat is shown some women in a collective pool. She didn't appear to have seen a cluster 

of Marilyn Monroes when she came out. Us men types saw some poor snook in a bathtub. The 

fat lady marched us along briskly. It all looked fantastically organized, something right out of 

Alfred Koestler. Some of the nurses, matrons could have been guards at Buchenwald, others 

looked like frightened little school girls. Who knows? My mind was clearly playing tricks. 
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 Next stop on the tour was at the Miner's Sanitorium, a huge building designed by an 

Italian, among others. The interior is oak-panelled, the overall dimensions huge. I kept thinking 

of poor old Duncan Strong describing monumental art forms in the militaristic civilizations of 

the Andes before the Spanish conquest. What strange tricks 12 good wines do to the head on a 

hot Sunday morning! We were shown the dining room by the Sanitorium Deputy Director (a 

most taciturn man). This room seats 340 and serves individually ordered or prescribed meals. We 

were shown a culture center (huge), an auditorium, even huger, an apartment for a patient couple, 

a double room for patients. As I mentioned a few pages back, the cost of the patient for 20 days is 

140 rubles, of which he pays 70%. Foreigners are also admitted to the Sanitorium upon proper 

application. We all went outside, Ghari took pictures, we all smiled and I lurched back into the 

van. 

 

 Off we went again, this time out into the country. I think we went through Kutaisi,and 

then we started climbing. Our destination was Gelati Georgian Orthodox 

church/fortress/monastery as well as the site of the first Academy in Georgia. The church dates 

back to the 12th century. It is set almost at the top of a peak. The dome inside is decorated with a 

standing Virgin Mary with child done as a mural from very small colored stones. It is supposedly 

uniquely Georgian in design. Apparently all other Virgin Marys in other countries are shown 

seated with face forward, this one is standing with face tilted slightly to the left, I think. The 

Church is decorated with frescoes, some very early 12th century, others as late as the 16th. Not 

much restoration is going on at this site, but it is magnificent. 

 

 The Academy was founded by somebody trained in Constantinople. It was the first of its 

kind in Georgia, a non-ecclesiastic academy of learning. The founder went off to start another 

one in another part of Georgia. So at an early point in time, Georgia had two of the five known 

academies in the world. The Academy building is roofless now but the domed portal is intact. 

Each of the four points holding up this dome is of different design -- one is a column, another is 
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of two pieces, a third is of some other combination and so on. The founder wanted to visibly 

demonstrate his cardinal principle -- that symmetry can be reached from asymetry. We drank 

from a spring that has run continuously from the 12th century very near the church and we were 

shoved back in the van. I discovered at the Academy that my camera no longer functioned at all. 

Ghari was solicitous and said he would have it fixed. 

 

 It must have been 1:15 or so -- Soso was actingly nervously. We were to eat at a friend's 

house and then catch a plane to Tbilisi at 6:00. First, we made an obviously scheduled stop at a 

Pioneer Camp with lots of little girls saluting. The Pioneers are a youth appendage of the 

Communist Party. We drove back to Kutaisi and somewhere in its surburbs (we were on a dirt 

road but still in a somewhat urban area) we found the house. Typically Georgian designed, it still 

appeared oversized. We were met at the outside staircase by Okro, the younger son, 24 years old, 

about 6'3" and quite handsome. We came into the living area on the second floor. A brand new 

house, huge spaces, quite expensively constructed drapes, sofas, etc. But certainly not overly 

furnished. The man of the house came out to greet us. Shavlo, a huge man, tall, black hair and 

mustache and an enormous stomach. He was a partisan in Poland during the war and must have 

been a hero because Soso began to show us the scrapbooks. Since the war, he has been an 

economist at the Sanitoria in the vicinity. But, from the way he acted and the quality of his house 

and land, he appears to have other resources, economic, political, etc. We were left to own 

devices for a while (is this ususal in Georgian houses?) -- the household members were scurrying 

around in other parts of the housa and in an outside cooking or storage area. 

 

 Soso took us on an unembarrassed tour of all the rooms upstairs. The floor plan is simple. 

A series of bedrooms along two sides of the house, a huge living room in the middle of the 

house, a very long foyer extending along the entire side of the house connected to the front door 

and the last side leading to the inevitable veranda and the huge dining table. 
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 By 2:30, all was in readiness. The guests had arrived, the fat lady deputy director, the 

deputy director of the Miner's Sanitorium, the directors of 3 or 4 of the Sanitoria, the director of 

the local fruit drink bottling plant, etc. Soso knows them all, his first job after Institute Training 

was at one of the sanitoriums. He is obviously well-liked. So maybe the choice of Alisubani has 

more than scientific merit to recommend it. An extremely fat sanitorium director is selected to be 

tamada and off we go. This was the most elaborate of these type of affairs that I have been at. 

The women of the family (the mother, two wives of sons, and a daughter) shuttled food from 

below. All kinds of food. In addition, they trotted out a bottle of Johnny Walker Red and a 

Camus Napoleon Brandy and placed them in front of Pat. Before the day was over, the unusual 

items included two types of cakes and boxes of elegantly wrapped chocolate cones. Oh yes, 

among the guests was a former partisan buddy of the host, a Stepan Stepanovich, from Brest near 

the Polish border. He must be staying at the house. In addition to the standard items, there 

seemed to be unusual quantities and qualities of foods and fruits. I counted over 20 cut glass 

decanters of wine. New decanters, properly chilled, were constantly being brought up by the two 

younger sons to replace the slightly warmed ones. 

 

 The toasts were the traditional ones for a while -- to the guests, and so on then the host 

pulled out three framed photographs of all friends from the army who had since died. He said it 

was the custom in this house to drink to them. Then many toasts to friendship, peace, etc. I said 

something about our glorious armies meeting at the Elbe, etc. It was obviously a high level 

crowd. Anyway, about 4:15 or so, we were supposed to leave at 5:00, the Tomada announces that 

it is the 36th birthday of the eldest son. Two horns of plenty made of exquisite cut glass were 

brought out, each was at least two feet in length. The custom is to drink it all down, or as much 

as possible. I went after the Tomada, got maybe 1/2 way down, thought carefully of the 

foolishness of dying, and stopped. My effort nonetheless, was applauded. Soso made a last 

speech/toast and we got up to go. The hosts, the guests insisted that Pat take all the chocolates, 
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the ones she admired. They even brought up the original box. Then, they gave her the Johnny 

Walker Red. It's a cuckoo culture with regards to the norms of hospitality. 

 

 We dashed off to the Kutaisi airport, a little tree covered building and a strip somewhere. 

Burdened like mules, the five of us. Soso, Ghari, Valentin, Pat and myself got into this YAK-40, 

a 32 seater twin jet. A mild 45 minute flight to Tbilisi, a short wait at the Tarmac, then met by a 

friend of Soso's and driven to the Hotel Iveria, of last year's fame. This time I got 1506. 

 

 About 8, the three men -- Georgians went off for a tour. Even though it was Sunday (as if 

that matters in the U.S.S.R.), I was determined to find this article which would, in theory, unclog 

my insides. Miracle of miracles, the first Apteka produced one obviously made during the reign 

of Ivan the Terrible for the princely price of 68 Kopecks. Walk ended, retired to room, examined 

my new toy, tried it out, thought it worked to some mild degree, and went to bed. 

 

 

Monday, July 27 

 

 Had breakfast in dining room with my cell mates. Soso picked us up at 9:30 and took us 

to the Institute of Experimental Morphology in which he heads the Department of Gerontology. 

Naira Salimintana came in and Soso quickly went through the "program" he arranged for us. As 

for as I can tell, we will be entertained to death. Aside from telling him about networks and 

CATIJ, I have no other real professional function in Tbilisi. Pat is taken over to the medical 

technicians. 

 

 Soso takes Valentin and me in his car. We go to the Georgian Film Institute (the 

Hollywood of Georgia) to arrange private showings for us. He comes out triumphantly, two films 

will be shown us tomorrow -- with English dubbings. 
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 Next, the three of us are off to lunch in the countryside, the same place we went to our 

last time in Tbilisi. After too much wine and food, we are shuttled back to the hotel by 3:00 so 

that we can be picked up by Naira at 4:30. 

 

 Go down to lobby on time. Poor Naira is there (apparently she and Soso will alternate in 

taking care of the idiots) and so is her kind of red-headed and red-bearded husband Nugzar. He 

looks younger than she -- both are at the Institute -- she is a biologist/geneticist, he's an immuno-

chemist. The others come down -- Naira wants to show off her town to Pat. Pat, of course, is at 

her moribund best. Nugzar goes off in his car, he will meet us later at the funicular . We walk 

down Rustaveli Prospect, the best avenue of Tbilisi. She points out the architectural styles with 

pride and knowledge. I don't think she was getting much attention. Across from the Opera House, 

we had the fruit flavored water in a famous marble shop. We continued down to and across Lenin 

Square, turned left into a part of the old town. Some reconstruction of old Tbilisi houses have 

been completed and some more seems to be underway. Georgian architecture seems to me 

somewhat like Turkish and Persian. Maybe I don't know the difference. We got a glimpse of the 

Anchiskhati Church, built in the 6th century and rebuilt a couple of times, the last time being 

1675. We also saw the Karis Ecclesia Church built in 1701 on an old religious site. It was hot, 

over a 100° but low humidity. Still, it was not pleasant walking in that sun. We walked back 

towards Lenin Square, had an ice cream (watery) and an orange drink (watery and luke warm) 

and proceeded uphill to get to the entrance of the funicular, the cable car that took you up to the 

top of Mtatsmunda, the highest point of Tbilisi (1,965 feet according to Fodor). When we 

lumbered up to the entrance, almost dazed from the sun and heat, we were met by Nugzar who 

now took over the role of host, with a vengeance. 

 

 We took the funicular up, probably a climb of about 500 meters, maybe a little less. The 

grade, however, is about 40-42 degrees, I'd estimate. The view at the top is magnificent (I had 
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first been up here on Easter Day, 1980. The city of 1,400,000 sits below, the river Mtkvari (Kura 

in Russian) winding politely through the heart of the town. You can see mostly east toward 

Azerbaijan and southeast toward Armenia. But you can also get a view to the north. We stood 

around for awhile, then we went up to the top floor of the funicular building which houses a 

fancy looking restaurant and bar. We sat out on the mostly open and huge veranda. Nugzar 

ordered cocktails (some sort of weak green thing which probably cost 5 rubles a shot), fruit was 

brought and water, and we sat and admired the view. With just a little probing, Nugzar opened up 

about old Tbilisi, the various ethnic groups, the religious tolerance, Georgian history in general, 

Georgian ecclesiastic history in particular. He really knew his stuff or, at least, he acted as if he 

did. When I joked that he was a remarkably well-informed chemist, he answered quite seriously 

that everybody that comes from a small cultural group knows its history. It was a fascinating 

performance. Husband and wife are quite proud Georgians who are anxious to make the 

untutored aware of the rich history of the region, the antiquity of their civilization as compared to 

Russia, let's say. I pushed the monologue along, as necessary, but discreetly. He made a point of 

the Jewish population of Tbilisi (Sephardic and very orthodox) who came quite early and who 

long have been an integral part of Tbilisi society. He pointed out their "quarter" from the 

mountain top, as well as the sections occupied by other religions and ethnicities . He pointed out 

and gave detailed histories of the old churches and cathedrals. It was marvelous to listen to this 

red-bearded chemist who looks like an Irishman, defend with passion his cultural heritage. 

 

 We were up there a couple of hours, it was beginning to get dark. We decided to walk 

down the mountain. The walk is steep but safe -- you must drop about 800-1000 feet rather 

precipitously. About halfway down, we passed the Mamadaviti Chapel (Father David) which is 

now a pantheon where the greats of Georgian culture are buried. By the time we got down it was 

quite dark. 

 

 Nugzar and Naira drove us back and I went off to my room. I really like that couple. 
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Tuesday, July 28, 1981 

 

 Soso arrives at 9:30. We leave hotel soon after and drive directly to the Georgian Film 

Institute. I haven't been to the movies this early since who knows when. We're ushered into an 

air-conditioned, private screening room. Somebody from the Institute tells us in Georgian that we 

will see a full length feature with English sound and a short film that needs some translating. She 

then tells another lady with her guide the same thing but in flawless French. 

 

 The feature movie is called "The Screwballs" (I think a very protective title). It's a 

comedy/fantasy about a young peasant boy whose father, a happy ne'erdowell, dies leaving him 

responsible for his debts in the village.  He wanders to the town, falls in love with a constantly 

unfaithful wife-type, is thrown in prison (in a pit with an old eccentric physicist), is taught higher 

math and physics, a comic escape, the building of a flying machine (out of rags, ropes and a cha-

cha home distillery), fly around outwitting their enemies. From the vantage point of the flying 

machine, the audience sees two or three magnificient Georgian cathedrals and views of Georgian 

fields and mountains. The above description is inadequate (and the single voice English dubbing 

was awful), so the analysis might be confusing -- so what! It seemed to me that this was a subtle 

film of protest against the system. The boy and old man outwit the prison warden (could he 

represent Russian presence in Georgia?) Peasant ingenuity and non-productive intellectual froth 

combine to bring forth a flying machine from nothing -- none of the authorities think they can do 

it -- does it represent hope, escape? Anyway, the film is a period piece, obviously before the 

Revolution. The film is in color, the photography is crisp, at times effective, once in a while 

cliche-ish.. 
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 The second film was a black and white short, musical background but no spoken words. 

Is this one an allegory? It's about a man (or is it Christ, or is it the perfect socialist man?) who 

runs a gas station. The message is love -- he uses water for gasoline and it runs cars, he gives it to 

people and it soothes them, makes them happy. They pay for the water as they would for gas. 

Everybody begins to stop, putting the other station managers in a bunk. Finally, the government 

sends over a chemical analysis team, they find the water to be water -- and they close the place 

down. The man sits dejectedly, finally runs up a hill, strikes the ground, and water gushes up. 

The piece ends. Is this anti-system? Is it a parable. Anyway, the Georgian film industry seems 

active. 

 

 Then, Soso takes us to lunch in the "country." We take the road east towards Armenia and 

Azerbajania. We drive at least an hour and a half -- Soso appears indecisive as to where to stop. 

He's not very good at making his intentions known. Finally, we reach some monument on the 

road (I don't remember what it celebrates) I think I took a picture (no, I didn't have my camera), 

and then we turned around, and drove for about a half hour until we reached a wayside restaurant. 

Given the fact that it was over a 100° , the meal was memorable -- a bottle of vodka, two or three 

bottles of wine, sok, a number of long hot sausages eaten in flat, tamale-like bread, and dozens of 

meat dumplings with a heavy, somewhat wet dough covering. It would have been a great meal 

for Siberia in mid-winter. As we were driving back, the sun baked whatever else was in us. 

 

 We were driven around town a little and deposited at the hotel around 8:00 p.m. Our last 

stop was at some sort of music store where Soso bought each of us three Georgian records. I 

escaped to my room, washed out some things, wrote up quite a lot, did my ablutions, and went to 

bed. 

 

 

Wednesday, July 29 
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 Today we were picked up by Naira and Nugzar, in their Neva 1600 four-wheel drive. We 

discussed the program a little and took off. As I had suspected, Naira and Soso are splitting the 

hospitality chores. I feel sorry for them and I feel sorrier for myself, with nothing to do there is 

not a single spare moment. That takes skill and organization. 

 

 Our first stop was in Tbilisi -- the Ethnographic Village Museum located on a hill above 

Victory Park and off Chavchavadze Prospect. We were given a nice little girl as a guide (she 

interprets in German and English is her second foreign language.). Her name is Nana (Georgian 

girls all seem be Nanas, Ninas, Ninos, Lalas, Lelas, etc.). Although I had been here before when 

we came to Tbilisi in 1980, I hadn't paid much attention then. It's really quite an undertaking -- 

the Museum has something like 60 hectares of land. Houses from all parts of Georgia have been 

purchased (?) and reconstructed in the museum. Nana explained much of it in less and less 

halting English. A tallish but nonetheless delicate girl with handsome features, she is a relatively 

recent graduate of the Georgian Institute of Languages. She took us to 5 or 6 houses.  The best 

were the bee-hive types, with those elaborate domes, some built into the side of a hill and 

completely covered with earth and growths. We were there for well over an hour. It was still 

morning and while it was hot, there was a freshness and coolness on that hill that was most 

enjoyable. Afternoons, with a blazing sun never diminishing in intensity, are less than bearable -- 

especially after heavy meals and walking around. 

 

 We were asked whether we wanted to see a monumental piece of sculpture by a famous 

Georgian sculptor, whose name I never got. His statues are done in prominent spots in Tbilisi, in 

front of the new Philharmonic Hall, are of a famous poet outside some cultural center, a mural 

that covers a building etc. We were to go to a place called Ksani, in the Mtskheta region, maybe a 

half-hour's drive from Mtskheta itself. Before taking off we went up to Turtle Lake above Tbilisi, 

watched some kids splash around and some rowboats floundering, and ate some of those 
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dumplings, some fruit, bread and drank wine and sok. Suitably prepared, then we set off to see 

the statue. 

 

 We took, at least in part, the Georgian Military Highway, which crosses the Caucasus 

mountain ranges and links Georgia with the Northern Caucausus at Transcaucasia. We went first 

along the Mtkvari or Kura River, pass Mtskheta, then off the main highway to the left on a 

secondary road. We got to the town (Kaspi) about 2:00 p.m. The statue, a huge thing, a rearing 

horse bearing I don't know who -- maybe St. George, the founder of guess what -- Georgia. The 

statue was in a little park in front of the railroad station. Got some pictures (my camera had been 

miracuously repaired by the Film Institute people and/or Ghari) and ran across to the railway 

station as a train was coming in. Lots of soldier boys around, some looked tough -- one was 

bandaged. I took a couple of shots of the train unloading and was asked by some young men to 

take their pictures. That triggered off a hilariously incomprehensible exchange. Valentin and 

Nugzar arrived, the latter doesn't look too kindly on these chance, casual meetings. Back in the 

car and off. This time we went directly to Mtskheta, about 27 kilometers from Tbilisi, an ancient 

city and capital of Georgia until the 16th century. We parked in front of the famous cathedral 

Sveti Tskhoveli (if you say, sweaty squaw valley, real fast, you might get away with it). I was 

here on Easter day, 1980. This time there were only a few people around so we got a chance to 

get a good look. It holds the remains of the last couple of Georgian Kings and some fine ikons. 

Candles were lit inside but I am not sure if it is an operating church. I wandered around by myself 

and took some well-composed standard type of shots of the cathedral and long shots of the 

cathedral and the Dzhvari Church, across the Kura at the summit of a rocky ridge. The Dzhvari 

Church (means the Cross, after the one at that site where early Georgian baptisms took place) 

was built in the 6th Century A.D. Although I did not see it, it is supposed to be well preserved. 

 

 It must have been five and Naira wanted us to see a private garden nearby but it was 

closed. Nugzar and Valentin went off and came back lagging mineral water and two black 
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Georgian bowls, one for Pat and one for me. I noticed the price underneath mine it was about 3 

rubles. Then, off for a snack.. A great looking country restaurant, with a bee-hive roof, a few, 

lazy dogs around and fewer customers. The first courses were marvelous -- salad type things, 

cheeses, something like tsatsiki, etc. Then a goat shaslik, chicken and the heavy artillery. The 

wine flowed and thank god, it was only a snack. I staggered out. We drive away -- it must have 

been about 8:00 p.m. Sun still hot. We get to Tbilisi. Nugzar stops for cigarettes and gets 

chocolates also, for the ladies. We drive down to the Tbilisi fruit water shoppe on Rustaveli for 

liquid refreshment. It never stops. 

 

 As we were coming out, an interesting event ensues. We're walking up the side street 

where the car is parked. Pat tells me later that she first saw a stone rolling down the street, then 

we all saw a boy of 17 or so, his face streaming with blood, running down the street, protectively 

pursued and, at times, held back by another youth. Valentin very authoritatively orders us into the 

car. I really don't think for our protection but so that we shouldn't witness such a scene. Anyway, 

we drive away with Nugzar shouting at some pedestrians (I don't know what he said -- I assume 

he was telling them to call the fuzz or the ambulance). If I had used my camera, I think Valentin 

would have fainted on the spot or better still, punched me out. 

 

 Jokingly, I had invited our hosts to dinner, trying to hold the last snack to a real snack. It 

was clear now that we couldn't stuff much more in but honor demanded that my invitation be 

seriously respected. The collectivity decided that we might go drinking either in my hotel room 

or at a night bar (places that apparently only accept hard currencies). We ended up doing a little 

bit of both. 

 

 We first went to my room and perched out on the terrace. The wine we had turned out to 

be sour, the Johnny Walker turned out to be some Georgian aphrodisiac or something placed in 

the Walker bottle and the bottle of cha-cha that Shota gave Valentin was pure turpentine. Nugzar 
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made the best of it, Valentin seemed to enjoy it. urged everybody to come down to the hotel bar -

- drinks on me, the last of the playboys of the Western World. Pat went to bed. 

 

 The rest ended up in the Iveria bar. They made us a good gin and tonic, we saw a glimpse 

of Prince Charles and Lady Di getting married on color Russian TV. We said good night. 

Everybody thanked me and I thanked them -- (they must have blown a half-month's pay -- I hope 

their Institute's picking up the tab) and we all went off to our respective beds -- or was it to the 

seashore. 

 

 

Thursday, July 30 

 

 The usual breakfast -- the ususal crew -- sok, kefir, blintz, and tea -- Pat, Valentin and me. 

Soso arrives at 9:30, explains that everybody is on vacation at the Institute of Ethnography so he 

can't get an ethnographer for me . Would I accept him as a student even though he had no 

training in such matters. No problem, sez I. En route, he stops in the middle of town, goes into an 

official looking building and comes out with this little cutesy blonde in a bright red dress, open 

sandals and painted red toenails. She turns out to be Juliette who is to interview me for Soviet 

Medicine, the Georgian version. I had agreed to the interview a few days before but had forgotten 

all about it. One thing for sure, Soso is a good administrator, he forgets nothing and carries 

through on his promises. 

 

 We get to the Institute, we all sit in Soso's office. Juliette is very nervous, her English is 

minimal, her knowledge of the Joint Project is nil and her questions are useless. Soso guides her 

over the rough spots, Valentin puts on a fast act -- I talk a little but it is decided that Soso will 

write up an interview as if it happened -- O.K. with me? -- and it will be published in proper 
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fashion. They'll send me a copy -- as if I could make out my name -- it's in Georgian -- So much 

for the interview. 

 

 Then Soso brought in Naira and her husband Nugzar, and had me go through the CATIJ 

routine. We started about 11:15 or so and went on until after 2:00 p.m. I explained the theory and 

objectives of the technique as much as I could under the circumstances, there were many 

questions. I kept the discussion focused on using the technique in Alisubani, so I could be 

specific in answering as well as specific in raising questions. Soso has an organized mind -- he 

wants definitions, categories, time frames. Naira asks somewhat deeper questions. I explained to 

them the procedures I would use to pair down the original 170 male "natural group" that they 

prepared for me. They gave me every male name in Alisubani (a part of a Kolhuz). I pushed for 

some real group, explained the notion of community, the need for women in the test, group, etc., 

etc. Valentin was doing an excellent job, he seems to have become a CATIJ booster. Anyway, 

Soso decided, after listening hard, to limit the sample to married men and women, those who 

have lived in the "community" for over twenty years, and from a "community" within the larger 

administrative unit of Alisubani. I think he might use CATIJ and before next year's expedition. 

 

 Then he asked us to sit around awhile and would we mind being filmed by Ghari -- he, 

Soso, was doing a film about the project. So Ghari shot about 15 seconds worth while we sat 

around the conference table staring at each other and about 15 seconds of me pointing to the 

Alisubani area on the huge wooden, electrified map of Georgia hanging in Soso's office. 

 

 It was now about 3:00. Soso and the three of us set out for lunch. We drove out or, better 

still, up to the Tbilisi Sea, a huge man-made lake-reservoir filled by a mountain river. It must be 

ten kilometers long by about two wide. We ate at a restaurant quite near the sea -- in a private 

dining room, that seems to be Soso's style. It was a lovely meal because there was no hassling, no 

pushing of drinks -- we only had three toasts, the first by Soso to today, the second to yesterday 
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by me, and the last by me to tomorrow. There was a very nice salad, a kind of Georgian 

compressed fried cheese, khatchapuri, greens, a couple of bottles of dry white wine and some of 

that Bulgarian sok. We stayed maybe an hour and a half and then we we were driven back to the 

hotel. 

 

 After Soso's departure, we went out to shop -- the Birioska had closed by 6:00 p.m., the 

big book store did not have maps of Georgia, and we never got around to finding Melodia, the 

record store. As my two companions were wandering down Rustaveli Prospect, I deliberately got 

myself lost. I walked around for awhile, felt like I was playing hookey from school, kept a fitful 

count of the number of military officers on the streets (it was a large number), and finally went 

down to the very large department store near Lenin Square -- I thought I might find them there. I 

went through the first floor -- it's a sad excuse for a department store, there seems to be almost no 

selection of items, packaging is abysmal, the organization of the floor without logic, etc. These 

opinions/ descriptions were confirmed later by Pat. 

 

 I ran into them on Rustaveli -- we had ice cream in one of the fancy parlors -- went back 

to the hotel about 8:30 -- was alone until 10 when Valentin showed up for tea. We went through 

this ritual in Pat's room, it was a hell of a hot night. About 11:30, I retired to my room, managed 

to puncture my backside, bled a little, and went to bed. Another day, another ruble. Before I 

forget, sometime during the day, Soso commented on Valentin having worked in Turkey. It 

turned out that he was there for two years, in Ankara. I thought about that James Bond movie. I 

also thought twice about Frank Lyons -- strange, I never think about Frank Lyons. 

 

 

Friday, July 31 
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 This was to be our free morning -- we could go shopping, or go around the town -- 

accompanied by Valentin of course. We started off about 9:30. The first stop was the Birioska, 

Georgian style. It was the closest thing to an American botique. Clothing is attractively 

displayed, chinaware, some jewelery, a wine cellar -- apparently no cheap goods. There were a 

couple of leather coats, well designed and made, for 367 rubles. Since you must use dollars at the 

official exchange, the coat would cost over 500 dollars. Anyway, we bought nothing. 

 

 On Rustaveli, we went into an art gallery, souvenir shop, bric a brac, etc. I had visited this 

place last year. Paintings and bas-relief hammerings were on display with prices listed. The 

paintings were generally quite awful and their prices quite high. Some ran over 400 rubles. I'm 

not sure however whether you can bargain in a place like this. The morning was wearing on, and 

Nugzar the Second was to pick us up at 12. 

 

 Back at the hotel -- Nugzar is very punctual. He has a car and has apparently been told to 

run us around, where ever we'd like to go.  I decide to concentrate on records and maps which we 

get quite quickly and efficiently. It's interesting, there are no records available in Tbilisi of 

Komitas' music. The shop attendant is sure I'll find them in Moscow. I'm not so sure. 

 

 Nugzar looks like he's eighteen, dark haired, quite Georgian in features, slim and shortish. 

He is shy but it turns out that he knows English relatively well. He doesn't speak it much but his 

reading and translating is supposed to be very good. He is married to a fellow worker at the 

Institute (but in another department). He is a bio-chemist, trained at the University of Tbilisi and 

has had some teaching experience there. He is not yet a candidat. 

 

 The next bright idea, apparently put forth by Nugzar, was to go see the Botanical 

Gardens. Mind you, it was over a 100°. We drove to the entrance, marched around in the heat in 

what I thought was aimless fashion but soon we were upon the statue of Mother George (         ), 
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aluminum sheeled, armed with sword and cup, prepared to meet friend and foe. Took some 

pictures, but we were too close to be able to capture the massivity of that statue which dominates 

one ridge overlooking the city. Nugzar went back to bring the car around to the other exit, and 

the rest of us continued our march. We managed to find a most welcome lemonade in a little 

shop. When we got to the tunnel leading to the exit, we were told by some people that Nugzar 

had been there looking for us and would return. I kept looking at the tunnel which had a Russian 

word painted in very bold letters on the entrance and the number 144. Valentin reluctantly 

admitted that the word meant something like "shelter" or "hideaway", something left over from 

World War II. I'm not at all sure of that interpretation. Civil defense law seems to be well 

advanced, light years ahead of the U.S. 

 

 We returned to the hotel to await Soso's call. When it finally came, we were informed that 

he would pick us up at 7:00 and take us to his house. 

 

 Quite promptly we were picked up, Soso apologized again for the state of his house, 

repairs were underway. He lives in the city itself but in a private house with a quite large back 

yard which is filled with fruit trees, grape vines and a large strip of ground for tomatoes and, I 

guess, for vegetables. The house contains a downstairs rumpus room, a first floor which has a 

large kitchen, some utility rooms, a billiard room, and an entrance to the garden (the banquet 

table was set outside in the garden under a grape arbor.) The second floor has a large living room, 

a study for Soso, a bedroom for his father, one for his sister and one for himself. There is an 

outdoor, circular metal staircase which leads to a flat roof. The view of the city from the roof is a 

good one. 

 

 The father was introduced to us but did not join us for the evening, he is ill. Soso told us a 

couple of days before the father is retired, he used to be a Professor of Agriculture at the 

Agricultural Institute -- that explains the obvious care given to the garden, and Soso's quite 
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unusual and intimate knowledge of farming. The father is very European looking, white haired 

and white mustache, he looks like a gentleman, an aristocrat (do I project too much here?). 

 

 Soso's sister makes her appearance minutes later. I think she's called Sauro, or something 

close to that. I guess she's in her forties, she's quite fair-skinned with dark hair, her face reminds 

me of many Greek ladies. She's a woman of breeding. She has a reputation as a cook, amply 

vindicated in the repast that followed. It was never mentioned if she works and I assume she's not 

married. 

 

 A little later on, a male cousin is introduced but I did not catch his name. He sits at the 

table with us and helps with some of the banquet chores. His wife, who is not present, either 

baked or helped to bake the magnificent cake that ended the meal. This cousin does not look 

Georgian at all. In fact, he looks quite German -- thus, no paunch, blondish, somewhat pinched 

features. 

 

 The last person to join the table was Anzor, the memorable director of the Sovhoz in 

Tbilisi who we met last year and who gave that big affair for us at the state farm. Anzor, the chief 

figure of my Soviet/Weber jokes of all last year, and he hadn't changed a bit nor was my memory 

of him inaccurate. Anzor is a real character, he was trained in agriculture, seems to have 

travelled, likes music and sings away using nonsense syllables for American songs. He was a 

great deal of fun all evening. He's apparently a good friend of Soso's since school days. He still 

runs the Sovhoz but lives in "a beautiful house" (Soso's words) in Tbilisi and commutes to work. 

In that context, he joked about rather being a tractor driver than director because the former earn 

more money. 
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 So that was the last of the characters. I was placed at the head of the table and made 

Tamada, Pat, Soso, Anzor, Valentin, the "cousin", and Sauro, the sister when she wasn't serving. 

Nugzar the Second, came in very late, maybe to drive us home. 

 

 The meal was the ultimate in our culinary tour of Georgia. Soso apparently was 

responsible for some of the cooking, Sauro clearly was the main actor, but even the father was 

responsible for the country ham. All the staples required of a Georgian feast were on the table 

plus many more. Among the latter were the country ham, the first I've tasted in the Soviet Union, 

chicken cooked to perfection, a whole suckling pig, head included, a shaslik cooked in the garden 

by the cousin, and I don't remember what else. Soso organizes his meals like he organizes his 

department -- with efficiency. 

 

 Everything was home cooked, I think most everything was home grown. He served two 

marvelous wines -- a red Isabella and a dry white, both made from grapes from the garden and 

pressed at home. Soso says that they make enough wine to last the entire year. The piece de 

resistance was this fantastic pink frosted cake, decorated like crazy. Sauro gave me a piece large 

enough to choke a horse. Luckily I've learned that you can get away with just nibbling on food in 

Georgia -- it's only the consumption of wine that they insist on. 

 

 I forgot to mention that Soso has a twelve year old dog, a huge beast that looks like a 

cross between a St. Bernard and a German Shepherd. The poor thing was panting like mad -- 

probably the heat. 

 

 During the evening, I learned a great deal about Soso, his reasons for entering medicine 

and about Sohozes in Georgia, etc., etc. It was an enjoyable evening. Soso made a huge effort 

and as the Greek ladies would say SKOTOTHIKE. Nugzar drove us home -- it was late. 
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Saturday, August 1 

 

 We had to be ready to leave the hotel at 8:00 a.m. Soso was to take us on an excursion to 

the region of Kakheti in Eastern Georgia. At 8:00, Soso arrives with Naira and Nugzar and Ghari 

-- clearly a big expedition. He had secured another car and a professional driver for the three of 

us. After breakfast at the Iveria, we took off in an easterly direction -- first taking the road to the 

Tbilisi airport. Our car was quite silent -- the driver was correct, Pat seemed to be sleeping, and 

Valentin was sick with stomach cramps. I was quite chipper and was busy looking at the passing 

scene. The first major town that we went through was Sagardecho at the entrance to the Alazani 

Valley, a rice, grape-growing, wine-making region of Georgia. The Alazani and Kakheti don't 

quite completely overlap but the former is a very large part of the latter. Before we got into the 

Alazani proper, I saw a number of odd-looking oil rigs. Soso told me later that oil had been 

found in quantity there recently. 

 

 From Sagaredcho we drove quickly to Gourdchaani, a prosperous looking town. We went 

directly to an official looking building I think it was the local government, party office. Out came 

Elia, another of Soso's many friends from school. Elia, it turned out later, had been a director of a 

Kolhuz or Sovhuz in the valley and is now deputy director of agricultural planning. Very quiet, 

he turned out to be a nice person, who accompanied us for the rest of the day and, in fact, was 

called our host. It would be a fascinating project to figure out how debts/bills are paid at this 

official level in Georgia. An interesting aspect of our host was that he appeared to know very 

little Russian (he needed an interpreter) despite higher education. When I commented on this 

later, the comment was either shrugged off or as Nuzgar put it, Georgian is the official language 

of Georgia. Anyhow, it appeared strange to me. 
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 Our first stop with Elia was a settlement near Gourdchaani which Naira later called 

Velisziche. There is an interesting 6th century church with two cupolas (this is either a unique 

feature or an extremely rare one). The church is named All Saints, the Georgian version is 

Kvelatlsminda. Two stone rams' heads decorate the portal (The Georgians easily incorporated 

many pagan elements into their Christianity). The architecture inside is interesting but what 

struck my attention was the stone figure of a ram on what appeared to be the altar. The ram was 

covered with candle drippings. When I asked if these offerings were recent, I was quickly told by 

Valentin (who had never been there before and is not Georgian), who hadn't bothered to translate 

my question, that of course the drippings were very old. They were, in figurative fact, almost 

warm. As Valentin was saying this, our driver very obviously dropped a coin in a little can, 

obviously an offering. Valentin tries hard to be the protector of the system. 

 

 Somewhere n Gourdchaani is located a huge war memorial for the region's dead -- or is it 

just the towns? In any case, whatever the unit, it lost 4,500 men of the 12,000 that went to war 

between 1941 and 1945. That's a horrendous figure. The monument is composed of five walls 

that butt out almost to the road (to symbolize the five war years), a series of irregular steps that 

skirt a huge wall decorated with Georgian designs depicting some universal theme or other, then 

an open-air auditorium with taped Red Army Chorus war songs blaring, a museum with paintings 

and sculptures related to the war. A fascinating political comment is made in this museum -- at 

least to me -- one of the first paintings you see as you enter is a relatively large oil painting of 

Breznev looking at the eternal flame -- but in the center of the gallery is a tremendous painting of 

Josef Stalin in field marshal's uniform, on a table in front of the painting, fresh flowers are 

placed. As we passed each picture, our guides made some comment -- as we passed Stalin there 

was a noticeable silence from all. The outside wall is inscribed with the names of all the dead. As 

if that's not enough, the whole site is dominated by an extra huge statue of a father symbolically 

holding his dead son. I was told that the face and figure of the father is that of the actor who 

played that part in a well-known Soviet film. The sculptor, as usual, is the man who sculpted the 
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Muse outside of Philharmonic Hall, the poet, etc. The name of the sculptor, I finally found out is 

Berdzenishvili. No wonder I resisted so long. I was asked to write something in the visitor's 

book. I did, some banal phrases, in English. 

 

 From the monument, we drove furiously for a few minutes until we came to what 

appeared to be an old estate house -- now some sort of restaurant. We ate on a table straddling a 

lazy stream. The fare was the usual Georgian staples but we didn't dally long. I took a couple of 

pictures. 

 

 Back on the road again, we drove briskly, our two cars in very close proximity of each 

other, in a northerly direction, probably through Kvareli and then west to Gremi, Kakhetia's 

ancient capital. There stands a fortress area which contains  the remains of a royal palace and a 

church built in the 16th century (I think it's called Mtavaranguelozi). Inside the church, the walls 

are covered with ecclesiastic paintings, the guide said that half were done by Greek artists and the 

rest by Georgians. The Barbarians have also gotten to the paintings, people have inscribed their 

names and dates of visit on some of these priceless treasures. We went up to the tower and I took 

a number of shots. I wonder if anything will come out. 

 

 Back in the cars, we now travel westward to Telavi, the current capital of the region. 

Before we reach that town, I notice on my right hand side, a sizable helicopter area with about 20 

or 30 machines visible. About half (in white/silver colors) looked like largish troop carriers, the 

other group was painted in a dark khaki and looked like gun ships. 

 

 We go through Telavi and north some 18 kilometers until, in the middle of nowhere, we 

reach the Alaverdi Cathedral. Built in the 11th century, it has no architectural ornamentation and 

is whitewashed, as the official guidebook says "it is remarkable for the harmony of its huge 

proportions and a soaring cupola." It is a big church. The Ikons inside are not at all impressive, at 
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least not to me. It appears to be an operating church, candles are lit, there is a small altar stand, 

and a young, skinny priest running around. 

 

 We mount our trusted machines once again. I ask that we stop for a couple of photos a 

kilometer or two away from the Alaverdi Cathedral. That way I can get the structure in 

proportion to its surroundings. This short stop separated our two cars. I found out later that we 

had one more stop to make, I think the Ikaltoi Monastery and the second Georgian Academy. But 

our driver forgot and went straight to Bardgischevi, a site and a restaurant. We waited an hour for 

our colleagues who had made the scheduled stop. When we didn't arrive, they began to worry so 

they doubled back to the Aliverdi Cathedral. Anyway, we finally got together, our host Elia was 

tamada, He said little but made me drink a lot. Either I've become so blasé at these affairs or I'm 

becoming more loquacious -- in any case, I look forward to making preposterous toasts about 

anything or anyone. I think when no one understand you but an interpreter you end up with little 

or no self-consciousness. But anyway, I'm an experienced hand in toasting by now -- I have at 

least seven or eight opportunities a day to perform. The party went on for its customary couple 

hours and then we all departed in a cloud of dust -- Elia back to Goudschaani and the rest of us to 

Tbilisi. Kakheti had proven interesting but it should be done more slowly and with much more 

historical and geographical preparation. It's ridiculous to find out something vital about a place 

after you've visited it. 

 

 We got back to Tbilisi about 10:00 p.m. -- we had been on the road some thirteen hours. 

Pat went to her room and Valentin and I went down to the Iveria bar. It was full -- 103 American 

nurses were at the hotel on some sort of professional tour. One of them, a big girl from Tom's 

River, New Jersey, grabbed a very flustered Valentin. She turned out to have fluent Russian, her 

parents were Don Cossaks. The nurses had just gotten to Tbilisi and Luidmilla, the Jersey girl, 

wanted Valentin to show her a Russian Orthodox Church. I thought this hilarious and urged him 

to escort her. I think they went. I talked a while with two very young nurses from Charleston, 
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West Virginia. I don't think they were older than six despite the fact that both claimed they were 

married and one had a child. I knew that I had gotten old and/or was away from home too long 

when both these ladies (Monica and Terry) stated with conviction that they didn't know how to 

dance a fox-trot nor had they ever heard the term. I believe them. On that note, I wended my way 

to bed. It was 2:30. 

 

 

Sunday, August 2 

 

 I sleep until 10:00. Take a long bath, let cold water pour over my head. Shave, go 

downstairs, walk a little on Rustaveli Prospect, it's Sunday morning and the streets look deserted. 

I sit in the lobby and begin to write and I also quite aimlessly look at the herds of Japanese 

tourists, all neatly decked out in smart sport clothes and each with expensive camera, and then at 

the herds of American nurses, not so nicely decked out and almost all somewhat broad in the 

beam. The notes go well, the tourists get boring, the construction outside continues. They've been 

digging this huge hole in front of the hotel, it's an underpass. They've been working 24 hours a 

day. Can you imagine continuous blasting at 3 and 4 in the morning? 

 

 We're supposed to be met by someone at 1:00 p.m. I see Pat about 1:15 and she says that 

Naira and Nugzar are coming at 2:00. It turns out to be a picnic. Aside from a little yelling in 

Georgian by Nugzar at Naira because someone had forgotten the fruit water, the day went very 

well. 

 

 We went up to a hill area above Tbilisi, maybe 15, 20 kilometers. It seems as if this as a 

favorite Sunday activity, if you have a car. Under each choice tree, there was a car and a family 

group, all happily munching away. We had to wander around awhile because there were 

washouts on two of the dirt tracks we took. 
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 Finally, we came to a decent enough site and, of course, the sky became overcast. In no 

way daunted, Nugzar hung a hunting knife around his waist, cut several green branches for 

shaslik spits, gathered dry wood, and soon the rest of us began to pitch in. Naira had prepared a 

nice spread, shaslik from excellent marinated meat, tomatoes stuffed with herbs and spices and, 

covered with tin foil, cooked in the fire, bread, cheese, plenty of raw tomatoes, cucumbers, and 

fruit, and, of course, khatchapuri. It was most enjoyable, we stretched out around a table oil cloth 

and pitched in. Nugzar had brought his own wine (everybody in Georgia must make their own 

wine) and he delighted in showing its color. He also hooked up a small stereo cassette player on 

his car battery and we had music -- first male Georgian singers in traditional song and then 

American jazz and dixieland. I took a lot of pictures with that 400 ASA color film. I wonder 

what it looks like -- I can't imagine much depth of field shooting at 500. 

 

 Pat was very much under the weather. She apparently has the trots and I sympathize. It 

must be awful especially when you're being dragged around every minute of every day. 

 

 We get back about 9:00. Naira and Nuzgar have to go to the Institute to work, blood 

samples have come in from Duripsh. We all scatter. I flee to my room, do some housekeeping, 

and then take a little walk in search of milk. Every time I'm out alone, it's an adventure. This 

time, it was no different. I went into a food store in Rustaveli. I asked the cashier if there was 

milk. When I got this concept across, she said no. Then she apparently asked me where I was 

from. I said America and added quickly, I don't know why, that I am a Greek-American. She 

stared at me, clutched her heart a la Stanislavsky and said in very broken Greek that she too was 

Greek that her father was from Kavalla. My friends name is Tamara Zachariades, I think. We 

talked, no, communicated for several minutes.  She told some man to look in a frig, and he came 

out with a little tub of something that shook like milk. I told her I'd stop by again, bought a little 

chocolate bar, and went back to the hotel. 
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 I was looking forward to having the milk with that cereal Irene put in my bag. When I 

opened the little plastic tub, it turned out to be some sort of curdly butter -- had I been asking for 

butter? Who knows, it's a confusing language, that Russian. Anyway, my half Greek friend 

apologized profusely for her Greek and said that she speaks Georgian, Russian, Armenian and a 

couple of other languages. 

 

 Anyway, I poured the butter, or whatever it was, down the drain and went to bed. 

 

 

Monday, August 3 

 

 We are to meet Soso at 10:45. I promised to go on television today to talk about the 

project -- since this was my debut on the Georgian boob tube, I even put on a tie despite the fact 

that Soso said it wasn't necessary. 

 

 We got to the Institute about 11:30. Soso told me that we'd be taped/filmed for the 

"Information" program which apparently is quite important and watched by the big shots of the 

Georgian Academy of Sciences. Our 3 or 4 minute shot will be aired on Tuesday night, August 

4th The lady announcer (the Georgian Barbara Walters) arrived and Soso spent some time 

briefing her. Her crew came in -- a camera man with what looked like a l6 mm. camera, and a 

sound man, and a young assistant. They loaded film with their hands in a light proof bag, set up a 

little table in front of Soso's big map of Georgia, placed two mikes on the table. 

 

 Barbara Walters opened the spot with a short introduction in Georgian, Soso gave 

something of the organization of the project for about 45 seconds, and I talked in English for a 

little over two minutes. I talked about how well we were received in Georgia, the importance of 
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the project in scientific terms, the multi-disciplinary effort needed to understand the complex 

problem of longevity, the disciplines now involved in this joint project, the International Year of 

the Aged in 1982 and the hope that the results of our project will be of importance to mankind. I 

overtalked, as usual, by about half a minute. 

 

 After this, Valentin and Barbara Walters combined in getting my English into Russian 

which later would be translated into Georgian. They worked off a reel-to-reel recording. Valentin 

seemed to do it rather well but clearly leaving out all the grace terms, modifications, and 

nuances. It was quickly done, Valentin dictating and Barbara Walters writing. It would be 

amusing to know what the content of my remarks will be in Georgian. 

 

 Ah yes -- there were four chairs in front of the table -- the fourth was occupied by Pat 

who did not speak. 

 

 Afterwards, we sat around in Soso's office for awhile. It was difficult to tell whether he 

was pleased with the performance. Nonetheless, he seems to think it's important in terms of 

influencing the Georgian authorities into supporting financially the project. Anyway, for 

whatever it's worth, I gave an interview to an Abkhasian newspaper, supposedly gave an 

interview to the journal Soviet Medicine and did this TV number. I think it's worth the effort in 

terms of future scientific collaboration. Soso seems to be the only one on the Soviet side to have 

a real nose for publicity and exposure. 

 

 At about 1:30, Soso suggests lunch. We go out to that country place again. I notice for the 

first time that it's right near a big hydro-electric plant on the Mtkvari River, one of the very first 

to be built after the revolution. It's the Zemo-Avchala Power Plant built in 1927. The lunch is a 

little quiet -- Nugzar the first is with us -- I find out later that he is to drive us around after lunch. 

We have the usual meat pies, the bean soup and hard corn bread, scallions, khatchapuri -- just 
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your average Teachers College lunch -- plus the usual pitcher or two of wine. In somewhat short 

order, we're put in Nugzar's car -- he heads for the Institute and picks up Naira. We go down 

toward the old town, I don't have my camera with me. I ask Nugzar if he would mind taking me 

back to the hotel for my junk. No problem and off we go. It's fascinating -- do Georgians refuse 

to do anything a guest asks? Are they naturally polite? Anyway, 15-20 minutes we're back in the 

old town and I'm taking pictures with that 400 ASA film. Wow, is it ever fast! Mostly I take 

pictures of and around the Metekhi Chapel (first built in the 13th century). The views of the 

Mtkvari river are spectacular at this point and the houses hanging over the very high bank remind 

me of an Eastern version of Calle Tenorio in Ronda, Spain. We kind of hike around the area, 

Naira and Nugzar buy us a pack of Tbilisi cards and a map. Finally, I get them up on Rustaveli 

and buy them some ice cream. After that the gang wants fruit water at the old fruit watering hole. 

Before they go in, I dash off to the Produkti shop to buy a plastic bag for my records and to say 

good-bye to my Greek friend, Tamara Zachariades, the cashier. She was very busy when I went 

in but she motioned to me to wait. In a few minutes she got some one to relieve her. She started 

telling me that her father wants me to come to their home. When I told her that I was leaving 

Tbilisi in a couple of hours, she became agitated -- ran over to one of the counters and told the 

girl to give her something -- and came back with this bottle of 4-star Georgian cognac. She took 

my name and address laboriously -- wished me well in broken Greek and a rush of Russian -- and 

was screamed back to work by a screeching old hag, undoubtedly her boss.  Tamara has a 14 year 

old boy, looks a little like Daisy Delaportas did when she was young. I was touched by her quite 

spontaneous gift -- I don't think my colleagues, who were standing outside, believed me when I 

told them what happened.  I felt very bad when I gave the cognac to Valentin the next day -- 

there's no way I can carry everything. Parenthetically, if I were ever to do a study in the Soviet 

Union, I'd do a social and contemporary history of the ethnic Greeks, an interesting speck on the 

ethnic Soviet polity. 
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 Back to the hotel, Valentin is in my room, he's sick, and he's given up his own room. I 

pack, he goes out, I lug my junk downstairs, and meet Soso, Naira and Nugzar.  After awhile, Pat 

and Valentin descend. We begin to load the two cars. Naira gives Pat a bracelet and Soso, I think, 

gives her an enormous amber brooch. Naira gives me something that feels like a bracelet for 

Irene. Soso insists I ride with him. So Soso, Valentin and myself go out by ourself. For the first 

time in a month, I ride in the front now. Soso gives me my gift -- for "being a brave soldier" -- a 

crystal horn of plenty, huge, the kind we drank out of in Kutaisi, the week before. It must be an 

expensive gift and I hope I was properly appreciative, in a precise cultural way. And I hope I get 

it back to New York in one piece. 

 

 We get to the airport with Nugzar and his gang behind us. Not to the terminal, of course, 

but to an adjacent restaurant, one has to eat, of course. Soso arranges the meal, we make toasts, 

Naira is tamada, a philosophical one. It's a sweet-sad affair -- but I think Soso wanted it over. 

What a strain we have been on him and on Naira and Nugzar. They did unbelievable things for us 

-- so much so that it was difficult to really fully appreciate their efforts. About 9:30 (the flight is 

at 10:00), we dash out to the old terminal. We are taken care of as if we were royalty, we say our 

good-byes, exchange kisses, Nugzar's was the most fervent, we're escorted out to the airplane by 

a perfumed lady, we keep waving as we walk along, they wave back. When we get to the plane, a 

TU-154, there's a queue in front of the ramp. We're escorted to the front and asked to go up. We 

do, sit down, and then the log jam broke, hordes of fat, perspiring women came charging in 

looking for seats. We've been seated incorrectly of course. So, we try to buck this less than 

human tide, with me clutching my camera case, a roll of posters and maps, seven records and that 

horn of plenty, which seemed to be getting larger and heavier by the minute. 

 

 By the time everybody was seated, an hour had elapsed. So we took off very late. It was a 

strange flight, the man behind me had his knees in my back throughout (a great feeling) and flies 

buzzed around the entire time (everybody was lugging fruit and booze). 
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 As we were landing at Vnukovo airport, on the Kiev highway, about 18 miles out of the 

middle of the city, it began to lightning and to pour. We landed about 12:30 Moscow time (flight 

time is two hours and fifteen minutes). Met by Pavel, Kuzmina's son (he must be sweet on Pat). 

He gets us through the formalities, our bags are placed separately from the rest of the passengers'. 

 

 We are driven back in an Academy car. It is pouring cats and dogs and the driver is overly 

cautious. We inch along. Finally we get to the Gastanitsa Akademia Nauk. I'm in room 406, Pat 

is 405. I unpack, try to call New York but with no success. In bed about 2:15. Oh, by the way, 

Ghari did not show up with my roll of film that he had developed. He was supposed to make 

some prints for the Tbilisi Institute. Soso promises to have it sent up to Moscow but I wonder 

and it bothers me to lose what appear to be damm good negatives. 

 

 

Tuesday, August 4 

 

 I get up about 8:00.  No hot water but take a kind of bath and wash my hair. Sit and write 

for a while until Pat shows up. We go downstairs to wait for the Academy car which was to be 

put at our disposal at 10 -- or was that cancelled? Anyway, by 10:30 no car is in sight and we 

take off on our own. We take the Metro to Prospect Marx after making a couple of changes. The 

subway system is really quite simple once you understand it and once you can decipher the letters 

that tell you what station you're at. 

 

 Anyway, we're at Prospect Marx, near the Kremlin and Red Square -- but we're lost. What 

a wonderful feeling! No guide, no interpreter, no watch dog. I seize the opportunity to play 

ethnographer. With myopic eye at the steady, I focus on the prettiest girl in sight, I amble up and 

ask her "kreml" but naturally mispronounce even that. After her initial non-comprehension, she 
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breaks out into a marvelous smile and takes us in tow. What a conversation we had for fifteen 

minutes or so. She knew no English and my Russian, well, my Russian... Anyway, I determined 

somehow that she's a librarian at the Lenin Library, I think a bibliographer. But she's very young. 

I long to tell her about my great bibliographic exploits but it turns out that she doesn't quite grasp 

what I mean by Caribbean. Her name, after I did my "mina zavut Lambros Comitas on vas" 

number, is Maria something or other (it couldn't have been Ouspenskaya), a Ukrainian but from 

Moscow. She kept laughing and smiling and kind of waving her arms to explain something. She 

wanted to know if we were on tour and I explained the Akademia Nauk business -- she thought 

that kind of funny too. What fun those fifteen minutes were -- no intermediary, no translator, no 

problem. I think I could have real fun in the Soviet Union if I could be on my own. There seem to 

be lots of people who enjoy kidding around. Anyway, she had to go to work and I sadly took Pat 

into the Kremlin. It was drizzling, the sky was overcast, a good a day as any for the 400 film. I 

took a number of straight forward shots in the Square of the Cathedrals near that atrocious Palace 

of Congresses. We then toured Gums, the huge department store in Red Square. It's really three 

glass roofed throughways -- each with three floors. I took some interesting shots, I hope they 

come out. Soon afterwards, we left Gums -- made our way to the metro and made it back easily 

to Oktbraskaya station. We had 45 minutes before we were supposed to be picked up to go to the 

Institute. Some lunch was necessary. I had had no breakfast nor had Pat. We ran up Leninski 

Prospect -- first to the bakery where we got 4 rolls and further on to the milk product shop where 

we got 250 grams of something like swiss cheese. We ate it all up trotting back to the Gastanitsa. 

Ran into Valentin, who came to escort us in an Academy car, had some ice cream, and drove to 

the Institute. 

 

 At the Institute, the boys had set up a relatively formal meeting Bruk, Koslov, Zubov 

(who greeted me in Spanish), Kusmina, Valentin, Pat and myself.  Bruk asked for a report of our 

travels and whether we were satisfied with our work, etc. I did all the replying, stressing the 

affirmative, giving lavish praise to all concerned, thanking the Institute, etc. Bruk wanted to 
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know if I had any suggestions I think it was mainly a rhetorical question. Anyway, I responded by 

saying that both the U.S. and Soviet Union teams are "suffering" from a data deluge and, by the 

very nature of our projects, we had to worry about the complex problem of bringing together the 

diverse data of each project, that is, the problem of systematic analysis -- before a true 

comparison would be possible. It comes out crudely on paper but the point was well received by 

the Soviet colleagues. 

 

 Koslov, somewhat officially, asked if I would help prepare a protocol type statement, as 

was the custom when the Soviet colleagues were in the U.S. He said that it would be helpful to 

them. I answered that I would be delighted to do so as long as it was understood that my position 

or positions were personal and not official or binding on RISM. Fine. 

 

 Next problem brought up had to do with a cable from Fisher/IREX asking for the 

originals or camera ready copy for all diagrams, tables, etc. for the English version of the 

workshop volume. I said that I thought there was some confusion on the part of the Americans. 

The Soviets were visibly upset, the originals were at their publishing house, it would be difficult 

to retrieve them, couldn't we have someone do them, etc., etc.? Bruk was particularly concerned. 

I suggested that I call Vera Rubin for clarification. They agreed and began the process of putting 

the call through. 

 

 We talked about the 1982 symposium in the U.S. I reviewed the official position, made 

light of their serio/political jabs about the cuts in the federal budget in science, and then gave my 

opinion. Again stressing the fact that I spoke only for myself, I said that I hoped the meeting 

would not be closed but would include discussants and others from outside of our combined 

teams, that a good deal of publicity be given to the meeting, that it be the most important 

symposium during the International Year of Gerontology, or whatever that year is to be called. I 
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said that I had been urging Vera to think along these lines and, if the Soviets were in 

concurrence, I would continue pushing this line. They were enthusiastic in their support. 

 

 I also said that I was urging Vera and RISM to seek additional funds in order to bring 

more than eight Soviet colleagues. I again stressed that I was doing this on my own and that I was 

giving no guarantees. I also noted that I thought our National Institute of Aging should play an 

important part in the symposium. In this context, I asked them to give me some idea of the 

minimally optimum number of Soviet participants in the symposium. Koslov and the others came 

up with a figure of twelve -- three from Tbilisi; one from Abkhasia (specifically Inal Ipa); two 

from Kiev; two from the Institute of Anthropology, Moscow State University; and four from the 

Institute of Ethnography (Bruk, Kozlov, Voronov, Galla S, an ethno-psychologist from 

Leningrad).  Koslov added that this might not be a problem since they could send 2 or 3 

exchange types during 1982 so they could be sent over to coincide with the symposium. So 

maybe we can get away with only raising funds for one or two Soviets. 

 

 The meeting ended amicably. Valentin continued to try to get the call through to Vera. It 

came through in about an hour. As I thought, the problem of originals was not all that serious 

when I told her that Soso had withdrawn his paper on physical chemistry -- that was the one they 

were having all the trouble. But Vera added that the Air Control people in the U.S. were on 

strike. Hope that doesn't screw up the return flight. 

 

 Then Pat and I were taken to dinner at the Hanoi Restaurant in Ho Chi Minh Square. It's a 

terrible restaurant and not at all Vietnamese. But he likes it. The band made it almost impossible 

to talk. We come back to the Gastanitsa by metro. Took a short walk, retired to room early to 

celebrate the fact that I had no wine or other booze for the first time in the Soviet Union. Wrote a 

lot, tried calling New York a lot (no luck again) and to bed. 
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Wednesday, August 5 

 

 Slept well, got up at 8:45. Got dressed, had a quick breakfast with Pat and went 

downstairs to wait for Tanya Voroniva and Galla Voroniva (Andrea's wife who is also at the 

Institute). They are to take us shopping by car. By 10:30 or so we assemble. First, we try to get 

into a museum of Ikons but it's closed for the day. Then we go to that basement place with 

chatkis operated, I think, by Sovexport, a branch of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs or Trade or 

something. The usual cheap clay dolls, wooden boxes, cheap amber, etc. Pat bought out the 

house, I don't know where she'll put it for the flight home. Out of a sense of shame, I bought a 

copper biriki, nicely hammered, from Kirghiz, I think. It's expensive, over 40 rubles. 

 

 Then we went to the art gallery place. Andre's wife acted as if she's never been there. Is it 

because Tanya's with us or has she ruptured relations with the managers of the place, or wasn't 

she the one that had the contact last time. We went to a couple of other places in the 

neighborhood but their souvenir stuff has a way of getting monotonous. Pat was looking for toy 

trains, of all things, for her father and male relatives. I wanted some jewelery for Irene. In some 

toy store, we locate some East German trains but with no transformer. Then we go to a fancy 

jewelery shop on Kalinski Prospect. What a mob scene that was. People push up to the counter, 

point at a ring, get shoved, agree to buy it (the prices I saw ranged from 50-60 rubles to 2-3000 

rubles for diamonds). People buy this stuff the way New Yorkers buy sale items at Kleins a week 

before Christmas. After literally being pushed through the mob and held up to the counter by 

Tanya and Galla, I spotted an amethyst ring that was nice. You don't kid around in a joint like 

that -- there's no opportunity for comparison -- so I bought it, only 167 rubles or so. At the 

official rate of exchange that would be about 250 dollars. At any unofficial rate it would be 

much, much cheaper. It's a lucky thing I acted with dispatch. At two promptly, a militia man with 

a portable bull horn started ordering people out of the store it was time to shut down for lunch. 
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 Tanya called in to her office and I heard her talking to Valentin. I got on the phone to ask 

him about my Tbliisi photos and he gave me some good news - Soso had put the negatives and 

photos on the Moscow train (36 hours running time) and Valentin is to pick them up from the 

conductor tomorrow morning. The Soso Georgian Mafia strikes again. He's truly amazing. 

 

 We then went to the Detsky Mir (Children's World) department store on Marx Prospect. 

They didn't have the German trains and transformer -- some other time. Our driver had gone to 

lunch, so we marched around looking unsuccessfully for a place to eat. What is worth 

commenting on is Russian shopping behavior. First of all, the stores have very inferior 

merchandise as compared with North American and European goods. On top of that, there seems 

to be only limited choice in a given category of merchandise. The shops are dimly lit, the service 

is poor and obviously strained, the goods rather randomly displayed. Nevertheless, the crowds are 

there battering down the gates in their anxiety to buy. People seem to gather or line up whenever 

something, anything is being sold. It's as if they never had such things before. Maybe they never 

have. It's a kind of herd scene, people are polite as they can, but nonetheless you can get trampled 

in there. 

 

 I'm driven back to the Gastanitsa in time to make my appointment with Victor at 4:00 

p.m. As I write this, it is 8:00 p.m. and he hasn't shown up or called. I wonder what happened. 

During that period, I went out once (I asked Pat to keep an eye out for Victor) to the Melodia 

shop -- a huge place in the neighborhood that sells records. I managed to communicate that I was 

looking for the music of Komitas, the American composer. I managed to get a record, with only 

one side a Komitas quartet. I sent Pat upstairs and we got a couple of Fantas, a bit of cheese and 

roast beef, and we ate. I now wait for my call to Irene -- we figured out how to do it finally and as 

I write this the phone rings. 
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 Now 11:45. I talked to Irene for about a minute although the line was cut off three times. 

All seems to be well at home. 

 

 Pat also got through to Maysville, Kentucky. So to celebrate this technological 

breakthrough, we walked to Red Square and back I figure a distance of about 6 or 7 miles. I got 

some pictures just at sunset of the Kremlin from the bridge across the Moscow river, a number of 

the Cathedral of St. Basil, that great Baskin-Robbins of ecclesiastic architecture. We waited for 

the lights to go on until 10:00 p.m. and then began to retrace our steps across Red Square in 

disappointment. Just as we got the historical museum, the lights flooded on turning Red Square 

into a movie set. So we went back and I took one shot -- F2 at 15 speed -- the best I could do 

even with 400 ASA. 

 

 The walk back was tiring and silent. At 11:30 we had camomile and I went to my room. 

 

 Just a quick note on Tanya Voronina. She really is a kind of young Luidmilla. She can get 

officious and she's rigid in her dealings with people. She is very defensive about her country and 

parochially proud of its achievements. Obviously she considers Moscow as the megalopolis -- 

bigger than New York and superior in quality. She keeps generating invidious comparisons. 

 

 A point I forgot to mention. As we were walking back to the hotel, we hardly ever saw a 

pedestrian. Occasionally a drunk would appear, sometimes a pair of them. As we passed 

Oktabraskaya station, there were literally scores of young people standing around, at least some if 

not many of them were drunk drunk. Where they drink, how they get so bombed is a mystery to 

me. The problem of alcoholism, at least in the Russian Federated Republic, must be immense. 

My guess is that despite the fact that Caucasians drink a great deal, they do so while eating, and 

you almost never see a drunk on the streets. In our stay there, I don't remember seeing even one. 
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 The mystery of Victor's disappearance is bothersome. I hope nothing happened to him. 

 

 

Thursday August 6 

 

 Woke up at 8:30 or so. It was cold last night and I needed a blanket. Got up and took my 

usual cold shower (it turned out that the Gastanista is fed by thermal power from the outside and 

their line is out until August 15th -- it would have been nice if someone had told us). Pat came by 

to inform me that Luidmilla had called her to tell her that she/we would be picked up by her car 

at 10:15. I was not much in the mood for this but nevertheless got conned into going along 

primarily because she would take us to the Andrei Rublyov museum in the Andronikov 

Monastery in Moscow. This museum housed ikons. Despite the fact that the driver kept getting 

lost and Luidmilla not knowing which end is up, this museum was worth the trip. Housed in 

three buildings, the ikons are painted on wood and are uniformly magnificent. It was exciting to 

see the variation within this somewhat rigid form of art. Most of the ikons appeared to be 16th 

century but I really didn't concentrate on the labels. Mostly I photographed the ones that had 

appropriate light. I'm afraid my weak eyesight might have led to some lack of focus -- but it will 

be interesting to see what comes out. 

 

 We then drove around looking for Gorky street and for a place to have some ice cream, I 

was told, lunch, as it were. One amusing incident -- Luidmilla marches into a place marked Kofe 

or Cafe, she comes out and asks whether we would like shaslik. I go in, it's a dive with a couple 

of broads in leather coats hunched over a bar, dim lights, and this manager who looked and acted 

like a pimp. Obviously, he was trying to get rid of us. Then Luidmilla asked if we could get some 

coffee, he answered that the coffee in the place across the street was better. My guess is that it's 

an illegal bar of some sort and a joint for assignations. I was reminded of what my two young 
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colleagues, Igor and Sasha, told me while walking around Sukhumi -- that prostitutes operate in 

the Soviet Union and they manage this by paying off the police. 

 

 We next tried to get Pat to the Berioska at the hotel Russea. Our driver was inept and the 

appropriate turns impossible so we ended up going to the Institute the hard way -- I did manage 

to get off a couple of shots from the moving car of those gold domes in the Kremlin. 

 

 On the way to the Institute -- I had an appointment with Victor at three -- I found out that 

they finally made an appointment for me with Volsky, the director of the Institute of Latin 

America in Moscow at four. What idiocy! I'm supposed to write up their damm protocol and then 

hightail it back to the center of town to see the Latin Americanists -- and I'm wearing dirty pants, 

a sweat shirt and carrying three cameras. Oh well! I tell Valentin to call Volsky and tell him that I 

did not know about the meeting until now and though I am not dressed, I will show up (I heard 

Volsky had some others who were coming to our meeting). 

 

 In the meantime, Kozlov and Zubov watch me while I dash off this quick summary 

statement of my visit and some of the points discussed in our meetings. I should get a copy 

tomorrow -- I wanted to type it for them on Friday but this offer stirred up some sort of a Russian 

tempest. I really don't know what all the issues were about. Anyway, I had to take more time out 

and explain to their typist what my scribbles mean. Then it turns out that the car hasn't returned 

with Pat and I will be very late for my appointment. 

 

 Valentin and I go for a cab -- none to be found -- finally take the metro and arrive at the 

Institute of Latin America about 4:30. Met at the door by an oldish gentleman, in full suit and tie, 

the secretary of the Institute, on the next landing by another gentleman fully garbed and then 

ushered into a huge office, the Director's. Volsky, in short sleeves (I'm sure he's taken everything 

off to make me feel easy), greets me with a bear hug. We all sit down, the three of them and 
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Valentin and I. The ccnversation is in Spanish, the one common language of everyone present but 

Valentin. We joke, we chitchat, Volsky shows off his knowledge of the U.S. Latin American 

scene, he gives me the last brochure of the Institute plus a book about Latin American activities 

and publications in the Soviet Union, both in Russian. At my request, we went to see the library. 

Volsky claims 80,000 volumes -- it's probably that or close to it. However, much of what they 

have appears to be U.N. materials and the like. They do have, however, my first Caribbeana, at 

least it's in the card catalogue. I talk to the librarian, it's clear that it's getting late and they want to 

get out (I think Volsky came in from his dacha just for my visit). I bid them good-bye, they wish 

me god-speed, their house is my house, etc., they give Valentin and me institute pins and we 

leave. 

 

 The Institute is the only one of its kind in all of the Soviet Union. It has about 100 

professionals and a number of post-graduate aspirants. It concentrates on the economics, history 

and international relations of Latin America. There are several small groups in universities such 

as Kiev but those operations are not much. Volsky would like book exchanges with my Institute 

and a scholar exchange: I voiced approval of both suggestions. 

 

 The building which houses the Institute once housed the Governor-General? of Moscow 

and was designed by the same architect that did the old univeristy buildings. The Institute 

building dates back to 1790. It has a yellow and white facade (see photos), a main part with a 

wing at each side. The interior must have been quite elegant in the past. Now it's not bad but 

heroic Peruvian mural paintings conflict with the design. There is a small auditorium/lecture hall 

which probably seats 100 and I wasn't shown much else. The meeting was cordial, even pleasant 

but it was really nothing more than an exchange of greetings. 

 

 Valentin and I went out -- I wanted to get some Komitas records -- 
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so we walked to Gum at Red Square. It was nice and I took pictures of the streets and of 

Tolstoy's house. We had a vodka at a stand-up bar. No success at Gum. We take the metro back 

to the Gastanitsa in search of Pat. 

 

 On the way, Valentin points out the building (a small, antique type place in front of the 

Hotel Russea) which the Institute of Ethnography might be given to expand in. He also told me 

that Bruk is ill, something with his heart. He claims to know no more -- they keep their illnesses 

to themselves. 

 

 We find Pat upset -- her phone call to the U.S. cost 154 rubles they want her her to 

exchange money -- that's got to be over $200 U.S. She gets over it fast. We sit around in my 

room chatting. We both give Valentin all our spare supplies, Kleenex, Woolite, a pen from me, 

powdered mild, cologne, etc. We go upstairs and get a little something to eat. Valentin goes 

home by 10:30. Pat and I go for walk until 11:30. I come back, arrange my small bag, and write 

up the day. 

 

 Almost forgot. Zubov asked me to take a letter to Sula, gave me a nice little art book for 

myself. I also got to take some medicine for Vera and a can of something for June from 

Luidmilla. 

 

Friday, August 7 

 

 The penultimate day in the Soviet Union arrives. Victor is to come at 10 and Valentin 

also about that time. Valentin calls about 9:30 to say than an Academy car is downstairs. Victor 

comes and we settle the affairs of the translations relatively quickly. He mailed five pages to 

Vera, the day after Sula left Moscow (he gave me Xeroxes of 3 of them in case they didn't arrive 

-- he can't get the other two copied right now). He also gave me six new translations. The only 
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thing missing now is one paper from Abkhasia which Sula delivered. Victor does not like the 

paper but will reread it and give it to official channels to translate. It will take at least two months 

to reach RISM. Victor says it's our decision as to whether we want to publish it. 

 

 We talk a little about Pat's problem with the overseas telephone charge (156 rubles for 26 

minutes). If she gets an official rate of exchange, the call will cost her $244. It is decided that 

Victor would give me 80 rubles, I'd kick in another 80 and that would do the trick. She can repay 

me in New York at the rate of $1 for every 2 rubles, or $80. She's lucky, so far! 

 

 Victor and I go to the book Berioza. He purchases $72 worth of books. I also give him 

another $20. This leaves the translation budget about $360 in the black. We'll hold it in New 

York. 

 

 When we get back to the Gastanitsa, Victor, Pat and I go our for an ice cream, with 

raisins yet. Then we come back. Victor has to go somewhere, Valentin has to leave, Pat is 

waiting for her date Pavel Kuzminov, who is to take her to the National Cemetery at 4:30. So I 

hitch a ride with Valentin and about 1:30 I get out at Kalinski Prospect near the place where I 

bought Irene the ring. 

 

 I walked around the old city for about five hours before I walked back to the Gastanitsa. 

Conservatively, I must have walked at least 15 miles. It was a beautiful day, I was free of 

everyone for the first time in 30 days, and I luxuriated in being able to go wherever I wanted. I 

had my camera with me (with all the lenses) so I shot quite a lot. The last roll of Kodacolor II 

should be a gas. I had on the telephoto and I was trying to get head shots and look inconspicous. 

It was a riot. People stared but were generally placid about the whole thing. 
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 In my wanderings I found an elegant (for Moscow) perfumerie. I went in, sort of queued 

up on a short line, pointed at what I thought was Eau de Cologne, was told that it was perfume. I 

got five different ones, they must of thought I was crazy. The bottling and packaging is atrocious, 

I wonder how bad the scent is -- though one man nudged me and told me that it was good stuff -- 

from Leningradski. Oh well. In order to carry those five little boxes, I had to make my wind 

breaker into a bag which I slung over my head. 

 

 I got some shots of the Bolshoi Theater, which is truly impressive at a distance but I 

wonder what it's like inside. Also, a few shots of Karl Marx and the pigeons on his head. The 

unexpected prize of the day (I think) was the emergence of dozens of bridal parties around Red 

Square. As is now the custom in Moscow, after the marriage ceremony, the couple and their 

attendants come to the eternal flame outside the Kremlin wall. There, the bride places flowers, in 

honor of the war dead that could not marry, etc. Then the couple and attendants make some kind 

of ritual walk up to Lenin's mausoleum. The whole thing strikes me as very funny. The Athiest 

society's response to religious tradition!  Anyway, I took a number of shots of brides and grooms 

-- the last groom, however, looked like he was going to belt me so I moved along with a dignified 

quick step. Then, I walked back to the Gastanitsa. That took 45 minutes or so. 

 

 I enjoyed my walk. Not only because it provided a good backdrop for pictures but 

because it gave me the first opportunity to become acquainted with the inner city. You have to 

walk it, and walk it alone, to get a feel of a place, to sense its rhythm, to see its people. In cars, or 

with official guides, you are led by the nose and rather than understanding a place, or admiring it, 

you begin to resent it. I think a little of this happened to me in Moscow. By no means do I love 

this city but I appreciate it much more by hoofing it alone -- particularly the pre-20th century 

houses and neighborhoods. 
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 When I got back to the Gastanitsa, I went up and had a cheese omelette at the breakfast 

place. It came out burned but I gulped it down along with a Russian Fanta and came down to my 

room to find Pat. Pavel had taken her to the cemetery, they saw Khruschev and other assorted big 

shots, had gone to a church service in the adjacent monastery, and had a cocktail near Gorki Park. 

Pavel then took off for the weekend apparently saddened by the fact that he couldn't take Pat 

along. 

 

 We went for a little walk. I was dog tired and we came back. I started packing slowly but 

at 9:30 Valentin shows up and offers to drive us around Moscow. He takes us up to Lenin Hills, 

the view there is quite nice. Pat is falling asleep so we come back. I pack until 12 or so, and then 

write up the day. To bed and tomorrow the hassle of the airports. 

 

 I write this the next morning on the plane out. I did not mention the abnormal number of 

drunks staggering around the streets as early as 5:30 on Friday evening. Apparently the weekend 

begins early in Moscow. When I say stagger, I mean stagger. Men of all ages, scarcely able to 

stand, some being steered around by their slightly less inebriated friends. I suppose if you swill 

straight vodkya in a hurry you can reach this sad condition. But it really is odd to stand on the 

street and see two, three, four working men, not at all with each other, lurching from side to side 

as if they were on a small ship in a heavy storm. It is obviously institutionalized behavior with an 

official response. The militia types are all around, the gay fuzz (the traffic police) appear 

especially vigilant from Friday through Sunday, and there seem to be collection spots where the 

authorities hold drunks and have them picked up by paddy wagons marked discreetly with a red 

cross, if they are too far gone. Apparently there is such a station right across from the Gastanitsa 

by the side of the trolley terminal. It really must be a problem and it's not only the blind drunks. 

On Friday and Saturday, you smell alcohol on the breaths of many men, even the supposed 

academics that stay at the Gastanitsa. I mean you smell booze early in the morning. 
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Saturday, August 8 

 

 I am awakened at 7:15 by a call from Pat. Bathe in cold water, it's curiously refreshing, as 

the ads for those English mints say. I pack what's left and by 8:10 or so we've lugged all our kit 

and kaboodle down to the lobby. Our load is enormous -- aside from my bag and tote bag, I am 

hand carrying a roll of maps and tourist posters, the crystal horn of plenty, 7 or 8 records in a 

plastic bag, and my camera case loaded to the gills. 

 

 Valentin arrives by 8:35. We load up in his 1967 Volga and we take off. It's a beautiful, 

clear day and we drive through the center of town, pass the golden domes of the Square of 

Cathedrals in the Kremlin and down Leningradski Prospect (ultimately the road to Leningrad). 

Somewhere along the route but still in Moscow, we pick up Victor who's standing on the avenue 

reading. We continued for about 25 minutes, the road is quite empty, until we get very close to 

Sheremetyevo Airport. We stop so that Victor can take pictures, one of me, Pat and Valentin and 

one of me, Pat and Victor. The airport departure area is sparkling new and clean (this part of the 

airport was opened in time for the '80 Olympics and designed by German engineers). We have a 

quick breakfast at a quite respectable cafeteria and begin to wind our way through customs. They 

X-ray the big bag, make us open some, and they find the ring I bought for Irene, I forgot to 

declare it on the customs form. No big problem but still had to repack a bag after I had neatly 

attended to it the night before. 

 

 We say good-bye to Victor and Valentin, they wish us a safe voyage and we're on our 

own. The final customs was no big deal except the border guard (military uniforms with green 

markings) kept looking at me then my passport photo. 
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 We are loaded on Aeroflot Flight 255 to Frankfurt, Germany. The plane is full of 

Germans, and we take off on time. The plane is an lL-62 with two compartments, each with two 

rows of three seats. The plane reminds me a little of an oversize DC-9, even though it has 4 jets, 

2 on each side of the tail. Coming into Frankfurt was a little gooey, a soft white but deep bank of 

clouds before you could see the ground. But no problem, so far, on the ground. There was no 

need to go through customs, just to go to the appropriate Pan Am gate. We did that with dispatch, 

to find that the flight had been delayed by an hour and ten minutes. So I wandered around the 

duty-free area for a while, exchanged 25 rubles for 12 Deutsche Marks (wow! what a comedown, 

I was able to buy a box of Droste chocolates with that). 

  

 The Pan Am flight (#73) was long (8 hours plus) but uneventful. Flight was full -- and 

overflowing with children and adolescents. Pat mostly slept, I mostly walked around. It was 

raining in New York when we arrived. No problem with customs, Pat met by an assortment of 

relatives and I said my good-byes very quickly indeed. Got cab and came home. The month had 

come to an end.Wednesday, March 17, 1982 

 

 This morning the news was glum -- our Soviet visas were finally authorized for March 21 

(next Sunday).  The Soviet Embassy in Washington could only push it up a day -- anything more 

would necessitate an authorization from Moscow.  I suggested we go to Prague first rather than at 

the end of the trip.  This seemed impossible to IREX because they thought our Czech visas were 

only good for two specified days.  From the looks of my visa, that didn't seem to be the case -- it 

was for any two days.  Anyway, miracle of miracles, all the logistics fell together by noon -- we 

were to get our Soviet visas at JFK for the 20th, David Wolf was able to catch a flight from 

Cincinnati to meet us at JFK, the travel people could get us reservations to Prague through 

Frankfurt as well as rearrange the whole trip, in less than a half hour? And it was St. Patricks day 

-- raining, gloomy, drunks abounding. I was to be picked up by Sol Miller at 3:00 p.m. with Vera 

Rubin at 92nd St. and 3rd Avenue.  Just before I left the house, Wesley Fischer from IREX called 
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asking if I could take a small package to Kusmina for somebody in sociology.  Fischer would 

meet me at the 96th St. Lexington Avenue subway station and give it to me.  Sol & Vera drove 

there -- I sat on the street corder for about 15 minutes until a pansyish young Puerto Rican came 

up (he had a red umbrella), asked for me by name and gave me the package.   

 

 The three of us drove to TWA -- got there about 4:00 p.m. for a 6:40 flight.  We had to 

have the tickets rewritten, find David Wolf and go to USAir to get the Soviet visas that IREX 

was sending up by plane (arrived 4:15 PM). Even more miraculously everything got done and by 

5:30 we all were sitting around having a drink. 

 

 TWA Flight 740 was a 747 direct flight to Frankfurt, Germany, the flight was uneventful 

-- Vera had a bad cold and dozed a great deal, David was sitting a couple of sections away and I 

was busy finishing the last half of Gorky Park. After about a seven hour flight we arrived at 

Frankfurt about 2:00 a.m. New York time and 8:00 a.m. German time. We had an hour or so to 

catch our connecting flight to Prague. 

 

 We waited for the flight for about a half an hour. The Frankfurt airport was marvelous -- 

we didn't have to walk more than a couple of city blocks to get from our arrival gate to the 

Lufthansa departure gate. Lufthansa flies a 727 into Prague. Again, the flight was smooth, not at 

all nerve exacting, a nice sandwich and piece of cake from two blonde German stewardesses 

(almost polite). Vera dozed again but with mouth open, sucking up air. That look on people 

always bothers me -- they look almost dead if you happen to unexpectedly look at them. 

Paranthetically, it's March 18 already -- we skipped six hours in flight and now at Frankfurt we 

were sitting and waiting for a 727 scheduled to depart at 9:20 a.m. 

 

 At the Prague airport, I took it upon myself to make sure we had a reservation at the Hotel 

Park (had been told by June before departure that the NY agency would telex but we needed to 
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do something when we got there). I was informed that we needed a voucher and a confirmation 

of the change of dates. I also asked the lady about locating Miloslavl Stingl. Calls were made to 

the Academy of Sciences (no luck) and to the Writers' Union (better luck). The cab driver knew 

Stingl and where he lived -- so contact was possible. 

 

 Got to the Park Hotel (Room 711 with David Wolf). Quite modern building -- 

comfortable rooms -- we all had lunch -- very good food -- somewhat expensive. By the way, 

there appears to be a significant black market in currency here. Almost everybody offers about 

twice the official rate. 

 

 Took walk in the rain with Wolf. Passed an amusement or cultural park and a number of 

blighted industrial sites. A very gray damp day. The vaunted beauty of Prague is not to be seen in 

the mist and the damp. Came back and tried to reach Stingl again but, wonders of wonder, he got 

a message through that he'd pass by at 5:30. 

 

 Took shower and shaved (still to have any rest since leaving New York). Got down to the 

lobby in time to see Miloslavl talking to Vera. He greeted me most effusively. He was obviously 

delighted to see us both. Told us he had arranged all sorts of things for us for next week when we 

originally were to come, etc; etc. 

 

 At about 6:00 p.m. we were taken to dinner at a Czech restaurant named in Czech "The 

Highlands". Supposedly rustic, it was obviously a class place, quiet, good service, good food. 

Conversation was animated and centered mostly around getting up-to-date about Stingl and his 

travels. 

 

 Stingl is no longer at the Academy of Sciences because they focus completely or 

primarily on Czechoslavakia and the immediate geographical region. So now he operates out of 
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the Writers' Union -- works at home -- has 25 books written (almost all translated into other 

languages) -- gets royalties which can be spent in Czechoslavakia on a variety of Western goods 

but can not use this money outside of the country. Last year he was in the Caribbean -- got there 

by Norwegian boat -- U.S. Virgins, Cuba, Dutch Antilles, Jamaica, etc. Long talk ensued which 

I'll report on later. 

 

 Left restaurant around 8:00 to go see some folkloric joints. In fact, it was still raining and 

it was getting cold. Ended up at U Flecku, a beer hall place opened up in 1499. U Flecku or the 

Home of Flecks is a place with a number of large rooms, filled with long tables, lots of student 

types (jeans, long hair and very young), some singing, and a great deaI of joking around. Sort of 

an updated version of the Student Prince. Stingl said that many of the kids were Germans but I 

couldn't tell one from the other. 

 

 U Flecku is a Gothic structure which has been little changed. Very colorful. They sell 

10,000 liters of their own dark beer a day to their customers. 

 

 Got back to the Park Hotel about 10:30 or 11. Stingl arranged to pick us up tomorrow at 

10:30.  Finally got to starting bed at 12:00 after very wearily starting these notes. Their 

incomprehensibility is due to my physical state. So after 36 hours of travel and running around, I 

got to bed. Wolf was snoring and I dropped like a rock. 

 

 

Friday, March 19 

 

 Stingl was to meet us at 10:30 for a day of sightseeing. I woke about 8 and looked out the 

window. The day was badly overcast, a sort of fine rain, wet snow was coming down. It looked 

miserable and it was miserable. We had an excellent breakfast, buffet style, a variety of meats, 
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cheeses and pastry to choose from. Certainly in terms of food and excellence of preparation, 

Czechoslovakia is far superior to the U.S.S.R. 

 

 Stingl came and he got a taxi, the snow was really coming down now, we passed the 

Queen's Palace (Queen Anne?) as we went up one of the five(?) hills of Prague. Although I didn't 

know it then, we were being taken to the Hradcany section (place of the castles?) where a number 

of truly spectacular Baroque buildings are located, among them the Loretto Palace and the Cernin 

Palace. We got out and walked around for awhile but we were getting soaked through even 

though it was snow. Anyway, we went through one of the palaces (probably the Prague Castle) 

which was set up as a museum -- beautiful baroque artifacts, most, if not all, of a religious nature. 

 

 We also went into the St. Vitus Cathedral, an elaborate and tasteful Gothic structure with 

beautiful stained glass windows. Here the kings of the Czechs are buried. 

 

 The taxi was still waiting and we were driven down the hill quickly to the entrance of Old 

Town and that gorgeous Charles' Bridge built in Gothic style but later adorned with massive, 

flowing Baroque statuary. Through the mist and snow one could see the Carolinum, at the other 

end of the bridge -- the first building of Charles University. Even though it was wet and my feet 

were like two ice cakes, there was no denying the splendid beauty of old Prague. 

 

 We then went to the Old Jewish Town, not far from the Old University. Apparently, the 

Jews prospered in Prague during the reign of Charles and his descendants. There used to be five 

synagogues. We saw the earliest built in either the 12th or 13th century and also the Spanish 

Synagogue which is a jem in almost classic Mudejar style. The Jewish cemetery, cramped with 

over a hundred thousand bodies, in an extraordinarily small space, had a curious abstract feel to 

it. I tried to take photographs during this day -- the lens kept getting wet and clouded and I don't 

know what might have come out. 
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 We then went to the Prague Metro, a somewhat more functional version of the Moscow 

Metro, to a stop near a huge modern structure, the Palace of Culture. This building contains a 

couple of theaters among other things as well as numerous restaurants and cafeterias. We had a 

huge lunch, in Prague you apparently always get these elaborately prepared appetizers, hams 

stuffed with all sorts of goodies, etc. We had, as a main course, dumplings with a sort of veal 

dish in a heavy sauce, plus a lingenberry side dish. It was delicious! We had a table that 

commanded a view of all of Prague but today all we could see was a veritable winter 

wonderland. As usual for me, Stingl noted that it was most unusual weather for this time of year. 

 

 After at least two hours of lunching, with Misoslavl as a most attentive host, we got up to 

leave -- we were to go shopping and to buy David a cap, at Vera's insistence. We mostly 

wandered around the Wenceslas Square area. The shops, in general, seemed well stocked with 

attractive goods. Certainly in contrast to the U.S.S.R., Czechoslovakia appears prosperous and 

European. The people are polite and pleasant looking, the women are attractive -- mostly blonde 

and long-limbed, or so it appears. 

 

 About 5:30 or so, it was decided, I guess by Vera, to go to the Stingl house. 

 

 We got there by Metro and trolley. He lives in an area called something like "Terrible" in 

Czech. Actually, it's a close-by suburb, almost Westchester like, with separate one or two family 

houses of good construction. I don't know really how many families might ordinarily live in one 

of these structures. In any case, the Stingl house seems to be occupied only by the Stingls. I only 

got to about 2 or 3 rooms but it is comfortably furnished in a sort of middle-class bourgeois 

fashion. We mostly sat in a living-room, diningroom with a cadenza, piano, tv set and a set of 

Stingl's many, many books. 
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 Miloslavl has a young wife. He must be in his mid-fifties. She looks early thirtyish. They 

have two sons, one ten (Miloslavl Jr.) and the other five (Tomasa). 

 

 Both are cute kids, the first sort of introvertish and controlling, the latter precocious and 

outgoing. His wife (no name) is quite pretty in a sort of librarian way. Apparently, she used to 

work or study at the Institute of Ethnography and was interested in American Indians and 

therefore Miloslavl. From a couple of hints, my guess is that she is the second wife and that the 

first could not have been married to him for very long. 

 

 The poor woman, our hostess, had baked some Czech pastries and a cake. David told me 

later that she had a whole dinner ready for us but Vera scotched that -- she wanted to go back to 

the hotel within a half-hour of our getting out there -- the usual story. Anyway, after an hour or so 

of playing with the kids, drinking Slivovitz, eating the cakes, and watching some kiddie tv show, 

we started trying to order a taxi by phone. That took a while but finally something came. 

 

 Stingl had invited us out later that night, we were to meet him at a night club called The 

Alhambra. It cost 510 crowns for the three of us to enter -- it's a combined cover and minimum 

charge. Miloslavl showed up a half hour later. The show was elaborate, long and boring but 

everything was in good taste even though Vera thought the girls were strip-teasing (they were 

not). But it was a strained night, Miloslavl was coming down with the flu again, he didn't know 

exactly what to do with us. Vera was very much herself, I was panting, David was listless. 

Finally, we got out in a very wet street, a cab was gotten and we got back to the Park Hotel. 

 

 Two things I forgot. We had no Czech money left to get into The Alhambra and I 

changed some money in a hotel. The official rate is about $1.05 for 10 crowns. Almost anybody 

apparently will give you twice that amount on the sneak. 
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 Secondly, in Stingl's house, on the coat rack, was a military officer's hat -- khaki with red 

markings. Is Miloslavl in the reserve? or active service? Does it belong to someone else? 

Anyway, Stingl remains a slightly mysterious character to me. 

 

 Promised to call Stingl the next moring to tell him about travel plans, etc. 

 

 David and I waltzed around the hotel for awhile before returning. 

 

 

Saturday, March 20 

 

 We got up about 8:00 a.m. I packed, showered and shaved.  David got up and we went for 

breakfast.  Vera was already about, clucking and moaning. She wanted to go to the University, I 

wanted to spend a little while on the Charles Bridge (Karls hof most), we sort of compromised. 

Got a cab, went to the University end of the bridge, and walked across slowly. I remember, I was 

in a nasty mood, easily set off by a typical VR remark. She seems to say everything she thinks. 

Given the level of the remarks, it is a frightening thing. She worries about the smallest things, 

without considering any human feelings. She is not to be deterred. And, she understands or gets 

very little of what is told her. It was bad years past, it is much worse now. 

 

 Anyway, we walked around until 10:30 or so and then we tried to get a taxi -- it was 

really no problem except for Vera's neurosis. I must admit it was getting to me. 

 

 Back to the hotel before 11:00. Leave at 10:55 for airport. Ride uneventful, I negotiate a 

black market exchange with driver and we get through customes, tickets, etc., etc. Stingl does not 

show up -- in retrospect, it is clear he wasn't going to -- so why did he insist on the phone this 
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mornlng at 9:00 that he was coming out? Strange, convoluted man. I dig him, but don't 

understand him. 

 

 We are on Czechoslovakian Airlines Flight 892 to Moscow. It's an Iluyshin 62, a kind of 

727 with twin, double engines on the tail. A very comfortable flight. (2 and a half hours), a nice 

cold meal with real Pilsner beer, little conversation and some sleep for me. 

 

 Arrived in Moscow at about 6:00 p.m. (2 hour time change from Prague). Met at airport 

by Valentin and Victor. Both moderately happy to see us -- we are taken off by Academy car to 

the Gastinitsa Akademia Nauk. My room is 506, right across from the breakfast and supper 

buffet room. 

 

 At about 8:30 we descended to the restaurant where we had a jovial meal -- besides the 

three of us, there was Solomon Bruk, Victor Koslov and Valentin Paritsky.  After that all the 

males retired to my room where a couple of bottles of vodka were consumed. Towards the end, 

2:30 or so, it was mostly Valentin and myself. Solomon had long gone, Victor stayed only awhile 

and Wolf began to doze. When Valentin left, I cleaned the debris and went to bed. 

 

 

Sunday, March 21 

 

 Got up about 8 somewhat abruptly, I thought it was 10. Had breakfast with David and 

joined by Vera. The mood can be described as subdued, at best. I did a little note-writing before 

Valentin showed up with Andrei Voronov who stashed his slide projector and screen in my room 

for a later showing. 
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 At about 11 or so, Valentin, Andrei, and the three of us began to tour the city in an 

Academy car with an Academy driver. First we went to a residential district somewhere near the 

Dynamo football stadium in order to locate Vera's cousin who didn't answer the telephone. 

 

 When we got there, Vera ran into a downstairs neighbor (an English woman who came to 

Moscow after the revolution and stayed) who told her that the cousin is in a sanitorium with a 

heart condition. 

 

 We then went looking for the grave of the cousin's husband ( a Dourmashkin who was a 

poet and honored by burial in the Novodevichi cemetery). The cemetery is used for national 

dignitaries of one sort or another -- Kruschev is buried there, so are war heroes, high party 

members, artists, etc., etc. The monuments tend to be elaborate -- most often there is a bust or 

bas relief of the person buried, once in awhile an encased photograph, very often some symbolic 

mention of the person's career (e.g., an airplane for someone in the air force, a real anchor for a 

navy man, etc.). The cemetery is more or less ringed by a wall in which rows of ashes are placed 

(the space didn't look big enough to hold caskets). It's in this wall that cousin Dourmashkin is 

deposited. 

 

 It was a beautiful day, clear, sunny and about 5 or 6 degrees Celsius. The paths were wet 

from melting snow and my feet were getting wet. We walked over to the Novodevichi Convent, a 

complex of religious buildings, some still active. Quite beautiful! Many Muscovites were 

strolling around, painters were clustered around easels painting the landscape and buildings. 

People in Moscow seem to me a bit less dowdy this trip than the other times I've been here. 

Maybe it's because it is Sunday and everybody is decked out in their finest or maybe I'm just used 

to them by now. 
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 After the cemetery and convent, we went to a restaurant, no perceivable name, a bit gaudy 

in decor, a lot of brass ornaments hanging from the ceiling, supposedly a restaurant in African 

style. We had a bottle of Polish vodka, soup, a quite good meat and mushroom dish and some 

tea. 

 

 After that we went off to the Tretyakov art gallery, supposedly the leading art museum of 

Moscow. The gallery was mostly under repair. In fact, a new structure is supposedly being put 

up. Today there were two exhibits. The first was by a youngish artist who died in the '70's 

(Popov, I think). Quite glum stuff -- mostly morose figures with amateurishly drawn faces. Aside 

from size of canvases, he had little to recommend him. The second was by a l9th century 

naturalist, a man named Chichinkin (?) who painted landscapes and trees with fabulous accuracy. 

For its kind, I very much liked this exhibit -- the last room of which was devoted to photographs 

and other mementos of the artist's life. Vera, of course, was out of the exhibit hall in a flash but it 

was difficult to reassemble the group quickly. Anyway, in about an hour, we piled back into the 

Academy van and were driven back to the Gastinitsa. There we had an hour to relax before we 

were to be picked up again for an evening out. 

 

 At 6:30, we got back into the van along with Valentin, Andrei and his wife Galla and the 

three of us. We went down towards the Kremlin and the Moscow River to a moored sidewinder 

river boat now being used as a restaurant and club. The boat itself was a little decrepit but it had 

one closed room set up as a disco. Every time the door to that room opened up, you could hear 

rock and roll music and somewhat fitfully flashing colored lights. We were seated at a table at 

one end of the large cabin on the upper deck. We could face, sort of catty corner, a stage area set 

up with piano and other equipment. Our host (?) was a guitarist and manager (?) of the 

establishment -- a gyspy who used gyspy entertainers and probably gypsy waiters in the 

enterprise. Anyway, out came the cognac for us males and champagne for the ladies. In a short 

while, the entertainers made their appearance, four or five gypsy ladies of assorted sizes in sari-
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like costumes. They traipsed to the stage and, each in turn and sometimes in combination, belted 

out some gypsy songs and then Russian songs. They were not particularly good nor particularly 

bad and, in fact, as the cognac began to take its toll, they began to look like Marilyn Monroes and 

sound like Edith Piafs. 

 

 The audience was interesting. When we got there, there was practically no one in the 

restaurant. Somehow, in an hour or so, the place began to fill up. Mostly, they were young 

people, designer jeans and such. I suppose this was part of the Moscow jet set. As soon as the 

music turned danceable, in any way, they'd all jump up, wriggling and writhing in somewhat self-

conscious ways, but all approximating some rock-n-roll movement. They were kind of cute -- 

how else can I put it? 

 

 The most amusing event of the evening came when we were joined by a short man, of 

Georgian features, in military uniform. He was sitting alone at the table next to us being treated 

with some deference. When the gypsy girls sang or danced, he'd go to the front of the stage and 

waltz around. Nobody bothered him. Anyway, after awhile, he sent over a couple of bottles of 

champagne to us and joined us. He turned out not to be a private in the army but a major in the 

Soviet air force, in fact, a commander of a wing of MIG-21s. On top of it all, he turned out to be 

part Greek and maybe part Turkish or maybe he was lying altogether. His name is Yiorgi 

something or other. He consumed enormous quantities of booze and he would try to speak to us 

in some garbled German. He was sort of a nice soul though -- when I asked him he told me about 

the female pilots he had or used to have in his wing and so on. I had this thought, which seemed 

hilariously funny at the time, that I was contributing to the safety of New York by urging him to 

drink on. He really was a kind of funny sight -- uniform sort of messed up, buttons undone, etc. 

He wore wings and the emblem of a graduate of the Soviet air force academy that Gagarin had 

gone to. 
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 Later on I went down to find a john. There was no light and I didn't go in for fear of 

falling into the river -- you never can tell with Soviet johns. Coming back, I kind of accidentally 

stumbled into the gypsy ladies dressing room. A young man there, apparently a stage door johnny 

or boy friend, turned out to be a Soviet Greek with a name like Themistocles something or other 

who knew three or four words of Greek. He animatedly grabbed on to me and started telling me 

that he was off to Leningrad and I should come along, etc. 

 

 When I got topside, a couple of young males, former university students, had been invited 

over by Vera, who was doing her number. Maybe by 10:30 or so, after an atrocious meal which I 

hardly touched, we began to leave. By this time, David Wolf had gotten into the mood and was 

dancing around with some local broad and I was draped all over my air force buddy. 

 

 Then we got out, there was no automobile so the ladies went off by cab and we started 

walking back. Luckily, we got a cab and Andrei, Valentin, David and I got back to the Gastinitsa 

in style. Andrei and Galla had brought a slide projector, screen and slides of Dagestan to show 

us. As we were preparing to do this, and assembling various wine and vodka bottles for comfort's 

sake, Vera came down the hall practically fuming and screaming that this was a serious 

"expedition" and that we shouldn't have this party and that we should go to bed. I don't know if 

anybody but myself really understood what she was saying but her remarks were ignored and we 

proceeded. Unfortunately David went to my room and went to sleep and I kept nodding. So after 

20 or 30 minutes of slides, Andrei and Galla mercifully spared me, packed up and left. I went to 

bed in a flash. 

 

 

 

 

Monday, March 22 
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 I got up by 7:00, did my ablutions, and went across the hall to breakfast. Sat a while with 

David who seemed somewhat the worse for wear, and finally joined by Vera who was a little bit 

more subdued, somewhat more controlled than the past couple of days. She has cold sores under 

her nose and, in general, she was not looking good. 

 

 At 10 we assembled below. Valentin had the Academy van and we went off to the 

Institute. We met in Bromley's office. At the beginning there was Victor and Andrei joined by 

Balshakov (the deputy director of the field teams in Duripsh last summer). Tanya, who works for 

Victor (not Kamarova), and Llosa Pavlenko (the ethnographer I met in Tbilisi at Easter time in 

1980). Noticeably absent was Bruk and Bromley. Oops, sorry, Luidmilla Kuzmina was present at 

the opening stages of the meeting.  

 

 The session was chaired and dominated by Victor. He announced himself and Vera as co-

chairmen and announced as the first agendum reports of last year's activities by both sides. He 

started out with the Soviet report. Although not very detailed, this report dragged on, due, in part, 

to Victor's speech impediment, the necessary formalities of the day, and translations. Vera 

pushed the verification question and they responded quite reasonably. Somewhere during the 

morning, Bromley made an appearance (we were in his office). He sort of looked at his mail and 

his papers but didn't join our discussions. Bruk also came in for awhile. This brought on a tea 

break and we chatted away. When the tea was consumed, Bruk and Bromley beat a hasty retreat.  

 

 Anyway, the meeting lasted at least three hours. What was clear to me was that the Soviet 

side had relatively serious inter-institutional problems and linked to this, some dramatically 

serious data management problems. Basically, as we began to glean, the difficulty lies in the fact 

that the Institute of Ethnography which pays most, if not all,the costs of the field work, is an 

entity of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences, the MGU group (The Institute of Anthropology) is 
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not, they belong to the Ministry of Education, I think, the Kiev group belongs to neither, it is an 

entity of the Academy of Medical Science. This administrative balkanization means that neither 

the Kiev people or the MGU people are able to come to the United States because they don't fit in 

the exchange agreement between IREX and the Academy of Sciences. Apparently, there is 

considerable difficulty because of this -- and I get the distinct feeling we (the Americans at the 

meeting) are to be used as shock troops to butter up both MGU and Kiev so that they will 

produce papers for the symposium and ultimately for the Soviet project. 

 

 In summary, Victor touched on the work done by the Soviet side in Abkhasia. It consisted 

of ethnography, ethno-psychology, physical anthropology in four villages, gerontological studies 

carried out by the Kiev group, medical studies carried out by the Tbilisi group, and ethno-

demography. The work was concentrated in Duripsh, Gudauta district. Most of the work was 

done during the 1981 field season. All the necessary data was not collected so an ethnography 

team and other specialty groups will go back in 1982. In any case, the Soviets believe they now 

have covered both the northern and southern zones of Abkhasia with synchronic data from 

Durpish and from Chlou in the Ormichir region. 

  

 Victor mentioned the work in Georgia proper. That is, at Alisubani in the Imeretia region. 

To date, a medical survey has been taken (most likely by the Tbilisi group) and some physical 

anthropology done by the Moscow group but no ethnographic studies or gerontological studies. 

Work has stopped in Alisubani because, we are told, a 95 year old woman died two days after a 

blood sample of 12 c.c. was taken from her. Supposedly, the team left or had to leave 

precipitously. Somehow, I find this story difficult to swallow whole. Soso is a big, big shot in 

that area. He should have been able to deal with that situation. It would seem quite possible that 

the woman, given her age, could have died for reasons other than the blood collection, etc. I 

wonder whether Soso is really just isolating the Alisubani project from the others. Anyway, we 

should find out more when we get to Tbilisi. 
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 Victor then talked about the 1983-84 objectives of the Soviet team. They expect to go 

into Azerbajan for a variety of purposes -- to widen the number of ethnic populations covered 

and because they think, they know that there is a high density of longevous types in that republic. 

They would like to start off with work in the Tauzki district (the main town in Tauz). This 

district is much closer to Tbilisi (120 kilometers) than to Baku, the capital of Azerbajan. 

Apparently Victor has made some preliminary contacts with potential colleagues in Azerbajan, 

primarily in ethnography. Anyway, I again think we are to be used to impress the local 

Azerbajani cats in Baku -- and that's why this stop was added to the trip. 

 

 As Victor sees it, the immediate effort of the Soviet side is to prepare for the symposium 

in New York City at the end of the year (the actual Soviet participants, however, due to the 

administrative tangle touched on above, are likely to be only six or so). The second priority is the 

preparation of a monograph on Abkhasian longevity to be ready by Fall, 1983. 

 

 The meeting ended before the American side could report -- it seems we have been 

invited for late lunch at Luidmilla's apartment. Besides the three of us, Luidmilla had invited 

Victor, Andrei Voronov and Valentin. We drove for quite awhile until we got to her new 

cooperative. It is located on the 12th floor of a new white and blue apartment house which is still 

under some construction. I don't think anybody lives in the apartment house yet. Luidmilla's 

apartment is not yet furnished but the wall paper is up, so are curtains, and the kitchen, with table 

and chairs; it's functional. 

 

 We first have a variety of fruit drinks, all from Siberia, then caviar or egg and salami 

sandwich snacks, then some cognac -- all of this before a quite good lunch of chicken, peas, and 

Siberian mushrooms. What was interesting about the gathering was the apparent conviviality of 
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the participants. Victor and Luidmilla did not look as they were feuding, Voronov seemed 

comfortable -- it was an easy time. 

 

 We got back to the Gastinitsa about 6:30 and quite stuffed. There was no desire to have 

supper and Voronov agreed to come back this evening at 9 or so with his wife to continue the 

slide show of the night before. 

 

 That show turned out to be a marathon three hour affair. The Voronovs' went through all 

their Dagestan prints, one by one, using an East German projector of ancient vintage, the screen 

was held up by David's scissor pounded into the door frame. At the end of the Dagestan slides 

they brought out some of the actual silver pieces (bracelets, belt ornaments, rings, earrings, etc) 

made and worn by these Muslim people. Some of them were quite handsome artifacts. 

 

 Then, by agreement, they continued the show by projecting a large number of slides taken 

in the mid-60's during an expedition in Soviet Central Asia. Not as technically good as the 

Dagestan slides, they were, nevertheless, interesting in their ethnographic content. I had trouble 

keeping my eyes open, however, due to my eye difficulties with projected light and the lack of 

oxygen in that cramped room. 

 

 Anyway, the Voronovs' are an interesting and curious couple. He is a medical doctor also 

trained in physical anthropology. I am told, he has a deep interest in Russian poetry. These facts 

and his appearance, beard, suit, paunch, etc., makes him a l9th century character for me. Galla, 

his wife, is an illustrator for the Institute of Ethnography and goes on the field expeditons to 

draw. Although not a thin woman, she gives a small and almost bird-like appearance. 

 

 I went to my room about midnight and went to bed right away. 
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Tuesday, March 23 

 

 Up early as usual, ablute, dress, write a little, and go to breakfast. I discover how to order 

a couple of eggs from the babushka. David and I develop a scale from -10 to +10 for the local 

Tanyas -- to be known henceforth as the T-test. 

 

 We are met by Valentin about 10 and taken to the Institute. This time we don't get to use 

Bromley's office but are shunted off to Victor's uncomfortable space. We start off with 

yesterday's gang and without Bruk or Bromley.  Not too long after, we are joined by two of the 

MGU people -- Natasha Miklashevskaya, the nice lady I met in 1980, and Vladimir Volkov-

Dubrovin, now the Deputy Director of the MGU Institute of Anthropology, who I met again in 

Duripsh in 1981. 

  

 They were there essentially because Vera insisted on having them. The MGU crowd is 

also disaffected because of the lack of travel to U.S. and related issues. But, they are most 

pleasant this day. Natasha seems to have her head screwed on right and gives clear answers to 

questions. 

 

 In a sense, this meeting had two, maybe three parts. In the first, David reviewed some of 

the findings in physical anthropology of the Kentucky project, in the second Vera sort of lectured 

everybody about how to prepare tables and illustrations, and in the third, David reviewed the 

whole Kentucky project, the new proposal, upcoming changes in design and emphasis. 

 

 The MGU crowd was asked what papers they would prepare for the symposium in 

Washington (even though they haven't much of a chance of getting there). There was a little bit 

of a silence and then Victor pulled out some paper with the names of three or four articles to be 
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prepared by MGU. There apparently was some early, prior negotiation. Anyway, they appeared to 

agree to follow that list. But I'm not sure how -- Volkov-Dubrovin is going off to Japan for 3 or 4 

months, Natasha has a lot of work and doesn't seem all that enthusiastic. 

 

 At a more abstract level, the interesting thing that came out of this meeting for me was 

that the Kentucky project was physically circumscribed to Robertson County and only that 

county and was conceived essentially as a longitudinal study, while the Soviet project examined a 

series of "populations" or "ethnicities" on a one shot, synchronic basis. While the two sets of 

data, if they are even put into manageable form, are not really comparable they could well be 

useful as contexts for testing hypotheses generated in one. I said that to this group, in somewhat 

less garbled form. I also told them a little of the CATIJ stuff I did last summer and thanked the 

Soviets for enabling me to do it. 

 

 The meeting ended amiably enough -- Alexander Zubov had come in by mid-afternoon 

and I gave him the little astronomy book as a present. I also gave Andrei Voronov the NY 

Academy book on Science and Public Policy. I also talked a little to Llosa Pavlenko who will get 

me some information in Duripsh about the CATIJ sample. 

 

 We were then rushed off to lunch by Victor who took us to the restaurant reserved for 

scientists. A somewhat rushed and not particularly good meal. 

 

 Within an hour, we had Vera back to the Gastinitsa and David and I went with Victor to 

the Birioska. The intention was to allow Victor to get some books from the translation debt. In 

fact, he got very little, maybe $20 worth plus $50 in cash for later purchases. We also went by the 

big open book store so I could look for a reasonable Soviet history in English. No luck. 
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 We were rushed back to the Gastinitsa to join Vera at a movie. I hadn't wanted to go but 

was essentially prevailed upon by Tatiana Voronina (Tanya I) who insisted that I come. I met her 

this trip only today and only after a minute or two she told me she was separated or divorced 

from her husband. 

 

 So, we went to the movies, Vera, David, me, Tanya and some other girl from the Institute. 

The flick was nonsensical about a woman of 45, quite pretty, who was to get married that day but 

was stood up -- she runs around that day doing all sorts of curious things with a "Greek" 

cymbalist, an old boy-friend, with a pregnant girl, and who knows what. Finally, at the end, the 

groom shows up in the company of the police who were holding him for being involved in a 

fight. It was a nothing flick set in Odessa. 

 

 We got out of the movies, piled into a cab, David and I and the two not so slim ladies in 

the back seat and Vera in solitary splendor in the front seat. We got out, at the Gastinitsa, bade 

farewell to the girls and prepared to go up with Vera and David to see MGU at the invitation of 

Lee Schwarz, an IREX exchange student who is an advisee of Bob Lewis of the Columbia 

Geography Department. Hailed a cab to get to Zone B of the university, we drove up to the 

appointed spot at the appointed time. Met at the door by Schwarz who strikes me as a kind of 

slick but nice character who knows a lot about everything but his dissertation theme, ethnic 

migration in the Soviet Union. 

 

 Schwarz showed us a little of the public rooms in his area of the university, the cafeteria, 

some of the stalls, a small cinema house and then his room which was quite small but equipped 

with the necessities of life. He offered us a Tuborg beer, and told us something of his academic 

and social life during his 7 months in the Soviet Union. He plays basketball for MGU and seems 

to travel once in awhile. In fact, he was off that evening for Leningrad where he was to attend a 
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party of the U.S. Consul-General in that city. The invitation came from the Consul-General's 

daughter. 

 

 Vera kept saying how nice everything was -- I thought it was deplorable despite the fact 

that MGU is thought to be and probably is the most advanced university in the Soviet Union. 

 

 Schwartz packed us in a taxi about 10 or 10:30. We got back to the Gastinitsa, had some 

tea in the cafeteria, and retired to David's room for a vodka night cap. 

 

 Then to bed. 

 

 

Wednesday, March 24 

 

 The morning started with the usual confusions. We were to leave for Kiev, to beard the 

lion in his own cage. From what I gathered from Valentin, we were to assemble at noon for an 

afternoon departure. Vera, however, had get-away jitters. Where were the passports? Luidmilla 

said we had to reconfirm our tickets for departure on April 4th! The bags should be down in the 

lobby! Assemble at 11:00 a.m! Despite the noise, everything was settled rather quickly -- the 

passports were where they were supposed to be, the tickets probably didn't have to be 

reconfirmed, Luidmilla was showing up a little early but we weren't supposed to leave the 

Gastinitsa until noon, etc., etc. 

 

 Anyway, David and I took a little walk behind the Gastinitsa in the direction of the 

telegraph office. We both sent cables -- mine was the cheapest and cost 12 or 13 rubles. I think 

the girl clerk, a typical civil service functionary, got it wrong but how does one complain --sign 

language only goes so far. 
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 The walk itself was moderately interesting -- the snow is melting in the back streets of 

Moscow, black rivulets of liberated water snake through the sidewalks and the open spaces. Kids 

muck around playing with little shovels in the mud, over-sized work crews watch while one or 

two of their numbers saw down a dead or condemned tree, women, mostly of older age, walk 

determinedly over the ice and mud piles to unknown destinations. In all, the typical signs of early 

spring. 

 

 We get back to the Gastinitsa, the final preparations are made and we load up an 

Academy station wagon. I go with Valentin in his ancient Volga. I enjoy his company when we're 

alone -- the tensions diminish and one can carry out a conversation without psychic distraction. 

The ride to Vnukovo airport is uneventful -- the usual birch trees, the flat land, the shimmering 

snow and ice ready to melt into the soil. The ride, I estimate, takes about 40 minutes. 

 

 Vnukovo means something like "the place of the grandson" or just "grandson". The 

waiting facilities for foreign passengers are excellent (but apparently no non-foreign types are 

permitted). We have tea, little salami sandwiches, some "agouritz", or cucumber salad and wile 

away the time. 

 

 Finally our flight is called, we're on a TU-154 B-2 and placed in the forward 

compartment. We're on the ground for about an hour before take-off. 

 

 We finally take off, I guess about 3:30. Even before the take-off, I busied myself with 

catching up with the notes and I continued doing that during the hour and 10 minute or so flight. 

The weather was good so you could see the landscape. It was interesting in that about the first 

half of the flight we were still in the snow belt, for the latter half the snow was already melted 

although the soil is still wet. At the airport we were met by a type from the Academy of Medical 
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Sciences, I think. He was a silent, unenthusiastic type who piled us into a newish van and we 

drove to town. The road was a six-lane highway, three for each direction with minimal traffic. 

Coming in from the east we passed rapidly through the Darnitsa, a new industrial district on the 

eastern bank of the legendary Dnieper River. We crossed one of the major bridges, climbed the 

eastern bluff of the city proper which looks like a well laid out park and huge. Apparently, there 

was much more housing on this side before WW II but during the attack on Kiev much of it was 

destroyed and not replaced. The main part of the city, which celebrates its 1500th anniversary 

this year lies west of the bluff. We were taken to the Hotel Lybed, an Intourist hotel built in 1970, 

on Ploshchad Pobedy. We are met at the hotel by Vladimir Nikolavitch Bugayev, one of the 

cardiologists at the Institute of Gerontology. He looked like a pleasant Marvin Harris. After we 

dump our baggage in our rooms (mine is 713) we assemble downstairs, but all for nought, 

Bugayev extends greetings, tells us of the plans for tomorrow, and goes home. 

 

 We dine at the hotel with Luidmilla as hostess. The meal is reasonable and memorable 

with respect to the main dish, chicken a la Kiev, of course! After dinner, we go off for a walk. It's 

cold and hilly so we take a trolley to one of the main squares, I think Lenkomsomol Square. We 

were on Kreshchatic, the main boulevard of Kiev. Some stores or offices are lit, the old 

architecture looks European and elegant, people are walking around, the feeling is neutral to 

pleasant. Luidmilla goes to the post office building to telephone her husband in Moscow but the 

lines are too long so we leave. We take the trolley back, the girls go to the room and David and I 

have a brandy in the lobby bar for hard currency ($3.60 U.S. for two shots of not so good 

Armenian cognac). Then up to the room. I wash out a lot of clothes with David's liquid soap, read 

the New Yorker a bit and fall asleep. 

 

 

 

Thursday, March 25 
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 Woke early, took shower, dressed, worked on notes for an hour, had breakfast at 9:00 

a.m. with Luidmilla and David. 

 

 Picked up at 10 by Bugayev in a big, black old fashioned limousine of Soviet make 

replete with chauffeur who looked like a Slavic driver for the Mafia. We were shown some of the 

sights on our way to the Institute of Gerontology, the leading and coordinating agency for aging 

studies in the U.S.S.R. The three buildings of the Institute are located close to a forest at 67 

Vyshgorodskaya Street. 

 

 We were escorted to a large conference room/director's office type place. Most of the 

Institute crowd wore the white coats of doctors. During the morning, a total of ten individuals 

from the Institute including the interpreter, Maya Turta, plus the four of us (VR, LC, DW, and 

Luidmilla) were around the table. 

 

 Vera kind of opened the meeting by telling them how important they are and how they're 

needed at the next symposium. This led to some minor questioning about the proper age of a 

dolgoshitl, and the like. At full strength the Kiev group included D.F. Chebotarev (director of the 

Institute), Y.G. Grigorov (probably deputy director), V.N. Bugayev (our escort, cardiologist, on 

the Duripsh team), O.V. Korkushko (a heart man, probably the boss of the Kiev Duripsh team, I 

gave him the picture I took of him last summer), A. Ya. Mints (our friend from the Tbilisi 

meeting in 1980, who has since had two infarcations of the heart), Prof. N.B. Mankovsky (big 

shot and editor of one of their journals), Zychenko (?) in pathology, Konstantin G. Sarkisov, the 

Scientific Secretary of the Institute, A.V. Tokar (hypertension guy and powerful) plus a couple of 

others whose names I did not get. 
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 The meeting itself was disorganized with little groups talking to each other and Vera 

speaking almost only in Russian and the interpreter not translating anything that was initiated in 

Russian. David and I were left completely out of the thing. Vera mentioned later that Chebotarev 

had said something about how the National Institute on Aging had broken off ties with his 

Institute, among other things. The upshot of the meeting, according to Vera, is that the Institute 

will cooperate in the symposium, probably because Vera agreed to let them have some general 

papers included. Luidmilla also spent time describing the protocol between RISM and AS-USSR. 

Chebotarev also spent some time trotting out various impressive looking publications of the 

Institute. 

 

 My first quite superficial impression of the Kiev group was quite favorable. They looked 

and acted like a group of quite competent medical researchers who knew their aging business. I 

don't think the latter is true of the Institute of Ethnography crowd, MGU, the Institute of 

Experimental Morphology, the Kentucky group and RISM. Given their profession, they don't 

seem to give much of a damn about social research on aging but I may be wrong here. 

 

 (Just an aside -- after the meeting Chebotarev told Luidmilla that he thought I knew 

Russian because I was writing in my green book while he was talking and was also looking at 

and reading the books he tried to show Vera -- it's curious a lot of the Soviets apparently think I 

know more Russian thanl just spasebo). 

 

 After the meeting, we began a tour of the Institute. First stop was their museum, Sarkisov 

lectured us here with pointer in hand, then we went to pathology and Zychenko, then on to a 

couple of other labs. We saw them prepare a rabbit for some sort of an operation and another one 

hooked up by the brain and being fed drugs.  What a terrible business that is using animals. 
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 About 1:00 p.m., we were taken to the Institute executive dining room with Sarkisov and 

Bugayev. We had a very nutricious low fat meal which I enjoyed. 

 

 We then went on with our lab rounds. Those section heads or lab directors must deal with 

a lot of visiting firemen because they certainly get their spiel off rapidly and with no 

embarrassment. This Institute must get a tremendous business from the outside. 

 

 We were ushered into Chebotarev's office once again, he asked Vera if she would give 

some radio or television interviews the next day. She seemed to jump at the chance. 

 

 We were then taken down to the Chaika limousine by Bugayev and Maya Turta. They 

toured us around a bit, stopping at one of the old non-functioning churches or cathedrals. Maya 

told me later that it was St. Cyril or something like that but my little book "Facets of Ancient 

Kiev" has a picture of St. Andrews which looks like the place we visited. In any case, the church 

has been restored and is now a sort of museum. The ikonstasis is huge with scores of ikons 

reaching at least 35 feet high. Many people were touring around (it seems that this is spring 

vacation for Ukrainian school children). 

 

 About 4 or 4:30 we were brought back to the hotel -- to rest before a night at the opera. In 

fact, David and I grabbed Bugayev and made him take us to have coffee. We ended up in a little 

dinky cafeteria in the Univermag, the huge department store next to the hotel. Bugayev is 

pleasant company and he looks more and more like a cherubic version of Marvin Harris. His 

English is almost non-existent but he tries. He dresses well, he combs his hair often, and I think 

he thinks of himself as a ladies man. We let him go at a little after five. He is to pick us up again 

at 6:40 for the opera. 
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 He does. We take the trolley to the State Opara and Ballet Theater, an old building 

(obviously l9th century) with a quite nice hall. All orchestra seats appeared to be removable red 

plush armchairs. (Maya told me that a Czarist minister was shot by a student in this theater 

during a performance by Chialapin -- the cobbled streets of the time were covered with straw in 

order to ensure a smooth ride to the hospital for the dying minister). 

 

 The performance this evening was Prince Igor, the Borodin, Rimsky-Korsakov and 

Glazunov extravaganza. The Institute of Gerontology had provided fifth row center seats. I had 

my glasses on and was all expectation. Actually the sets were pretty good but the performance in 

general was second rate -- the singing was competent but the acting and choreography was 

wooden. Even the Polovtsi dances failed to arouse me from a growing stupor. I don't know if I 

was really tired or my eyes were making me dizzy and hence sleepy or whether I itched out of 

sheer boredom but I was truly uncomfortable during the entire performance. Luidmilla and David 

left after the second act but Vera, Maya, Bugayev and I stayed till the end. The applause from 

everyone but Vera was tepid. Vera shouted her Bravos and Bravas as if on cue. 

 

 Bugayev put us on a trolley. Since we had no tickets we didn't pay. In Kiev, at least, the 

passenger buys a paper ticket which he is supposed to perforate himself using one of several 

contraptions on the busses and trolleys of Kiev. I wonder how many people cheat? Since you 

don't see the driver looking around or apparently caring, it must be group pressure and internal 

sanctions which operate to keep at least some fares paid. Finally, we got back to the hotel about 

11:30. The opera had started promptly at 7:30 and ended after 11:00. I'm sorry it wasn't a better 

performance and/or felt better. Somewhere in the back of my head I've always wanted to go to 

the ballet or opera in Kiev. (The next day I heard that the best performers of Kiev are usually 

pulled into Moscow companies so that the general quality of the ballet and opera in this prideful 

city is considered low). 
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 Before I forget, during one of the intermissions, I was wandering around the theater with 

Bugayev and Maya. I was looking at the large photographs of the Peoples' Artists of the 

Ukrainian SSR which color the walls. I asked how they got the rank. The answers were a little 

jumbled but apparently some Artists' Council makes the selection and, by the faces I saw being 

made, these selections are not altogether objective. A Peoples' Artist makes 2 or 3 times the 

ordinary singer's salary and, according to Bugayev, can retire early, at 33, "like Jesus Christ". 

 

 

Friday, March 26 

 

 Breakfast at 9 with Luidmilla and David. The Chaika limousine arrived at 10 with 

Bugayev and we were off to the Institute. It turned out to be public relations time. Vera 

principally but then David and myself were interviewed by an Igor Zaseda, the Novosti press 

correspondent in the Ukraine. His questions tended to be innocuous and restricted primarily to 

the importance of scientific exchange. He got through his "interview" with dispatch and then told 

us he had been into sports and had a bronze medal in some crew event. He bowed, shook our 

hands and withdrew. Interestingly, Chebotarev was present at the early stages of this process but 

then withdrew himself. 

 

 Right after the Novosti man came two younger kids, a girl with a tape recorder who had 

something to do with a Kiev radio station (1700 kilohertzs -- our interview to be broadcast next 

Friday at 18:40 Kiev time) and a young squirt who introduced himself as Alex and who spoke 

excellent colloquial English. He represents an English language weekly called "News from the 

Ukraine" which is distributed to Ukrainians primarily in Canada and the United States. 

 

 Alex conducted the interview, the girl taped on a portable tape recorder. Alex started off 

quite strongly by showing Vera a section of a book by an American correspondent which makes 
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some statements about the use and misuse of Soviet statistics in relation to old age. Alex was 

pressing for an idealogically pure set of responses. Vera skirted around, I tried to narrow the 

focus, David tried not to get involved. In any case, I did not like Alex nor did I like the interview 

and I don't want to be quoted or misquoted in that rag. 

 

 After those interviews, Maya told me how Chebotarev disliked the injection of politics 

and ideology into interviews and she apologized for what had gone on -- she observed that we 

handled it well -- whatever that means. 

 

 Our next stop was the office of Professor Mankovsky where we had an interesting and 

lively meeting with him, with Mints, with Korkushko and a younger female doctor type who took 

notes. After some preliminary issues about verification of age raised by Vera, the discussion 

turned to some of the tests carried out by their group in Abkhasia and the problems of analysis. It 

turns out that all three, but particularly Korkushko, are seriously interested in the Kentucky 

computer "programme". Korkushko half-seriously complains that David had promised to send it 

to him two years ago, etc. What appears to be the reality, however, is that Moscow is not 

forwarding materials sent by our group to Kiev and probably to Tbilisi. 

 

 My understanding of what went on is that this Kiev group is prepared to send someone to 

Kentucky to preside over the computer analysis of their own data in the United States. We tried 

to get from them a sense of their understanding or competence in the mechanics of computing. 

When it became clear that there really was none in this group, we tried to get them to bring 

somebody to us so we can get some idea as to how to most effectively help them. Anyway, there 

seemed to be great cordiality in the air and an obvious attempt on their part to sidestep the 

Institute of Ethnography in Moscow (all of this with Luidmilla present). 
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 With Korkushko in the lead (he seems to be the real go-getter and producer), we went off 

to see the clinical departments. Everything was in ship-shape order, his "aspirants" were 

practically at attention, the nurses were ready, the books that he gave to Vera were already 

autographed. Mints went along and showed us his lab also. Obviously pressed for time (we were 

to have lunch with Chebotarev in the executive dining room), we were pushed along even though 

Korkushko wanted us to see the works. Vera got excited with the whole thing and when she 

found out that they didn't have an ergometer she promised to send them one. 

 

 Next we had lunch, the four of us, Chebotarev (who seems a little out of it and physically 

just hanging on), Mints, Grigorov, Bugayev, Korkushko and some other unidentified type. It was 

a quiet lunch punctuated by the obligatory toasts to cooperation and friendship. 

 

 After lunch we all trekked down to -- lo and behold a computer room. In it was a brand 

new little machine built in Bulgaria, I think a PDP (whatever that is) with a 64K memory. David 

tells me it's a somewhat oversize version of the Apple home computer. There is a printer and a 

monitor to go along. This unit appears to be manned by a young man and a statuesque lady. They 

must just be breaking the machine in, I don't think any data has been fed to it as yet. In any case, 

David will write the Kiev group giving them instructions on how to use the Kentucky program 

with this Bulgarian toy in mind. We were wisked along again. Unfortunately, any time the 

discussion got down to basics where some real progress could be made, we were wisked along. I 

don't think this is deliberate. 

 

 We paid our farewells to the Institute brass and were loaded up again in the Chaika. The 

day had turned raw but we were off for some cumpulsory sightseeing. 

 

 Most of what little time we had left was used walking rapidly through the Pecherskaya or 

Lavra, or Monastery of the Caves. This complex, founded in 1051 by the monks Anthony and 
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Theodosius, consists of a number of churches and cathedrals. What struck me as most beautiful 

was a little building, the Trinity Church, built over the entrance site. The complex also includes 

the highest bell tower in Russia with all sorts of Greek columns. Unfortunately, we were in and 

out of this most important and famous site in less than 10 minutes. 

 

 Next stop was a fancy store on one of the main drags -- for shopping. There were all sorts 

of embroidered and woven items for what appeared to be high prices. I had little interest. 

 

 At about 5:30, Bugayev and Maya Turta bade us farewell and we were on our own in the 

middle of town. David and I were not free, however, Luidmilld had gone off to get tickets to a 

movie, at Vera's instigation. It was a 6:00 show and we waited the half hour in the theater. The 

film was made by Lenfilm, the Ukrainian film unit, and was entitled Jaroslava, Queen of France. 

It was a light historical piece, badly filmed and processed from a technical point of view. The 

plot was simple -- the journey of Jaroslava, the bride to be of the king of France, through Russia 

and the Ukraine to France. Beset by evil types and some "monk" who loves her, she is kidnapped 

by a Greek of all things. Finally, the 7th Cavalry or Ukrainian equivalent rescues her. The 

protagonists sing a lot to set the mood and Jaroslava had a most curious orange head of hair. The 

film did not compare with the Georgian one I saw last summer. 

 

 David wanted to go to a wine bar and so did I but we were overruled by the ladies. We all 

took the trolley back to the hotel. David, however, got lost on purpose. He got into the 

Univermag joint that sold beer -- and promised to pick me up in the hotel lobby a half hour later. 

 

 Had a late tea with Vera and Luidmilla in the downstairs dining room. The rock & roll 

band was playing and the Soviets were jumping. One extraordinary sight was a big plump blonde 

with an off-the-shoulder blue silk evening dress wearing black outdoor boots and dancing away. 
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 Ducked out as soon as I could. David was nowhere around. Went to my room where I 

found a note saying he was in the 2nd floor bar. Went down again, had a half glass beer, walked 

around a bit along deserted streets -- came back and went to bed. 

 

 

Saturday, March 27 

 

 An early start -- awakened at 6:00 a.m., down in the lobby by 6:45 and in an Academy 

van by 6:50. We arrive at the Kiev airport in rapid order and are processed for the 8:30 Tbilisi 

flight. Everything is very smooth -- the foreign dignitary travelling in the U.S.S.R. has an easy 

time of it. He doesn't have to wait with the common herd, he's escorted to the head of the line, 

and given preferential seats -- it's such a pleasure being in a classless society! 

 

 The flight leaves on time. It's a TU-154 B-l, I think, and quite packed with Georgian and 

Azerbajanian types. Most of the way down, I concentrate on my notes, while David, next to me, 

sleeps. A little over an hour into the flight we begin to fly over mountainous terrain all covered 

with very fresh snow. I keep expecting it to disappear as we approach Tbilisi which is supposedly 

warm. However, even after the descent has begun, the snow lingers. In fact, it's there as we land. 

Tbilisi in our honor, has had its first snowfall in practically a century. We are met at the bottom 

of the steps by the trio -- Soso, Shota and Naira -- with the latter carrying flowers. Effusive 

greeting -- the Georgians are really warm folks -- and we're driven off the Tarmac by some van 

and deposited in two cars at the terminal. I ride in with Naira and Shota. 

 

 We are taken to the hotel Iveria (I get room 1014) and we descend in a half hour to be 

taken to lunch. The restaurant chosen is in the new but traditional-looking structures built in the 

old part of town. We have a private dining room and the usual splendid Georgian repast in set. 

Shota is Tamada, as usual, and up to his old tricks. By past standards, the affair is a little 
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subdued, primarily, I think, because we all know each other and are quite comfortable with each 

other. 

 

 We were driven back to the hotel after the meal with Soso promising to call if he could 

arrange any entertainment for the evening. In fact, he does call to tell us that nothing is on and 

that Soso and Naira would host Sunday and he would not be around since he will be preparing to 

host us at his house on Monday. 

 

 I have forgotten to mention that Andrei Voronov arrived in Tbilisi the day before, in the 

middle of the snowstorm, and has been with us from shortly after our arrival. 

 

 David, Andrei and I went out looking for wine and spirits to bring back for the evening. 

In fact, we went for a long walk coming back about 9:00 p.m. with five bottles of Georgian wine 

(for a cost of 13 rubles). Vera wanted us in her room but we ended up in Andrei's because he was 

expecting a call from Naira and Nugzar. So we drank a little. Naira and Nugzar, in fact, arrived. 

He was delighted with the cassettes I had brought him. I had given him three by way of Naira 

(John Coltrane, The Wailers and Paco de Lucia). After it turned out that he knew a hell of a lot 

about jazz (he listens to the Voice of America jazz program every night and has for 25 years), I 

went up and gave him the other two cassettes I had left (Miles Davis and Charley Parker). He 

seemed really delighted. 

 

 The party broke up around one. I took my radio and water glass and returned to my room. 

 

 

Sunday, March 28 
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 The expedition was to start at 10:00 a.m., it was Shota's and Naira's day. At about 9:00 I 

wandered down for breakfast. On the way I met Vera who told me that we were all to have 

breakfast at 10 with our hosts. This didn't seem right to me so I had some breakfast anyway. I 

ordered tea, soc and blini without messing up and I ate away. At ten, however, the hosts showed 

up (Shota, Naira, Nugzar and a pretty little girl with the unlikely name of Marika Ergemlidze, a 

friend of Naira and Nugzar who was to act as the interpreter for the day), and we had a 

communal breakfast the second of the day for me. 

 

 After we were asked if we're interested, our first stop was the Sioni (?) Georgian 

Orthodox Cathedral. Sioni means Zion in Georgian. It turned out to be the church we went to on 

Easter Saturday night in 1980. There was an active servlce going on, with the Catholicos, I guess 

the primate of Georgia, in attendance. The interior of the church is beautiful but under some 

reconstruction. The wall paintings are in blues and other darker hues, the iconstasis is a dark, 

beautifully carved wood with six gold ikons, a number of ikon-chapels ring almost the entire 

church with candle holders in front of them. A full choir, both sexes, performed in the upper back 

loft of the church and a magnificent set of six voices come out of the right front corner (the 

Psaltithes), This latter group performed better than any equivalent Greek group that I have ever 

heard. 

 

 Assisting the Catholicos were at least three and possibly four deccons or priests (it was 

hard to determine if they were ordained or not). They sang parts of the liturgy excellently. The 

robes of priests, deccons and altar boys tended to be deeper than what one sees in a Greek church 

in the United States, for example, the altar boys who were mostly in their late teens, wore plum 

colored garments. 

 

 The congregation was of all ages and sexes although the somewhat older men and women 

predominated. But there were quite a substantial number of young males and females. It seems 
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that our new interpreter, Marika, is an active communicant and I wouldn't doubt that Naira and 

Nugzar also participate in church affairs to some degree. Marika bought and gave us all a little 

pin depicting the cross of St. Nino (an important female saint in the Georgain pantheon). I tried 

to buy some candles but was outfoxed by Naira who got me three as a gift. I lit one in front of 

each of three ikons. 

 

 It was a typical Orthodox service in terms of time and activity, It was going full blast 

when we arrived and still going strong when we left over an hour later. People were coming and 

going, women kneeled at critical junctures in the service, the choir sang, the priests chanted, the 

people talked to each other in subdued tones -- it was not your typical American Protestant or 

Catholic service. 

 

 Vera got fidgety and tried to get everybody out -- she finally succeeded. 

 

 Still in the old part of town, our next stop was the Sephardic synagogue. Nugzar got some 

temple officials to open up the building. We saw the main prayer room which reminded me of a 

lighter version of the Sephardic Temple we saw in Prague. We were also taken to see a smaller 

prayer hall as well as the office of the temple which contained some paintings and two men 

counting receipts. 

 

 We were then led downstairs and out to a set of out-buildings. In one, a number of people 

were lined up with chickens in hand so that they could have them ritually or kosher slaughtered. 

In the next building, men were preparing and baking matzoh for the passover holiday. A number 

of men were taking or buying matzoh for their homes. There was a surprising amount of activity 

going on for a lazy Sunday morning. After leaving the Sephardic temple, we walked a few blocks 

accompanied by one or two of the temple officials. We were going to see the Ashkenasi Temple, 

which turned out to be closed with nobody around. 
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 What was interesting to me during this Jewish phase was the twice repeated remark of 

Marika that she had never been in a temple before and her query to me, as an Orthodox, whether 

it was permissable to do so. In my best ecclesiastic manner, I assured here that her entrance to 

Heaven would not be hindered by this sacriligeous act. Luidmilla, also admitted some 

apprehension about entering the temple area.  She said, in English, that she was "afraid" at about 

the time we were passing the house where the ritual butchering was being done. I don't know 

whether I was imaginings things from these little burps for these two different but non-Jewish 

women, but I got the impression of a not so latent anti-semitism. 

 

 The young folk, myself included, walked ten blocks or so to the new restaurant in the old 

quarter -- the one we went to yesterday -- but through another entrance. We were joined by our 

older and wiser colleagues who came by car. The menu this time included katchapouri, that 

marvelous hot bread with cheese, three different kinds of fruit or vegetable juices (one white, one 

green and one honey colored), then we were served an adzcharuli katchapouri, sort of like a large 

egg benedictine (two or three eggs cooked in a katchapouri base, Marika prepared mine for 

eating -- the egg is sort of scrambled and then pushed into the fat sides of the oval katchapouri). 

This meal or brunch took place about 1:00 p.m., the third meal of the day for me (I try to keep my 

caloric intake down but this is a losing battle in Tbilisi). 

 

 After brunch we reassemble in the parking lot. I thought for awhile that we were going to 

walk through the old quarter on the other side of the river. However, it seems that someone 

decided on a ride out to Mtskheta, the old capital of Georgia (I have been there or through there 

about five times). Before they could load us up, Marika rebelled and sort of insisted that she take 

me and David across the bridge and to the old quarter. Despite growling and grumbling, the three 

of us left (to be met by car across the river in a little while). It was cold and windy but I think I 

got a couple of reasonable landscape shots. Marika proved to be very sweet, with a sense of 
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humor. Her spoken English is not great but she's employed by the Writer's Union as a translator 

of prose from English to Georgian. Her favorite author is Dorothy Parker and she just finished 

something by Joseph Conrad. She is a graduate of the University of Tbilisi's Department of 

Western Languages. She has a brother and sister and lives in the same neighborhood as Naira and 

Nugzar. I'd guess she's about 25 years old with light brown hair, Slavic face construction and a 

Georgian nose structure. It takes awhile but one finally realizes that she is a Georgian beauty. In a 

funny way, she reminds me physically of Beatriz in La Paz. Anyway, we ran around like three 

kids playing hooky with lots of laughing and joking. It felt good. 

 

 We rejoined the group in about a half hour. I was in Nugzar's Neva jeep -- Naira, Marika 

and I crammed into the back seat and Nugzar and David in the front. An Intourist car carried 

Vera, Luidmilla, Andrei and Shota. In our jeep, the levity continued, we had a good time making 

fun of everything. In Mtskheta we spent most of our time in the small, beautiful garden behind 

the cathedral which was put together by a man who lived to be a hundred and is now run by his 

aging daughter. I took some pictures fitfully and in bad light. We also toured the old man's house 

particularly concentrating on a kind of museum room. At 4:30 or so we packed back into the cars 

and back we went to Tbilisi. 

 

 At 5:00 promptly, we went to a quite traditional restaurant in the old quarter. I sat on a 

stool by a very drafty window. The food was obviously good but I ate little out of pique and cold. 

There was some toasting, I thought it desultory -- most of us were tired and uncomfortable. One 

interesting side note, Naira or Nugzar asked Marika to sing a song. Without even a blush she 

sang in a small, pretty voice a Georgian song. It must be well known because a group of five 

men, well dressed and the only other occupants of the restaurant, sang, in five-part harmony, a 

refrain. The Georgians are remarkable in singing. So today we heard them in both ecclesiastic 

and secular mode. 
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 At about 7:00 p.m. Shota and Vera began twitching. We had to get back to the hotel to 

change for the ballet. We were going to the Georgian State Opera and Ballet Theater on 

Rustaveli Avenue to see a performance of Giselle. Unfortunately, Naira, Nugzar, Marika and 

Andrei were not included in this group. They were the lucky ones. I zipped into my suit, got 

downstairs and we walked to the theater with Shota. The Tbilisi theater again must be pre-

revolutionary. Ornate but tasteful, it contains a sloping orchestra which rises steeply in the rear 

and some five balconies. The orchestra seats are plush and throne-like. We are seated, as usual, 

fourth row center. 

 

 I will not say much about the performance except that the orchestra and conductor played 

well. The ballet company was stiff and amateurish, particularly in the first act. It was not an 

unforgettable evening. The applause at the end was tepid, punctuated only by Vera's "bravo". 

 

 We walked back to the hotel. David and I deposited our coats in our rooms and went 

down to the hard cash bar for a drink. After two almost passable gin and tonics, we retired for the 

evening. 

 

 In retrospect, the pluses for the day were several: it was good to see beautiful Tbilisi 

again, it was a pleasure to be with Naira and Nugzar who are three dimensional people, and it 

was a delight to meet Marika, the first young person I've met in the Soviet Union who was not 

connected project in any way. 

 

Monday, March 29 

 

 We are met for breakfast at 9:30 by Soso and Shota. After this repast, we are taken to the 

Institute of Experimental Morphology. The day begins badly, two women employees are 
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dragging in a dog (a cocker spaniel, I think) by the leash, the dog refuses to walk -- it's being 

taken in for experimentation. 

 

 As we proceed down the hallway, all of Soso's lab girls pop up -- Lala, Nina, etc. They 

seem happy to see us. Both Nugzars are there and so is Naira. 

 

 We sit down for a meeting in Soso's office, the three of us, Luidmilla, Soso, Andrei and 

Naira. We are occasionally joined by one or both Nugzars. The meeting itself is cordial, Soso 

reviews what his group has done and is doing -- he mentions the Alisubani work without 

indicating there was any difficulty there during the last expedition. He spends considerable time 

telling us the population size of Alisubani (approx. 540, I think), the age pyramid etc. and 

stressing that Alisubani would replicate the Robertson County "program". He also indicates what 

they are doing with regard to verification of ages. They have photocopies of passports, birth 

certificates and archival records. Since Alisubani is a Christian community, Soso and his 

assistants see no difficulty whatsoever in obtaining accurate records of age. 

 

 The discussion then turned to joint papers: Vera kept saying that the two parties (Tbilisi 

and Kentucky) had to spell out the themes they would jointly write on. I kind of politely 

interjected that, in fact, those themes had been decided on a long time ago. Vera turned on me for 

that one, as is her usual wont. As a result, I kept out of the ensuing discussion. I had rapidly come 

to the end of my tether. 

 

 As a consequence, I busied myself at that small conference table by composing the 

questions I wanted Llosa Pavlenko to ask for me in Duripsh. In essence, I want Pavlenko to get 

me each respondent's primary occupation; rank and seniority at work; salary earned (hopefully 

the amount on a weekly, monthly and yearly basis); a listing of any other kind of remunerated 

work; number of years of education; religious affiliation, if any; some estimation of respondent's 
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social standing in the community (high, medium, low), and some impression as to the reasons for 

this standing (age, intelligence, power, good worker, etc., etc.) If I can get this info for all 34 or 

so respondents, I can complete the analysis and maybe get a paper out of it. 

 

 When I got through this exercise, I wandered out into the hall and went around inspecting 

the lab girls who were either eating lunch or preparing coffee and pastry for us. We clucked 

affectionately at each other until I went back to Soso's office in time for the break. There were 

three types of pastry, each prepared the night before by a different girl. As usual, it was great, 

great stuff. 

 

 After some more desultory discussion which I kept blocking out, we were all packed into 

Soso's car for a shopping expedition. We were taken to a kind of general store which had some 

necklaces and rings. I was in no mood to buy anything that day, least of all by committee. After a 

couple of those places, Soso took us to his house for dinner. 

 

 When we arrived it was clear that this was to be no quickie meal. His sister was setting a 

most elaborate table -- all the Dalakischvili delicacies were being trotted out. The house was as I 

had remembered it. You enter from the street and you descend into a sort of a half basement 

fixed up as a kind of family room and attached to it an immaculate tiled and quite modern 

bathroom. As you go upstairs, you enter a large living room which opens fully into a dining room 

which faces south. Adjoining and almost surrounding the living room are bedrooms, Soso's study 

and another well appointed bathroom. Soso's study is neat, a desk without clutter and glass-

panelled book cases. The books were both professional and travel books (a picture book of Berlin 

for example). On the desk was a copy of the Georgian language journal Soviet Medicine. He had 

it ready to give me -- in it contained a brief communication of the project with a picture of Soso, 

Pat and me at a dolgoshitl's house in Alisubani. 
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 You can get to a small outdoor space on the second floor through a door in the living 

room. Once outside, you can take a spiral iron staircase to a tiled roof which affords a good view 

of Tbilisi, or descend by stairs to a garden level. The garden itself is about a half acre, most of it 

set out for grapes (Soso's father, who still lives in the house, was the Director of the Institute of 

Agriculture in Tbilisi) but there are fruit trees, at least one palm tree, etc. They produce enough 

grapes to make a year's supply of Isabella wine. It turned out that Soso did not join us on Sunday 

because he was working the garden with his father, a traditional activity which Soso never breaks 

when he is in town. He seems to be strongly attached to his father. 

 

 When Naira and Nugzar arrived, we sat down for dinner (in addition to the above two, 

there were Vera, David, myself, Luidmilla, Soso, Shota and Andrei). Shota, as usual, was tamada 

and was in good form. He moved toast after toast, calling on this one and then the other, cajoling 

the men to drink, complimenting the women, etc. After the required toasts, Shota raised a toast to 

each person at the table individually and essentially made everybody else add to his toast. It was 

interesting -- toasting in Georgia is an art -- you can exaggerate and embroider, especially the 

tamada, but it seems to me that many toasts try to get at something. When Shota got to me, each 

dutifully said something complimentary, I think. The gist was interesting -- despite the fact that 

they know I have many titles and offices, I act simply with people and am loved by simple 

people. The other "attribute" stressed was that I had a sense of humor and knew how to poke fun. 

Anyway, many toasts were made, many glasses of Isabella were chug-alugged. After awhile, all 

was well with the world. Perhaps that is the function of these Georgian feasts. 

 

 After a few hours of this, the party began to retire to the living room. Shota watched a 

soccer game on television (Ararat [Armenia 0], Kiev 3) Shota, Nugzar and finally Soso played 

backgammon with verve and skill and the rest of us looked on. After awhile, Vera and Luidmilla 

opted to return to the hotel and Soso took them with his car. 
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 I forgot to mention that Soso's father (Mikhail Simeonovitch) showed up halfway through 

dinner. He was treated with the utmost of respect and he seemed to enjoy himself. He seems to 

be in his late eighties, has a little difficulty moving, but his speech is clear and his mind is sharp. 

He's a lovely old man. Soso called him "Mama", the term for father in Georgian. 

 

 About 11 or so, Naira and Nugzar drove us back to the hotel. 

 

 

Tuesday, March 30 

 

 Breakfast this morning at 10:00 with Soso and all the other Georgians in attendance. Our 

first stop was to be the Anthropological Department of the Institute of History, Georgian 

Academy of Sciences. We go by car to somewhere on the other side of the river (8 Dzerzhinksy 

Street). The department is in an old building and the main work room or hall (probably 25 x 25 

feet) is lined with shelving up to the ceiling. The shelves hold approximately 2000 skulls 

collected in various expeditions and retrieved in various salvage operations. 

 

 We are met by the head of the department, Malkhaz G. Abdushelishvili (the name is 

Muslim -- his progenitors had to convert to Mohammedism to save their lives), a combination of 

Abdul and Selim. He is a tallish man, somewhat portly, brownish hair and a small mustasche. He 

turns out to be a friend, perhaps a close friend of Soso (is there anyone in Tbilisi that doesn't fall 

in this category?) Apparently Soso has pulled in Abdushelishvili as a consultant to the project. 

This was discussed at breakfast in Russian with-out translation and appears to have provoked 

some kind of territorial dispute between Soso and Luidmilla. Or, at least, this is what I got out of 

that conversation. 
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 Abdushelishvili knows almost no English despite the fact that he works in India. He is a 

specialist on racial types and is considered at least by Andrei as the leading physical 

anthropologist of the Caucasus. Wearing his white lab coat (it reminded me of the Egenition 

Hospital in Greece), he proceeded to give us a monologue on racial types in the Caucausus based 

on anthropometry. He dragged out a copy of Carleton Coon's The Living Races of Mankind in 

English as kind of confirmation of his work. With regard to longevity, he hypothesizes a genetic 

pool in the region and in that pool there is a genetic factor for longevity. Anyway, that's what 

came out of Vera's translation. In any case, it was a long-winded performance and very, very old 

fashioned physical anthropology. Wolf says it went out of style in the U.S. in the '30's. Despite all 

of this, Abdushelishvili is a true Georgian. His lady assistants brought in coffee and a bottle of 

cognac, which was more or less finished off before we left. 

 

 I think the interesting issue is why Soso feels the need for adding Abdushelishvili and his 

specialty to his team. Is he trying to build up his own multidisciplinary team because he wants to 

pull away from the consortium or because he feels threatened by the other groups and the project 

hierarchy? 

 

 On our way out of the department, we are shown jars of teeth organized by age. They are 

trying to determine age by teeth wear. We are led out of the department and into the street, 

farewells are exchanged and off we go. 

 

 Without Shota and the rest of the Georgians, Soso drives us around to several shops to 

look for presents. The pickings are slim, the few pieces of jewelry are quite bad, there is nothing 

that I am interested in. It was interesting, however, to see the prices of items -- sweaters run 

around 40 or 50 rubles, mens shoes about 25 to 30, ladies boots are around 125 and up. I saw 

some chandeliers (crystal, mostly) that ran about 4,500 to 5,000 rubles. How do they get the 

money? 
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 When we get through with the shopping, we drive out to the Georgian Film Institute, I 

was there last summer, also. We are taken to the screening room. The senior director (dressed in 

black turtleneck and black leather jacket) tells us something about the history and operations of 

the Institute and film making in Georgia. He speaks in passable English despite his profession 

that he doesn't know the language. 

 

 We are shown two films -- the first is a short with no dialogue. It's about a young man 

who keeps bumping into a pretty girl carrying a violin. He's taken by her, follows her around, I 

think he takes her out. Her mother dislikes him because he poked fun at her while she was 

watching him with opera glasses from her apartment window. Anyway, he prepares to go to the 

girl's house, with flowers for the mother, and sweep the girl off her feet. This is played out in his 

fantasy. The reality is that as he knocks on the door, he sees the girl coming up dressed as a bride 

with the wedding party. He runs off. I don't know what the ultimate point is. 

 

 The second film was longer, somewhat surrealistic, about a killing in ancient Georgia (the 

film is based on a Georgian epic poem) and the repercussions of this act. The camera work is 

imaginative and my guess is that little artificial light was used in filming. There are some 

landscape shots at night that are quite powerful. I could not follow the nuances of the plot very 

well but it was clear that the ethnographic detail given was rich. Even though I suffered again 

from my peculiar movie or strong light disease, I found this film "curiously strong" and 

somewhat compelling. 

 

 After the flicks, we are driven to Soso's house again. The table is laden again, the party 

begins to assemble. This time there is a new tamada, Dr. Abdushelishvili himself with all of 

yesterday's guests. 
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 Before assembling for dinner, I had a chance to speak with Andrei about the organization 

and history of the Institute of Ethnography. I was curious as to why the Institute includes a 

section of physical anthropologists when there is an Institute for that speciality at MGU. His 

reply was historical in nature -- in the thirties Lysenko and his group ran the physical 

anthropologists to cover. The Institute of Ethnography had a powerful director who took some of 

them in. The MGU group was not dissolved then because they did innocuous work developing 

standardized measurements for clothing, and the like. Andrei also promised to help us shop on 

our return to Moscow. 

 

 Our new tamada was a hard taskmaster. He proposed toast after toast, in most mellifluous 

manner, spoke about everybody at the table as though he knew them intimately for years, and 

made the males, especially me, drink the toasts to the bottom of the glass. Somehow, however, I 

think the party was less gay than the one the night before. In a way, it was almost anticlimatic. 

My guess that its real purpose was to cement, as much as possible, the entry of Abdushelishvili to 

the gang. Sometime during the evening, Soso gave me six bottles of Polisupin (?) and six or 

seven for Sula (Vera has those). That was most kind of him -- that medicine is difficult to get 

because they are building a new factory, or something like that. 

 

 I think sometime around ten we were returned by Nugzar and Naira to the hotel. David, 

Andrei and I went down to the hard currency bar. A few minutes later, we were joined by Nugzar 

and Naira who I thought had left. We drank gin and tonics for awhile (at $2 US a shot), Nugzar 

danced with some women in the bar, the taped music was awfully loud and my head ached from 

the vibrations. About an hour later and after some frank discussion with Andrei, I retired to my 

room. 
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Wednesday. March 31 

 

 We again assemble in the lobby for breakfast. This is our departure day for Baku and, 

after breakfast, we bring down our luggage and store it in an Intourist car and Nugzar's jeep. 

 

 From about 10:30 till about noon, we go on a shopping tour. Unfortunately, it is a 

familiar route. We walked down Rustaveli Prospect, we look into that art, jewelry, carpet salon 

again, we continue walking down to Lenin Square. I browsed around a book store for a while 

(we're joined by Vera and Luidmilla who had been driven down). Nothing yet for presents! Shota 

buys us each an "album" on Georgian ceramics. That was nice ofhim. But I still can't figure out 

his role in the project and why Soso or somebody flies him in from Sukhumi everytime we show 

up in Tbilisi. 

 

 After our abortive shopping venture and with psychic tensions still running high, our 

cavalcade takes off for the Institute of Experimental Morphology. We sit for awhile in Soso's 

office and then the girls show up with Czechoslavakian beer and meat dumplings. This, it turns 

out, is to hold us until we can be taken to lunch. 

 

 At about 2:30, I guess, we go off in a cloud of dust. We cross the river and get to a spot 

quite close to and under the cathedral with the statue of the Georgian king in front. Our lunch is 

to be in a complex of traditional houses erected as a kind of museum. Meals are served in these 

houses -- and we have one to ourselves. The meal is surprisingly good, all the by now usual 

Georgian dishes plus a couple of new ones, cold chicken breast in a curry sauce and a beef dish I 

hadn't had before. We did a little toasting with Shota returning to his usual role. 
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 At about 5:00 p.m., we took off again -- I thought to the airport. I was wrong, we went to 

the old part of town, got a glimpse of the still active Turkish bath and went back into the park 

preserve in back of that huge aluminum statue of Mother Georgia. I didn't understand the reason 

for this side trip. It might have been that they were just killing time before we had to be at the 

airport. It's interesting, I never know the "program" for the day in Georgia. I always find it out 

after the fact. I think it's just due to the language problem. 

 

 Within a half hour, we zip out to the airport. We're ushered into the dignitaries lounge. 

Soso orders coffee and we relax. We load about 6:30 or so, right on time. We say our goodbyes 

to Nugzar and Naira, I'm particularly sorry to see them go -- they're very nice people. Soso and 

Shota are going to Baku with us. It's beginning to shape up like a meeting of Mafia capos. For a 

one day visit in Baku, there will be the three of us from the U.S., Victor, Luidmilla, Balshakov 

and a couple of student types from Moscow, Soso and Shota from Georgia and a bunch of 

Azerbajans. 

 

 We fly down in a Yak-40, a small, three engined jet used for short hops and small 

numbers of passengers. It was basically a smooth ride at a relatively low altitude. The view from 

the left side of the airplane of the snow-covered Caucasus mountain range was spectacular. Deep 

gorges and ravines, little forestation, this country appears formidable and forbidden. But it would 

be an interesting adventure to traverse it -- on horse. 

 

 During the flight down, Soso sits next to me. About half way into the flight he tells me in 

his very broken English that he has something for Irene, an amethyst in real gold, he presses 

something small into my hand and implores me not to mention the gift to anyone. I never know 

quite what to do in such situations. Anyway, I thanked him profusely but quietly (it is a small 

airplane) and stuck the stone in my pocket without looking at it. I just hope he didn't take it from 

one of his sisters' or from his late mother's possessions. 
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 We got into Baku about 8:30 p.m. Much to Luidmilla's chagrin, there was no reception 

committee, nobody to take care of the baggage, and no transportation. We sat for awhile in the 

Intourist lounge, Luidmilla and Andrei made phone calls, Shota and Soso seemed subdued and 

out of their element. After nearly an hour, Intourist arranges for two taxis and we lug our baggage 

to the street and take off for town. It is a long ride with little to see in the dark. Finally, however, 

we reach our destination, the Hotel Azerbajania. I'm assigned room 1335 with a balcony almost 

facing the Caspian Sea. When I got up there, the wind was howling. It apparently does this often 

in Baku. 

 

 It turned out that there was some confusion as to which flight we were to be on and the 

Azerbajani welcoming committee had met the wrong flight. They showed up at the hotel shortly 

after we arrived. The delegation was headed by Abassov, the head of the Archeology and 

Ethnography section of the Institute of History of the Azerbajan Academy of Sciences. There 

were several younger men with unpronounceable names. One had a first name like Eldar who 

turned out to be a student of Victor's in Moscow. 

 

 After we dumped our bags in our rooms, David and I took Eldar for a sightseeing walk 

around the town. Our hotel, a large one with at least 15 floors, was very close to the Caspian Sea. 

All you could see of it as I looked out the balcony was a black mass punctuated by a partly lit 

wharf. The walk took about 45 minutes -- Eldar took us down the main drags -- I remember 

seeing a very modern concert hall/auditorium and some government buildings. Occasionally, we 

got a glimpse of structures that seemed 18th and l9th century with what appeared to be Turkish 

or Islamic influence. 

 

 It was cold and raw, the wind was blowing steadily. I didn't really feel that we had arrived 

in the sunny south. When we got back to the hotel I went to bed. 
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Thursday, Arpil 1 

 

 April Fool's Day and what am I doing in the Soviet Union? Given the peculiarities of my 

relationship to the project and my strained relationship with VR, I feel depressed and useless. 

 

 We are to meet at 10 this morning -- which turns out to be 9 since daylight savings time 

begins today. David and I go to the dining room to have breakfast and end up with an elaborate 

meal -- kasha (a kind of grits with melted butter, 2 large keftedes, rice and assorted other 

Azerbajanian breakfast foods. 

 

 Our group begins to assemble -- Victor shows with Balshakov (the former, at least, has 

been in Baku for days arranging things). Eldar, another Azerbajanian kid identified only as Alex, 

Soso and Shota, Vera, David, Luidmilla and I. I probably missed some.           

 

 We drove to Azerbajani Academy of Sciences, a Stalinesque kind of structure. Around 

the front entrance was a milling crowd of about forty people, all waving their red-covered 

identity cards. According to somebody, this was a spot check of papers before they could enter 

the building to go to their offices. Supposedly it happens randomly but around once a month. 

Anyway, the explanation made no sense, since when we came down over a couple of hours later, 

it semmed as if the same people were still outside milling. 

 

 In any case, we were ushered by the guards, taken by lift to the 6th floor, and welcomed 

to the Institute of History by its director, a historian named Aliev. His office was very large, a 

huge desk at one end with photos of Brezhnev, Lenin and the Azerbajani CP boss, a conference 

table that could easily accomodate 20 people. Seated at the table were the Director (Aliev); then 
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in counter clockwise order, Hassan Guliev, the senior, ethnographer of the Institute of History; 

David Wolf; Vera Rubin; Andrei Voronov; an unnamed individual, sub-director of the Institute 

of Physiology, Azerbajani Academy of Sciences; Shota Gogohia; Abassov; head of archeology 

and ethnography at the Institute of History, Azerbajani Academy of Sciences; Eldar, Victor's 

student; Gudrat Kadirov, head of neurochemistry, Institute of Physiology, Azerbajani Academy 

of Sciences; a lady interpreter from the Academy; Luidmilla Kuzmina; Soso Dalakischvili; me 

and Victor Koslov. Balshakov took notes. 

 

 The director opened with flowery words from Aliev, a man who apparently knows how to 

put it on thick. Victor, however, did much of the talking. It seemed as if we're setting up a 

situation where there could be little public disagreement with bringing the Azerbajanis into the 

project, it seems that the Georgians, at least, are very uncomfortable with the thought (among 

other things there is enmity between these two peoples, the Georgians being Christian while the 

Azerbajani are Moslem). From Moscow's perspective, it appeared to me that the trick was not 

only to smooth over differences that the older participants in the project might have with the 

inclusion of Azerbarjan but to make sure that the Georgians do not pull the plug out from this 

alliance. Very obviously the work in Azerbajan is conceived to be a Moscow enterprise with the 

aid of the Azerbajanis and the neutrality of the Georgians. In any case, we all made pretty 

speeches with the exception of Soso who was uncharacteristically very brief and quite formal in 

his remarks. Within a half hour, tea was served in glasses with elegant metal glass holders. The 

director's was gold in color, the rest of the plebs in silver. Also on the table were boxes of 

chocolate and several varieties of baklava, the latter made by the Institute girls. So, both in 

Georgia and Azerbajan, professional ladies have double functions. With the tea/baklava break, 

two photographers, somewhat scruffy looking, came into the room and started taking pictures. 

We were now a media event! Little sub-groups huddled around the edges of the conference table 

and a curious sort of progress was seemingly being made. At Vera's suggestion, I too began to 

take pictures -- the light was adequate at Fl.4 in kodacolor. Everybody was willing, even anxious, 
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to have their picuture taken. But they don't understand photographic realism. As soon as they see 

a camera they begin arranging a group pose. Oh! I had forgotten, by this time the Institute had 

presented us with a handsome album on Azerbajan and a couple of other volumes put out by the 

Institute or Institute personnel. 

 

 The photo session swirled around the room -- the conversation was animated. At about 

this time, a curious dapper man came in. About 5'7", maybe 65 years old, marcelled white hair, a 

most carefully tended mustache, it was Sultanov, a medical type who has written a book on the 

longevous of the area with claims of people 150 and over -- all of which is due to the 

consumption of eggs and, I think, butter. He was a great, pompous sight that I immediately 

started taking full face shots. He posed one way, then the other and finally, full profile. What a 

twit! 

 

 After a while, we were ushered out, the Director promising undying friendship and 

cooperation and bewailing the shortness of our stay in Baku. Down the lift we went, loaded up a 

van plus a couple of cars and disappeared into the streets of Baku. In a short while, we arrived on 

a hill overlooking a good part of the city and at the steps of the Hotel Moscow, a plush, new 

looking hotel. We were guided into the banquet hall replete with ceiling mirrors. The table was 

elegantly set, the style of eating was like that of Georgia but the foodstuffs tended to be more on 

the Turkish side. Our host was Abassov assisted by Guliev. The other Azerbajanians present 

were Eldar and Alex. I sat between Balshakov and Victor Koslov. After an initial toast by 

Abassov, Victor began to act as tamada making some interesting political choices as to who 

should present a toast and in what order. Although it was Azerbajanian hospitality, it was 

Victor's show. Balkashov was very friendly and protective, if you can call filling my glass full of 

cognac all the time protective. With the lunch and ritual at an end, we were off to the vehicles 

again -- this time with the ethnographer Hassan Guliev in charge. 
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 Most of our sightseeing was concentrated in the castle district of the city. It is a section 

which still preserves some mosques and other Muslim architecture. We climbed to the top of the 

Bastion of the Maiden (linked to a legend about unrequited love and a nasty khan). Looking out 

from the top of the Bastion you can see a minaret or two, several reconstructed sites, one of them 

a splendid caravansery which we later toured. In one of those sites, we could hear Azerbajani 

Turkish music and see a band playing and a woman singer. We hurried down to this, found that 

they were shooting a film, the director welcomed us and I took a couple of shots until we were 

pulled away to see the next attraction. We visited one of the old houses which contained a carpet 

museum with some lovely Azerbajani pieces, two of which from the l9th century were woven by 

Guliev's grandmother. The hysterical thing about this collection were the three or four beautifully 

crafted pieces that portrayed Lenin and other Soviet dignitaries. I asked if these were prayer mats. 

Our final stop was the Palace of the Shirvan Shahs which dates to the 15th century. I took some 

pictures on this little trip but I doubt if any of them are any good. It was a gloomy, windy day. 

 

 After we got back to the hotel at about 5:30, we found ourselves with the unusual luxury 

of a couple of hours of free time before we were to be shown some slides by Sultanov. So David, 

Andrei and I, with Alex as a guide, went out shopping. The net result was piddling, I got a couple 

of Azerbajani records, and that was that. But we did get to a bar of sorts, had a pitcher of wine, 

some nuts, and a little talk with Andrei. 

 

 At 8:00 p.m. we showed up in Victor's room. All the plans seemed up in the air. There 

was somebody to interview Vera, but there was no Vera. We came to see the slides but there 

were no slides. Finally, I went for Vera and she came down to the 8th floor and David and I and 

Andrei later joined by Soso and Shota went down to the 4th floor hard currency bar. Before Soso 

and Shota showed up, we had a serious discussion with Andrei about relative salaries, scale and 

level of living, etc. It is clear that he is not thrilled by his surrounds and circumstances. Soso and 

Shota, it turned out, were leaving that evening by train for Tbilisi. They would arrive the next 
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morning after a night's sleep on the train. It must be an interesting ride, I'd like to take it 

someday. Vera, also, came down to the bar, after her interview. Soso and Shota seemed 

genuinely pleased to be in our company. Were we the friends in the enemy camp? Before they 

left, Soso took me aside and asked me again not to say anything about the amethyst to anyone. I 

promised not to. We bade farewell to each other, embraces, kisses, on the lips by Shota. And off 

they went. 

 

 David, Andrei and I continued with the gin and tonics. As usual, with Andrei in 

attendance, the conversation turns sociopolitical, always interesting, always informative and, I 

think, despite his English, always sardonic. 

 

 After awhile we disbanded. I wrote some and went to bed. 

 

 

Friday, April 2 

 

 We are to be packed and ready to move by 10 this morning despite a departure hour of 

1:50 p.m. from Baku. We are picked up by Guliev and crowd and we go off in a fine mist. I'm in 

a car with Guliev, Vera and Luidmilla. The silence is pregnant. Our first stop is the food bazaar. 

Very much like the one we saw in Tbilisi, this market is also slightly more Oriental. Many 

vendors are selling dried fruits, pomegranites and other Eastern specialties. Among our hosts on 

this tour is a very young looking, very attractive, Turkish looking girl wearing a black leather 

coat with a black fur collar. She had a classic Turkish look, whatever the hell that is. Very small, 

petite, big black eyes and well turned out. She turned out to be Ulduz Gashimova, a student of 

Zubov in Moscow, who jointly authored a paper with him for the first symposium. We never had 

a chance to talk very much but she turned out to have been a dentist before she turned to 

Odontology. She is now at the Azerbajanian Institute of History. Being a dirty old man, I liked 
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her instantly. The fact that she was clearly more Turkish than Greek made absolutely no 

difference. 

 

 At the market, the mist was coming down somewhat heavily. I tried to take pictures and 

did but I don't know what came out. 

 

 We were herded back into the cars and our next stop was at the Azerbajanian State 

Museum. Much to Guliev's consternation, it's closed. As David said "for inventory". Everything 

in the Soviet Union seems to be shut down for inventory. We mill around the ground floor for 

awhile. In the 19th century, this was the house of a "local Azerbajani oil capitalist." Then, it 

seems, Guliev gave up and we left. By now it was noon and we seemed to be heading towards 

the airport. We passed some of the old oil fields, now barely operating. If one looked at this 

scene with objective eyes, one would see an ecological wasteland, muddy oiled fields, decrepit 

equipment, signs of desolation and pollution. Most oil production in the Baku area now is 

offshore in the Caspian Sea. 

 

 We turned off onto a side road and soon came to a structure that looked like a Foreign 

Legion outpost. In the middle of the courtyard there was a structure with four flames coming 

from each side of the roof and a flame in the middle of the open floor. It turned out we were at a 

Zoroastroian temple of several centuries past, replete with cells with dummies dressed up as 

communicants. The Zoroastroians, it seemed, were into a little bit of masochism. 

 

 Pressed for time, we were pulled out by Guliev, packed into the cars, and taken to the 

airport. We were sent on our way by Guliev, Abassov, Gashimova, Balshakov, Eldar and Alex. 

We didn't get the full Intourist treatment again but were squeezed aboard a TU 154 before the 

mob was let on. 
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 The flight was delayed on the ground a bit. After we took off Victor presented Vera with 

a Russian version of an end-of-visit protocol that he had written. During the course of the flight, 

Luidmilla added her two cents to this document which was to be signed in Moscow by Bruk, 

Koslov, Vera and me.  The flight itself proved uneventful -- I tried to catch up with my notes 

with only moderate success -- and the pilot seemed to be practicing an elaborate landing pattern 

around Moscow. 

 

 We were met by Valentin at Vnukovo Airport and whisked by Academy car to the 

Gastinitsa. This time I get room 615 on the Leninski Prospect side. 

 

 Before I forget, I should mention that David and I took a walk in Baku this morning 

before we were taken on our sightseeing tour. The morning was damp,there had been a violent 

windstorm the night before, but we walked along the seashore and out on a pier. Raw sewage 

was being pumped out all over the place, sea gulls were feeding on turds and other lesser things. I 

wonder how the sturgeon was able to produce that caviar . 

 

 In the Gastinitsa, we scatter. Since we haven't eaten all day, I go to the Buffet and have 

some tea, bread and cheese. As soon as I finish, David comes by and wants to have a real dinner. 

So I accompany him down to the Gastinitsa restaurant. Even though the place is mostly empty, 

we are placed at a table already taken by a youngish woman. David orders the works plus caviar 

and champagne for himself and I know what's going to happen. They don't understand that I don't 

want to eat so they'll double the order. And so they did. 

 

 In the meantime, our table mate turns out to be a Finnish chemist with the unlikely name 

of Pirvo Jääskeläinen from the University of Helsinki. She just arrived in Moscow for the first 

time. She orders a bottle of vodka (strange customs these Finnish ladies) and invites us to 
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partake. She then invites each of us separately to dance. Then we invite her to a Metro ride to 

Red Square and the Kremlin environs. 

 

 It was a hilarious evening. Her English became increasingly confused as the vodka took 

its toll, my Finnish improved dramatically as the stuff went to the head. Anyway, I proved my 

competence in getting around the Moscow subway system and arm in arm, David, Pikay (as her 

friends call her) and I strolled the very silent and dark Moscow streets. 

 

 Pikay, it turns out, is involved in research on chemical elements and is in Moscow for two 

weeks to work with her cognate Russian institute. She is married to " a man" who either runs or 

works in a printing enterprise, is an "equal" woman, worries about Reagan's policies concerning 

Europe and has two children, one ten and the other younger. It was after twelve, when we 

wended our weary but happy way to the Gastinitsa. Somebody should do a study of instant 

friendships while on a trip. 

 

 It had been a hard day -- I threw myself on the bed and fell asleep. 

 

 

Saturday, April 3 

 

 David and I had wanted free time to shop on this last full day in Moscow. He was 

particularly anxious because he had been away for his anniversary. But it didn't look as if we 

would get our liberty. 

 

 The program had been set for the morning. Luidmilla had arranged with the director of 

the Laboratory Gerasimov (where they reconstruct faces from skull matter) to open it up to us. I 

went glumly along. This laboratory was supposedly the inspiration for the dwarf in Gorky Park 
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who works in the Institute of Ethnology and who reconstructs faces. The lab itself, which used to 

be at the Institute of Ethnography in some dreary room, is now in a dreary basement of an 

apartment house near the new Sport Hotel. The other reason for the visit is to get Bruk, Vera and 

me together to sign the English language protocol which was drafted in Russian yesterday on the 

airplane and translated by me and Valentin last night before the Pikay incident.  

 

 The protocol was signed and the lady director gave us a laborious history of the lab and 

its present functions. Bruk announced that it was the first such lab in the world and now copied 

by others and that the Gorky Park reference to the lab was defamatory, etc. Bruk always turns out 

to be the public defender of the system. I wonder, however, what he really thinks. 

 

 The lab is interesting but I don't think anything really special. The work can have only 

limited value and some of the technical processes seem relatively amateurish - e.g., the casting 

procedures. Anyway, they have reconstructions of everything from Sinanthropus to Neanderthal 

to Ivan the Terrible to Mongoloid types of more recent origin. The directress, Dr. Lebedanskaya, 

originally an M.D., appears to revere Gerasimov who founded the lab in 1950. Dead now, he was 

supposed to have been a very nice person. 

 

 After the lab, we had an hour or so before lunch which was to be Luidmilla's treat at the 

Gastinitsa. I asked that we go to the State jewelry store on Kalinin Prospect. I rushed in, as did 

the others, and I picked out a small ring for Irene. It has a small bluish stone, some semi-precious 

thing. David also got something. In that way, I cleared off the bulk of my remaining rubles. I 

think I paid 161 rubles for the ring. 

 

 From the jewelry store, we whisked up to the Gastinitsa where we had an unexpectedly 

good and nice lunch. We simulated some toasts (VR, LC, DW, Luidmilla, Andrei and Valentin) 

and then scattered. 
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 David and I went with Andrei, who also picked up his wife Galla, shopping. That couple 

has a keen eye for traditional work done in the Soviet Union. So they were great to have as 

guides and informants. They, in turn, were interested because they wanted to use their rubles for 

our purchases and to be paid back in dollars. 

 

 So we passed an interesting three hours -- we went to a souvenir shop and gallery that I 

had been to on previous trips -- but this time they pointed out the things of some aesthetic value 

which before were hidden to my untrained eye. We also went to an old jewelry or commission 

shop (something like our pawn shops but state run and relatively elegant). In the long run, I 

bought a little papier-made pin, three Central Asian ladies caps and an Indian garnet necklace. 

Since we later gave him one dollar for two rubles (a quite reasonable exchange but highly 

illegal), my costs for the afternoon were about $80 U.S. 

 

 We then rushed back to the Gastinista to change, the four of us were going to the Bolshoi 

Theater to see The Stone Host, the Pushkin scripted opera on the Don Juan theme. 

 

 We barely got there in time. David and I got the fourth row seats, Andrei and Galla got 

the seventeenth row. Guests have their privileges! The production is not impressive. I think the 

tenor is mediocre and the soprano is only slightly better. I'm unfamiliar with the score but there is 

nothing in it to shake the spirit or the bones. We haven't had too much luck from an artistic 

perspective on this trip. 

 

 The Bolshoi Theater, however, which was erected in 1856, is a jewel of its kind. It seats 

2200 but seems much smaller and intimate. As usual, the orchestra seats are armchairs and there 

are at least five balconies. What used to be the royal box is something else again. All the 

balconies are gilded in gold and the whole impression of the interior is baroque. The exterior is a 
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kind of neo-classic. Although I wasn't thrilled with the performance, I'm glad I got a chance to go 

to the Bolshoi. The next time, if there is a next time, I'd rather see a ballet. 

 

 We walked a while after the performance. The evening was mild by 

Moscow standards and there were people on the streets. We went parallel to the Kremlin along 

the street that contains the old buildings of the University. I discovered, for the first time, the 

location of the MGU Institute of Anthropology and saw the Lenin Library close up. Andrei was 

making all sorts of snide remarks about life in general. 

 

 We all got back to the Gastinitsa -- I bought everybody food at the Buffet -- we ate there 

and then retired to my room where we knocked off a bottle of cognac given to me by Luidmilla, 

along with a can of caviar and some sort of necklace. We divvied up the loot, settled the score 

and listened to Andrei's request for Radio Shack, Texas Instruments and other catalogues. The 

usual cautions, such as a loud playing radio, were taken. They left after twelve. I packed for an 

hour or so and went to bed to wait for a 5:30 a.m. call. 

 

Sunday, April 4 

 

 The call came sooner than I expected. Took a bath, shaved, dressed -- David came in, 

Vera was up and we descended by 6:15 or so. The wrong car had come -- for someone else. Ours 

arrived at its appointed time, 6:50, with Valentin. Andrei showed up and we had an easy, quick 

ride to the big international airport. By this time, I had accumulated a load of gifts. In no 

particular order, I was given books by Shota, MGU, the Azerbajanis and a host of others, an 

amethyst by Soso, records from Naira and Nugzar, some woven things from Andrei and Galla, 

some tokens from Tanya, medicine from Soso, bells from Valentin and more -- and I was 

travelling fast. 
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 Anyway, Valentin and Andrei got us and our enormous loads into an Aeroflot TU 154 B-

2 for Paris. We were all tired but I mostly wrote this drivel. The flight took some 3 1/2 hours. 

 

 We made the TWA 801 connection with no difficulty and now, five hours into a seven 

hour plus flight, we are proceeding to New York uneventfully. 

Wednesday, March 9, 1983 

 

My fourth trip to the U.S.S.R. starts today. Vera Rubin, her granddaughter Judy Weiss 

and I are off on TWA Flight #740 to Frankfurt. We are picked up by Judy in her mother's car 

about 4:15 p.m., then pick up Vera, Cora and Tamara Weiss, the other granddaughter for the ride 

to JFK airport . Vera has a head cold, the trip is uneventful except for some exchange of 

information between Cora and myself about the possibility of the Michael Manley "sabbatical". 

We spend an hour or so at the TWA cafeteria -- atrocious prices (e.g. $2.35 for a small Perrier 

and an even smaller cup of coffee). 

 

After appropriate farewells to Cora and Tamara, we board the 747 at about 6:40 p.m. -- 

the flight is more than half empty -- so our party scatters to various parts of the cabin -- so far, so 

good -- we should have a quiet trip. Judy seems pleasant and intelligent -- this too bodes good. 

Our flight is slightly delayed on its ground -- take-off is at 7:50 instead Or 7:00 p.m. Estimated 

flight time to Frankfurt is 7 hours and 15 minutes. 

 

Our trip to Moscow and parts south is in easy stages. In Frankfurt, we lay over for 4 

hours, then we pick up the Hungarian airline MALEV for the hop to Budapest. We stay in 

Budapest until Sunday morning. This stop I see as therapeutic, to break the tension of a bad year, 

to restore my equilibrium. I need to deflate. 
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What are the objectives for the U.S.S.R. Leg? First, Vera needs to come to terms with the 

Soviet colleagues concerning the papers in the forthcoming publication of the second symposium 

on aging. This is no easy task and given the time frame of the trip it will be impossible to 

complete without dividing the labor somehow. I am not sanguine that this will occur. The first 

days in Moscow will tell the tale. Second, I need to find out how I am to proceed, if at all, with 

the Peoples of the Soviet Union book that Sula Benet was supposed to have been editing. This is 

a political decision that probably will be made by Bromley. It would be nice if my role in the 

venture would be clarified during the course of this trip. If I am to be involved then I can plan 

ahead a little and, more importantly, talk to some of the authors before departing for home. 

Third, Victor Koslov and I have to talk turkey about the so-called ethno-ecology project. Vera is 

shying away from this one probably because of her single-mindedness concerning the longevity 

project and getting that over with. However, I would like to pursue Koslov's and the Institute of 

Ethnography's lead vis-a-vis continuing a collegial relationship. From my own selfish 

perspective, there will be a time when a more-or-less intimate anthropological knowledge of 

parts of the Soviet Union and a working relationship with Soviet anthropologists will be valuable 

in American social science and anthropology. Fourth, (a minor objective), I would like to try to 

get the material I need from Duripsh in order to complete the CATIJ Study I carried out in the 

summer of 1981. To do this, I'll have to put the squeeze on Bruk who in turn will have to get to 

Koslov, then to Pavlenko, etc.  Let us see. Fifth, I'd like to observe the Soviet scientific 

organization in more depth, to see, at least at the Institute level, who pushes the buttons, who 

reacts, and how work actually gets done. 

 

It is now 10:15 p.m., the meal is over (not too bad), a pleasant conversation with Judy has 

taken place, the movie is on -- and I think I'll go to sleep. 

 

 

Thursday, March 10 
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It is now 1:30 p.m. Frankfurt-Budapest time and we are on MALEV #521 (Hungarian Air 

Lines) on our way to Budapest. Actually, it is 7:30 a.m. New York time. The New York-

Frankfurt flight went swiftly and smoothly. I dozed now and then and generally rested. We 

arrived in Frankfurt about an hour late which cut down our waiting time. A half hour or so was 

spent in an airport restaurant where we had assorted breakfasts (I paid $15 with tip for the gang). 

The food was ritual airport fare -- plastic, expensive and almost inedible. The waiter appeared 

Turkish, a somewhat churlish lout. Most of the airport employees -- at least at the building 

maintenance level seem to be Turks or gastarbeiters of one kind or another. They seem to 

contrast vividly with their "hosts". 

 

The Budapest flight was at 12:15. We had to trek through miles of Frankfurt airport 

moving sidewalks to get to the site but we arrived in plenty of time. Checked through baggage 

was individually pointed out on the tarmac and then we were permitted to board. The plane is a 

TU-154 with two cabins. Service was good, a cold lunch was served (cold cuts, cheese, wine, 

juice, etc.), appetite was minimal, sleep would be welcome. 

 

The Budapest airport situation was serene -- baggage arrived on time and intact customs 

was non-existent for the apparent foreigners -- a small cab was quickly available -- the fare was 

under a 100 florins ($1 U.S. to 38 florins) -- and the trip to the Gellert was quick and easy. My 

room is 203, small, neat and with a window facing a side street -- the shower stall is stalled and 

the water is lukewarm but everthing is possible. An hour after arrival we took a quick tour with 

Judy as guide. She took us to the Technical University where she worked as a manual laborer 

with an International Youth group. She lugged pipes and boards and generally helped clean up an 

area and a site being made into a student cafeteria. 
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My first impressions of Budapest are neutral -- the Danube rolls between Buda and Pest -- 

several bridges which carry cars, trolleys and pedestrians connect the two. The old structures 

were probably quite elegant at one time but they appear less than well maintained now -- new 

structures remind me of Moscow -- uninspired institutional architecture -- the occasional army 

barrack, university building, etc. There are shops of a kind you don't often see in the U.S.S.R. -- 

they appear well stocked but the goods don't appear, at first glance, to be of any great quality. The 

day was warmish -- unusual for the season I was told later -- but the people on the street were not 

as well decked out as they were in Prague last year. I looked for the Hungarian beauties but I saw 

none -- a result no doubt of not wearing glasses. Overall, in this half hour walk, Budapest struck 

me as just another Eastern European city -- I hope I'm wrong. 

 

We had pastry and a cappucino at the Hotel Gellert pastry shop -- quite good and quite 

cheap. Judy's friends from the Youth business are picking us all up for dinner tonight at 8:oo p.m. 

I managed to get an hour's snooze so that I would make it through the evening. 

 

The friends arrived -- in all eight of them -- six young males and two females. The males 

were mostly engineering students, three in traffic engineering and at least one in electrical 

engineering. One female, Catalina, was not in the Youth work but MALEV stewardess who had 

spent six years in Madrid and five in Cuba with her parents (her father is some sort of 

functionary). She spoke impeccable Spanish. The other girl, 23 years old and a fifth year medical 

student from Debrecen, I think, is called Szuszi and worked with Judy during the three week 

construction thing. She looked like a pretty, miniature version of Marissa Zavalloni. The meal 

was interesting, slightly subdued, with Judy taking polaroid type pictures. I learned something 

about the training of doctors in Hungary, about higher education in general, and about a Young 

People's Choral group that Peter, one of the males belonged to. All in all, I enjoyed myself, Judy 

serves as a foil deflecting some of Vera's antics which permits me to keep my composure and 

even good humour. We consumed some passable, spicy fish soup and a dish of noodles, yogurt 
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and sliced sausage or frankfurters, washing it all down with a few bottles of quite good 

Hungarian red wine and mineral water. The party broke up at 11:15 or so with everybody left at 

the tables walking us back to the hotel. 

 

Came back -- took a look at the magnificent view from Vera's and Judy's room -- came 

back, wrote up a few impressions as well as composed the following telegram to Peter Bauer: 

 

Professor Lord Bauer 

Montagu Square 

London, England 

 Having painfully wended my way to Budapest to find the totally appropriate 

setting for this message, I can now express my belated but nonetheless heartfelt congraulations 

for your elevation to the peerage. 

                                 Lambros 

 

 

Friday, March 11 

  

I woke to the strains of my Cassio computer after 6 1/2 hours of deep sleep. Showered in 

my flooded stall, shaved and received a call from Vera who wanted company for breakfast. 

Buffet style in the restaurant of the Gellert, it was a good meal. One has the choice of a variety of 

cold cuts, cheese, cherries, yogurt and the like. Judy joined us after 20 minutes or so. At about 

9:30 or so, Szuszi (Sushi), the little medical student from Debrecen came to act as our guide for 

the morning. The four of us walked across the Elizabeth Bridge to Pest with our first stop the 

huge market building a couple of blocks in from the other end of the bridge. 

  

For the forty minutes or so in the market, I wandered around by myself (Vera, Judy and 

Szuszi were doing their own thing). The market was interesting, especially in comparison to 

those in the U.S.S.R. I figure there must be a couple of hundred stalls with sellers hawking 

everything by way of food, meats, fowl, vegetables, cheeses, spices, fruits, etc. The stalls were 
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loaded with the butcher shops especially appealing. We were told that there was a mix of private 

enterprise and government stalls. Hundreds of people came in to buy. Small lines of patient 

customers stood in front of some popular stands. The vendors were both men and women -- the 

smaller businesses seemed to be run by older women, the larger enterprises led complements of 

younger individuals predominantly male. Prices seemed low to me -- an egg, for example, cost an 

average of 1.5 florins or about 3 cent each, most of the cooked meats seemed to be less than 

$U.S. 2.00 per kilo, etc., etc. It's unclear to me if there are price controls but my guess is yes. 

Salaries, Szuszi told me are rather low -- manned laborers doing hard work may make as much as 

l0,000 florins a month (about $265 a month); office workers make much less; as a starting doctor 

she would make 3000 working in a hospital, as a specialist maybe 6000 to 7000. She's probably 

off a little but she's on the right track about official salaries. My guess is that there is a lot going 

on in the private or informal economy. Hungary has a lot of foreign capital floating around -- all 

the major hotels are owned by European or American chains (Hilton, Hyatt, Intercontinental, 

etc.). You see Olivetti outlets, European high tech firms with offices in the fashionable parts of 

town. There must be money, and not from controlled government source, floating around. 

 

After the market, we wandered into the principal shopping and office center. Vera made a 

beeline for a patisserie that Judy claimed was better than that of the Gellert. In fact, it was a very 

Viennese type place with fancy chandeliers and a huge assortment of very fancy pastries. 

Everyone had a sweet but me and cappucinos but me. I had a hot chocolate, it reminded me of 

when I was a kid. Judy had to depart immediately for lunch with her father's lawyer colleague in 

Budapest, leaving Vera, Szuszi and myself to wander around. We bought a couple of English 

language guides of the city, sent off Szuszi to her hotel and took a train back to the hotel. 

 

At 2:00 p.m. we reassembled in the hotel lobby. Off for more sightseeing with Peter B., 

the electrical engineering student. Peter is a pleasant young man (22) with neat beard and 

mustache, 1.86 meters tall (6 ft.) and from some town in the north. (I forgot to mention that at the 
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end of the morning I got to a telegraph office and sent off the telegram to Bauer at a cost of 432 

florins (c. $11 ). With Peter and gang we took a couple of trains and busses and ended up in the 

Castle District around the Mathias Church (Church of our Lady) . The weather had clouded over 

badly but I still took some black and white shots of the area and of the Danube bridges. I doubt if 

anything will really come out. While Vera kept asking Peter questions about local history and the 

dates of buildings, I managed to stroll around. The Budapest Hilton is built into this 17th and 

18th century complex. An atrocious building, it is stuck between some quite lovely buildings. It 

has some gruesome bronzed windows and looks like a pretentious spaghetti factory. Apparently 

there was some fuss in Budapest when it was to be put up -- but it went up -- I wonder who got 

paid off. We went into the church which is quite interesting with some curious Oriental, Turkish, 

Byzantile ? influences. The inside walls have painted geometrical designs, the outside doors lead 

to steps leading into the church proper, and the whole thing has this strange hybrid quality. 

 

After a few minutes we're off. Vera manages to find another patisseno and we're at the 

pastries and capuccino for yet another time today. I don't think I can manage the pace much 

longer. 

 

Then off in a taxi to get to Margaret Island situated within Budapest city limits and in the 

Danube. This island has no housing that I could see save a sanitorium. It contains playgrounds, 

courts of one kind or another and a huge, huge swimming pool for the Budapestians. We go back 

to town on a train that winds through Lenin Avenue. At the last stop, I proceed down Bela Bartok 

Avenue to the hotel while the other three go in search of Szuszi and her mother who are staying 

in some union rest hotel somewhere around Margaret Island on the Buda side of the river. So I 

end up with an hour or so to myself. 

 

When they get back, I go down to the ladies room where I have a drink while Peter talks 

about Hungary and some ethereal thoughts about socialism. His message, in somewhat broken 
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English, is that Hungary is well off with "socialism", there is sufficient food, etc. As a country, or 

a state, it decided to demonstrate what a government could do for its people. Other socialist 

countries, however, don't always do this so it has made cooperation between socialist nations 

difficult. He has just gotten back from Moscow after visiting his sister who is at MGU. He thinks 

the Soviets do not like, appreciate, understand Hungarians and the Hungarian system. Basically, 

he thinks Hungarians have freedom, freedom to travel, to seek out opportunities, etc. This is not 

the case in the U.S.S.R, East Germany, etc. He's a curious little boy - he goes home (over 200 

Kilometers one way) every other weekend. He loves to work on his grandparent's or parent's land 

(they grow all their own fruit and vegetables), his father is a gym teacher and he is into 

gymnastics and all sports save football. He thinks urban girls will not come to live out there -- 

and I guess he has a problem. It would appear that he's some sort of wheel in the Hungarian 

version ot the Young Communist League but he's not doctrinaire -- maybe Hungarians are that 

way.  

 

After the talks (both in Vera's room and for a short while with me down in my room), we 

go off to dinner in a downstairs restaurant. Vera had veal, I had tournedos, the Kiddies had duck, 

we all had beer. The bill was around 600 or about $15 or $16. And the meal was very good 

indeed. After a short stop in Vera's room I took off to mine where I did my wash and wrote this 

drivel. It is now 11:30 p.m. and I better go to bed.  

 

But -- before I forget -- in the letter writing kit in my room I found an unmailed postcard 

that a previous guest had apparently written or forgotten -- or is it some sort of plant. It was 

addressed to a : 

 

Dr. T. Cundy 

49, Culmstock Rd. 

Clapham, London 

England 
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And Read: 

 

Dear Tim- 

Well, so this is socialism.  It sucketh dear boy, sucketh.  I wish you could see it yourself.  

No one works, but no one has fun. You can't have anything you want, even if it exists.  It's a sort 

of Kafkaian (sic) nightmare.  The only way I could enjoy myself more here would be as an 

invading army. 

Also the people are completely brainwashed and think it's the only way to be.  They've 

lost their imaginations.  Truly frightening. As your boy Mick said "lose your dreams..." 

Back in London on the 18th.  See ya. 

      Rob 

 

Vera blew her stack when I read her a few choice sections. 

 

 

Saturday, March 12 

 

I woke at 7:00 again after a restless night and some early bad dreams. I'm not sure if I'm 

not inducing the latter -- it is difficult to release the tensions of the past month.  Somehow, as I 

feel them slipping away, I stop short and feel guilty. Vera knocks at the door at 8:00 a.m. -- Judy 

is still asleep in their room and Vera doesn't want to wake her by calling. Breakfast as usual in 

the restaurant where I counter Vera's somewhat romantic ideas about Hungary with snippets of 

its history from WW II on, Admiral Horthy, the Hungarians treatment of the Jews, their embrace 

of the Germans, etc. 

 

After breakfast, I took a walk over the Elizabeth Brldge to take some fotos of the Danube 

and environs. The day was clear and cold. Being Saturday, there was little traffic and almost no 

pedestrians. I think I got some useful views of the bridges and of a barge or two. I used both the 

wide-angle and telephoto lenses with Plus X black and white. Quite deliberately, I'm trying to use 

more black and white than has been my practice in recent years.  
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At l0:00 we essembled to go hear Peter (the blond engineering student and choral singer) 

in a children's concert at Ferenc (Franz?) Lizst Hall. We got there by taxi. Apparently it was to be 

a free performance for school kids (they looked from 8 to 12 years old). The mistress of 

ceremonies was a blonde, hefty, middle-aged teacher of music with some reputation. The hall 

holds about 1000, the stage can fit a 60 or 65 piece orchestra with some difficulty and is 

overwhelmed by the pipes of a huge organ whick are set directly in the middle of the back wall. It 

is an ornamental interior, with the Hungarian coat of arms and other sundry decorations. The 

seats are actually chairs and quite comfortable kept together by long rods running the length of 

the aisle. 

 

The M.C. opened the program by explaining the program to follow and the first piece, a 

four-handed piano recital given by two young ladies. I do not know what they played -- parts 

were quite well executed, others lacked coordination but the effect, on the whole, was good. 

  

The second section was given by Peter's choral group -- the Young People's Choir. All in 

all, they were about 70, 45 women and 25 or so men. The women wore long black skirts and 

white, silk-like blouses with 3/4 length flaired sleeves. The men wore navy-blue suits with dark 

crimson ties. The conductor, whose name I did not get, was in his late 50's or early 60's. He 

directed the a capella effort with almost no arm gyrations -- his hand movements were extremely 

controlled and he was very much in control of the group (Peter tells me they practice twice a 

week for 3 hours a clip). Their first pieces were by   ?  and Ravel and featured the female voices. 

Their sound was very good indeed. 

 

Then came an interlude where the MC had the audience sing in rounds an aria from a 

Verdi piece. The kids all had the music in their programs and urged by their respective teachers, 

they did quite well. Music education in Hungary I was told, is taken quite seriously. 
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After an intermission, we all reassembled to find a full orchestra (probably 60 pieces) on 

stage (it is a group subsidized by the Ministry ofthe Interior and led by a little Adolf Hitler type 

without a mustache and without skill. In addition to Peter's chorale, there was another older 

group (about 50 or 60 and volunteers) who have the same choral conductor. So the stage was 

jammed with 130 or more singers and the orchestra. 

 

The first piece by Vivaldi was for the orchestra with no participation by the massed 

chorales. It was slightly heavy in execution and certainiy not inspired. Then, excerpts were done 

from the Verdi Requiem to the best of my recollection they did the end of the Te Deum and then 

the Lacrimosa. Despite the fact that there were some good voices, the total effect was not at all 

good. The orchestra conductor did not know or would not handle the chorales, the sound was 

overwhelming for the hall and it was obvious that the orchestra and the singing groups had had 

only a nodding acquaintance in the past. Nevertheless, and justly so, the performance was 

received with enthusiasm by the kiddies. 

 

Then the MC explained the rules again. The orchestra and chorales played and sang that 

Verdi Aria and the kids were urged to join in. They did. The last piece was aIso Verdi, I think, a 

quartet of singers with the chorales and orchestra. The mezzo was pretty good but the others 

where either inaudible or terrible. 

 

This concert is to be given again at 3:30 as well as on Sunday morning. The Young 

People's Choir does this show or a variant, every year in exchange for free rehearsal space. The 

idea of a quality concert at no cost for school children is very good indeed. It's kind of like Dino's 

kiddie concerts but without the financial considerations. I suppose such things are possible in a 

"socialist" or at least centralized state. 
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Judy had a lunch date with one of her Hungarian work pals, so Vera insisted on taking 

Peter out to lunch. We went to the Opera restaurant where we both asked him about the concert, 

his group and associated themes. At about 1:45, Vera and I returned to our hotel. 

 

Judy was to return at 2:30. By 3:20 Vera was worried. I told her I was going up the 

Gellert Hill and she decided to come along. Against my wilI, we ended up taking a taxi instead of 

walking up, supposedly a hike of some fifteen minutes. Anyway, the view from this hill 

overlooking the hotel and our bridge was magnificent. You can see all of Budapest and as far 

north and south along the Danube as the eye permits. The day was very clear but the sun was 

already setting -- it was also quite, quite cold. I took about 15-20 shots mostly with the wide lens. 

It was a bitch changing over to the telephoto but I did it several times. I hope some of these are 

technically good shots -- they could be spectacular as landscapes. Vera decided she'd try walking 

down the hotel side. The path was paved and interspersed with steps -- every once in a while 

there was a clearing with benches, usually at a promontory with a particularly good view. Locals 

seem to use the area as a park, kids play in the play-grounds close to ground level, a well dressed 

man walked an elegant red dog -- sort of a brown Doberman -- an occasional woman sat on a 

bench reading a book. It is a magnificent place -- during late spring, summer and early fall it has 

to be fantastic. Small tugs ply the Danube pulling barges, grids wheel over the water, the old 

palaces and churches glisten in the setting sun. We managed to get down without incident but 

found that Judy had yet to return. A little after five, however, she came in apologetically -- her 

friends were in the Lobby and were off again to climb the hill. 

 

At 7:30 or so, we were called for by Peter the chorister and we went off to a small 

restaurant near the market on the other side of the bridge. The food was passible but not really 

good. I had goulash which turned out to be a soup with potatoes, lamb chunks and some sort of 

pasta. We were joined by the other Peter. Both of the gentleman took Judy out. Vera and I had 

dessert in the Hotel restaurant and then retired. I spent some time arranging my gear and packing. 
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Sunday, March 13 

 

The day behins inauspiciously -- Vera is at the door knocking discreetly at 6:45 a.m.! We 

have a 10:20 flight and the airport is less than 10 minutes away. Shower, shave and curse -- most 

of my packing is done, so I'm at breakfast by 7:10. Vera is there worrying about how she's to use 

her florins -- will she be put in jail for using them to help pay her hotel bill when she doesn't have 

an exchange slip. I tried to explain but her worry level transcends everything. My pant leg splits -

- probably in  hysterical sympathy with my head. 

 

We go to pay the bill -- she pays hers and Judy's, I pay mine with American Express. I 

start laughing when she jots down something on her credit card slip. She snaps back, she has to 

put the $U.S. amount, it's no joke she says, everything is funny to you but Florence asks 

questions about her RISM Credit card! Kafka was such a perceptive writer. 

 

I disappear to my room, ask a little maid to sew my pants in a hurry. She does and 

elegantly too! Down to the lobby, Vera is gyrating about leaving, she snaps at Judy who is 

logically explaining that we have lots of time. Hotel car comes, we're whisked off. Vera is still 

twitching. We get to the airport, bags are piled up on a trolley, porter wheels them into departure 

lounge, he looks up at departure board -- voila!, the aerofiot flight is not 10:20 but 12:30. 

Although probably delayed, Vera jumps to the conclusion that the travel agency has made a 

mistake. So here we are -- in for a long wait. I distance myself for protective reasons. 

 

While coming in to the airport, Judy said a few words about the disco she went to last 

night with one or both Peters. Apparently run at the technical university by students or staff, it 

provides entertainment for the student population and anybody else that will pay a 25 florin 
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cover-charge. Disco music plays in tandem with video pictures of the singers --there is a strobe 

light. She claims there are few if any similar piaces in Budapest and it was packed. 

 

We board an Aeroflot TU154 R-2 at about 12:15 and leave at 12:30. In flight, I take the 

opportunity to jot down a few thoughts about Budapest and Hungary. 

 

Budapest is beautifully situated, the Danube flows through the city separating Buda from 

Pest. There must be six or so bridges which connect its two parts. The retreating German army in 

'44 or '45 blew them all including one with transport and people on it. After a day or two, my 

overall impressions changed -- it is an interesting city but it must have been a gorgeous on pre-

World War II. The people are pretty well decked out but they don't make as good an overall 

impression as the people of Prague. The women in Budapest are fashion conscious but it doesn't 

come off as well as one might expect. In general, I do not think Hungarians are a handsome 

people -- they are a mix of Maygar, Tentonia and other strains. 

 

The Hungarian economy, or at least that aspect of it that I will see in Budapest, seems to 

be working better then that of the U.S.S.R. There are full shops, the large central food markets 

are stocked, food seems cheap and plentful. Some private enterprise is permitted. Hungarians and 

a large contingent of foreign companies is visible in Budapest. But the university kiddies that we 

met several times voiced the opinion that things don't work very efficiently. Who knows? 

Anyway, Saturday and Sunday the town looks closed down -- shops, if they open, close early, the 

streets clear out, and everybody, I guess, goes home. 

 

While driving around, especially behind the Gellert Hill, one can see some rather 

extravagant villas or           . The kids mentioned rich neighborhoods or sections of town and I 

guess such things exist even in socialist societies. 
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We landed at Sheremetysvo Airport at about 5:00 p.m. The pilot circled the area, banked 

all over the lot, practiced all his moves before setting down. Long wait at passport control -- there 

were a bunch of English types from another flight on the passport line (I joked that they were 

there for McCleans funeral -- who knows maybe I was right). 

 

Finally through the line and met by Liudmilla Kusmina and Andre Voronov who greeted 

us warmly. Went through customs and met up with Pavel Kusmina, Liudilla's son. Finally, the 

Kusmins took off in their car, and Andre and the rest of us came into the Gastinitsa Akademia 

Nauk. Vera and Judy got a suite of some kind on the 6th floor, I got room 716 on the Lenin 

Prospect side. 

 

After dropping our bags, we went dawn to the restaurant and Bruk and Victor Koslov 

were the hosts.  A kind of quiet, tranquil affair by past standards. Just before this meal and during 

the meal Vera managed to get her agenda for the visit across. Victor and Andrei came back to my 

room. I had given Andrei the Greek print earlier but this time I gave him Florence and Ellen's 

letters. Happily, he didn't open them up in front of Victor. 

 

Victor wanted to talk a little bit about the ethno-ecology proiect so I launched into a 

discussion which finally led me to sketching out a comparative effort to take place in the 

Caucasins and in central Greece on trans         populations (another possibility is to look at 

Christian-Turkish setting in both places. He Victor, wants very much to push the idea of 

collaboration). 

 

 

Monday, March 14 
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I woke up at 6:00 a.m. (8:00 a.m Budapest time) to the sound of the Soviet national 

anthem. It's a pretty tune. Fell asleep again until 7:45. Got up and did the usual. Went to the 

Buffet for breakfast st 8:30 and ran into Vera and Judy on the staircase. Breakfast together with 

Judy the target. I had a couple of eggs, cheese, a bun and tea -- it was quite a civilized breakfast. 

Disappeared from view and took a constitutional up Leninski Prospect -- it was about zero 

degrees Celsius but not bad. The Muscovites were bundled up and the fur hats bobbled up and 

down. It had snowed a couple of weeks ago but the main drags were all cleaned up -- the 

sidewalks, however, were damp. It's interesting, I feel quite comfortable in Moscow when I'm 

alone. It's still a drab city but with familiarity one begins to pick the occassional nice piece of 

architecture (almost invariably of pre-revolution vintage), the shops and their limited displays 

begin to make more sense, and one begins to look for expected things, places, physical types, etc. 

 

At 10:00 we were picked up by Andrei Voronov and an Academy car and taken out to the 

Institute of Ethnography. It was undergoing a remont job, a painting by a couple of lady painters. 

We were met by Victor Koslov, Solomon Bruk and then joined in a lady deputy director's office 

by Vladimir Bolshakov, Voronov, Alexander Zubov, Tanya Shagurina, Nikolai Rudensky, Llosa 

Pavlenko, Sergei Solokovski (an aspirant working on Mennonites who was to act as an 

interpreter), and a couple of others who I didn't know.  Later in the morning we were joined by 

Natasha Miklashevskaya (who gave me a lovely little album of the paintings of Niko Pirosmani), 

Voldov-Dubrovin and a third person, whose name I've forgotten, all from MGU. 

 

The meeting from about 10:20 to about 1:45. It was Vera's show and was intended to deal 

with questions about the papers from the second symposium. I think she got through most of the 

demography papers, the physical anthropology ones from both the Institute and MGU. Individual 

authors were asked to provide footnotes and other clarificatory matter in a couple of days if they 

couldn't answer specific questions on the spot. 
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Two points of importance made by Koslov about the general problems of verification and 

demographic patterns in Abkhasia should be noted. He made it abundantly clear that all their 

statistics and work was on ethnic Abkhasia, there are a total of 80,000 of such ethnics in the total 

population of about 500,000 in Abkhasia. This point has to be made abundantly clear in any 

publication. Second, the index of aging they developed 

+ 90 years of use 

all 60 + in the pop.  takes care of any 

possible effect of outmigration since nearly all outmigration is along the younger cohorts. It also 

takes care of any fluctuations in infant mortality rates. 

 

Koslov also agreed to provide the schedule of questions used for verification and some 

commentary about how they decided on a specific age for a specific longevous individual. 

 

While there was a little bantering going on during the session, the Soviets took to the task 

seriously and ploughed ahead with determination. Given the format of the operation, they should 

be given a lot of credit for that. 

 

In one of my several excursions outside of the meeting room, I ran into Tanya Voronina 

who greeted me effusively. In a later meeting, I gave her the dictionary she asked for and the 

Clinique things. 

 

I also got Rudensky to take me down to the Institute of General History's section on Latin 

American history. The boss was sick and at home but I talked to a middle-aged specialist on 

Cuban history in Spanish. He told me about their work and some of their products. He seemed to 

be well read or, at least, he knew the right references. 

 

At about 2:00 we were taken out to Liudmilla's new co-op apartment. Pavel Kusmin was 

in the car with Judy who we had taken out for the morning. Liudmilia served a good lunch, cold 
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ham, eggs with caviar, and other appetizers, cognac, soft drinks and then Siberian dumplings.  

Most of the conversation revolved around Pavel's work as an oceanographer and his recent trip 

on a Soviet research vessel in the Pacific. He knows a great deal about American technology in 

his field, he spoke frankly about their efforts to catch up with American equipment and know-

how, and how impressed he is with the work of the Lamont-Doherty Institute at Columbia 

University. Pavel is quite a swinger these days -- his girlfriend is the Soviet tennis champion, he 

is an expert skier who gets to the best Soviet resorts, he scuba dives and is most proficient in 

high rock ciimbing. He's pretty close to finishing his dissertation for candidat status. On top of it 

all, he seems to be a very polite boy. Apparently he has his own flat which he occasionally uses. 

He told me that he prefers living with his parents and when asked why he keeps the other place 

he stated that he might get married soon so he needs to have a flat. Since it is so difficult for 

ordinary people to get room to live in Moscow, he sure must have some pull. 

 

At 5:00 p.m. we were brought back to the Gastinitsa. Vera and Judy were to see their 

relatives later on and I was to be picked up by Voronov. In fact, he arrived at 6:00 with his wife 

Galla and Sergei Solokovske. They had tickets to the Gypsy Theater. Since there was a 7:00 p.m. 

curtain, we piled into a cab and rushed to the Hotel Theater in the Soviet Hotel. We ended up 

seeing a drama entitled Blood and Earth. 

 

It was a curious piece -- the actors were mostly Gypsies (by the way it was opening night) 

and the acting and singing were highly stylized. I guess it was kind of clash of cultures plot -- 

Gypsy boy who wants to go straight and not steal like all good gypsies; the Russian oil driller 

who saves Gypsy boy from a drowning suicide; head of Gypsy clan who yells and screams at 

everybody especially pretty wife; pretty wife who falls in love with white knight oil driller; oil 

discovered, fire breaks out; oil driller dies heroically putting out fire; gypsy wife and gypsy 

husband have it out; gypsy tribe yell at gypsy husband boss for causing "blood" to spoil; what 

blood, he asks; blood of the earth -- oil, they answer. Maybe I should learn the language! 
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Then three of my hosts escorted me home while we all made jokes about the play and 

other sundry matters. 

 

Came in by 10:30, washed my clothes like a good gypsy boy, wrote up these pitiful notes 

and off to bed by 12:20. 

 

A couple of jokes -- Hungarian and Russian style. Told by a Budapest lawyer: What is the 

difference between capitalism and socialism? Answer: Capitalism is the exploitation of people by 

people while socialism is the reverse. Told by a junior Russian Ethnographer about emigration 

(Jews are apparently the only category that is able to get clearance to leave the U.S.S.R. and only 

for Israel). A scientist in the institute asks for permission to emigrate. The director attempts to 

disuade him -- man replies that his wife is pressuring him to leave and for the sake of marital 

harmony, etc. Well, said the director, how about a better apartment. Well, says the man, it's not 

only his wife but his mother-in-law and other close relatives, they're giving him all sorts of hell to 

leave. Well, says the director, why don't you let them all leave and you stay? It's not possible, 

says the petitioner, I'm the only Jew in the family. 

 

I forgot to mention -- this is the 100th anniversary of the death of Karl Marx. Much 

appears to be made of it on the radio. 

 

 

Tuesday, March 15 

 

     Usual routine in the morning.  Breakfast at the Buffet where I run into two Americans 

with EPA connections (specialties in mapping of genetic diseases) from the Research Triangle, 

North Carolina. We talked about their project with the Institute of Genetics here in Moscow. 
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They told me that Ann Buford had resigned as EPA head last Friday. Vera came by about ten 

minutes into the conversation and began her usual -- I excused myself and went out for a walk. 

 

Picked up at 10:00 a.m by Andrei Voronov (I forgot to mention that Voronov was 

especially pleased with the card that Ellen Schnepel and Florence had sent him -- he showed it to 

at least one of the aspirants, Sergei). The Institute was even in more disarray than the day before -

- The lady painters were bombing around, the furniture was outside the door. Vera set up 

headquarters and managed to spend some time with Bolshadov, Bruk, and Koslov. I was outside 

the room most of the time.  

 

I asked Nikolai Rudensky to try to reach Sergei Mikoyan at the Institute of Latin 

American Studies. After several calls, it was established that he was in Moscow and could be 

reached at 2:00 p.m. At the time of this writing (5:30 p.m.), I had forgotten to call back. But 

Rudensky impressed with the manner in which he takes over a job and how he shows no servility 

to his Institute superiors. He is bright, aware of American things, obviosly relishes talking about 

the local scene. My guess is that he comes from a relatively highiy placed family. I gave him the 

Kotlak book on Researching American Culture. Of all the ethnographers here, he could well be 

the only one who might get something out of it and might even enjoy it. 

 

I also had Nikolai take me to the African sector of the Institute in order to present George 

Bond's articles to that group. No one of importance was around but the articles were left and 

Nikolai promised that they would get to the right hands. It was interesting a coulple of hours later 

when I was giving Sergei Sokolovski the Firth collection on Elements of Social Organization that 

Sergei knew Bond's work. Apparently he reads widely on religion and religious change. He 

promised to devour the Firth book. He too seems a most intelligent young man. He's from 

Novokuznetsk, an industrial city of about 500,000 people in Altai, Siberia. He reciprocated my 

gift this evening with the present of a book on Soviet trade unions. 
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Saw Valentin Paritsky for the first time today. An aunt (his step father's sister) had died 

and he had taken some time off from work. We chatted a while while getting around Tanya 

Voronina's desk amid the clutter of the painters. 

 

Also saw Lucia Smirnova for the first time. Her mother died last November 16 just four 

days after Sula. She seemed genuinely distraught. Her English is non-existant and my Russian is 

even further removed from reality so our conversation consisted of a lot of arm waving and facid 

gestures. Anyway, I waved at her in the Caucasus sector office while a number of women 

prepared tea, soup (Armenian), bread, cheese and sausage for some sort of common lunch. I got 

invited too and had a cup of tea while an Armenian woman told me about Komitas the composer. 

According to her, he lived in Constantinople and Komitas was the name he took when he became 

the Armenian archbishop there. He went mad after the Turks massacred the Armenians in 1915 

and spent the last 20 years of his life in a Parisian lunatic asylum. 

 

Vera and I and Tanya Voroniva were driven out to Liudmillas' house again for lunch. We 

were joined a few minutes later by Judy and Pavel who had taken a short sightseeing trip around 

Moscow. Lunch was a Siberian fish from Lake Baikal thst Liudmilla had brought back with her a 

few days ago. A lot of joking went on between Liudmilla and me and then Judy took a bunch of 

pictures of the crowd. The instant production of this film was admired by all. We left at 4:30. 

 

Before I forget -- another political joke from N.R. Andropov wanted to play a practical 

joke so he told his chauffeur that he should drive the car and the chauffeur should sit in the back. 

When the car drove out of the gate, the militia man saluted -- he kept saluting at attention for an 

hour, then another, then another untll finally the duty officer came and asked him why he was in 

that position. "Well", he said, "the big man drove by and I saluted and I kept saluting". "What do 
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you mean, the big man", said the officer. "Who is the big man?" " I don't know" says the militia 

man, but Andropov was driving." 

 

Valentin showed up about 6:l5. I gave him Leith Mullings presents and mine, he seemed 

quite pleased by the tea, books and tapes she had sent. He didn't have time to open mine because 

Sergei came in. At 7:00 p.m. we went off to the movies to see a flick called Death at Takeoff 

about a foreign spy lady (presumably American) who says she is an ethnographer which brought 

laughs from Sergei, Valentin, and Nikolai, seduces a young Russian physist who is developing an 

armor piercing device. Gucky stuff, everybody is punished including the Russian type who goes 

off a cliff in a car apparently in punishment for his stupidity. 

 

Came back to the Gastinitsa at 9:40. Made it up in time to have tea at the Buffet with 

Vera and Valentin and then retired to the room. 

 

 

Wednesday, March 16 

 

This is takeoff day for Kiev and we are not supposed to go to the Institute -- it is not an 

attendance day. That is, no one is going to be there. Apparently, the professional staff is supposed 

to show up 2 days a week -- the rest of the time they are supposed to be in libraries or working at 

home. Not bad. The attendance work day is supposed to be from 9:30 to 6:30 but it appears more 

like l0 or so to 1:30 or 2:00 p.m. That is not an exaggeration. Victor told me the salary schedule a 

little later on on the plane to Kiev.  

- A laborer at the Institute makes 120 rubles monthly  

- A junior scientific worker without candidate status = 150 r. month  

- A junior scientific worker with candidate status = 200 r. mon.  

- A senior scientific worker = 300 r. month 
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- A senior scientific worker with doctorate = 400 r. month 

- A department head with doctorate = 500 r. month 

- A deputy director = 550 r. month 

- A director = 650 r. month 

- A director who is also an academician = 1000 r. month 

 

A scientific worker also gets bonuses for his publications at the rate of 150 rubles per 20 

pages. That is, for publications not strictly in the line of daily duty at the Institute. So an 

individual who hustles can do quite well. Paid vacations also seem to be quite long -- a senior 

worker may end up with 2 1/2 months or so according to Pavel Kusmin who works at the 

Institute of Ethnography. 

 

Victor went on to explain the difficulties of obtaining a new or a spacious apartnent in 

Moscow. There is apparently a huge list for new or available housing. By regulation, each 

individual should have 9 Sq. meters of living space -- many, if not most, have less. His family of 

4 lives in a three room apartment with a little over 7 sq. meters each. This is not bad enough to 

move him up the list.  The cost of his state-owned apartment is minimal (40 rubles a month). He 

plans to move into a private co-op (cost 9000 rubles, of which he has already paid 4500) when 

his youngest son reaches 16 and gets his passport. This is the official recognition of maturity in 

the Soviet Union. At this point, Victor and wife will move to the co-op and his two boys will live 

in the old apartment. 

 

Back to the morning -- since I had a bad night because of the eye nausea in the movies, I 

awoke late. Had just enough time for a cup of tea and be on time downstairs at 10:00 a.m. We 

were to be taken sightseeing with an Academy car. Our guides were to be Nikolai Rudensky and 

Sergei Sokolovski. The car doesn't show up on time but Valentin does with his Volga and asks 
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me whether I wouldn't like to go with him. I jump at the chance. Vera glowers, Judy is 

supportive. 

 

Valenin and I go looking for "old architecture" which I caimed to like. We got to several 

churches and railroad stations and I took some Plus X shots with the wide angle. The day was 

gray and I was misty so I don't suppose anything much came out. One church, St. Nicholas, in an 

old Moscow neighborhood, was interesting. Freshly painted and gilded, it looks a little like a 

gingerbread cake. It's an active church and there was a service going on at one side of the 

building. I walked over to the other side where a bunch of people were gathered to see what was 

going on. When I got there, I saw three open caskets with bodies laid out side by side. I retreated 

hastily almost bumping into another group of people coming into the church with a fourth cacket 

and corpse. It must have been burying day! 

 

The church itself was elaborately decorated with paintings and frescoes of l9th century 

vintage, I would venture. 

 

We tooled by the Byelorussian Railroad Station, the star shaped Theater of the Soviet 

Army, the Museum of the Soviet Army, etc. Much of this was immortalized by my scarcely 

functioning Pentax. At about 1:30 we toured a very frozen zoo near the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs and our last stop was at a slushy, ice-dripping open market which was practically empty -

- this is not the case on Fridays snd Saturdays according to Valentin. 

 

We retreated to the Gastinitsa. The Buffet was closed so we wended our way to the 

restaurant where we had a quite adequate lunch of beefsteak, Pepsi Cola and vodka. There's no 

telling taste! Over my loud protests, Valentin paid. 
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I got to the room about 3:15 in order to pack. We were to leave at 4:30 from the 

Gastinitsa. After that was done, Valentin and I went to the first floor and I paid Vera's bill for 

Judy -- 75 rubles -- a big hunk of my available Soviet money supply. She came down at 4:30. 

dripping with bile. I assume she thinks I'd forgotten to dreg up some rubles since I was 

galavanting around having a good time. Not being adverse to playing the bile game, I went along 

with the mood and completely, but completely clammed up and ignored her. Unfortunately, in 

the process of hauling all the god damn bags to the car I forgot the roll of Greek prints in the 

Gastinitsa foyer. So much for giving them as presents in Tbilisi. 

 

We hauled out to Vknuso airport, the three Americans and Victor Koslov. We were met 

there by Andrei Voronov, the fifth member of the Kiev expedition. As usual, we were at least an 

hour and a half early Judy wanted a shot of cognac and 2 chocolate bars -- that cost me 1O 

rubles. All airports are the same. Vera point blank refused my paying for her cup of tea. Most 

amusing -- still no talk, bile oozing. She had Victor and Andrei running around calling the 

Gastinitsa to say she'd pay the bill when we got back. Since I was not supposed to be hearing 

anything of this -- I didn't interfere. Still more frozen bile -- appropriate frozen response from me. 

Finally, she said something out loud to Judy about the business and I announced in my most 

acidulous way that her damn bill was paid. "Why didn't you tell me" says she, "You didn't ask 

me", says I. In any case, she wasn't about to let up on her pose nor was I about to make it easy for 

her. 

 

The flight to Kiev was on a TU-154B and took an hour and five minutes. It was 

uneventful with good conversation with Victor recorded above. He also asked me about the 

future of the collaborative longevity project. Told him I'd speak to him about that later. 
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We were met in Kiev by Vladimir Nikolaiovitch Bugaev and by the same type from the 

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences who came out to meet us last year. We came in with the same 

van and were put up at the Hotel Dnipro. I got room 805 and everybody is on the same floor. 

 

I showered and was forced to rush dressing because everybody (the four other travellers) 

were waiting. We had an elegant dinner in the restaurant with me as silent as I could possibly be 

drinking vodka with Andrei. I paid the bill of 34 rubles. 

 

The boys came to my room for a while and watched a Hamburg-Kiev football match -- 

they left at 11:20 or so. I started writing notes then it is now 12:30 and am signing off for the 

night. 

 

 

Thursday, March 17 

 

Woke up late, then for some strange reason watched a curious Spanish language progran 

called Hablen Espanol. Went down to the restaurant at 9:30. All the gang was there, Judy and 

Vera left right away leaving me with Victor and Andrei. Victor and I took a short walk on the 

main drag got back in time to see Anatoly, Tokar, Bugaev, Maya (last year's interpreter), Alex 

(an Institute interpreter with a good command of English), greeting Vera, et al. Tokar greeted me 

with considerate enthusiasm. 

 

Vera and I accompanied by Alex, were driven to the Institute by Tokar. As I expressed 

interest in things passing by (the church of St. Sophia, for example), Tokar became voluble 

indeed about his city and obviously changed his route to show us places of interest. He spoke 

most knowledgably about Kievan history and the architectural relationships. He promised that we 

would see those places while we were in Kiev. He spoke with feeling about being a kid during 
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the war when the Germans occupied the city (1941-43). His father, a prisoner of war escaped the 

Germans and came back to Kiev. Neighbors betrayed him and he was taken away by the Gestapo 

and shot. Tokan thinks that he was executed and buried in Baba Yar, the infamous spot, now 

within Kiev, where 40,000 Jews and 70,000 others were killed. Tokar decided to drive by Baba 

Yar to show us. It is now a park dominated by a huge statue. It is surrounded by a new 

neighborhood. Tokar remembers when the Jews were forced out on the road to Baba Yar 

carrying with them all their jewelry and small valubles. They were told that they were being re-

settled in a new ghetto. Most of the killing took place during one month in l941 but continued 

throughout the occupation. The Germans destroyed the city as they retreated in November, 1943 

to the extent that German soldiers would smash a window with their rifle butts if they saw one 

intact. When asked what he felt about the Germans now, Tokar said that intellectually he could 

not hate Germans since they had contributed so much to world culture and science. Now, he says, 

he has scientific collaboration with GDR and Federal German Republic Scientists. But, he said, 

you can't imagine the hunger that was characteristic of the war period. For five years after the 

war, there was scarcely anyplace for anyone to live and all the effort was put into rebuilding the 

economic base of the area. 

 

We arrive at the Institute of Gerontology and ushered into the large conference room 

which is also Prof. Chebotarev's office. This time Tokar is very much in charge (Chebotarev is 

out of the country). Present at this initial meeting are Tokar, Bugaev, Grigorov, Korkushko, 

Mankovsky, Mints, Sarkisov, Alex, the big girl from the first trip who played around with Slava, 

a woman named Sveta who seemed to be the real nutritionist writing the Arigorov paper, a 

couple of other Institute types plus Andrei, Victor, Vera and myself. 

 

Vera went through three papers before a break at 1:40 when she was interviewed by some 

Udrainaimar new type and then to lunch at 2:00 p.m. The morning work was a slightly more 

organized version of the Moscow sessions. Vera essentially went over the points raised by our 
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medical editor. Most questions, when understood, were answered but I'm not sure the answers 

were being recorded in any systematic fashion. I got involved a few times and I guess that broke 

the ice with Vera. Our relationship was considerably less strained for the rest of the day. 

 

Lunch was an elaborate affair in the executive dining room that we had been brought to 

the year before. All the principals of the morning were present as well as a cooking and serving 

staff of about 4. One gets the feeling that maybe the patients at the Institute don't get fed or fed on 

time when guests are being given the royal treatment. Tokar was a gracious host -- personally 

filling Vera's and my plate with food. There must have been five courses -- cold cuts, caviar, etc.; 

a gorgeous borscht; a well-prepared meat dish with cabbage, french fries and peas; a type of 

Ukrainian blintz filled with cheese (I was served four as a dessert); demitasse, mineral water and 

wine. I probably left out a lot. Tokar made a polite toast about continuing collaboration, I made 

Vera respond after a reasonable interval and that was it for speeches. Most civilized! My friend 

Mints came around the table, hung over me and told me a coffee joke.Joke: Man goes to doctor -- 

starts telling about how he has to go on trips. Once, he leaves home but finds that his trip has 

been delayed goes home and discovers his wife is entertaining a man. He gets angry but man tells 

him to calm down and have a cup of coffee with him and they can discuss the matter. A couple of 

weeks later, he goes off on a trip, weather makes it impossible to continue so he returns home 

and finds his wife in a somewhat embarrassing position with another man. He gets really angry 

this time but the man tries hard to smoothe things over and asks the husband to sit down and 

have a cup of coffee with him. A third time, he goes off and the trip is interrupted, gets home and 

finds his wife in bed with a third man and the same routine occurs. At this point the doctor 

breaks in and tells the patient he's very busy and that the man doesn't need him. "you need", he 

says, "a psychiatrist or a counsellor, not a regular doctor". "Not so" says the husband. "I do need 

you, that coffee is really killing me". 
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We go back to the office for an hour or so. Vera finished a fourth paper and we're driven 

back to the hotel by Alex and Tokar. We're first given a tour of the old Jewish section of Kiev. 

 

After Tokar leaves, Vera and I take a walk to a huge monument overlooking the Dnieper. 

I ran off the last shots in a roll of Plus X, mostly river shots and we came back to prepare for the 

evening. 

 

At 6:40 we were picked up by Tokar and Alex for a night at the Ballet, more precisely to 

see Giselle performed by the Kiev Opera and Ballet Theater. The first act was not too good but 

the second act was quite sensational. The corps de ballet was quite precise as Wilies, Giselle and 

her lover were quite touching and elegant in their movements. It wasn't bad at all. Tokar is quite 

proud of the company -- Kiev and Leningrad are always competing for second place in ballet 

after Moscow. When they deposited us at the Hotel, Tokar gave each of us a present -- I got an 

ernbroidered towel. 

 

Before I forget, Victor mentioned to me while walking that he doesn't like being in Kiev 

because of the "nationalism" that has developed over the last 20 years. Both Khrushchev and 

Brezhnev were Ukrainians and they brought their own boy along when they got into power. But 

whatever Victor's problem is -- you can really feel Ukrainian nationalism and it apparently has 

some anti-Russian overtones. 

 

After the opera, Vera, Judy and I, later joined by Andrei, went down to the hotel 

restaurant for some tea. After the females departed, I was rather brazenly accosted by several 

ladies from Kiev. They spoke some English, wanted to know where I came from, would I be 

interested in going to a "night bar", etc. It was so open -- and in an Intourist hotel at that -- that 

one wonders if there was more than just a little body-selling going on. Andrei thought the whole 

thing strange or, at least, unique. To operate so openly did seem a little odd. 
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So went St. Patrick's Day. 

 

 

Friday, March 18 

 

Got up about 7:15, got down to breakfast about 8:20. Vera and Judy were already there. I 

gave Vera 200 Soviet clams. She seemed happy. At 9:30 Tokar and Alex packed up Vera and 

Voronov for the ride to the Institute. Judy, Victor and I were to be taken by Maya Turta (the 

female interpreter from last year's visit) and Vladimir Bugaev for a morning of sightseeing. 

 

We made a stop at the University of Kiev which is completely painted bright red in 

memory of the student blood shed in some student protest in pre-revolutionary times. It is a 

strange sight. We also went into St. Vladimir's Cathedral which was completed in 1896 and built 

to comemorate the 300th aniversary of the conversion to Christianity by the ancient Rus. It is an 

operating church and a service was on when we went in. Victor bought himself and me a candle. 

I lit mine in the candleholder facing an ikon of the Virgin. A funeral was going on in one of the 

corners. It s curious that in Russian churches and, I guess, Greek ones in Greece, do not have a 

central point of focus, a number of things can be happening at the same time while people mill 

around with no apparent aim. 

 

Our next stop was St. Sophia Cathedral founded in 1037 during the reign of Jaroslav the 

Wise. The Cathedral has been changed many times since then. It is now a museum and 

undergoing what seems like continuous restoration. 

 

Further down, we went to the Church of St. Andrew, a curious but impressive structure 

designed by Bartolomes Rastrelli who came to Russia in the l8th century and became the leading 
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exponent of Russian Baroque wooden ikonstasis with all sorts of gold painted angels and other 

non-Byzantine features. St. Andrew's dates back to about 1750. It is located on a tremendous 

height overlooking the Dnieper River. We were taken around by a lady friend of Maya's who is 

the administrator of the church. Judy and I walked down the steep cobble stoned street. 

 

Bugaev, a seemingly careless driver, chauffeured us down the hill, along the Dnieper and 

then across a bridge into the Rusanov and Darnitsa districts of Kiev. These are relatively new 

industrial and residential districts connected to the main part of the city by Metro -- there is a 

good deal of reclaimed land -- huge fields of sand dredged from the Dnieper. This side of the 

river has long, white sand beaches where Kievans go in large numbers to swim and sun in the 

summer. Dnieper water is supposedly quite clean and is the source of the city's water supply. 

 

We went back to the Institute by way of a spectacular new suspension bridge. It looked 

like a huge May pole. Pretty jazzy. During the trip Maya told me a political joke about Andropov 

which I did not completely catch. Joke: With the coming to power of Andropov, formerly the 

head of the KGB the Politburo is no longer called that but rather the Cheka S.S. ?? 

 

The Institute put on another big lunch but without a dessert. Good heavens! How can one 

live without dumplings. There were a number of toasts this time -- Tokar, Frolkis (who we met 

for the first time today) and Mankovsky. Vera replied. 

 

When we returned to the Director's office, most of us said our farewells. Mints insisted on 

taking my address so that he could send me some Ukrainian records. Tokar was very warm again 

(I forgot -- he gave me a slide he took of me and Bruk standing in front of Low Library at 

Columbia). The Kiev folk were really quite nice. Bugaev drove again -- another sight-seeing tour 

-- Same gang, Judy, Maya, Victor, Bugaev and me. This time we spent a lot of time taking 
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pictures of old pensioners playing chess in a park fronting Kiev University. We also went to a 

record store where Bugaev insisted on paying for a Ukrainian choral record I wanted. 

 

Victor and I were left off at the Central Market #1 where I took a picture or two. Then 

Victor and I sat on a bench on the main drag and discussed the politics of a possible ethno-

ecology project between the Institute of Ethnography and RISM. I think we made some headway. 

Then we had tea and cake after waiting on a long line in a shop. 

 

Back at the hotel, we visited Vera, had some cognac.  I went to my room, was joined later 

by Victor and Andrei. The former wanted me to draft a protocol statement about ethno-ecology. I 

did so. My guess is that it will be drastically revised. If I can find my notes, l'll try to reconstruct 

my version tomorrow. After an hour or so, the boys left but before that Andrei presented me with 

a copy of TA NEA, a Greek newspaper and a recently published English translation of an 

lnstitute book on the explorer Nikolai Miklouho-Maclay, the man the Institute of Ethnography 

was named after. The book was inscribed to me in the following manner. "To a big scientist and 

our good friend Lambros Komitas from Victor and Andrei (Remember about Kiev) 18/113-83." 

They really are an odd couple. 

 

Started packing at 10:00. Started writing at l0:30. Now 12:00 midnight. Tomorrow I get 

up at 6:00 a.m. for the Tbilisi flight . 

 

 

Saturday, March 19 

 

 Got up on time. Met by the Ukrainian Academy types in van (Bagaev was sick). 

Uneventful ride to the Borispol airport. A quick cup of coffee in the airport cafeteria, loaded 

aboard a TU 154 B2 and now travelling to Tbilisi. 
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 Some undeveloped conversations from yesterday. I broached the subject of the Sula 

Benet/ Y. Bromley book to Victor. My intention was to make it clear that I had no personal or 

ego investment in doing the English editing and that they should feel free to make an appropriate 

decision as to the disposition of the manuscript. He got the idea and seemed to imply that I was 

not the difficulty but that there was a difficulty. It seems they (Bruk, in particular) are not sure 

whether they can give me the rest of the papers before I leave because anything leaving the 

U.S.S.R. has to go through the Censorship Committee. Bruk is of the impression that since the 

original permission is old these materials (which are also really old) need to be passed through 

the process again. Victor thinks, or so he says, that the stuff can be taken out now without 

trouble. Anyway, he will see what has been decided when he gets back to Moscow. Though the 

clearance process takes 2 1/2 months, Yictor said they could send the papers out in 1 month if 

they have to go through censorship. My guess is I won't get them this time around. 

 

 Some additional comments on Ukrainian nationalism from Victor's perspective. I asked 

him yesterday if he felt more at ease in Kiev than he did when we came on Wednesday. The 

answer was an unequivocal no. He carried on at some length about how 20 years ago, even 10 

years ago, all Ukrainians at scientific meetings in the U.S.S.R. spoke Russian. Now, they insist 

on using Ukrainian even though they all speak Russian. He, Victor, seems uncomfortable with 

Ukrainians. He bridled at a hotel guard who asked to see his room card (maybe he had a right, the 

guard didn't ask for mine); he seems on guard with the Institute of Gerontology staff. This 

defensiveness wasn't manifested in Georgia when we were there together nor in Azerbaijan 

where he positively flowered. The Ukrainians, on their part, seem to go out of their way to point 

out their distinctiveness, their differences from Russia and the Russians. When I asked Tokar if 

Ukrainians tended to remain endogenous since they see themselves as distinctive, he answered 

that quite to the contrary they often intermarried with Russians. Tokar himself is married to a 

Russian woman. Alex commented, however, that in Tokar's house everything is done the 
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Ukrainian way. In any case, our Kiev colleagues did not treat their Moscow guests with any great 

hospitality (maybe this is not uncommon in inter-republic visits). They were not invited to the 

ballet with us (maybe the costs are too high, certainly it was difficult to get tickets) and they 

certainly were left to shift for themselves. Anyway, who knows! The question though is 

interesting -- are ethnic differences more disruptive when ethnicities are institutionalized in the 

socio-political system? 

 

 We arrived in Tbilisi in 2 hours and 5 minutes. I mostiy dozed and wrote a few pages of 

notes. The view of the snow covered Cancausus mountain range was truly impressive. Met at the 

airport by Soso Dalakishivili and Shota Gogokhiva and a few minutes later by Naira Salamatina 

and her husband Nugzar. As usual, the reception generated by the Georgians was warm indeed. 

We were ushered into the Airport restaurant for some food. This was to get us into the city. Soso 

had sausages, cheese, bread, and coffee trotted out. I inquired after Soso's father (it turned out he 

died a month or so ago). I was very sorry to hear that, Soso was attached to his father who was a 

wonderful old man. I enquired after Soso's dog (it turned out that it died a month or so before the 

father). I was sorry to hear that too. It couldn't have been a very good winter for Soso. 

 

 I drove in with Nugzar and Naira in their Neva four-wheel drive. Soso drove Vera and 

Judy and Shota came in by himself in a chauffeured limousine carrying the baggage. Were in the 

Hotel Iveria again -- I'm in room 213 Vera is in 211 next door and Judy is on the third floor. We 

are to meet in the lobby in 20 minutes. When I get down, I'm informed we're going out to buy 

"souvenirs", the last thing I wanted to do. We walked down Rustaveli Prospect, stopped in a 

couple of joints, and then disaster overtook. I was taking pictures outside a church when I noticed 

my speed meter wasn't working. At Judy's suggestion, I took out the batteries to clean them and, 

lo and behold, the damn machine worked again. After some hither and yonning, we ended up at 

the Sephardia temple at Judy's request. I tried to take a picture, no luck again. I look at the battery 

case and discover that not only the batteries had dropped out but the camera lid that kept them in 
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was also gone. After 10 minutes or so, Nugzar drove me back to Rustaveli Prospect (where I had 

orginally fiddled with the camera and where Judy had apparently put the lid securely back on). 

After a couple of minutes search on an avenue that's kind of like Madison and 57th street at 4:30 

p.m., Nugzar finds the lid (it can't be more than an inch and a half long) and after another half 

hour or so he came up with 3 of the 4 batteries. So now the camera doesn't work but it isn't 

entirely worthless if I can find a battery in Tbilisi or Moscow. 

 

 At about 5:00 p.m. we were taken by Nugzar and Naira to a restaurant by the river for 

Khatchapuri, shaslik, a great sausage dish, wine and assorted appetizers. The mood seems jolly 

enough, or so I thought. 

 

 From the meal, we were taken to the studio of a friend of our hosts, sculptress by the 

name of Lamara Kvelidze (Lamara means star in Georgian). The studio is in a sort of Tbilisi 

Soho district where artists have their studios. Lamara does everything from 5 meter tall 

monumental figures to commerative medals honoring a range of historical and contemporary 

figures (these range from Homer to Beethoven to Edith Piaf to some Soviet general). She can't be 

much more than 38 (She has a 12 year old son Giorgi). She's a classic Georgian beauty -- small, 

dark haired, slightly Semitic features, high cheekbones but narrow chinned. Obviously a woman 

of tremendous energy, she showed us mounted photographs of her work (there must have been 

over 200 pieces), took care of her children who were running all over the place, told us about her 

teaching at the Tbilisi Academy of Art about her husband in the hospital with kidney stones. I 

really enjoyed her and was glad that she was Nugzar and Naira's friend. Their kids go to the same 

school, I think. She gave me a plaster copy of the Homer medal and I prize it -- she also gave 

each of us an autographed program from her first exhibition. That was a most pleasant hour or 

two. 
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 On our way back, Nugzar volunteered to drive us around. I picked the Mama David 

Church so that we could have a view of Tbilisi at night. It was spectacular but it was also cold. 

We got back -- our hosts came up to get Naira's paper from Vera, and we all sat around in my 

room drinking Nugzar's own wine. 

 

 Two jokes --1.) Do you know the new discipline in the U.S.S.R.? No. Well, it's 

Andropology. 2.) Do you know the new name of Moscow? No. Well, it's Andropolis. 

 

 

Sunday, March 20 

 

 For the first time on this trip, I write up late. It is now Monday Morning at 8:30. 

 

 Yesterday was mostly a day for entertainment. Soso and Shota came to take us to 

breakfast at the Hotel. Then we five loaded up in Soso's car for a ride into the country. We went 

first out to Mshketa and the Sweaty Squaw Vili Cathedral for Judy's sake. Our objective, it seems 

was to take the highway that connects Georgia with Russia. It must go through the mountain 

range. In earlier trips we had been on sections of this road. We passed Ananuri, the 

fortress/church which we saw on my first trip -- on Easter Day to be exact. Then, some 20 or 30 

kilometers further we reached Panauri, a sort of alpine town on the foothilis of the mountains. 

There was an Intourist motel/hotel there and Soso provided us with a light lunch (dumplings 

stuffed with meat) and with a bottle of vodka mostly consumed by Shota and me. The drive back 

was somewhat more hilarious then the way out. We got back to the hotel about 3:30 with 

instructions to reassemble at 4:45. The only lasting impressions of the country ride were the 

relatively large numbers of women either minding young cows along the road or selling them to 

passerbys, and the number of drunk males on the road especially in the Ananuri area. 
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 From 3:30 to 4:45, I walked around with Judy -- Mostly on Rustaveli Prospect. She 

called some friends (theater directors) who arranged to meet her in front of the Georgian State 

Museum. In a few minutes they arrived and I left for the hotel. By the time I walked back Judy 

was back in the lobby with Soso and Shota. I rushed up to my room and put on a suit and came 

down. 

 

 Our next stop was the apartment of the widow of Lado Gudiashvili (his card reads: Hero 

of Socialist Labor, Rustaveli prize winner, People's Artist of the U.S.S.R. President of Fine Arts 

section, the Society of friendship). Apparently Judy met the widow through Priscilla Roosevelt 

(Big names seem important to widow and were probably important for her husband). 

 

 The living room was easily 60 feet long and 25-30 feet wide. A table probably 40 feet 

long was in the middle, the end of it set for a repast. The ceiling had to be 25 to 28 feet high with 

three large crystal chandeliers hanging from it. All four walls were covered by the paintings of 

Gudiashivili. He apparently spent six years in Paris (from 1918 to 1924) and was influenced by 

the art fashions of that time. However, much of his painting (huge oils) are of ladies with 

Georgian features, Georgian clothing and in a kind of Georgian Oriental style. I tried to count the 

paintings and drawings in this gigantic room but lost count. There must be at least 150 hanging in 

there. Gudiashvili also did a large series of satirical drawings supposedly poking fun at the 

Germans but maybe also at more traditional targets. We also saw three other rooms, somewhat 

smaller but still huge by Soviet standards which contained more of Gudiashvili's paintings. The 

furniture in this strange apartment was ornate (I'm not sure of the style) and dressed with very 

expensive looking fabric with silver and gold threads. Everything in the apartment was ornate but 

in good taste. 

 

 Gudiashvili died in 1978. His photographs abound around the house and in albums. He 

was a good looking man, even in his last years, white-haired, even-featured. The widow kept 
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reffering to him as "our beautiful one" or something like that. When young, he was supposedly 

really something. When he came back from Paris, he brought with him a French woman who left 

after a couple of years because she didn't like living in Tbilisi. All the women of the city, 

including a famous actress, were supposedly in love with him in those early years. 

 

 The widow recited all of this with pride, showed off his paintings, showed us their album 

with their fotos with Burger, our Chief Justice, Ted Kennedy. etc. She is a real character, maybe 

80 years old, with a flair for flowery language both Russian and French. She is a "grande dame" 

of the first order and it was a revelation to see her in the general context of Soviet society. She 

and her young granddaughter (who looks as if she is being trained to run this temple in honor of 

Gudiashvili after her demise) served us champagne, fancy cookies, chocolates, etc. It was most 

elegant with embroidered table cloths crystal glasses and silver settings. She toasted away in 

most impressive fashion. We left at about 6:30, I would guess. 

 

 Soso rushed us to his house where his Sauro had set the usual Dalakishivili banquet. It 

was the first such affair since the death of his father. We made appropriate toasts to the memory 

of the old man and of Sula Benet. At about 8:30, I would guess, we rushed from Soso's house, 

accompanied by him and Shota, in order to go to the Tbilisi circus. Vera had said something 

earlier in the day about wanting to see it and Soso probably broke his back getting the tickets on 

such short notice. 

We saw some tumbling and an animal act with lions, tigers and what looked like pumas. 

We had missed most of the show. Obviously of quality, this circus and others like throughout the 

Soviet Union are traditions and well supported by the public. 

 

 It was now probably about 10 p.m. but the day was far from done. 
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We were then driven to another large, attractive but more modern apartment that of Devi 

Surva, Director of the Institute of Marxism and Leninism ln Tbilisi and the brother of the Tass 

correspondent who was ordered out of Washington in retaliation for a similar Soviet move and 

who is now foreign editor of IZVESTIA. Judy, again, met Surva through Priscilla Roosevelt but 

he also knew Sula. With short white hair, paunchy, black turtle neck and grey suit, he could pass 

as a small college professor in the U.S. (only the C.P. button in his Label might be a little out of 

step but maybe not). His wife, an attractive Georgian type probably in her 50's was there to greet 

us as were two of their sons. Georgi, the first, is a young looking 35 with wife and 7 year old son, 

they live in Moscow where he works for Progress Publishers. He was trained at the Institute of 

International Affairs and he is a specialist on Latin America. His Spanish is excellent 

unencumbered by accent and his English is much more than passable. He rattled off Volsky and 

Mikoyan's names and others in the Latin American establishment in Moscow. The other son is 

probably a little younger and he told me he was trained at the same Institute as was his brother. I 

never did get his name but he's the assistant to the Director of the Peoples Control Committee, 

presumably in Tbilisi. He said something to the effect that his committee helps the government 

get its work done. 

 

 The apartment was in an older building, the rooms were big but not as enormous as those 

at the Gudiashvili flat, the furniture was comfortable and somewhat on the modern side, the wall 

decorations tended to he contemporary Georgian including bas-relief copper works. 

 

 They are, in fact, Georians. 

 

 At about 11:00 p.m., we had our fifth meal/banquet for the day it was the full, usual 

Georgian meal. It was impossible to do justice to the table. Most of my time was spent talking to 

Giorgi who seemed to be more than a bright boy. An American boy chick in his position would 
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have been shitting all over his guest, Giorgi played it cool and pumped his visitors for all they 

were worth. We left about 12:30 and I think I was in bed by 1:30. 

 

 

Monday, March 21 

 

 We were to meet at 9:0O for breskfast. The main dining room was jammed with the 

American tour group (mostly nurses, I think). It was a relatively quiet meal. Judy was going off 

with her friends and Vera and I were going to the Institute. 

 

 At the Institute, the editing work began right away. Naira was her efficient self -- it's 

interesting she's the one Soviet researcher on the project who won't back down when she thinks 

she's right or to accept something inaccurate just to be polite. As usual in this editing situation, I 

had little to do so I scribbled in my book. The session ran until about 1:15. Oh yes, I did help to 

set up the three English versions of Soso's paper. While in New York, he got Igor Kosak the 

interpreter to help him clean up the English. This last version is better organized, better written 

than the first. 

 

 Lunch was at Soso's house. The spread was elaborate, as usual, though the food was 

basically from yesterday's spread. Sauro, as usual, was the cook and maid. I always thought she 

was a housewife but it turns out that she's a scientific worker in the Institute of Pharmacology. In 

fact, she has just come up with a promising protein antagonist for certain types of cancer 

(sarcinomas, I think). She also turns out to be my supplier of Polysuponin. It's fascinating to see 

her play the submissive Georgian woman in first her father's and now her brother's house. 
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 We returned to the Institute in a hurry because the television crew was there to do a 2 

minute spot with Vera. I did one the summer I was there with Pat. They used a 16 mm. camera, 

two spots and a sound man with a recorder. Vera talked about the project, etc. 

 

 Back to the papers. This time I tried to get translations for the tables and diagrams in 

Shota's paper. I did this with the aid of Naira and a blond woman named Marina. Finding the 

precise English equivalent of a Russian word when I don't know the field is like playing darts 

blindfolded. 

 

 At 4:30, we were driven to the Hotel, I thought for rest. But no, we picked up Judy and 

we were off to another Georgian artist. This time it was a Koba Guruli, a master at Chicango?, 

the copper bas-relief sculpture so popular in Georgia. We were met by Koba, a man in his late 

forties or early fifties, whitish, long hair and mustache. Also at the door was his son, an aesthetic 

looking kid, about 18 or 19, in his first year at the university (he's doing philosophy) with a pretty 

young girl (approximately same age). I thought the later was Koba' s daughter, Judy thought it 

was the son's girlfriend. 

 

 Koba has a lively studio apparently attached to his house. It has a slanting skylight 

running the side of the room. His works hang in neat order along and on the walls. There is a 

beautiful and beautifully ordered work bench in the middle of the space. The work, at least that 

which is hung tends to be large and imaginative in concept. While his themes have a vaguely 

traditional base they are occasionaly modern or at least contemporary. Koba, who Judy tells me, 

is a very close friend of Devi Surua, is a performer. He loves holding the stage, loves expounding 

on philosophical, really metaphysical themes. From the occassional translated word out of Vera, I 

got the idea that Koba believes that man or humanity began in the Caucasian and spread. A 

diffusionist, by God! He demonstrated how he works on a small piece of copper sheet, each 

move made for maximum dramatic effect. He excused himself for a few minutes and came back 
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with a bowl of fruit, a bottle of wine and seven glasses. Flowery toasts, photographs by Judy, a 

presentation of a lemon to each of the guests by Koba, and we were off. 

 

 Shota had been sent ahead to arrange a big meal at one of the traditional-style 

restaurants. The restaurant was, in fact, part of that newly refurbished complex around the 6th 

century church. The restaurant is in an old Georgian house with at least one public dining area 

and several private rooms. We, of course, were in a private room. The table was dressed in a 

deep red tablecloth with appropriate settings. It was quite a beautiful sight. The food was 

excellent, Shota was in good tamada form and he kept urging the troops to drink (especially me). 

We finally ended up in a kind of friendly bout. The next day he said we each consumed three 

bottles of wine. A little hard to believe but perhaps true.  Toasts flowed, Soso looked properly 

sad at the imminence of our departure (I sometimes wonder what they really think). Shota lauded 

everybody in turn, we were asked to toast whatever came to our heads, etc.  We rolled home, I 

think, about 11:00 p.m.  Judy called her friends from the lobby and went out again. 

 

 

Tuesday, March 22 

 

 I am now writing on Wednesday night in Moscow, my memory is slipping.   

  

 As I remember, I got up at a reasonable hour, wandered downstairs about 9:30 to find 

both Shota and Soso waiting. Vera and I were whisked out to the Institute to review the various 

corrections and additions made to the Tbilisi papers.  That went without much of a hitch.  We 

were taken back to the hotel to pick up Judy and to begin the marathon to the airport. Our flight 

to Moscow was scheduled for 3:00 p.m. Our first stop was the fancy Khatchapuri place I had 

been in on our last visit. This time the quite delectable Khatchapuris and odd colored egg creams 
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were difficult to face -- I did my best but that wasn't great.  I guess both Shota and I were paying 

the price for the day before. 

 

 The next stop, a quick ten minute one, was at one of the food markets (I had also been 

there during my last visit). Since Judy said she had been at one the day before, Vera made a point 

of wanting to go also -- despite the fact that I told her she was at exactly the same place the year 

before. I stayed outside looking at the various Georgian types. The lower down you get on the 

socio-economic scale, the more Georgians look like Anatolians and other eastern ethnicities. 

 

 Back to the hotel for our bags. Met there by Naira and Nugzar (that was exceptionally 

nice of them since their daughter was in the hospital with pielitis). They gave me a wooden 

mortar and pestle and a couple of records (an album of an opera and a single disk of Swantetian 

songs). That was a sweet gesture.  Since their kid was sick, I didn't have much of a chance to see 

them during our stay.  I went out to the airport with them. Nugzar told me he wanted to get a 

grant to the U.S. so that he could stay at the NICHD in Bethesda for a few months. I told Naira to 

work up a CV for him and I would try. I really will. 

 

 Nugzar made a few guarded cracks about the system especially when I told him what the 

younger Surua kid did (he had come by the hotel to say goodbye to Judy). When I asked what the 

Peoples Control Committee did, the answer was essentially that it controlled people. As we 

entered the airport, they pointed out a huge totem-like sculpture by another noted Georgian 

sculptor now at Berkeley. When I asked if he was there on a visit, they said no he was there 

pernanently, he was swoboda, he was "freed". 

 

 We had another feed at the airport since we had been almost an hour or two without 

food. The parting was sad and very kissy. I can't seem to get used to Shota kissing me on the lips 

-- I don't see him doing that to anyone else. As foreign VIPs we were placed in a van to be driven 
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at least 100 feet to the steps leading up to the plane. The crowd waiting to get on was pushed 

aside and we were ushered up. 

 

 The trip, on another TU 154 B-2 took 2 hours and 10 minutes. The Moscow region, as 

usual, looked covered with snow and a far cry from the 15-16 degree Celsius of Tbilisi. We were 

met by Andrei Voronov and an Academy of Sciences car and quite quickly and efficiently driven 

to the Gastinitsa. My room this time was 503 right next to the Buffet. We were joined by Galla 

Voronovina and we all had something to eat in the Buffet. I then bought a couple of bottles of 

cognac and we drank one in Vera's suite. Judy was waiting for a call, I didn't want to go to a 

Hungarian detective film -- so there we were. The party, minus Vera and Judy, descended to my 

room for a short while. When they left I soaked myself in a tub and tried to rid myself of a 

nagging cold. A little cognac, the hot bath and a pill called Afrinol conspired to get me a good 

night's sleep. 

 

 

Wednesday, March 23 

 

 I got up at 7:30, took another bath, felt relatively well, and wrote up Monday's notes. Ran 

into Vera and Judy in the Buffet for breakfast. Went down at I0:00 to meet Voronov and the 

Academy car for the ride to the Institute. The morning was wet with snow,  cold clammy snow. 

Spring comes late and hard in Moscow. 

 

 At the Institute the highest ranked person was Victor Koslov -- no Bruk and certainly no 

Bromley.  I could see this put Vera off. She was muttering that she was going to get everything 

through quickly and leave. The MGU crowd had left their corrections and I got the pleasure of 

trying to obtain translations. This was accomplished with the valiant aid of Nikolai Rudensky. 

Sergei Sokolofsky had told me the day before that M.A. Chlenov (the ethnographer who gave the 
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first paper at the first symposium) was giving a seminar on Kinship systems at 11:00. I asked to 

go along. 

  

 The seminar (apparently for any interested aspirants) was held in the Asian section room. 

Like all the others, it's about 25 feet long and l2 feet wide lined with tables that are used for desks 

by the section staff. The aspirants sat on chairs by the tables taking notes. I guess there were 

about 10 of them with slightly fewer men than women. Chlenov, a short, stocky man about 40 or 

so, lectured informally but in an organized fashion. When I walked in he was talking about 

descriptive, classificatory and nuclear kinship terms (I was getting full translation from Sergei). 

He gave examples frorn Ardbic systems, Abkhesia and Latin (based on Floyd Lounsbury's work). 

The aspirants asked occassional but quite intelligent questions in a straight forward way. They 

pushed the questions and certainly were not intimidated by Chlenov. During the break I talked 

with Chlenov and mentioned my notions about continuities in Abkasian Social Structure and its 

adaptability and absorbive capacity.  To my surprise, he completely agreed and said that it may 

well be the only group in the U.S.S.R. with this capacity. He'd like to write it up when he has a 

chance from his other work (he's back working on Southeast Asia) if it's not too political. 

 

 When we got back from the break he started talking about kinship systems and kinship 

taxonomies. He described referential and vocative systems, a distinction I couldn't quite follow 

fom Sergei's translation. In any case, he started talking about naming patterns among the 

Abkasians. For example, a new wife joining her husband's household, must give all the members 

of her new family new names.  As he went along, I was reminded of my Ithacan case where Sol 

means cloud surnames, where one individual may be given several names some of which he does 

know.  I mentioned this to the seminar and asked Chlenov to comment on the function of this 

particular pattern and the system adding that I think it can only exist where there is relative 

isolation and the need for devices to maintain social distance. At that point I was summoned by 
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Vera but I arranged to see Chlenov tomorrow to continue.  He strikes me as a bright man and one 

of the few around that looks like he wouldn't get lost in the field. 

 

 By the way, he mentioned early on that he "had retired from the longevity project".  

Later, in front of Andrei Voronov, he said that he was conviced the evidence would show no 

great biological aging that, in fact, it was a social phenomenon -- a very important social 

phenomenon and he guessed that it was also the case in Ecuador. 

 

 When I was in the hall, I ran into Galla Staravoitena, the psychologist from Leningrad.  

From what I gather Vera is making her rewrite or at least rework her paper. Galla gave me a 

packet of postcards from Leningrad as a present. I asked her about the possibility of getting some 

data on my Duripsh CATIJ sample. She said she'd work up age, education, occupation and 

marital status by tomorrow. Remarkable! 

Nikolai Rudensky came by with a beautiful album of religious paintings. What an 

interesting choice! 

 

 The most interesting news of the day was that Bromley, Bruk, Koslov et al had decided 

to give me the entire set of the Bromley/Benet papers in Russian as well as the missing English 

versions. I will also get an official letter asking me to co-edit the work with Bromley. If it all 

comes together, I should be in for an education.  

 

 At about 2:00, Vera, Victor and Andrei left for lunch at the Gastinitsa. The conversation 

was fascinating, one mostly between the English speakers. I think it was mainly triggered off by 

Vera's comments about the high quality of the food at the restaurant (I must say it seems higher 

this trip then in previous ones) and from that how the American press is writing about hunger in 

the U.S.S.R. and how wrong they are, how antagonistic, etc. My counterpart replied quite 

fluently that VR was in no position to comment about internal conditions since she saw and was 
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taken only to the highest level places. His remarks were put in the context of the deveiopment of 

socialism itself. The main point was that the promise of socialism was that it would be able to 

outdo capitalism in production output (particularly consumer goods). This has not occured. 

 

What is the answer? Could Marx be wrong? No. Could Lenin be wrong? No. Are the 

Soviet people incapable of doing the job? No. Then, according to the official line, who is 

responsible? Obviously, the line goes it is imperialism. The cold war situation, according to this 

line, was inevitable mostly because of the craziness of Stalin. Even American presidents like 

Roosevelt, if he had lived another ten years, would have had to adopt a cold war stance. 

 

 Change is very diffcult in the U.S.S.R. despite the occassional shift in leadership. 

Khruschev brought about some alleviation but not much. I think he said that the Soviet people do 

not expect change where a new leader emerges. But, said Vera, the U.S.S.R. has no 

unemployment unlike the U.S. where poor people have to depend on food packages. The answer 

was interesting -- the economic course that the U.S. has taken is one of choice. Since, in the 

U.S.S.R. there is no unemployment but they don't work more then five hours a day. Individual 

production levels are very low, the system stagnates. 

 

 I changed the discussion to a discussion of historic paranoia of Russia and then the 

Soviet Union toward the outside. Was this true? Vera came back to say that there is a difference 

between individual paranoia (e.g. in the U.S. the characters who think the C.I.A. is bombarding 

them with messages) and the "objective paranoia" of a country which has to protect itself from 

real external threats. The answer again was interesting. It is now possible for the U.S. to anihalate 

the U.S.S.R. 40 times over and the U.S.S.R. can do the same to the U.S. If the U.S.S.R. is the 

peace loving country that it claims, it should say that it will stop manufacturing missiles that the 

U.S. can, if it wants develop a capacity to kill off the U.S.S.R. 100 times over if it wants. The 

U.S.S.R. will be content to stick at 40 times. 
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 At about 4, we went off to the Beriozkas -- at the first one I bought, some books (Russian 

poetry, in the main) to pay off some debts and in the second one, Vera bought rings for the girls. 

 

 We returned to the Gastinitsa to prepare to go to the Bolshoi Theater to see Maya 

Plisetskaya dance in Cahika (The Sea Gull) a ballet adaptation to the Chekbov play. We arrived 

early at the Bolshoi, a theater which I remember with fondness. Since the seating area was still 

closed we wandered around the galleries where memorabilia of old ballet and opera stars are 

mounted. In this context, there was an interesting section on Chaliapis (who incidentally was 

buried in Paris according to Anatoly Tokar of Kiev who visited his grave). The women who turn 

out for the Bolshoi seem a cut above their provincial counterparts in Kiev and Tbilisi. While 

there are a number of heavy, out of fashion types, there are some who are decked out with care 

and who seem to be aware of cosmetics, etc. 

 

The ballet itself, while based on Chekhov's The Sea Gull, was written (the music, that is,) 

by Plisetskaya's husband Rodion Tsedrin. The choreography, I was told, is Plisetskaya's who is 

now a Ballet Master and dances publicly only on occasions. 

 

 Overall, the ballet was aesthetically produced, well staged and well directed. I am not 

sure whether the choreography is really modern or rather highly stylized version of classic dance. 

Nonetheless, Plisetskaya is sensational. She must be 50 or more but her figure is that of a teen-

age girl. When she takes her bows, one can see that she is an almost dimunitive person but when 

she dances you think she's ten feet tall. She seems to have the longest limbs of any ballet dancer I 

have seen. She uses her arms exquisitely and all the time. Since she is a sea gull part of the time, 

this is not an unuseful talent to have. The Sea Gull is produced as a period piece so the costumes 

are late 19th century and marvelously done. Plisetskaya has her Moscow claque, there were 

innumerable curtain calls and continuous clapping and shouting after the curtain fell. 
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 As we were leaving, I overheard a group of women near the cloakroom speaking in 

Greek. I introduced myself -- they turned out to be real Greeks in Moscow for a ballet seminar. 

 

 Andrei and Galla accompanied us to the Gastinitsa on the Metro. Today is Galla's 

nameday. Victor's birthday was on March 21st and his nameday was yesterday. 

 

 

Thursday,  March 24 

 

 Usual routine in the morning. As usual, met by Voronov, at the lnstitute of Ethnography 

by 10:30. Talked a while to Sergei and the new kid that works in Victor's section. As promised, 

Chlenov came in specially to see me. With Sergei in attendance, Chlenov and I had a talk of 

about an hour and a half. His English, especialiy his technical English, is the best of any one that 

I have met at the Institute. He speaks grammatically well, he understands idioms and he can even 

comprehend me. Extraordinary. I thought he had studied in England but it turns out not the case. 

His first degree or specialization was in oriental languages at the University (the indication was 

MGU). He studied Mclay first and spent two years in Indonesia. He was not an ethnographer then 

so he didn't really collect field data but he still works on what he got that first time around (about 

20 years ago) He then received anthropological training at the Institute of Ethnography (he said, 

however, that he is self-taught). He has worked in Siberia (Chuchalee, in Abkhasia and in Asia). 

Sergei tells me that he speaks a number of languages well -- certainly English, German, French 

as well as his field languages. From the paper he gave at the first symposium and from our talk 

on this date, I would rank him among the very best, if not the best of the Moscow ethnographers. 

Kroopnik is his disciple. 
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 We started out by going for coffee in the Institute Buffet. After a few remarks that I 

remember to be critical if not caustic about the Institute as well as socio-political context in 

which he lived, he began, at my request, to sketch out the traditional Abkhasian social structure. I 

took notes but he went quite fast and I kept interrupting him and me by asking questions. So, 

what follows is a somewhat inexact reconstruction of what I remember to be a precise, elegant 

description and analysis of material gathered in the Chlou area. 

 

Abkhasian Social Structure 

 

At one level of structure, Abkhasia had and continues to have: 

1. Patri-clans (which carried names, these names are now family or familia names. These 

patri-clans have no legends about initial ancestor. 

2. Clan-like lineages  (formed by descendants of in-migrants to 

Abkhasia, therefore the ancestors were not Abkhasians, and the members do not carry 

Abkhasian family names. These clan-like lineages, not as numerous as the patri-clans, tend to 

have legends, sometimes semi-mythological legends of ancestors. 

 

 In response to my question as to whether those two types of entities differed by religion, 

Moslem and Christian, Chlenov made an interesting series of digressions on that topic. He argues 

that the Abkhasians were and continue to be basically pagan in their religious orientation despite 

Christianization early in the first millenium and Islamization by the Turks in the second. Neither 

of these universal religions have been well internalized by the Abkhasians. The Abkhasian pagan 

form has an elaborate pantheon of Gods - like your pagan Greeks, said Chlenov. They have their 

own priests (who are semi-professional, normally doing other kind of work); their own prophets 

including women. They still practice animal sacrifice (usually goat, sheep and an occassional 

cow); they inherit sacred objects (the example given was a smith's anvil); they have trial by fire 

(a man accused of theft, for example, may be surrounded by appropriate males, he takes an oath 
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that he is innocent, if he is not then somehow he is immediately punished by the Gods; I think 

Chlenov said that there was actually a real test by fire but I may have misheard here). 

 

 In any case, before the Revolution, the great majority of the Abkhasians were officially 

Moslem, some may claim to have been Christian (Orthodox). Now, both Moslem and religious 

holidays tend to be celebrated -- one gathers in a somewhat secular fashion. Islam was strong in 

Ahkhasia at one time but the real believers returned to Turkey (obviously long before the Soviet 

pover). One pocket of Abkhasian ? devotees remains in Ahajar (?), a region somewhat removed 

from the center of Abkhasia. It is Chlenov's contention that the Abkhasians, despite the strong 

thrust of both Islam and Christianity into the area, were not basically influenced by either. This 

makes them the only such population in the Cancasus. 

 

 Back to social structure. The patri-clan is not localized now and probably never was; the 

clan-like lineages are often localized. Both the clan and the lineage are referred to as ajlah (I 

think I'm right in lumping both these forms under the same name. An ajlah normally controls no 

land, this function belongs to the local segment of the ajlah, the abiparra, that is, the corporate 

segment. 

 

 The abiparra is a localized lineage, the sons of one father. This unit carries a separate 

name, one different from that of the ajlah to which it belongs. Obviously, it has a known 

ancestor. The abiparra is one part of a segmented lineage structure, the corporate part. 

 

 lf the ajlah is small enough (a small number of abiparrans), it may have a council that 

makes decisions on matters that affect the group. If the ajlah is large, the council is at the abiparra 

level. 
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 A settlement generally consists of several segments of ajlahs (they apparently do not 

need to be related). Each of these segments (abiparras?) has its territorial unit (ahabla). This 

ahabla then is a core social, territoriai and religious unit. Every village consists of several ahablas 

--interestingly Kolhoz work brigades or teams coincide with ahablas. Chlenov made a remark 

here which I am not sure. Because of the viIiage/ahabla organization, there are two types of 

priests. Those that deal with lineage matters and those with territorial ones. 

 

 Decision makers or movers and shakers are males between 45 and 60, or of the aberq (or 

is it aberg) age category. They need the formal sanction of the elderly (not necessarily the 90+) 

for those decisions so they do the formal, courteous things to the appropriate old, invite them, 

etc. 

 

 Kinship system: Ego must deal with several different kinds of lineage segments which 

for him are hierarchically ordered in terms of respect, asking for assistance etc. 

1. Ego's own abiparra (aisharra) consists of his brothers. 

2. Ego's Mother's lineage (anchapatswa) consists of sons of mother's brother. 

3. Ego's descendants from females of his own lineage (achtswaptswa) sister's son. 

4. Ego's spouse's lineage (abhuarra) affinals.  

Ego would be loathe to go to his affinals for aid, slightly less so to the lineage of his 

sister's sons, somewhat more likely to go to his Mother's lineage but most easily to his own 

lineage. 

 

 The exogamy rules are bilateral and strictly enforced. Ego cannot marry into his father's 

group (abiparra?) or his mother's group (abiparra?) and mother's mother group and only on rare 

occassions into his father's father group. In the past, violation of these rules meant death without 

proper burial. Now, breaking these rules means expulsion from Abkhasia. Chlenov cites the case 

of a man incestuously married who was expelled and went to live in the Ukraine where he finally 
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died. His son came back to Abkhasia where he was allowed to remain and even to bring his dead 

parents' bodies to be reburied. But, he, the son, was or is treated with reservation, he does not rate 

prestige, etc. So, the sins of the father, etc. There must also be some form of prescriptive rule 

which Chlenov did not give because he cites the case of an Abkhasian male who marries an 

Armenian girl (it would have been tolerated if she were Georgian or Russian, Chlenov says, but 

Armenians are a very different breed). The abiparra deliberated the case and offered the man two 

options: either he divorces her or she is banished from Abkhasia. The groom chose divorce. 

 

 In more traditional times, the clan or ajlah system were stratified. Five distinctive layers 

ef ajlahs existed: 

1. Princely - five ajlahs, almost all exterminated. (Inalpal is one that is left). Eliminated in 

the 1930's by Soviet policy. 

2. Aristocratic - not many left. 

3. Free Peasants - most numerous and now the most important stratum. 

4. Serfs or Dependent Peasants 

5. Slaves. 

Now this stratification system only operates in terms of respect and prestige. A member 

of a princely or aristocratic ajlahs will usually be given the courtesy of an honored guest and be 

seated at a prestigeful place at the table, etc. despite the ideology of Soviet egalitarianism. 

 

 I turned the end of the interview into a discussion of the possible overlap of a Kolhoz 

organization and its Abkhasian structures. As indicated above,work brigades often tend to 

coincide with ahablas, leaders at work then tend to be from the appropriate age category from the 

ahabla/brigade although it is unlikely that a worker from a slave ajlah would be a leader at work. 

I asked Chlenov if he knew from what stratum Ivan Hassimovitch, the director of the Duripsh 

Kolhoz was from. Since he doesn't know Duripsh, he didn't know the director's familia but 

Staravoitena did. Chlenov then recognized the name as one from traditionally good stock. He 
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went on to speak about the balance government/party leaders from the region must have in order 

to maintain good relationships within the government/party system and the traditional system. 

Most of these Abkhasian leaders will also be on ajlah or abiparra councils but will avoid being 

seen at a very big traditional event like a wedding for fear of official rebuke, etc. But, said 

Chlenov, basically the Abkhasian politics must ultimately conform to the wishes of the 

Abkhasians. He mentioned one case of this kind in 1978 (when Abkhasia and Georgia were 

having real troubles). The Secretary-General of the Abkhasian CP went against the sentiments of 

his "constituency" and the Abkhasians lost the issue (I really don't know what happened). He, the 

Secretary-General finally was removed from his post and ended up as a Deputy Minister in the 

Georgian government structure. In Abkhasian terms, he ended up with the enemy. 

 

 There was no more time to talk with Chlenov so we stopped about there. Too bad it had 

to end so soon. 

 

 Ran into Galla Staravoitena who gave me a list of my CATIJ subjects (I hope) with data 

on sex, age, educational level, occupation, and a little on marital status. 

 

 Lunch with Vera, Valentia, Luidmilla. Not much capacity left to ingest. We went to that 

dark, supposedly African theme restaurant. 

 

 Back to the Institute for an hour or so, Vera collected the English and Russian versions 

of this trip's protocol. I was given an English and Russian letter appointing me the new co-editor 

with Bromley for the Peoples of the U.S.S.R. Book as well as the missing English language 

papers for that volume. Bromley did not show up for the whole trip (although I know he was in 

his office at about 1:30 this date because Chlenov told me he was going to see him at that time). 
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 We wended our way back to the Gasinitsa slowly -- Vera wanted to see a market -- I sat 

in the car looking at the papers I was given. It was now about 5:00 p.m. and because I didn't want 

to go to the ballet (Jeanne d'Arc) everybody stayed around the Gastinitsa. About 6:30 or so, I 

managed to get Andrei and Galla off (he put the polite bite on me yesterday for my great 7 band 

Sony radio -- I'll miss it) and Valentin and I went off to the local Melodia for records. I bought 

about five -- nothing great. Came back to hear that Luidmilla and Pavel were visiting upstairs. 

After vainly trying to reach Melanie Dreher by phone at the Hotel Cosmos, we went up to join 

the group. Pavel and Judy left and the old folk started talking aimlessly. Finally, the talk turned to 

the book I am to co-edit. 

 

 It turns out that the issue of editorship in English is not at all clear. Apparently Moore of 

CU Press wrote Bromley that the contract was off but later wrote that "some friends" of Sula 

would edit the book and that he would be positively inclined to do it (or something like that). 

Luidmilla also let it slip that Toni Robertson, Harvey Pitkin and she had a telephone conversation 

about the issue before she left New York. Liudmilla likes Harvey and my guess is that she isn't 

telling us what the situation is. I'm supposed to get copies of the correspondence but I won't hold 

my breath. In any case, I'm not going to do very much on the volume itself until the situation is 

fully clarified. Apparently, Abe Rosman and Paula Rubel are in on the act. 

 

 Fitfully tried to pack about 11:30 p.m. In bed by 12:15 to await a call at 4:15 in order to 

make the flight out of Moscow. 

 

 

Friday, March 25 

 

 The lady concierge banged on the door at 4:24, Judy called at 4:28 and Andrei called at 

4:40. After all this, staggered down to lobby where at least 8 or 10 people who couldn't get rooms 
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were sleeping on chairs. Andrei and van arrived. We leave by 5:15. The ride out to Sheremetyevo 

Airport was more or less silent, absolutely on my part.  I counted exactly one pedestrian while 

driving through a ghost-like Moscow. Admittedly, it was very early in the morning but it was still 

eerie. The airport scene was complicated a bit because customs hadn't opened up and I guess the 

Swiss Air flight was not ready to accept passengers. We had a silent breakfast at the cafeteria. 

When we finally tried to clear customs, we ran into a young lady inspector. Attractive and surly 

at the same time, she opened up practically all the baggage, held up everything because Vera had 

mislaid her money declaration. Finally, we got through, to passport control, to security clearance, 

a short wait and then aboard a Swiss Air flight first to Warsaw and then to Zurich where we were 

to transfer to another Swiss Air flight to Barcelona. 

 

 Warsaw was very wet when we landed. We were not allowed to disembark unlike the 

last time through there when they insisted we had to go inside the terminal. I spent most of the 

flight to Warsaw and then to Zurich writing up yesterday's talk with Chlenov. 

 

 Zurich was also wet but wet with snow. Our flight to Barcelona was delayed. 

 

 We arrived in Barcelona an hour or so late, Pedro Yanez was not there which didn't 

overly surprise me. I exchanged $40 at the astonishing rate of 137 pesetas for $1. The peseta had 

just been devalued. In fact, that day's Herald Tribune which I read on the Zurich-Barcelona flight 

quoted 90 to 1. Well, this should make things cheap for American tourists. 

 

 The taxi ride to the Hotel Colon was 1200 pesetas (c. 800 with 400 for the luggage). I got 

room 326, not facing the Cathedral, there are no singles that face that interesting building. I was 

told at the desk that Sr. Yanez had been there looking for me and would return. It turned out that 

he was downstairs in the dining room having lunch. He was in Barcelona waiting for me with a 

taxi from Andorra sent down by the government. I knew that Pedro would show up some time 
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and that we would probably go up to Andorra but what I didn't know was that a formal program 

had been arranged (shades of Mother Russia) and that on this evening we were to have supper 

with the President of Andorra. 

 

 After hurried goodbyes to Vera and Judy and a very quick shower in rusty water and an 

extraordinarily fast changeover to my three piece suit, we set off in a large American car. The 

ride to Andorra took over four hours to the best of my recollection. We left about 4:45 and 

arrived after 9:00 p.m. It was a curious ride through much of the province of Barcelona eastwards 

to the Pyrannees. About 3/4 of the way there, we ran into forest fires dotting the steep slopes. 

According to Pedro and confirmed by the driver, there fires, and many others, were 

"provocados", they were set deliberately. It was unclear why this is being done, if it is being 

done, etc. In any case, there was a brisk wind fanning these fires and Catalonia is in the throes of 

a severe drought. 

 

 The conversation on the way up was concerned with both the objectives and tactics of 

the visit. According to Pedro, the President wants a center at Columbia. The reasons, to me, 

appear more politico-symbolic than scholarly or practical. However, it also appears that the 

Minister of Culture, a man named Ubach, with a so-called "French" orientation, may well cause 

trouble and might jeopordize the idea. All of this was news to me. I felt unprepared to enter into 

battle for an idea, a concept which I had idly thrown out nearly a year ago and hadn't really 

thought of since. So I started thinking, what the hell can you do. 

 

 The second issue brought up by Pedro was the university. Apparently, the President 

again is interested in starting up something in Andorra but again the Minister of Culture is 

opposed or ignorant of the subject. In any case, Pedro asked me not to speak about it to the 

Minister. I had no intention to speak about it at all. Pedro spoke about the possibility of setting up 

a private university through a private foundation with government backing but no government 
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control or direction. Pedro never makes anything very clear -- it may be deliberate, it may be lack 

of English which he insists on speaking to me, or it may be deliberate. I suppose one reason for 

going in the private direction is that it avoides a direct confrontation with the two co-princes of 

Andorra -- the President of France and the Spanish Bishop of Urgel. 

 

 Through much of this conversation I was thinking that somehow I am to be used maybe 

to be had. Am I really their deus ex machina? What the hell is Pedro getting out of this -- does it 

pay to be a "gofer" for the government, individuals in the government, etc. As we got higher into 

the Pyrannees, as the snow-capped peaks began to appear, I wondered what the hell was going 

on. 

 

 Finally, we went through Seu Urgel, the Spanish town that borders Andorra and the seat 

of the Bishop of Urgel, the co-prince of the princepality. The border consists of an Andorran post 

which seems to take no interest in incoming traffic and a much larger Spanish structure in the 

shape of a huge shed in which cars, busses and individual tourists may be examined on their way 

out. 

 

 We drove through the first parish, St. Julian, and then to the capital, Andorra La Vella. 

The government had booked us rooms at the Park Hotel, a lovely little place, sort of like a 

mountair lodge. Had room 5 and when I entered I found a package with letters of welcome from 

the President and other functionaries. Among the gifts were a book of Andorian stamps and a 

leather case with two bronze Andorran medallions. Most impressive! 

 

 Supper with the President and the Minister of Culture was scheduled at a restaurant 

called "Celler d'En Toni." To the clicking of two cameras, I met the President and Sr. Ubach. The 

President is a man in his late forties or early fifties, he looks a little like Alex Guiness with 

eyeglasses and a pipe. Sr. Ubach is younger, maybe late thirties, early forties, tall and sort of like 
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a male Haydee Piedraurevas. I was dead tired. I had gotten up at 4:00 a.m. Moscow time (2:00 

a.m. Andorran time), flown across Europe, driven over four hours to Andorra and now here I was 

sitting with the leader of a country which could well have been the setting of "The Mouse that 

Roared". 

 

 After a very nice meal (the restaurant was first-rate) which I could barely get down, we 

started talking turkey. I was made to say something about the ILAIS and the School of 

International Affairs. I explained how I thought a center for Andorran studies could be brought 

under the umbrella of the Institute. It seemed to me that in the first year we could put together the 

administrative requirements for such a center, put together a bibliography of Andorran materials 

with particular reference to the English language sources, get 3 or 4 pre-doctoral students to 

Andorra this summer and perhaps get one or two Andorran scholarly events going. I had the 

impression that the President who didn't say a great deal was already committed to the idea of a 

Center and wasn't particularly concerned with the details. His concern appears to be the image of 

Andorra to the outside, whether Andorra is or is not a state. So he seemed to be quite content 

with the notion of "visibility" that could be provided Andorra through a series of 

scholarly/academic projects sponsored by the proposed Centers. After this, the President kept 

using the word visibility. I tried to make it clear that such a Center would not merely be an 

Andorran office of tourism in New York, this would not be tolerated by Columbia nor by me. 

This construction was accepted by the Andorrans.  Sr. Ubach was, contrary to expectation, quite 

cordial. He asked questions about the need for research in Andorra, etc. He could have been 

fencing around and smelling out the scene but nevertheless he didn't seem to be a man 

unalterably opposed to the idea. Despite my aches and pains, I thought I held forth rather well. In 

fact, I think the strange sight of Andorra La Vella set me off. I did not expect to see Hong Kong 

in an Alpine setting. Andorra has an enormous number of stores and apparently banks which 

service over 10,000,000 tourists a year (the total population of Andorra is about 38,000 with only 

10,000 of them really Andorrans). The place looks like a boom town with brightly lit stores and 
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residences. From the 12th century when Andorra was formed to about 1940, it maintained itself 

on a pastoral economy. For the most part, Andorran families had to export their sons to Spain or 

France in order to survive. During World War II, things began to change dramatically. Andorra 

was not overrun by the Germans and began to trade for France and apparently Spain. From then 

on it became a country of merchants. The President for example grows tobacco (it is the only 

thing grown in Andorra). Merchants who wish to sell American and other cigarettes to tourists 

are obliged to buy the Andorran crop (grown by only a few families) at an exorbitant price (over 

4x what American tobacco goes for) if they wish to have a license to sell the other stuff. Anyway, 

it seems you can find almost anything in Andorra at prices considerably lower than either France 

or Spain. Andorra has economic privileges from both and puts no taxes on goods bought and sold 

in the principality. In addition, Andorra has a ski industry and very beautiful scenery. I hadn't 

realized much of this before I got in this evening and I was all charged up -- possibilities of 

studies about tourism, economic development, from stoneage to new in 40 years, reactions to 

disaster (there was a devasting flood in November 1982); etc., etc. 

 

 At the end of the supper, the President kind of announced that the idea of a center at the 

ILAIS was settled, this was seconded by the Minister of Culture. Did I now want to talk about the 

details or was I too tired? I really was tired so it was decided to meet the next day at 12:30 before 

our scheduled lunch to finalize the matters. 

 

 We were driven back to the Park Hotel to what I thought was rest. But no -- would I 

mind saying hello to another Minister says Pedro, it'll only take a few minutes. We'll go to a bar. 

That was maybe 11:30 or so or about 20 hours after I had gotten up in Moscow. 

 

 We were driven to the bar by Antoni Morell (sort of in charge of the President's office 

and a person of considerable backroom influence, it is hinted) and Manuel Mas I Ribo (Secretary 

General of something and Minister of Tourism). Later on we were joined by a young lawyer and, 
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journal publisher named Marc Forne and what appeared to be his girlfriend Luisa Gisbert. The 

function of the meeting, very obviously, was for Pedro to brief the others as to what had 

happened at supper. It was Pedro's enthusiastic opinion that it had gone very well indeed and that 

the center idea was sold. Morell kept interrupting -- the gist of his argument was that Ubach was 

a tricky son-of-a-bitch and that one had to watch out, etc., etc. The amount of emotion generated 

by Morell was not warranted by the center proposal. It seems rather obvious that there are strains, 

tensions, creaks, etc, in this strange little executive group of this strange little principality. In any 

case, both Pedro and I were warned to beware. At about 2:00, I think, Morell and Mas drove us 

back to the hotel and collapse. 

 

 

Saturday, March 26 

 

 The official program started at 10:00. After breakfast, Pedro and I were met by the 

directress of Culture and Fine Arts (Lidia Armengol Vila), 

a translator who couldn't translate named William, and some kid who was the art history 

specialist. They brought me a pile of books and an atlas of Andorra and then we were off in two 

small cars because it was snowing. The idea was to tour Andorra until 12:30, to take in the major 

sites, man-made and natural. I went with Lidia, a blonde girl of about 32 with a pronounced limp. 

She is completing a doctoral thesis (troisieme cycle) at Peripgnan in France on the historical 

demography of 19th century Andorra. She clearly knows all about the system, Andorran 

geneologies, inheritance patterns, schooling, etc. She was a fund of information, she offered it in 

a sort of caustic way, not in anyway personally offensive, but like a person who knows her 

subject and nobody else really cares about it. I showed a lot of interest and we seemed to get 

along. She's going to send me her dissertation. 
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 I won't dwell on the sights we saw. They took me to St. Marti, a 12th century 

Romanesque Church, a lot of the countryside (absolutely beautiful) and to the old house that 

contains the legislative assembly, jail and so-ons. A great deal of detail was given and hopefully 

absorbed on this trip but I won't detail it here. Lidia herself is an interesting type, she's obviously 

unhappy working for the government and wants to quit next year. I don't know if she's one of the 

group that can be labelled progressive in Andorra -- I'm not sure. She's of a generation of about 

30 Andorrans who have gone on to University studies. The current crop is about 500 but Lidia 

says that they don't do well -- since papa can afford it, they all have cars and plenty of money to 

play with so it very often takes five years to finish one. 

  

 At 12:00, Ubach, Pedro, the Minister of Finance (a somewhat elderly man, shortish, no 

name given, very pleasant, gruff voice) and later joined by the President. For a while we talked 

generally about a possible program for the Center. At about the time the President came in it had 

been decided in broad terms that the first year of the Center's existence would be exploratory. We 

would undertake a bibliography and begin to actually collect the materials; I would mount a team 

of 3 to 4 pre-doctoral students for work in Andorra this summer. I would begin to organize an 

administration for the Center (secretary, etc.). I estimated that this would cost some $35,000 for 

the year. The students would be selected on the basis of excellence of proposals. Year 2 would be 

much the same except that one from the three-four first-year group would be selected for a full 

year grant ($15,000) for Andorran research. So, year 2 budget would be $50,000. Year 2 would 

also get a summer group out and two full-year students. For year 3, the budget would be $65,000 

or, a three-year total of $150,000. There was little debete and no dissent to this proposal. I 

suggested it go year by year for their protection, they thought three years of $35,000 should be 

guaranteed and that the other money would be available if the advanced students were available 

and duly selected. It was also agreed that the money would be sent directly to the ILAIS and that 

the students would be directly under my control without any government connection or 

interference. The Minister of Culture and the President agreed to all of this without blinking an 
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eyelid, the Minister of Finance sort of nodded in sage-like fashion. Pedro will write it up, in 

Spanish and English, in a form of contract between ILAIS and Andorra. I am to be project 

director whether or not I continue as director of ILAIS. And so begins something, I wonder what? 

I must admit, however, that it was a lot of fun negotiationg this deal even though it may have 

been all laid out before and I was merely a puppet. It seems to me that I could have hit them for a 

lot more -- they do seem eager to make the connection. 

 

 And then we talked about the university. That discussion was a lot less clear. They want 

something, probably for the same reason they want the center. Whether it should be a summer 

program, an English language program, international relations, etc. is up in the air. All the 

President wanted to know was whether a million dollars would be enough. They are thinking of 

creating a private foundation to avoid the inevitable veto from either the French or the Bishop or 

both if the government were to open up a university. The President and the Minister of Finance 

seem to be sure that private Andorran capital can be raised for the purpose. I suggested that a 

small working committee be set up to review options and decide on first steps. This was 

accepted. Pedro and I would be in this group and the President and his gang would appoint a 

couple of others. Ubach was present for all of this and appeared to raise no problems, certainly 

no obvious difficulties. 

 

 I'm not sure what Pedro is in this for. He says he wants to keep a hand in academia but he 

also is preparing the legislation and the procedures for bringing in a gambling casino complex 

into Andorra. Supposedly, 5% of the government profit in this casino venture would go for 

education. Anyway, I'm a lot less sure of this little activity than the first. 

 

 At 1:30 the President, the Minister of Finance, Pedro and I went off in the former's 

Mercedes Benz to a restaurant called "El Bon Raco". A great place, a former stable, the food was 

sensational. I had a sopa de ajo and a rack of lamb. The conversation centered on tobacco, 
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Winston-Salem, etc., Since the President is knee-deep in the stuff. Aside from owning tobacco 

fields in Andorra and a bank, I hear, also the Reynolds Tobacco Co. monopoly in Andorra and a 

tobacco factory in the Canary Islands. Although he only nods, it seems to me that the Finance 

Minister is involved in the President's businesses. The President is going to come to the U.S. and 

New York in May. He'd like, along other things to find out about summer school at Columbia for 

his daughter who is finishing philosophy at the University of Barcelona. At the end of the lunch, 

the President announced that he was going to Mallorca on business. He drove us to the hotel 

where he and the Finance Minister bid me a warm farewell. 

March 7, 1985 

  

 I have just boarded British Airways Flight 710 at Heathrow Airport, London for Moscow, 

Left New York last night (March 6) on TWA flight 704.  The TWA flight was full due to the 

PanAm strike, the seating was uncomfortable, but this Atlantic crossing was quiet and 

uneventful.  At Heathrow, I managed to buy some cigarettes for the Moscow boys as well as to 

talk to Mary Alice Lowenthal by phone. 

 

 This is my fifth trip to the Soviet Union and I am beginning to feel like a commuter.  

Given Vera's death, the timing of this particular visit is somewhat awkward, and my preparations 

are far from complete.  However, I think the political reasons for going at this time override the 

logistical and social problems.  In my mind, I think it essential that the Soviet anthropology link 

be maintained and, to do that, I think it important that I show up in Moscow as soon as possible.  

The Soviet colleagues should see that RISM continues and that its leadership continues firm. 

 

 The stated reason for this trip is to deal with questions related to the longevity volume 

which Vera was supervising and editing as well as with the Peoples of the Soviet Union which I 

have been dealing with.  The former is not in all that bad shape (or at least this is my impression 

at this point), there are a number of minor substantive questions to be answered, some rough 
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spots in the bibliographies, etc.  The real issue with that volume is to get it thoroughly edited in 

English.  My volume has more intrinsic difficulties in that the substance of each chapter is 

uneven in quality, the translations are, on the whole, abysmal and I have not had the benefit of 

possessing the original Russian language texts.  So, all the issues will be brought up by me in 

Moscow--I expect that Bromley et al. will let me do whatever I want.  If not, I think it will be 

difficult to find an American publisher.  In any case, I am most interested in the type and level of 

reception I will receive in Moscow.  

 

 This last month has been an extremely hectic one for me.  Vera's death on February 7, the 

burial in Bridgehampton a day later, all the shenanigans related to the organization of her 

memorial service in February, my succession to the directorship of RISM, the board meetings, 

the service itself, classes, etc.  It was indeed a frantic time which, in fact is not yet finished.  I see 

the Soviet trip as part and parcel of this period. 

 

 The flight from London was uneventful.  As one might expect, the British plane was 

mostly empty -- 29 passengers in all -- most of these young English kids on a tour -- also the wife 

of a British Embassy official in Moscow.  We mostly flew over a heavy cloud cover but the last 

hour or so was clear and you could see the heavy snows that fell on Russia this winter.  I could 

pick out tiny rural villages, small penned in areas that could either contain animals or used as 

kitchen gardens.  In general, the scene below us was quite bleak.  Sheremetievov Airport was the 

same snow covered with white painted Aeroflot planes strewn around the tarmac. 

 

 I went through passport control quickly despite the fact that the young Border Guard kept 

staring at me.  I think they have to put in a compulsory four or five minute stare or they aren't real 

members of the tribe. 
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 I was met by Liudmilla Kuzmina -- all by herself.  She came out by taxi -- slightly 

strange.  She seemed genuinely upset about Vera's passing and commented how strange and sad 

it was to see me standing alone waiting for my baggage. 

 

 She brought me into the usual Academy of Sciences Gastinistsa and had me put into a 

two-room suite (713-714).  My stock in the Soviet world must be going up.  She was properly 

impressed that I've become the RISM director.  Her news about Institute staff was not so hot.  

Bromley is ill, given the hand gestures she made it seems that it might be very serious although 

she claims it is the grippe.   Bruk is OK but his wife is not.  Gourvich is dying of cancer.  The 

deputy director lady is on leave.  But no mention of Koslov, Voronoff, et al. 

 

 She thinks I should go to Leningrad and not Baku because I "need a rest."  My guess at 

this point is that there has been some serious shuffling at the Institute of Ethnography or that a 

shuffling is about to take place. 

 

 Kuzmina's son Pavel joins us in my room.  We can't go out to eat because all the 

restaurants are full tonight, the evening before Women' s Day in the Soviet Union, and therefore, 

the beginning of a long weekend.  She tells me that I will have three "free days" on my program 

because of this and that we'd go to the "theater."  Who knows? 

 

 I had an interesting conversation with Pavel -- with Kuzmina mostly listening.  Her 

English has deteriorated and my Russian has totally disappeared.  For obvious reason (Vera's 

death) we compared notes on Greek, Russian and Jewish death patterns.  The Russians appear to 

do everything the Greeks do -- 3-4 days before actual burial, drinking after the burial, some sort 

of 7-day ceremony, a 40 day memorial and one a year later.  I asked about evil eye in Russian 

and, a little to my surprise, found that it is alive and well in Moscow.  Pavel, who has defended 

his candidate's thesis on the origin of the Pacific Ocean floor, carries the traditional safety pin 
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(pinned to the top of his pants) which wards off the evil eye and Kuzmina, his mother, checks to 

see that he has it with him.  So much for scientific rationalism! 

 

 Pavel was quite outgoing, very voluble, inquired about Pat from Kentucky, was interested 

in my comments about George Kenan's recent article on Soviet-American relations in the New 

Yorker (I gave him that issue). 

 

 I gave Kuzmina her present from Wesley Fisher and mine also made tentative 

arrangements to hand over the computer tape I carried over at Fisher's request for some MGU 

professor.  Kuzmina arranged for some snacks (wine, a fish thing, tea chocolate, bread) and we 

munched away for about three hours. 

 

 I'm to be picked up tomorrow at 11:15 a.m. by Pavel for the beginning of my cultural 

program.  I hope that my closer associates from the Institute know I'm here and rescue me.  We'll 

see. 

 

 A curious note -- I asked about Pavel's father, Kuzmina's husband, and was told by him 

(very late in our conversation) that he is in the hospital with "a quite serious heart attack."  So 

apparently the Institute of Ethnography crowd is beset by the same kind of problems that we have 

been experiencing at RISM. 

  

 They left about 9:30 p.m. Moscow time (1:30 p.m. New York time).  I took my BP 

[126/78] -- fantastic after no sleep and bombing half around the world.  Wrote this junk up and 

propose to go to bed.  It is now 11:08 p.m. 
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March 8, 1985 

 

 Slept moderately well, woke up at 4:00 a.m. but stayed in bed until 7:30.  Had breakfast 

in the Buffet on the fifth floor (a roll, cheese, a kind of yogurt and tea -- 70 kopecks) .  Curious 

line of people waiting to eat or leaving -- 3 cops and then a bunch of assorted beefy types, none 

particularly tall men and women -- dress code appears to be rough sweaters.  A couple of the 

clients were speaking French -- apparently visiting academics -- the rest were Soviet but probably 

from the provinces.  I still haven't figured out who has privileges to come to the Academy of 

Sciences hotel.  By the was, there is a new building going up in front of this structure.  According 

to Liudmilla, it is to be a new Academy hotel.   

 

 Went out for a walk about 9:30.  The day is crystal clear but awfully cold.  Judging from 

my ears, it must be about 10 degrees F. 

 

 Woman's Day is full force.  Nobody is on the streets and all the shops and offices are 

closed.  Only the bread store is operating but without any attendants that I could see.  It's a little 

weird -- this tomb-like city without much sound.  One can easily begin to feel isolated and out of 

contact.  Didn't think I would so quickly miss the sound of telephones ringing.  

 

 I go down at 11:15 to meet Pavel.  He's there, right on time, and on an outside phone.  We 

go to his car in which is seated his "girlfriend" (I think he has a harem).  She turns out to be a 

small, dark-haired girl with bangs and a big smile.  Her name is Sonia and her surname is Polish 

in origin.  Sonia is in "cosmetics" -- she waits on the Moscow elite women and advises them on 

make-up, face massages, etc.  The Soviet Union in on the march!  According to Pavel she is 27 

although she looks much younger, has studied in an institute (medically-oriented) for her job and 

is considered by the "ladies" to be no.1 or no.2 in her profession in Moscow.  She earns five 

times as much as Pavel who is an oceanographer with an earned candidate's degree and an 
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enviable post in the Institute of Oceanography.  It must be tips.  Sonia turns out to be pleasant, 

she has her own apartment (which must be some sort of coup in Moscow), knows no English and 

thinks that Pavel is not translating all that I said about her.   

 

 I thought we were going on a tour by car but it turns out that Liudmilla has gotten 3 

tickets out of the government for a ballet at the Bolshoi Theater.  The show is at 12:00 noon (the 

matinees are early in this country).  We have a first row box about 7 or 8 rows from the stage.  

Magnificent view!  I am happy to be there because I love the interior of the Bolshoi.  We go first 

to the Buffet where we have the obligatory glass of sweet champagne, red caviar, and a chocolate 

bar. 

 

 The performance turns out to be a Russian ballet adaptation of Shakespeare's Much Ado 

About Nothing, music by T. N. Chrenikov, who, according to Pavel, is the current big cheese in 

Soviet music.  I found the performance sadly wanting.  The music was uninspiring, to say the 

least, the choreography was abysmal, and the dancing, in general, and in particular by a slightly 

paunchy prima ballerina, was rigid, awkward and without effect.  Too bad, the Bolshoi usually 

puts on a good, solid show.  Maybe they don't bother much on holiday matinees when tourists are 

not around.  In any case, since none of the dancers were known by name by Pavel, this might 

well have been the second or third Bolshoi company. 

 

 We get back into the car (it belongs to Pavel or his father and it's a Russian made Fiat 

150).  Apparently Liudmilla has made lunch for us.  We drive by the old Lubianka Prison which 

is now KGB headquarters and past the Kremlin (still gorgeous).  We drop off Sonia at her 

apartment.  Pavel takes her up and I wait downstairs.  It is really cold but I had the presence of 

mind to dress very warmly this morning. 
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 Pavel and I proceed to his mother's apartment.  The food is on the table and it's her usual 

Ukrainian/Siberian feast.  Just before we sit down Pavel's father calls up and Pavel speaks with 

him.  According to Liudmilla he had a kind of pre-heart infarction (attack?)  and he'll be in a not-

so-hot hospital (no. 51) for 2 or 3 weeks.  If something happens to a Muscovite, he or she cannot 

go to the hospital or choice but must go to the one assigned to the region/neighborhood they live 

in.  During the four hours or so that I was in their house, the telephone kept ringing.  It was 

always a girl who wanted to speak to Pavel -- apparently a Muscovite swinger. 

 

 During my stay, a number of conversations crept up.  Corruption was one of the 

important themes.  It must be rampant given the stiff sentences a Soviet citizen can get for this 

type of offense.  For example, it appears to be common to give a cop three rubles if he catches 

you speeding (over 60km in the city).  The real fine is 5 rubles.  However, if you are observed 

and turned in for this, the briber gets two years in the clink and the cop gets five years.  If you 

give a surgeon something under the table to get good treatment he can get five or more years.  

Similar crimes can get you from eight to fifteen years.  The issue of corruption kept coming up. 

 

 We talked about pensions and retirements.  According to Pavel, if a Soviet citizen works 

20 years and is a female over 55 or a male over 60, he or she is entitled to a pension ranging from 

120 to 180 rubles a month.  Liudmilla, he says, now earns 400 rubles a month and will draw 180 

rubles on retirement.  The range from 120 (for the bottom of the heap) to 180 (for skilled, 

professional types) is not much more.  There are exceptions.  For example, generals earn 1000 

rubles a month while in service and get 220 monthly on retirement.  Academicians do the best of 

all (tell this to Larry Cremin).  If you are elected to the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences you get 

500 rubles monthly, plus your pay (probably another 500) if you're an institute director (most of 

them are) plus 300 rubles if you also head a department in the institute (most apparently do).  On 

retirement, you continue collecting the 500 from the Academy for life, plus an appropriate 

amount from both of the other salaries.  In the Soviet Union, that's living high off the hog.   
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 If a person has not worked 20 years in a state job, he or she is entitled to only 30 rubles a 

month when they get old which will get you "bread and water" according to Pavel.  These are the 

types who have to resort to begging, a syndrome which exists in this socialist state. 

 

 We talked about marriage and divorce.  Pavel told me his mother said he could marry 

after he got out of university (he apparently was in love with some girl while in university); when 

he graduated she told him he could get married after he had an institute post; he got that, then she 

said that he needed to defend his candidate's thesis; now he's done that and she tells him how can 

he start a family without having his doctorate.  He said this all in jocular fashion but it is clear 

that Mamma Liudmilla isn't letting son Pavel have a long leash. 

 

 Divorce, as I already knew, is endemic in the Soviet Union.  Legally, it is quite easy.  If 

both parties want it, they go to a "special department," pay 50 rubles, and they get it 

automatically.  If one resists the idea, the case goes to a "court" which will call in witnesses to 

testify as to relevance of the reasons given by the party that opposes the divorce.  According to 

Pavel, it really makes no difference because the "court" invariably rules for the divorce.  After the 

divorce, the mother always gets the children and the father pays 20% of his salary (deducted 

automatically from his pay by his factory, etc.) to the wife for one child or 33% if there are two 

or more.  The Soviet Union now has a 50% divorce rate (the highest rate in the world, according 

to Pavel). 

 

 We talked about a number of other things before it was announced that Liudmilla and I 

were off to another cultural event and had to drive down to the center of Moscow. 

 

 This time it's the evening performance (8:00 p.m.) at the Tchaikovsky Concert Hall.  Built 

in 1940 and seating 1650 people, it is a comfortable although not the most elegant theater in 
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town.  There is an open stage and a kind of closed amphitheater style to it.  I think it's on Gorky 

Street.  This evening, the show is being put on by the Igor Moisev Folk Dance Ensemble (the 

really great group that's been in New York a number of times.  This performance, in contrast to 

the matinee, I really enjoyed.  The troupe did Polish, Rumanian, Russian, Venezuelan, Yakut, 

Vietnamese and other dances plus an interesting Spanish-type theme called Music of the Moon 

or something like that with caped men, flamenco dancers, bull fighter and such.  They also did a 

beautifully choreographed piece on modern Soviet Industry which reminded me of the Charlie 

Chaplin film Modern Times.  They ended it with a fantastically crafted, modern by Russian 

standards, number utilizing the music of Night on Bald Mountain.  It had Ukrainian dances and 

then a fantasy with male devils and female devils (dressed in flesh-colored body suits making 

them look almost nude).  But it was great fun, beautifully danced and timed.  That piece would 

do well in New York, and not just as folk dance. 

 

 The Moisev group is well trained and disciplined.  The dancers are uniformly handsome 

and the dances are elegantly conceived.  According to Liudmilla, Moissev gets his dancers from 

the Bolshoi School.  The troupe that performed tonight easily had 80 dancers plus musicians. 

 

 We got out at 9:30, got our coats and were picked up by Pavel who came back to get us.  

A dutiful son, by God!  Dropped off at the Gastinitsas and here I am. 

 

 Just a note about future plans.  Liudmilla tells me that I'm to go to Leningrad on Tuesday 

night on the overnight train and by myself.  Victor Koslov will come by tomorrow morning "to 

work," and that Bromley would like to see me on Monday at 4:00 p.m. (he has an important 

Academy meeting until then).  I wonder how I am to get through both volumes in less than two 

days at the Institute of Ethnography.  It's a good thing I'm a Libra. 
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 Anyway, so ends Women's Day in the Soviet Union.  I told my hosts it's a nice thing that 

they have it as long as they preserve the remaining 364 days for the men. 

 

 

March 9, 1985 

 

 I wake up about 8:00 a.m. a little bleary, the jet lag has yet to run its course -- bathe, 

shave, do the usual things and look forward to breakfast and maybe going out before Victor 

Koslov is to arrive at 11:00 a.m.  About 8:45 or so, I go downstairs to the 5th floor Buffet room 

where there's a line of about twenty people before me -- I guess I hit the late rush hour on holiday 

weekends.  Luckily, I have a New Yorker with me so I stand reading on line.  The silver lining, I 

guess of all this wait is that I got a chance to play fuming ethnographer and observe queue 

behavior and the management of a typical Russian operation. 

 

 The Buffet is really just 2 or 3 rooms on the 5th floor of the hotel.  There is another just 

like it on the 11th.  Usually there is one woman who takes the order, prepares the order, cooks up 

whatever is necessary (generally fried eggs and pasty looking frankfurters and sausages in the 

morning), totes up the bill on an abacus, collects the money and makes change.  Another woman 

or two washes up the dishes and the very tinny-looking silverware and cleans off the tables on 

occasion.  To serve each customer seems to take an eternity.  The line moves by inches, people 

appear to come in and get ahead of the line but they apparently have come earlier and get their 

place and then return to their rooms until they think the line has progressed.  The woman serving 

takes her time, never seems out of sorts, and the people (mostly academics and their families) 

wait stolidly and apparently without irritance.  The morning garb of the customers tends to be 

basement Klein -- cheap pants (and the occasional ill-fitting jeans), sweaters, no ties, women in 

assorted footwear from sneakers to boots.  Some older men (who look like party functionaries) 
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come down in dark, ill-fitting suits, shirts and ill-matched ties.  The dress code matches the 

service and even the look of the food they carry away to their tables. 

 

 The food that some consume for breakfast is incredible and, no doubt, has something to 

do with the enormous girth of most males and females.  It is not unusual to see someone order 

(and eat) three fried eggs swimming in oil, some yogurt or something like it, sausages that lie 

limp and mangy on a plate, cheese, a couple or three buns with butter, tea and a Pepsi-cola or 

two.  I've heard of fortifying for the cold but my God! 

 

 You sit down wherever there's a seat even though there may be others at the table.  There 

seems to be little casual conversation and the eating is done rapidly.  When through, people cart 

their dirty dishes to a table up front.  The Buffets also sell wine, some booze, champagne, 

chocolate, herring dishes, etc.  In the evening, you can get a meal of sorts, I'm told.  Actually, the 

food itself is not all that bad if you're not interested in presentation style.  The women who serve 

and the occasional male worker behind the counter look grimy (they probably aren't), the men 

need shaves, etc. and the way they process an order is positively medieval.  They could use some 

management consultation.  The Buffet is not atypical in style of operation from many other 

places I've seen in the Soviet Union, particularly in Russia proper. 

 

 I got back to my room about 10:15.  Koslov arrived about a half hour later.  His greeting 

was warm and he said a few genuine things about Vera before proceeding to ask about the RISM 

directorship, the policies I would have, etc.  He then wanted to see the two volumes.  I showed 

him the longevity one, and he went through all the questions carefully.  He took all those sheets 

in order to organize getting the answers during the coming week.  We then discussed the ethnic-

peoples book.  I raised most of the issues I wanted; also gave him his paper to take home to read 

(he promised to return it with penciled corrections/comments; replied to his queries about 
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Brook's demography paper should we update the census figures?, etc.).   He hinted that I should 

be very clear and specific with Bromley et al. when we meet Monday. 

 

 I gave him the magnifying ruler and a fancy pen for a present and then he gave me a 

choice of going to a restaurant or to his home for lunch.  I quickly took the latter option. 

 

 We went out to his flat by Metro and bus (it took nearly an hour) first the Kaluzhsko-

Rizhskaya line of the Metro to the last stop -- Belyayevo.   We got on at Oktyabrskaya Station 

and passed Academicheskaya (where the Institute of Ethnography is located).  Then we took a 

bus for about fifteen minutes.  We were at the edge of the Moscow city limits just before you get 

to the outer ring road.  The area out there has only been developed in the last ten years.  There is 

a great deal of open space, even occasional birch forests.  Apartment complexes dot the area but 

are spread quite far apart.  Victor's apartment house stands with 10 to 15 others just like it (white 

with green trim).  The live on the fourth floor overlooking the complex's kindergarten.  The 

apartment itself is new and neatly furnished.  There is a kitchen, bath, a study, and a living 

room/bedroom.  Victor's study holds his books, a desk, and a stereo-radio-cassette player.  He 

owns hundreds of English language paperbacks (detective stories, science-fiction and general 

fiction); a nice collection on British race relations (he just published a book on the subject) and 

an assortment of Russian books (a lot look like literature).  Everything is in absolute order. 

 

 His wife Liudmilla, called Milla for short, is a most pleasant woman, younger looking but 

probably 55, with red-brown hair.  She claimed to know little English but she turned out to be 

remarkably facile in the language.  She has just retired and collects a pension: she worked as a 

librarian and a French teacher in a night, adult-education school.  The hours were from 6 to 12 in 

the evening.  She has retired, she said, because the school was closing down because of lack of 

students.  Since high school is now compulsory (?), there are fewer and fewer adults in need of 

this special education service. 
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 Milla served a good lunch -- the usual appetizers, a kind of burnt meat pie, soup and then 

some passable beef.  She pooh-poohed everything she did and poked fun at random.  I very much 

enjoyed her company and she proved quite different from what I expected to find. 

 

 Victor played the Rubin Memorial-Service tape then we retired to the living room.  We 

watched some TV (an awful animated cartoon) and talked about the state of US/USSR relations 

(they both seem well briefed), and sundry things.  As usual, Victor is hard to pin down on any 

subject but he appeared very much the free thinker in his own home. 

 

 He presented me with a collection of Hungarian folk music records and wanted to give 

me his fur hat.  I accepted the former but not the latter. 

 

 Milla trotted out tea and a couple of cakes she had baked, we talked a good while about 

Stalin's daughter who lives now in Georgia (and how sorry he felt for the granddaughter who 

knows no Russian and is really an American).  I found out that I'm staying in Leningrad for 2 

days, Wednesday and Thursday, etc. 

 

 At about 8 we started back.  Outside, it was about 5 degrees F but we walked to the bus; 

they got on with me so that they would be sure I got to the Metro.  We said goodbye and I rode 

back in lonely splendor without difficulty.  I am to meet Victor tomorrow at 11 to go for a walk 

and a shopping tour in the center of town. 

 

 When I got back Kuzmina called to tell me she would pick me up at 6 tomorrow night to 

go to the circus.  Moscow is beginning to remind me a little of ancient Rome. 
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 I also called Lucie Manevich to tell her about Cora's package.  She says she is sick so I'm 

to call her again on Monday to arrange the transfer. 

 

 

March 10, 1985 

 

 I woke up a couple of times last night but, on the whole I got some rest.  Got out of bed 

around 8:00 a.m., did the usual things and went off, with some trepidation, to the Buffet.  

Actually, it wasn't too bad today, the line went quickly, the food almost looked good, etc.  It's 

marvelous what a day or two of acclimatization will do! 

 

 I was to meet Victor in the Metro station at 11:00.  Since I had about an hour, I decided to 

visit Melodia, the record store on Lenin Prospect.  I didn't but anything this time, but there are 

classical records which would not be bad to have.  I'll come back another day. 

 

 I walked back on Lenin Prospect to the Oktyabrskaya Station, pay my 5 kopecks, go 

down the long escalator to the metro line, and there's Victor who is supposed to meet me at 11.  

It's a few minutes early and I wonder if poor Victor got worried that I'd get lost.  I also wonder 

how early he got there. 

 

 We took the Metro to Novokuznetskaya Station where we began our long walk.  I should 

note here that it was frigid outside, I had on two sweaters, jacket, heavy coat, scarf, two pairs of 

socks, beret and I was cold.  Victor looked to be comfortable and was a little surprised that I 

seemed to be suffering.  He pulled up my pant leg and came up with the answer.  He couldn't 

believe that I didn't have long underwear.  My remark was that the latter was the Soviet secret 

weapon and the reason why Napoleon and Hitler never made it to Moscow during Winter. 
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 I took pictures of the Russian-Turkish War monument (1875), the Central Committee CP 

building, and then a couple of shots of Lubianka Prison (now KGB headquarters).  I also took 

one with Lubianka and Densky Mir, the big children's toy store together.  What a strange 

juxtaposition. 

 

 We went into Densky Mir but it was worse than Macy's at Christmastime.  The Russian 

love of children is proverbial and it's nowhere better demonstrated than in this huge store full of 

doting fathers and mothers with their offspring all shoving their way to the counter.  The quality 

of the merchandise I saw, while still poor by U.S. standards, looked better than in 1983, the last 

time I was here. 

 

 We went past the Bolshoi Theater, past Marx Square and his statue, into Red Square.  By 

this time I was frozen so we went into GUM, the largest department store of Moscow.  While 

still crowded, the throngs were nothing like Densky Mir this day.  A lot of Soviet servicemen, 

some Mongolians and other exotic types mixed with callow-looking Russian boys in uniform.  I 

had forgotten how young and how silly young conscripts (in any army) look in their ill-fitting 

uniforms.  Apparently when the Soviet military types get a day's leave, they go out (voluntarily?) 

by the platoon.  They get their picture taken, as a unit, in Red Square and they clomp around like 

the little boys they really are.  It's curious and sad how wars are fought by babies who haven't got 

a clue.  I remember marching around like that when I was a little American boy soldier, 

Anyway... 

 

 We then began a trek up Gorky Street which, by reputation, is the most fashionable 

shopping area.  Victor and I went into a couple of gift shops, the usual kinds of things, but I 

wanted to have a look.  With Victor pushing me up to a counter past a bunch of burly lady 

shoppers, I bought a few vials of perfume.  I haven't got a clue what they're like but they should 

make better souvenirs than little Lenin pins -- maybe. 
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 Victor keeps rushing around, he's apparently anxious about getting in a full day's worth.  

Our next stop, by bus, is a music store, I had asked to visit one in order to buy some hard-to-get 

in New York scores.  I was particularly interested in Komitas music for voice.  Unfortunately, the 

lady clerk in the shop (like on in the 19th century) told Victor that such scores existed, they had 

some recently, but were sold out. 

 

 I then suggested we go to the Berioska to get books for Victor.  It's a real paradox to me 

why Soviet citizens cannot buy certain books in Russian, published in the Soviet Union.  They 

are available only to foreigners who can only buy in hard Western currency.  There's nothing 

particularly wrong with these books, they tend mainly to be literature.  Anyway, he selects 4 or 5 

books, I pay for them and we leave.  We then walk to the big bookstore near Gorky Park. 

 

 I was looking for a good short history of the U.S.S.R. in English.  I wasn't satisfied with 

the one I saw but Victor bought me a Leningrad guide book for my troubles. 

 

 After this thoroughly freezing journey of about 3 1/2 hours, it was time for lunch.  The 

options were few, the restaurant in the Academy Gastinitsa or the one in the Warsaw Hotel.  We 

picked the latter.  The vodka warmed me up, the bread and butter was good, and the meal we just 

about passable.  Our conversation for an hour and a half ranged all over the lot.  I do remember 

asking Victor about his first impressions of the U.S. (he came to San Francisco in 1975 for a 

meeting).  For him, he said, the most interesting discovery was the high quality of life for the 

"ordinary" person in the U.S.  He likes to walk the streets in strange places to see how people 

live.  He loved San Francisco, if he were to live in the U.S., that's where he'd like "to live," 

although, interestingly enough, New York is where he'd like to be.  Nonetheless, he has never 

considered leaving the U.S.S.R.  Moscow is his home and that is where he will live.  Victor is 

now 61 and, parenthetically, feels he has 10 more good years left.  With all of this, Victor loves 
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to travel abroad and welcomes opportunities to do so.  He's coming to New York this coming 

summer to attend the gerontology meetings. 

 

 I go back to the Gastinitsa about 4:30.  After that long walk, the vodka and food, I felt 

sleepy.  I really dozed off because Kuzmina and Pavel had to telephone me to get me up.  We had 

a date for 6 to go to the circus.  What a rich "cultural program" I'm having. 

 

 Pavel drives us up to the Lenin Hills district, near Moscow State University, where there 

is a new circus building.  Before we take our seats, Pavel insists that we have some ice cream 

(Muscovites devour ice cream all year round and the ice cream stands have been very busy even 

on these very cold days that I have been here), then Liudmilla insists we have champagne (a 

water glass full for me), and then she plucks out bon-bons from her pocketbook so we don't go 

hungry.  An incredible combination --  but very Russian -- ice cream, champagne, and 

chocolates, that's the way to see a circus. 

 

 The theater holds 3,400 but feels very intimate.  It has one ring and the acts come out 

serially.  They had some wonderful bears doing wonderful things, credible acrobats but not 

spectacular (they work with nets), a great horse act (a la wild west) by Ossetians, some funny 

specialty acts, and a moderately good clown.  It was an enjoyable show but not exhilarating.  We 

got out about 9:30 and Pavel's car was lightly dusted with snow.  As I said to Pavel when he 

asked me when the weather would warm up, "in July". 

 

 They drove me directly back to the Gastinitsa.  Valentin will call me at 10 tomorrow 

morning, undoubtedly to pass on my marching orders. 

 

 Ah, yes, I forget -- while driving out to Lenin hills, I asked Pavel about the huge hot water 

plant we were passing (these plants apparently provide heat and hot water for all of Moscow).  
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He said that all of them, I guess before the Revolution, belonged to Bromley's Scottish 

grandfather, who was then the biggest industrialist around. 

 

 

March 11, 1985 

 

 Tonight there are only two developments that deserve full treatment: (1) the first meetings 

at the Institute of Ethnography; and (2) the death today of Konstantin Chernenko, First Secretary 

of the U.S.S.R. C.P. and Head of State. 

 

 The day began as usual -- breakfast was surprisingly efficient or else I got there way after 

the working stiffs had left.  Waited for Valentin's call which came exactly at 10 and he arrived at 

the hotel a half hour later.  He hasn't changed much except for the fact that he is a grandfather 

twice over.  After about an hour's talk, we walked over to the Metro to ride to the Institute.  

Valentin's car, the old Volga, has been under a snow pile for the winter.  When and if it is 

uncovered, it's problematic if he can get it to run again. 

 

 At the Institute I'm ushered directly into Kuzmina's office who is there as well as Tanya, 

my old buddy, and another woman.  Greetings all around and suddenly I'm wisked to Koslov's 

office where I see Andrei Voronov, Olga Komorova, Llosa Pavlenko and another girl.  They 

obviously were discussing the work they had to do for the longevity book.  Victor seems to have 

assigned them all some papers to deal with.  I was assured that I'd get it all back, with questions 

answered, by this coming Saturday -- or at least much of it, some of it... It's unclear whether 

they're going to communicate with Tokar in Kiev and Soso and Naira in Tblisi while I'm around 

to talk to them also or will do it while I'm out of sight.  Somehow I get the feeling that Victor 

wants all this to route through him.  I may have forgotten to note that during a conversation a 

couple of days ago he made it clear that he is the co-editor, with me, on the longevity volume -- 
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and also wanted the book dedicated to Vera Rubin.  This latter strong suggestion can be 

interpreted in several ways.  In any case, he has given marching orders to his troops.  Whether 

they respond in time or not, I'll see on Saturday. 

 

 Andrei Voronov was somewhat subdued -- his mother died about a month ago.  Llosa 

Pavlenko was his usual somewhat retiring self but the memory of his splattering the inside of the 

bus windshield with vomit on Easter Day, 1981 in Georgia still remains vivid in my mind.  He 

really had a Russian load-on that memorable Sunday.  Olga Komorova is back at work after 

maternity leaves -- she has two daughters now.  She's still the best dressed of the Institute's girlies 

-- which isn't saying a great deal.  There was another lady staff member in the room whom I 

didn't remember meeting on earlier visits.  The discussion, if it can be called that, was informal 

and quite relaxed. 

 

 About 15 minutes into this activity, Solomon Bruk came in to greet me, and, since he is 

Deputy Director of the Institute, I was taken to his office with Victor to discuss his demography 

paper for the Peoples monograph.   He told me he had updates for all the population tables based 

on the 1983 census estimation.  Supposedly he is to go through my edited version of his paper 

and make necessary corrections and provide the new figures.  He's not sure he can get it all done 

by Saturday.  I am sure he can't get it done by Saturday.  Let's see how this works out. 

 

 Liudmilla is pacing around -- it's time for lunch.  I escape for a moment to see if I can 

find Valerie Tishkov, the head of the American section, and/or Chlenov, the bright Siberianist.  

Quite luckily, I meet Tishkov in the hallway.  He immediately invites me to his house (very 

interesting, this time around everybody is asking me home) and also asks me to give a lecture on 

Caribbean or Latin American research.  I accept both invitations.  Let's see what happens at a 

lecture with no theme and no preparation.  Krupnik, the bald sidekick of Chlenov, sidles up and 
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we exchange greetings.  He's another bright one -- maybe the intelligent characters are only 

allowed to hang out in the halls. 

 

 Lunch is private -- only Liudmilla and Valentin -- at the Hanoi Restaurant around the 

corner.  As we walk there, Liudmilla drops the bombshell very casually, very matter-of-factly -- 

Chernenko died, the announcement came on the air an hour or so ago (probably at noon).  More 

about this later.  Conversation at lunch centered around the issues concerning succession, with 

both observing that this was no problem.  Valentin talked about the virtues of collective 

leadership at times like this, etc.  They didn't think any announcement about a successor would 

be made for a few days and when I asked if it would be Gorbachev or Romanov, Liudmilla 

thought the former with Valentin concurring.  Romanov could not be made First Secretary, he 

said, because of the unfortunate connotations of his surname. 

 

 We hurried back for our 4:00 meeting with the big boss, Academician Bromley.  

Apparently I am being honored or something, because Bromley is on leave and normally would 

not come back to the office.  At the meeting were Bromley, Bruk, Lakadia Drobizheva (the 

Deputy Director who came by my house last Easter), Liudmilla, Valentin (acting as interpreter) 

and myself.  

 

 Bromley expressed condolences for Vera and I returned the compliment by extending 

sympathy for Chernenko's passing.  They seemed more interested in Vera. 

 

 I outlined the "progress" and problems of both the longevity and Peoples books.  Also, I 

touched on the issues of publishers. 

 

 Very little time was spent on the longevity volume except to agree to dedicate the book to 

Vera, a suggestion brought up by Victor.  I suppose that confirms the co-editorship of Comitas 
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and Koslov.  All matters of editing are left to me as is the question of the type of publisher 

although Bromley responded positively to my idea that a commercial, not a university press, 

would ensure a larger distribution which they then began to call "mass distribution."  Given the 

present level of quality of that book, I'd be surprised if we will be able to sell five copies. 

 

 The other book was more thoroughly discussed.  It was agreed that the editing was my 

responsibility and that I edit with American sensibilities in mind.  I had argued that I wanted the 

Soviet positions (even ideological ones kept in) but that what often appeared to be propaganda, 

often repetitious propaganda, be excised, as should all redundancy.  Bromley and the others very 

willingly agreed although the point was made -- in a somewhat collective fashion -- that often 

what might appear to be propaganda to the untutored ear really carried symbolic weight, 

symbolic cues for the initiated.  It wasn't quite put this way but that was the general idea.  

Anyway, I have carte blanche in editing, although Bromley would not want a total reorganization 

of the book since this would entail massive rewriting by the authors. 

 

 Secondly, I was given the freedom to condense, even heavily, if I thought it would make 

for a better end-product.  Bromley didn't think that this process should be left to individual 

authors since this would lead to other problems and further delays. 

 

 Thirdly, if I needed any substantive material added, I should request it and the authors 

would be told to provide it.  

 

 Fourthly, an ethnic map of the U.S.S.R. will be provided and, if I pressure a little, I can 

get individual maps for each chapter. 

 

 Fifthly, finding the publisher was my responsibility, and as in the prior case "mass 

distribution" would be better.  Am unclear whether this volume will need a contract signed by 
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VAPP (I'll check this out tomorrow).  I remember we won't need this for the longevity volume 

which should be a joint contractual arrangement with RISM and the Institute of Ethnography. 

 

 Sixthly, the Institute will Xerox all the Russian text papers for me and have them ready 

by Saturday. 

 

 Finally, I suggested that I have an edited version of the whole damned thing by July when 

Koslov and Bruk come to New York for the gerontology meetings.   Bromley's idea was that 

when I finished editing I should come to Moscow for "a month or two" to go over the finished 

product with the individual authors.  In any case, at least one more trip by me will be necessary. 

 

 At the end of this unusually long meeting, I made that statement that Vera would have 

liked our institutional relationship to continue and that I too felt this way.  I then explained my 

multiple roles and several hats, I did this very carefully -- mostly to clarify my status and 

independence.  I also mentioned that I thought it was possible to organize joint U.S./U.S.S.R. 

field research in some third place, to fund Soviets in the U.S. for research and Americans in the 

U.S.S.R. for research.  Bromley thanked me, I'm not sure it was tongue in cheek, and we 

adjourned. 

 

 Now to the big news.  Chernenko is dead.  When Bromley said nice things about Vera 

and I reciprocated about Chernenko, he closed it all by saying "The King is dead, long live the 

King" and then he got up and congratulated me for becoming the director of RISM.  It was all 

very peculiar and it is all very peculiar now.  The passing of the First Secretary doesn't seem to 

have made much of an impact on the Soviets (the very few Soviets) I've seen since the 

announcement.  Maybe everybody is whispering about it and I don't understand Russian.  Maybe 

everybody is thinking about it but not speaking about it.  Nevertheless, it seems a non-event so 

far.  When I got back to the Gastinitsa with Valentin (maybe 8:00 p.m.) both the radio and TV 
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were carrying the news that Gorbachev was the new First Secretary and both of these outlets 

were reading Gorbachev's speech to the Soviet public.  It had to be weeks in the making, it was 

long and complex.  From the snippets that Valentin translated, it sounded like a very mild speech 

with reference to the U.S., a lot of platitudes and the usual set of warnings, but also the 

announcement that the arms talks will begin tomorrow in Geneva as scheduled.  It will be 

interesting to see how this guy turns out and what happens to Romanov, his competitor, who has 

run the military industrial complex. 

 

 I was going to go down to Red Square tonight to see the sights, despite the cold, but 

Valentin informed me that nobody would be out because of Chernenko's death.  The last time 

that happened was in 1954 with Stalin's death.  So I opted to write up these notes and listen to the 

radio and watch TV.  The latter I turned off quickly.  It seemed to me that waves of announcers 

were taking turns in reading Gorbachev's speech.  The radio was better--it kept playing good 

classical music fit for the occasion. 

 

 More about this event tomorrow. 

 

 Valentin and I had tea and things in the Buffet.  There we discussed, in rather animated 

fashion, Bromley's notion of ethnos.  Valentin thinks that Bromley's on the right track but 

confounds his theory by interchanging the terms "ethnos" and "nation".  I think there are other 

faults than that but I also think that Bromley's development of this theoretical line is not 

accidental.  In fact, I think it's a marvelous apologia for Soviet reality and that Gellner is quite 

right that Soviet ethnography is a key discipline for understanding Soviet social philosophy.  I 

could have said this better and more effectively but it's getting late and I have writer's cramp. 

 

 We then discussed the "reality" of "ethnos" and ethnicity in the U.S. and in the U.S.S.R.  

It was an inconclusive discussion.  Valentin left for home and I began to write. 
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 Called Lucie Manevich (152-3641) about Cora's package.  Her granddaughter will come 

by tomorrow at 10 a.m. to pick it up. 

 

 

March 12, 1985 

 

 Up as usual, have a quick breakfast and a short talk with a Danish girl here on some 

international relations program.  She is a researcher at some sort of Soviet Studies Center in 

Denmark.  Her Russian is good, background in philosophy -- not attached to any institute in 

Moscow and is having trouble getting into the more sensitive foreign relations places. 

 

 I go down at 10 to meet Judy Mihailova, granddaughter of Lucie Manevich.  She is to 

pick up Cora's package.  Turns out to be a nice little girl in her fourth year of "college," 

apparently some sort of geological faculty.  Her specialty is geophysics and is hoping for a job in 

Moscow or some civilized place.  There is nothing to do but work.  She talked about how they 

have to live "camping" in those places.  She would prefer to live in a hotel and have a shower.  

Her spoken English is good, her understanding much better.  I leave her because I have to read 

Pimenov's paper on Lodoga-Peshora. 

 

 (A small digression, believe it or not, I just consumed a bottle of vodka with an Armenian 

who is my berth-mate on, guess what, the Orient Express, on its way to Leningrad.  Mysteries 

will never cease.) 

 

 To continue, I go out about 11:30, it's only 10 degrees F but I line up with the other idiot 

Muscovites and buy an ice cream cone -- it's a little difficult to eat with gloves on, but what the 

hell.  I also buy all the papers announcing Chernenko's death.  I'll give one to Kate Hunt since she 
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was excited about the fact that I might be in the U.S.S.R. when Chernenko dies.  Little does she 

know that governments fall and leaders die when I arrive on foreign shores.  

 

 I took the Metro, made the proper changes, and got to the Institute of Ethnography 

without difficulty.  Once upstairs, I went into Tanya's cluttered office, asked her to find the Latin 

Americanist historian that came to see me in New York, gave her that crazy green lipstick, she 

told me her husband was "gone" but that she had an unspecified number of "lovers," and that 

someday she's find the "right one." 

 

 At 1:00 p.m. I began to work with Vladimir Pimenov on his Lagoda-Pechova paper.  Our 

discussions were in Spanish, his is quite good, he says he taught himself and he has worked in 

Cuba on the cultural atlas.  I had read Pimenov's paper the night before and had a number of 

superficial questions which he dealt with seriously but with ease.  Pimenov is head of the section 

dealing with the northern part of the Russian Federated Republic and has had 20 years experience 

in this specialty.  He appears a nice person and competent ethnographer of the Soviet variety.  He 

did not strike me as having any theoretical spark but then again we didn't have the opportunity to 

talk much beyond the task at hand.  Anyhow, I kind of like him. 

 

 I was then summoned to Bromley's office.  He and Valentin were working on the edited 

version of his paper.  It's clear that Bromley doesn't control English at all -- everything is done 

through a translator, his comprehension appears minimal -- and I doubt that he reads English 

worth a damn.  In any case, he seems to be steamed up over the translation.  Neither he nor 

Valentin seem to understand that this is a heavily edited version -- that it can't be followed easily 

from the original Russian text.  I try to soothe his ruffled feathers and succeed only to a limited 

degree.  I told him that since I now have his masterpiece Theoretical Ethnography in English, I 

will be able to deal with his paper correctly and exactly.  You know, I'm beginning to find this 

crap a little irritating -- I'm not his hired hand. 
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 Bromley began to mellow as he started recounting and showing me his publications 

coups.  He is the editor of a 20 volume Russian set on peoples around the world.  It's a pretty 

series but it doesn't look all that serious to me.  The edition is 150,000 copies of the set and "that 

is quite small" so it will only go to those who bought subscriptions for it.  He also showed me a 

copy of a "popular science" book he supposedly did based on a TV series he gave and some 

university lectures he delivered.  It's kind of four-field introduction to anthropology.  Then he let 

it out that it was really written by a professional science writer.  They he trotted out his book on 

ethnoses in the Soviet Union which, I think, got him into the Academy of Sciences.  He began to 

elaborate how his task, when he became director of the Institute, was to elevate ethnography into 

a science equal to the other in the academy and that his work on the concept of ethnos (which is 

really a hodge-podge) is what really did the trick.  By this time, he was really carried away with 

himself.  He recited all the important conferences he was organizing, attending, writing papers 

for, etc., etc.  He gave his professional track record, he started as a historian, then switched to 

ethnography and Yugoslavian studies (the latter because it was a wide open field, how he had 

been Yugoslavia for four months and had come back to write and defend his doctoral 

dissertation.  He really was full of himself.  Then he made a mistake and gave me an opening and 

I hammed him.  He asked me what year I got my university degree.  It turned out that I had mine 

4 or 5 years earlier than he.  He sputtered how he went into the army in 1939 (he was in the 

Finnish campaign) and didn't get out until 1945.  I told him I was a good soldier Schweick also 

and then I rattled on about all my titles, hats and all that bullshit.  I enjoyed it this time.  Every 

time he would drop one of his titles, I dropped one of mine.  It was bureaucratic potlatching.  I 

was determined not to leave that room until he knew I was doing him a goddam favor by taking 

on those two volumes and that maybe I was a damned fool for doing them.  Anyway, he thought I 

should go to Leningrad and see the museums and go to the theater and ballet.  I left him at 3:20. 
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 Outside I ran into Aretunian or Aretunov, the Armenian who came to my house last year.  

We had a pleasant chat about Armenian research in the U.S.S.R. and about their plans to expand 

it cross-culturally.  He promised to dig up some Komitas music for me. 

 

 My next chore, at 4:00 p.m. was to give a lecture to the American section of the Institute.  

I said I'd do it on current Caribbean research.  Tishkov chaired and did some translation (it turns 

out that few of his group really know any English, they're better in Spanish).  Anyway, Tishkov 

wasn't very good at translating and Mikhail Chlenov took over -- he was great.  I didn't do a bad 

job -- no notes, no food and very cold.  I talked about the scientific significance of the area and 

then traced the theoretical lines and development.  I stressed the emergence of early notions 

about acculturation, Herskovit's Afro-American research, the nature of society argument, plural 

society, M.G. Smith, applied research and, in a long question period, with black power, race 

relations, the position of "browns," popular culture, co-optation of lower-class phenomena such 

as reggae and calypso, and finally Rastafarians and the emergence of research on the Caribbean 

diaspora to the metropoles.  Pretty good for absolutely no preparation.  From what I gather, 

Tishkov's whole section was there, as was Koslov, Kuzmina and Yandek, the historian Latin 

Americanist/U.S. specialist.  The questions mostly came from some character who is a specialist 

on blacks in the U.S. and supposedly the Caribbean.  He mostly nodded affirmatively to what I 

said but he also was trying to show how well informed he was.  I'm not so sure that this is the 

case.  Anyway, the session lasted over 2 1/2 hours. 

 

 Tishkov invited me to dinner (he's by far the most debonair of the Institute lot).  By 

training an historian with a specialization in Canadian history, very fluent in English, he was 

asked by Bromley to apply for the job as head of the Institute's American section.  He was then in 

the Institute on World History.  So he is not an ethnograher by training and he feels a little 

diffident about this.  I think he's 43 years old. 
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 We drove downtown but with difficulty -- the cops have closed down the main streets 

leading to the Kremlin and to the center because of the lying-in-state of Mr. Chernenko.  (Again, 

I've heard from my colleagues almost nothing about this non-event).  When asked, Tishkov noted 

that Gorbachev will be the first "educated" First Secretary, he has a law degree from MGU and 

another from the Institute of Agriculture.  From what I gather, most people feel that Gorbachev is 

a cut above the usual Party hack. 

 

 I am taken to the Prague Restaurant, an elegant place in the center of town, somewhere 

near Kalinin Prospect.  An imposing coatroom, carpeted staircase, mirrors, chandeliers, waiters 

in tuxedos, even courteous service.  Tishkov, despite the fact that he has an ulcer, orders vodka, 

red wine, salmon, lots of black caviar and assorted other goodies for starters and beefsteak (not 

bad at all) for finishers.  He is a sport!  We were joined by Mikhail Chlenov after about a half 

hour.  He was late he explained, because the Deputy Director, Solomon Bruk, had called him into 

his office after my lecture and he couldn't get away.  

 

 Chlenov is a fascinating character.  Very short, barrel chested, a Jew, he was a linguist by 

training who turned later to ethnography.  He is a specialist on Indonesia, the Chuckchi, and a 

bunch of other groups in Kamchatka and parts north.  I think he is the best anthropologist in the 

Institute.  He is quick, bright, theoretically astute and well read.  My guess is that he is both 

disliked and feared by many of his colleagues.  But more later. 

 

 We began a marvelous conversation -- in essence, the state of Soviet ethnography, all 

triggered by my problems with the Peoples book.  But one digression -- a waiter hands Tishkov a 

note which he then shows us.  It reads "From our table for your table -- Do you speak English?  

We'll have an examination tomorrow...Please, help us!!!  Sincerely yours..."  It was from three 

pretty girls.  Tishkov and Chlenov ignore the overture but I write them back a tongue-in-cheek 

reply.  But we were caught up in our own cross-currently by then. 
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 (As I write this I'm watching the Chernenko funeral on TV from my hotel room in the 

Hotel Moscow, Leningrad at 12:30 p.m. on March 13, 1985.  The coffin is brought out from the 

House of the Soviets, placed on a gun carriage, preceded by a small armored car, and followed by 

a file of goose-stepping soldiers, then by a cluster of family and relatives, then by the Central 

Committee types, then by high officers carrying Chernenko's medals on velvet pillows, then by a 

military band playing a dirge.  The procession is proceeding down a prospect (it is Marx 

Prospect) apparently to cross over and enter Red Square between the Lenin and Historical 

Museums.  All the floral tributes are being carried by Soviet Army officers.  The procession is 

now quite long, mostly military and high officials.  They pass between the museums in the 

direction of the Lenin Mausoleum.  Snow still covers the roofs and spires of the Red Square 

buildings.  Spectators are massed in a huge rectangular area that takes up the back half of the 

Square.  Most are males, all with fur hats, the official delegation from abroad are there (the 

Africans look a little odd with their fur hats).  Interspersed among the spectators are large framed 

photographs of Chernenko.  Now the procession widens as it finds space in the Square.  Now I 

see more women.  Announcers on TV describe spectators as Muscovites, I guess ordinary ones, 

but they don't look ordinary to me.  The cortege is passing GUM department store (wasn't I in it 

just a couple of days ago?)  The bottom windows of GUM are mostly covered by Chernenko 

portraits.  Dignitaries are massed in front of the Mausoleum.  The coffin is taken off the carriage 

by enlisted men -- the dignitaries are filing up to the reviewing around on top of the Mausoleum -

- the group is led by Gorbachev -- about thirty are up there -- the music stops.  Gorbachev, I 

think, begins to speak at 1:02 -- second to the left of Gorbachev is Gromyko.  Gorbachev is 

wearing a black, heavy cloth coat, no fur trim and a high, Astrakhan fur hat.  He wears glasses, 

speaks strongly, and looks quite young in comparison to the others around him.  He reads from 

notes, only raising his eyes on occasion.  The file of the Central Committee Politburo types stand 

stolidly.  Gorbachev stops at 1:10.  Somebody else starts.  The setting is impressive -- the 

Kremlin wall towering over the Mausoleum and the onion-shaped gold spires of the Kremlin 
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churches over the wall.  Some cameras, some telephoto lens evident in crowd.  What an 

impassive face Gromyko has.  Next speaker 1:16, ends at 1:19.  President? of the Academy of 

Sciences U.S.S.R. is next.  Looks very old with tired voice.  From the little I can gather from 

these speeches Chernenko was the greatest thing since sliced bread -- great Communist, Marxist-

Leninist, etc.  Next speaker begins at 1:24 ends at 1:29.  Dirge begins again.  The Politburo, 

including one woman (the first woman cosmonaut), slowly leaves the reviewing area and comes 

down to the front of the tomb.  I spot Arafat of the PLO, he looks out of place with his Kitchen 

table cloth on his head.  The casket is being moved, preceded by a double file of about fifty 

officers.  Chernenko can actually be seen -- the coffin is open.  Must be cold, breath can be seen 

when camera closes in on big shots.  Wife kisses and fondles Chernenko, kisses him again.  

Other females (daughters?) do the same.  Gorbachev talks a couple of times to Gromyko.  At 

1:39 the Kremlin bells peal, cannons are fired, the final salute.  There is a strange noise like many 

engines? the national anthem is played.  Politburo members give military salute.  The anthem is 

really beautiful.  there is an eerie silence, still continuing, everybody is still, the cameras are 

taking long shots.  Is the actual burial now taking place and out of a sense of privacy for the 

family, they are not showing it?  Silence continues, now maybe 5, 6 minutes.  The Politburo files 

back up to the reviewing area (1:50 p.m.).  Music breaks out -- no longer a dirge but a lively 

martial march.  A parade begins to file by.  Elite troops in full step.  Politburo returns the salute.  

I see Mrs. Thatcher.  Troops on parade carry no rifles or side arms.  Already 15 or 20 companies 

have marched by, many more on way.  The funeral seems to be over.  This is now Gorbachev's 

moment -- the King is dead, long live the King!  Another 20 companies have gone by.  Now it 

looks like the Soviet Navy.  They carry rifles.  Now more army units with weapons at the salute.  

The end of this review is in sight.  Camera pans out to a shot away from the Square covering all 

of Kremlin.  The show is over. 

 

 The conversation at our table was animated.  This has happened to me only twice while in 

the U.S.S.R. at any time.  Animated in the sense that it was lively, uninhibited anthropology talk, 
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examining issues in depth.  It may be no coincidence that on both occasions Chlenov was 

present.  At supper we talked about the papers in the Peoples volume with me complaining that 

with the exception of the Bromley article, which has its own problems, all the others are 

thoroughly descriptive.  I went on to comment that I would have thought that they'd show a little 

economic determinism, some Marxist theory.  Could it be, I asked, that Soviet ethnography is 

atheoretical?  Chlenov proceeded to argue that Soviet ethnographers write by formula giving lip 

service at the beginning of their work to something Marx or Soviet then following this with their 

real stuff, their data which is descriptive, and which is not connected, to the introduction.  I found 

this strange, I commented, particularly since they don't seem to analyze the data.  To do that, said 

Chlenov, you need theory.  Soviet ethnographers really don't use Marxist theory, certainly not in 

the various manners the French make use of it.  I got the feeling that the Soviet types are afraid to 

use theory, even Marxist theory, because of the trouble it may cause.  Chlenov indicated that they 

may talk theory, even have strong opinions, but this won't appear in their publications.  If true, 

this makes for a particularly sterile and dead end discipline.  I argued the need for theoretical 

orientation for methodology and analysis.  Tishkov made some defensive comments but gave 

way to or, at least, did not attempt to directly contradict Chlenov. 

 

 This led to a discussion of a cross-cultural experience for young ethnographers.  Chlenov 

and I strongly agreed that the initiate should first work outside his own culture.  He said how 

useful it was for him to have first worked in Indonesia, etc.  Tishkov thought this position was 

not really viable but he wouldn't mount a viable counter argument.  We went on at great length 

on a number of topics but it was getting late and I was to be picked up by Liudmilla and Pavel 

and 10:30 p.m.  I asked Chlenov and Tishkov if we could continue our talk on Sunday, the day I 

leave the Soviet Union.  Chlenov preferred Saturday but would be happy to have me over his 

house on Sunday if Saturday wasn't possible.  Tishkov wants to meet, he said, but he may have to 

go out to a country house he has over the weekend.  The house is in a village 250 kilometers to 
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the south of Moscow and a neighbor called him and told him he better hurry out to shovel the 

show off his roof before the spring thaw.  Anyway, we'll see--I'll call Chlenov when I get back. 

 

 Tishkov drove me back to the Gastinitsa.  He wanted me to come to his house, to show 

me his books, etc.--but there was no time.  He was sincere.  His wife is an art curator (graphics of 

the late 19th century up through the first 2 decades of the 20th).  She's at the Tertiakov? Gallery, 

the big deal one.  He stayed with me for a while watching me pack, then he left. 

 

 Pavel and Liudmilla arrived at 10:45 p.m. to drive me to the Leningrad Station for the 

midnight train to Leningrad.  The center of Moscow is still closed but we make good time.  

When we get to the station, Pavel hauls my big bag to the train, and probably at the urging of his 

mother, he lends me his fur hat for Leningrad.  My beret, he says, won't do the trick in that 

windy, cold city.  I'm escorted to what Liudmilla calls the Orient Express but I really think its the 

Red Star overnight direct train to Leningrad.  I'm in Train 4, Car 10, Berth 11.  My cabin mate 

turns out to be an Armenian engineer from Erevan who is going to Leningrad for a one day job.  

I'm supposed to return Friday night and met at the Leningrad Station in Moscow by Pavel and 

Liudmilla on Saturday, March 16.  The train out is scheduled to leave at 11:59 p.m. 

 

 

March 13, 1985 

 

 The train leaves exactly at 11:59 p.m., slowly easing out of the Leningrad Station.  It's an 

electric engine, there seem to be three sleeping cars and the rest are coaches.  My car looks just 

like its out of the movies, there are about ten small cabins, each with two berths cleared by about 

three feet, and a little table tucked in between in front of the window.  The berths are made up.  

One side of the car is the corridor which ends at a service room and a niche for some kind of 

stove/samovar. 
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 My cabin mate is an Armenian man from Erevan, in his thirties, slim, about my height, 

mustached.  I ask him if he's Russian, grunts no rather coldly but warms up as we go along.  I do 

my usual number, tell him I'm Greek, then from New York, and yes I've heard of William 

Saroyan, etc.  We proceed to have the most frustrating conversation, our common vocabulary is 

about three words, and we concoct the whole thoughts from them.  he pulls out a fresh bottle of 

vodka and a couple of chocolates, the devushka brings some tea, and we drink.  Before we go to 

bed, or as he put it, to "goodbye, bye-bye," we've consumed four-fifths of the bottle and we're 

feeling little pain. 

 

 He goes to wash and I follow a little later.  The bathroom is foul, I can't figure out how to 

get water out of the tap, it turns out in the morning that it's my ineptitude.  During our 

conversation and our toasts to my parents, his parents, his little boy and girl, to peace and truth, 

and you name it, he invites me to visit him in Erevan and writes his address in my notebook.  He 

doesn't write his name so I ask him to put it down.  We go to bed after about two hours of 

swigging, the ride is comfortable, obviously eased by the vodka, and I dozed away.  We got up 

about 7:30 an hour before arrival.  We have some more tea, finish off the vodka and prepare to 

detrain.  I had taken my pajamas and robe kit out for the evening but couldn't figure out how to 

change and since my companion was going to sleep in his underwear I decided to do the same.  It 

turns out later when I was in the hotel in Leningrad that I had left the kit behind.  I wonder 

whether there's a lost-and-found Department in the Soviet railway system. 

 

 A strange thing developed later in conjunction with my Armenian "friend" and the trip.  

When writing up these notes, I went to look for his name and address.  It was not in this 

notebook.  I found that he had carefully, but very carefully, torn out the page, apparently when I 

was in the john in the morning.  As a mark of my trust, I had left the notebook on the table.  Isn't 

it interesting--had he been worried about giving me his name and address all night, did he think I 
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was KGB, or CIA, or both?  What a curious insecurity and how should I interpret it, individual 

paranoia, collective paranoia, an act of prudence? 

 

 I saw nothing of the countryside during the night but for about a half hour before entering 

Leningrad, I caught glimpses of snow-covered fields, flat lands, the occasional cluster of houses, 

some railroad cars--nothing inspiring, nothing unusual. 

 

 At the station I'm met by a young man from the Leningrad branch of the Institute of 

Ethnography, a Nikita Ushakov, a specialist on the Eastern Slavs who also works in the foreign 

section, receiving foreign specialists like myself.  After some delay, we find the Academy car 

sent to haul me in and I'm taken to the Hotel Moscow, room 7074.  The hotel is huge, obviously 

for tourists/foreigners replete with berioska, barbershop, etc., conveniences you never see in local 

hostels.  Ushakov, after taking down my vital data (he's too young and inexperienced to be 

properly impressed nor does he know any of my Moscow ties), informs me that I should come by 

the Institute the next day at noon and he'd arrange for me to see the people I wanted, if they were 

there.  No other overtures were made and there I was stuck in a hotel 40 minutes by trolley away 

from the Academy and University centers without contacts and without a clue. 

 

 So mostly I relaxed, I wrote over 40 pages of notes, watched the Chernenko funeral (see 

notes 3/12/85), brought some Greek orange juice at the Berioska in a vain attempt to unclog, and 

went out for a short walk to Alexander Nevsky Lavra, the major cathedral area of Leningrad, had 

trouble with my camera, came back, fixed it, and went back out to look at the frozen Neva River.  

I must say that I was put out by Ushakov and by the Moscow types.  I didn't ask to come to 

Leningrad and since they had forced the issue they should have made sure to put out the red 

carpet.  I've been trying to figure out a way to get in touch with Sveta and Igor, the two kids from 

Leningrad on the Duripsh team from Leningrad. I have a feeling it won't happen.  I lay down 

about 7:30 or so and woke up at 12 midnight.  Then I finished these notes amid the drunken 
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ruckus raised by a bunch of ugly Americans and Germans who are wandering the halls shouting, 

singing, and making loud passes at their women and apparently others.  I've become a 

conservative curmudgeon!  Anyway, tomorrow I hope to be a good tourist, see Leningrad, which 

probably is a beautiful city, "aristocratische" as put by my Armenian friend/enemy. 

 

 

March 14, 1984 

 

 I got to bed about 2:30 last night, got up about 8:30.  So I had a lot of sleep in the last 24 

hours.  Went and had a cup of tea and some sort of a sweet bread at the small canteen on my 

floor (40 kopecks).  I give the chambermaid some clothes to wash and hope I get them back.  At 

about 10:00 I venture out into the sleet and drizzle.  Last night, Leningrad got a sprinkling of 

snow.  I made my way to the trolley stop and boarded No.1, stuck my 5 kopecks in the slot and 

pulled out a lot of tickets.  With Pavel's fur hat I feel very Russian but I probably look like the 

man in the moon. They trolley-bus clattered its way down Nevsky Prospect, an avenue that's 

probably quite elegant especially in the summer but today it looks sodden and deteriorating.  The 

buildings, in the main, seem turn of the century but they may well be of post-Revolutionary 

vintage.  I got off the trolley at the first stop after we crossed the Palace Bridge to the University 

Embankment.  I took a couple of pictures of trees, snow, and what turned out to be the Peter and 

Paul Fortress.  Visibility is limited today, the pictures will be pretty awful. 

 

 I find the Institute of Ethnography without any difficulty.  It's the Kunstkammer Building 

built in the second decade of the 18th century  to house the Russian Academy of Sciences.  It 

now houses the Institute and the Peter the Great Museum of Ethnography.  The building, which 

has two wings joined by a three-tiered tower, is green in color with white/tan trim.  It's not in 

great condition but not falling apart. 
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 While I'm trying to explain to some sort of receptionist who I am, the director of the 

Institute, Dr. Its, rescues me and brings me to his quite formal office which is adorned by a huge 

portrait of Lenin at the back of his desk.  Its speaks English, a little haltingly.  He told me that 

Harriman, when U.S. Ambassador to the U.S.S.R., had invited him to the States and he went for 

a semester around 1976.  He claims he was the first Soviet anthropologist to do so.  He visited 

and spoke at Columbia and remembers Morton Fried.  Other stops were at Harvard, Berkeley, 

San Francisco State, Stanford, University of Washington and Tulane, I think.  He knows Monroe 

Edmundsen, John Fisher, etc.  He tried to arrange "my program" with the Ushakov kid who really 

is a social moron.  I'm informed that I'll be taken to the Hermitage Museum and that tomorrow 

we will have "a drink".  I'm ushered out and taken to the Eastern Slave department where I hung 

around and talked to two old lady "ethnographers."  One, T.V. Stanyukovich gives me an English 

version of her book on the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography.  The other is a specialist 

on the Russian people of Siberia. 

 

 I ask to go to the American section and am told this will be arranged.  I then am taken to 

the Caucasus department since I am a great expert on the "complex expedition on longevity."  

There I talk to the head, name unknown, and am introduced to an exotic, fashionably dressed 

woman named Emma Panesh? an expert on the Arabic period in the Caucasus.  She will get me 

references to ethnic mix in that region for her period.  An unusually pretty woman, she was the 

only stylishly dressed woman I've seen up close in the U.S.S.R.  She wore pants, white open 

shirt, a mauve scarf, interesting rings, her nails were well kept, her grooming was impeccable.  

Obviously not your ordinary female ethnographer. 

 

 It turns out that I had volunteered to talk to the American department.  In the office, I ran 

into Dr. Yuri Berezkin whom I had met in Duripsh in 1983.  He remembered me, not vice-versa.  

He's a South American Indian specialist with a special interest in Peru but he also covers 

Columbia, Panama and Venezuela.  He certainly knows his sources and is widely read.  He is 
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particularly indebted to Reichel Dolmatoff in Colombia for sending him books.  Berezkin is a 

slim man, very blonde, very intense.  He's been an archeologist specializing in Central Asia in the 

past and told me, in confidence, that he might leave the Institute of Ethnography for that of 

Archeology because Dr. Its does not like his staff to mix their work.  I promise to send him some 

Indian census material and a copy of a Jicaque book by Anne Chapman.  He's been to East 

Germany once but nowhere else abroad.  He says he is not on the "blacklist" but that it's difficult 

to be authorized to travel outside the Soviet bloc.  It's particularly so if it's the first time and if 

you're not going with a group.  It's more difficult if you're in Leningrad because you have to go 

through another level of bureaucracy--his Moscow Institute colleagues don't have to go through 

that step.  A final point,  Berezkin is 1/4 Estonian but speaks that language at home with his wife 

and he called himself an "Estonian nationalist" in front of another colleague. 

 

 The first character I met in the American section was an A.D. Dridzo (or something like 

that) who asked me if I was the Comitas who wrote "this book" and then proceeded to pull out a 

copy of my first Caribbeana from a closed book case which only contained a few books.  It's a 

nice feeling.  He turns out to be their West Indianist and has worked on Maroons and East 

Indians in Trinidad. 

 

 The head of the department is Rostislav Kinghalov, an amiable man who, I think, has 

done some good work on the Maya.  He introduces me for my "lecture" to about six or seven 

Americanists (an Athabaskanist, a Plains Indianist, a West Indianist, a South Americanist, etc.).  

I was told to keep it to 20 minutes and I did, mostly reviewing West Indian research.  There were 

a few, mild questions and I was through.  I then was taken to see the South American collection 

by Berezkin and by the Athabanskanist lady to see the North American stuff.  I was not 

impressed.  The Ushakov clod misdirected me to the No. 1 trolley and I left.  On the whole, the 

hospitality of this gang leaves something to be desired despite the fact that they really owe me 

nothing. 
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 I ran ahead of the chronological tale for the day.  At about 12 or so, I was taken by 

Ushakov to the Hermitage, armed with a VIP foreign pass. Luckily, Ushakov, who knows 

nothing about art or the Hermitage, has a friend who works there as a restorer.  Her name is Irina 

and she looks a little like the Martha who worked for Dino Anagnost.  her specialty is to restore 

Central Asian frescoes and, in the past, early Russian church ikons.  She's been at the Hermitage 

for about a decade, learning her trade there during the day and doing medieval and Byzantine 

history at the university at night.  She gave me a whirlwind tour of the museum.  We saw some 

Rembrandts, the only Goya (donated by A. Hammer), a beautiful El Greco, a lot of the Italian 

masters, French impressionists, Kandinskys, Greek and Roman sculpture and Greek amphoae--

all of this in the remarkable building that was the Winter Palace of the Czars.  The Hermitage has 

over a 1000 rooms, it is simply enormous, each hall, each gallery is different, the floors are of 

gorgeously-designed parquet, all types of marble and malachite form the walls. It sure must have 

been some sort of pad for Russian nobility.  We walked through a very small part of it for two 

hours.  Irina said that if one were to spend one minute before each painting or artifact it would 

take every day of eight years to go through the whole place.  I guess I won't see it all.  But I'm 

glad I went.  I saw the area where the 1905 demonstrations took place, the room in which the 

Bolsheviks arrested the provisional government minister, etc.  I got a real sense of history in that 

building.  It was a rare feeling. 

 

 Anyway, after leaving the Institute at about 5:30, I fought my way on  No. 1 trolley and 

winded my way back to the Hotel Moscow.  I bought an orange juice for dollars at the berioska 

and mineral water, bread cheese and salami at the canteen and ate in my room.  I didn't have the 

energy to go out to dinner by myself.  It's curious that I've been left so alone here in Leningrad 

and the weather makes it hard to roam the streets in search of company.  I think I'll complain to 

the Moscow gang about all this, they insisted I come and, in retrospect, I could have used the 

time profitably in Moscow--Oh, well! 
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March 15, 1985 

 

 I slept well.  Got up at 7:30 and leapt into my tub of hot, yellow water.  Is yellow or 

rusted water the hallmark of Leningrad, the Hotel Moscow, or just my room?  I assume I'm not 

being colored yellow for eternity.  I got dressed and organized myself to go to the canteen for tea.  

I arrive there, the devushkas are working inside but the canteen is closed.  I assume it will open 

in a few minutes but after some inquiries it turns out that it doesn't swing open its magic doors 

until 1.  So I leave without anything to eat (by this time I should have lost 5 pounds in 

Leningrad).  I decide to brave the Leningrad Metro.  I make change in the machine, go down a 

frightfully long escalator and go to Nevsky Prospect.  This station is located within tolerable 

striking distance of the Institute.  I spotted a music store and hung around until it opened at 10.  

Alas, no music by Komitas, try, I'm told, the store on Marx Prospect.  I began to walk down 

Nevsky Prospect--it's cold but not biting.  I took a few pictures even though there was little light.  

Given the fact that I'm wearing everything but the kitchen sink and the Soviets are paranoid as all 

hell about photographs, I can't really get into the swing of snapping away.  Whatever I've taken so 

far is pure garbage. 

 

 At about 10:50, I'm at the Institute.  I popped into the American department and found my 

Athabaskanist guide from yesterday.  We exchange pleasantries and then I went up to Dr. Its 

office.  There I was met by an officious woman named Nina who apparently was delegated to 

show me the museum, something I felt I could not face without, at least, a cup of tea.  No tea, a 

great deal of museum.  The latter is closed today so I'm being given a special tour.  Actually, 

Nina really knows her stuff, she's a specialist on Oceania and on the history of this museum.  She 

spent a great deal of time telling me about the museum's origin as Peter the Great's Chamber of 
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Curiosities and about Peter the Great.  He knew 14 different occupations including dentistry and 

surgery. 

 

 I was taken through the African, Oceanian, Indian, Chinese, and a bunch of other 

exhibitions.  Nina knew all the facts, who collected the artifacts, if the are of "scientific" value, if 

they are unusual or unique, etc. She says that this museum is second only to the British Museum 

in terms of number of items. 

 

 The stuff is not particularly well displayed although I must say the sculpted models of 

natives were exceptionally well done and extremely natural.  The materials themselves, I would 

say, have considerable historical importance--none of their stuff in contemporary, some of it 

came from the 3rd voyage of Captain Cook, some from Peter the Great's collection and was 

obviously Peter the Great, who must have been a remarkable character pulling teeth, operating, as 

well as a little carpentry and smithing.  There is little in this collection from the Soviet period 

except for trinkets and souvenirs.  This is, in part, explainable by their restrictions on foreign 

travel.  Nonetheless, the Leningrad mob seems quite proud of the museum as a "scientific 

collection."  However, I've never been able to get excited by inanimate objects in museums.  

Touring these dread halls, anywhere in the world, makes my knees buckle and my eyes glaze.  To 

each his own! 

 

 Since I made the mistake of asking to see the Institute library, I was deposited there by 

Nina at about 12:45.  It turned out I couldn't leave the damned place until 2:00 when I was taken 

to the director.  The library had a small reading room with six individual chairs, the catalogue, 

and books on shelves.  In the room was a young librarian who knew some English.  She was a 

funny thing, somewhat more outgoing than the "specialists" of the Institute.  She let me wander 

around the two stack rooms which were piled with books, my estimate would be about 60-

70,000.  When I looked through the catalogue I discovered they had my Aftermath of 
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Sovereignty.  Isn't it amazing, at least two of my books exist in Leningrad.  For about a half an 

hour, I utilized the time to write up and to admire the Neva and the gorgeous old building across 

that river.  Spring is around the corner, the ice floes are moving down the Gulf of Finland and, lo 

and behold, at about 2:00 p.m. the sun peeked out, the first time since I got here.  It must be time 

for me to leave. 

 

 Sasha (Alexander I. Teryukov), the secretary for international scientific relations of the 

Institute, who can't speak English nor for that matter, communicate in any known language, came 

to get me.  We descend to the director's office.  There I am met by the director Rudolph F. Its, 

who is really deputy director of the whole Institute and head of the Leningrad branch.  With him 

is a Yakuts colleague, quite Mongolian who said, I think, that he was a Circassian.  Also joining 

us was Yuri I. Shutov, a real Russian, who is Its' deputy.  So there we were an Estonian (Its), a 

Komi (Teryukov), a Yakut (Alexeiev), a Russian (Shutov), and a Greek-American.  Its had 

arranged a little spread for the occasion--a bottle of cognac (my first food for the day), Lena (a 

Yakutsian fish that Yakut had brought yesterday from his home, a can of something like cooked 

tuna, bread and tea.  I must say I was hungry and devoured away while Its made the toasts.  Since 

Its was the only one that knew any English, the conversation was somewhat lopsided.  The only 

message that really got through was that Its thinks the Moscow Institute is a usurper.  Slowly, 

Moscow began to get the lion's share--they now have 240 "workers" while Leningrad has only 

160. .  Moscow gets all the trips abroad.  I mentioned Kuzmina's trips and Its laughed "that's 

because she's Kuzmina."  She is perceived to have power.  I'm ushered out about 3:30, I think. 

 

 Outside the Institute, the sun has really broken through, the temperature can't be much 

more than freezing, the ice on the streets is melting but spring is in the air.  I walk across the 

Palace Bridge and take some photos--my God, I can actually see the buildings through my lenses.  

I walked along Nevsky Prospect, went into three Berioskas, all of them equally dumpy (this 

morning coming down I went into the main one which was open but the devushkas told me to 
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leave--they couldn't do business because they didn't have cash.  (So much for socialism.)  I got 

some trinkets--quite unappetizing.  I continued walking down Nevsky Prospect, the crowds were 

out, everybody was sloshing around, many eating ice cream.  It was a long walk, maybe three 

hours, I stopped and looked in stores, went into the Moscow railroad station in search of the lost 

and found (I still thought I could find my robe and pajamas lost on the Moscow train coming to 

Leningrad).  However, I couldn't make out the signs, nobody spoke English, Greek, or Spanish, 

and, like in any other railroad station, nobody seemed to give much a damn.  So I left, feeling a 

little silly.  I'll try again tonight when I catch the midnight special back home to Moscow.  What a 

curious thought!  Hope I don't lost my pants on that trip.  Continued walking up Nevsky Prospect 

and finally got back to the Hotel Moscow.  It was a good walk, the trolley bus normally takes 40 

minutes to make that trip. 

 

 Some idle thoughts on Leningrad.  Obviously, in late spring, summer and early autumn it 

must be a lovely place particularly around the old imperial center.  The houses of the noblemen, 

the Winter Palace, the Admiralty Building, the walks around the Embankments, and the places 

on the island where the Peter and Paul Fortress is (which I did not see) are all beautiful.  The 

river and canals with all the low-slung bridges do give the inner city a kind of northern Venetian 

look.  No wonder Sveta in Sukhumi in 1982 sang its praises.  Nonetheless, the glimpses I got of 

side streets away from the center gave me the impression of decay, an impression probably 

compounded by the ravages of what everybody said was a hard winter.  The buildings are old--

from the turn of the century to maybe the 1930's.  None of these new box-like high structures that 

stick up all over Moscow appear to be in the parts of Leningrad I saw (probably a good thing 

aesthetically but not-so-good for Leningraders who probably have to do with fewer domestic 

creature comforts--but that's a guess.) 

 

 Leningraders on the whole seem sleek by comparison to Muscovites.  Not all women are 

fat, many have fashionable outerwear, fur coats are not unusual, and almost all are carefully made 
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up.  Men seem relatively neat.  The town, however, seems to be very much into the military, 

particularly the Soviet navy.  You see lots of men in uniform, navy cadets, officers and enlisted 

men, numbers of militia types (police) and assorted army types.  It is a training center for the 

Soviet Navy so I guess this makes sense.  Maybe Leningrad is the Soviet equivalent to San Diego 

or Norfolk, Virginia. 

 

 All in all, if I had made friends here, I'm sure I would have liked the place better.  If I ever 

come back, I'll try to keep an open mind. 

 

 It's now 8:30 and I better pack.  I'm to be picked up by Yuri Berezkin at 11:00 to be taken 

to the railroad station. 

 

 Berezkin does arrive but about 10:00.  The early arrival has malice aforethought.  He 

wants me to edit a paper he's written in English for some European conference--it's on, of all 

things, the relationship of Moche pottery art to Moche social structure.  His English is not bad 

but it needed work to bring that paper up to snuff.  I sat out in the canteen with him, almost no 

lights, with raucous Germans and some Spaniards carousing about.  It was difficult but by 11, 

when we absolutely had to leave, I had finished all but two pages.  I promised to do them at the 

Moscow railroad station where I was to take the midnight special to Moscow.  

 

 On the way I asked him to ask for the Lost and Found Department in the absolutely vain 

hope of locating my elusive and only robe and pajamas.  We went to Intourist instead where 

some Georgian types made a call and was told that Lost and Found was closed.  So much for 

that, I thought.  So I sat down and finished the paper. 

 

 It was then 11:45 and the train, its real name is the Red Arrow, leaves very promptly at 

11:59, shades of Mussolini.  We run down the track with this Yuri character half helping me with 
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my atrocious load and half tripping me up.  All the while he's telling me about his problems.  His 

wife, who is a trained psychologist and Estonian is taking care of their 10 month old daughter.  

She probably won't be able to get a job because her Russian is not up to snuff.  Her grandfather 

was a government minister in Estonia when that ill-fated place was independent but died in a 

concentration camp (Russian or German is a guess).  Her father was lucky, he was drafted into 

the Soviet Army in 1944 and was wounded in 1945 so he is considered a veteran and so he has 

some privileges.  Yuri and family do not have their own apartment, cannot stay with her parents 

which is what they legally are supposed to do, so they rent on a very short term basis from people 

who are away from Leningrad for some time.  This means they are constantly on the move.  Rent 

costs them a third of his salary so they are constantly broke.   

 

 So I jump on the train with two minutes to go.  I'm on Train 3, Car 6, Berth 11.  It seems I 

have no berth mate this time.  I sigh with relief.  The relief lasts one minute.  An officer in army 

uniform with a green stripe on his epaulets comes huffing and wheezing aboard.  I thought he 

was a Soviet border guard.  This should be interesting, I think, real contact with the uniformed 

establishment.  I announce in impeccable Russian that I know no Russian.  He grunts, I announce 

that English is fine by me or even Spanish.  With Spanish he lights up, he's a Cuban officer in 

training at a Leningrad military school.  What a small and peculiar world! 

 

 We babble away--he's been in Leningrad for four years with one to go.  His Russian is 

apparently adequate but he's always had difficulty with the language.  He's been a professional 

soldier since the age of 17 and he's been in for 18 years.  He started as an enlisted man and is 

now a lieutenant--he can't be very bright.  Nevertheless, he's not a line officer but works in the 

Ministry of Defense or War in Havana.  His wife is dead, has two children, both boys, being 

raised by his father-in-law.  It was unclear, but the latter three might be in Miami.  There are nine 

Cuban military types with him in Leningrad.  He has his own apartment there and the school 

keeps him busy only from 9 to 3.  He apparently doesn't think it's a bad life.  In May, he's off to 
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Cuba (he live in Havana and his house is near the Casa de Las Americas) for a four month 

vacation. 

 

 As we drink our compulsory tea, I tell him, I don't know why, about my missing idiotic 

robe and pajamas.  It's now some sort of primordial obsession.  My by now friend Carlos said 

that he'll ask the devushka about it.  He calls out to her in some transmuted macho fashion.  He 

began to babble at her, she scarcely understands, I utter, pitifully, "they're only pajamas."  

"Pajamas," she said, "wait a minute," goes off and a couple of seconds comes back with my 

pajamas and robe.  Unbelievable!  What are the odds of getting on a random train, random car, 

on a random day, asking an unknown person about an object that can scarcely be described and 

has no identification, while the train is chugging away, and have that object delivered to you.  

Unbelievable!  It made my day.  It wasn't the value of that junk, it has little worth--I don't know 

what it was. 

 

 Anyway, Carlos and I chatted away in Hispanski, I think I could have gotten Fidel's 

battleplans with a little more effort.  But then we went to sleep with the train chattering and 

chugging along.  Carlos was right, it is strange that Soviet trains of this kind have no restaurant 

or bar.  How can a good Latin make do? 

March 16, 1985 

 

 It was a fitful sleep on the train, but the night passed quickly enough.  About 7:00 we got 

up, I went and washed my face in what passes as a lavatory, we had tea, Carlos put on his 

uniform, and we were in Moscow, at exactly 8:30 a.m. 

 

 I'm met at the station by Pavel and Liudmilla.  We try to drive out of the station but we're 

stopped by the GAI (traffic cops).  Pavel was illegally parked.  He gets out and has a do with the 

fuzz.  I thought he was trying to pay off the cop but whatever it was it took about 10 minutes.  
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Apparently he argued that he had this American "specialist" in town that the Academy of 

Sciences would be offended if I were inconvenienced, etc.  Liudmilla went to the protection of 

her cub but he pushed her off.  When he got back in one piece, he said he didn't pay (under the 

table).  It was the principle of the thing. 

 

 First, we stop at the Gastinitsa Akademia Nauk where I get another suite, 719.  My status 

is still high.  I drop off my bags, get my passport back in record time, and we're off to Liudmilla's 

for breakfast.  She cooked up an omelet, a great mushroom salad, hot rolls and butter, vodka, 

mineral water and some champagne.  Not bad for a little country boy in a socialist country.  All 

during breakfast, Pavel was getting calls from the "devushki," he's got to be the hottest number in 

town.  It also says something about my image of the demure, patient Russian damsel.  There are 

also calls from Valentin Paritsky and Victor Koslov.  Liudmilla tells them we're going shopping 

and that they can come to see me at the Gastinitsa after 4:00 p.m.  My dance calendar was filling 

up fast. 

 

 From the moment I was picked up at the Station, Pavel kept telling me Soviet stories.  It 

was all interesting but somewhat curious.  Why?  In passing, he mentions that his girlfriend 

Sonia has invited me to her birthday party on Monday and she wants me very much to come.  I 

hope I'll be back in New York by then but it would have been interesting.  I told him that she 

should have it tonight so I could make it.  She can't, he said, because it's bad luck to celebrate 

before  one's birthday, doing this would ensure a short life.  He added that his birthday is on 

January 10th, the day school begins in the Soviet Union.  He always wanted to celebrate the day 

before while still on holiday but never could.  Anyway, I gave Pavel one of those green lipsticks 

to give to Sonia, the cosmetic queen of Moscow.   

 

 Pavel got on the subject of crime.  What sentences do Americans get for what kind of 

crimes?  After my answer, he went on about important crimes in the U.S.S.R. Crimes against the 
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person are not anywhere near as important as crimes against the state.  Someone can rob $10,000 

rubles from a person's apartment and he'll get three years, I think he said, but if he steals "a loaf 

of bread" (shades of Emile Zola) from a state store, he'll get fifteen years.  According to Pavel, 

damned near everybody in the U.S.S.R. is in jail, some 18 to 20 million people.  When I 

expressed doubt about the magnitude of this figure, he assured me it was correct.  His father, who 

is in the Ministry of Trade, calculated it from the amount of supplies requested and bought by the 

Ministry of Internal Affairs.  As further evidence he cited the fact that in the building that he 

lives in (he's been there since they put it up, three years ago) there are 60 apartments and there are 

12 people from these apartments who are now in jail (mostly, it turns out, on charges of 

corruption).  His very best friend, just got out after six years for committing vehicular homicide. 

 

 His friend's tale is illuminating.  After killing an old woman on the road, he was put into 

the main Moscow prison to await trial.  In his cell there were 70 prisoners.  Since he was "big" he 

got a cot near the window but most of the others had to sleep on the stone floor.  During the year 

in which he awaited trial, four prisoners died of "nephritis" due to this.  After sentencing, he was 

sent to Siberia where he helped build a road and then was put to felling lumber.  Prisoners, Pavel 

claims, are not an economic burden to the state but rather an economic asset--they are put to 

work where needed, in the oil fields, etc. 

 

 He also noted that convicted individuals have their property and money confiscated as do 

their relatives, and that confiscation is the third largest income producer for the state. 

 

 The next subject had to do with religion.  He noted that students are tending towards 

attending church during high holidays like Easter but that the police make special efforts to keep 

them from attending.  For example, they throw three rings of cops around the church near MGU 

to keep students away.  During these holidays, movies stay open all night and choice American 

and European movies are shown in order to lure students away, Komsomol throws large dances, 
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etc.  In all of this, the police are aided by student auxiliaries.  Auxiliaries of guards are usually 

pushed into these non-paying posts by university authorities (apparently all students have to 

provide 2 or 3 different types of public service).  Some students voluntarily opt for this fink 

service because it can ease the way into the Communist Party. 

 

 The topic then moved on to university student problems in general.  It turned out that you 

can get away with a lot on a strictly academic level.  If you don't do well (does this mean pass) in 

your course work, you can be asked to leave but you can be readmitted the following year if there 

is nothing else held against you.  For example, the police can pick you up for being drunk and 

then write the university about it, that can keep you out, "provocateurs" can pick a fight and a 

student can be expelled for that.  However, the most dastardly crime, one which has no appeal, 

has to do with sexual relations.  If they catch a man in a girl's dormitory room, they're both out 

with letters going to the parents, etc.  He told me the story of a girl who invited her boyfriend to 

her room for the night, the student auxiliaries must have been tipped off and they raided the room 

in the early hours of the morning.  In a panic, before they got in, the girl made the boyfriend go 

out on a ledge under her window, 20 stories above the ground.  The poor nut did this.  When the 

student finks came in they searched everywhere, closets, under the bed, etc. and found nothing.  

Then the head of the posse went to the window, opened it, looked down, and saw the boyfriend 

who turned out to be his close friend.  He then turned to his gang announcing that there was no 

one there and ordered everybody out.  The poor girl, heart pounding, waited for them to leave, 

and then fainted dead away.  I wonder whether she was more worried for herself or for the stiff 

out on the ledge. 

 

 Pavel's concern for jail, penalties, and the like has been the constant leit motif of most of 

our conversations since I've arrived in the Soviet Union.  I wonder whether he thinks I'm all that 

interested or whether it's some sort of preoccupation with him.  But one certainly gets the sense, 
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at least from him, that the individual Soviet citizen faces a steady, somewhat unpredictable 

pressure from the system. 

 

 After our regal and much enjoyed breakfast, Liudmilla, Pavel and I ventured out for my 

"program" of shopping.  I dreaded the thought--all that rushing around and all those elbows and 

rear ends in those understocked stores.  We first hit three jewelry stores in search of rings.  It was 

interesting in now many of the stones are synthetic, including a much prized artificial brilliant, or 

diamond.  It's also amazing the prize that some of this stuff commands, many items were 2 and 

3000 rubles each, I saw a couple of pendants that ranged from 15,000 to 24,000 rubles.  I 

exclaimed that I didn't understand how the average citizen could afford these things (consider 

that 300 rubles a month is a pretty good salary).  Pavel pointed out the militia man in the store 

who apparently keeps track of those who purchase expensive items.  He also added that people 

buy after they've inherited money.  We went to a couple of berioskas, Liudmilla bought a couple 

of things for me to take to Regina Fisher and one to Gallina, the translator in the States.  Pavel 

bought a little painted jar for Judy Weiss, and then wrote a note on a card for her.  I bought an 

assortment of things including some Ukrainian items.  Pavel organized the logistics of buying 

and paid the money.  My stuff came to about 260 rubles as closely as I could reckon.  Later we 

settled the score.  I had about 125 rubles unexpended and I gave Pavel 100.  He asked me for $50 

U.S. and that would take care of things.  The rate of exchange he gave me was about 3 rubles for 

1 dollar. 

 

 We returned to the Gastinitsa about 4:00 p.m.  Pavel didn't want to come upstairs, he 

made it obvious he didn't want to be seen by my next wave of visitors.  Liudmilla sat in the car.  

Anyway, I gave Pavel one of those magnifying rulers and he left.  Valentin came in about five 

minutes with Victor no more than a minute behind.  Victor told me that Andrei Voronov was 

coming at 6:00 p.m. and that if I wanted, we'd go out to eat or to the "gypsies." 
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 There was some work to do.  First Victor went over the Peoples book.  They managed to 

get the Russian text for about seven of the articles--the rest would be sent as soon as possible 

through the IREX connection.  His edited paper was fine, he had made a few minor and sensible 

amendments.  Bruk still had his edited paper, and, I suppose, he would send along corrections 

and the new census data (I should worry about this one because I'm not sure what these new 

figures will do to the internal text.)  Bromley's paper was half "corrected" by Valentin but it's 

obviously a mess.  Now, I'm told, it's up to me to make sense of it, hopefully with the help of 

Bromley's Theoretical Ethnography.  Valentin seems dubious about the whole progress.  I get the 

impression that he thinks, in some obtuse way, that I'm responsible for difficulty with this paper.  

I tried to set him straight again, emphasizing the baroque and somewhat confusing style of the 

Institute Director. 

 

 The longevity papers and the questions I had brought along with them, with the exception 

of four Kiev/Tblisi articles, had been carefully reviewed and the queries answered.  Victor had 

also listened to my lament about the unprofessional rendering of all references and had, in fact, 

worked up a new set of references for most of the papers, giving first the entire reference in 

Russian and then in translated English.  He apparently had worked hard and had worked his 

group hard while I was in Leningrad.  Victor, despite his stammer and somewhat abrupt style, has 

proven the most systematic and most clear-thinking of the lot. 

 

 Before we started on the papers, Victor had Valentin translate for me a "protocol" signed 

by Bromley and to be countersigned by me. This document made clear that I had the authority to 

deal with the editing and publishing of both books and expressed the sentiment that future 

relations between the Institute of Ethnography and RISM be continued and that discussions about 

future collaboration should be explored. 
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 I let the boys play with the television set which they promptly broke and went in to take a 

bath and a shave.  I hadn't washed for a while--the last time was in that awful yellow water in the 

Hotel Moscow in Leningrad. 

 

 When I got out we went down to the Gastinitsa restaurant, the orchestra was playing, the 

fat ladies were dancing with each other.  It kind of looked like an animated senior citizen fat 

farm.  The four of us ate, the conversation tended to be serious, quite a bit on the future of US-

USSR relations. I expressed a basically optimistic view, one that argued that the new Soviet 

leadership and a second-term U.S. president made for good conditions for the improvement of 

relations.  Victor didn't see it that way but it was unclear why.  We talked some about future 

collaborations, my sending students over, etc.  They seemed to like the idea of Taeko Sumiyoshi 

going to the Ukraine this summer with Bolshakov and his team (they're still looking at long-

living populations.)  My suggestion about a joint US/USSR project in a third country was 

cautiously received.  Victor thought Greece was the only possible place where this might be 

carried out.  Greece once being a friend of the USSR, etc.  Mostly I talked to Valentin about 

trivia--the noise of the diners and orchestra precluded much else.  Valentin remains an enigmatic 

figure.  He's a translator and interpreter in Liudmilla's international relations section.  That 

section handles foreign contacts of all kinds and also has a control function within the Institute.  

Valentin moves in and out, he's present at many affairs, he seems to speak out in Russian to his 

colleagues but he's a careful, deliberate defender of the system, or is it of all things Russian?  He 

seems poor, he seems well read, he worked as an interpreter in Turkey years ago--what went 

wrong? 

 

 Andrei Voronov seems more and more pathetic. It appears that he has been completely 

shunted aside, he's considered "lazy," he's obviously looking for support from me.  I'm not sure I 

want to give it, or, for that matter, if I can give it. 
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 Victor is clearly in charge of the assembled group.  Despite his stammer, he orders the 

meal, is unusually self-possessed, he's a medium big shot.  My rise in status (the RISM 

directorship) makes him more powerful because he's been my Soviet counterpart for three years.  

Isn't it all curious? 

 

 We went back to my room.   I bought a bottle of cognac from the Buffet and we watched 

the hockey match, the crucial hockey game, between the Dynamo team and the Soviet Army 

team.  To everyone's chagrin, it was a runaway with Army scoring 10 or 11 goals to Dynamo's 1.  

My guests left at about 11:30 p.m. and I wrote until 2:00 a.m. 

 

 

March 17, 1985 

 

 Last night, I had some initial trouble falling asleep despite wine and cognac in quantity.  I 

became anxious, for no real reason, that this notebook was becoming dangerous for those I have 

been writing about.  Pavel's theme has become my momentary paranoia.  What if the Soviet 

authorities got their hands on these messy notes while I was sleeping.  Glad to report that this 

anxiety evaporated as the wine and cognac took over.  I woke with a start about 8:00 a.m., 

obviously having slept through my alarm.  The skies are gray and it's snowing, fitfully--a fitting 

day for my departure.  I get up, bathe, shave and pack.  I had breakfast at the Buffet.  I felt myself 

at ease and at peace with myself.  It must have been good cognac. 

 

 I'm called at 9:45 by Igor Krupnik, he will pick me up in 40 minutes so we can go out to 

Chenlov's apartment.  I waited for him outside the Gastinitsa and he came about 10:30.  We took 

the ring Metro for some stops, then one of the spoke lines, I guess to the end, then a bus, and then 

we walked.  It took about an hour--Chlenov lives in a "new" district in the northern part of 

Moscow not all that far from Sheremetievov Airport. 
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 During the trip, Krupnik made very clear his disdain for much of Soviet ethnography and 

Soviet ethnographers.  he is about 35, absolutely bald (some disease, I'm told), married, one 

daughter of 10 years.  It turns out he's a Jew married to a girl who is 1/4 Jewish and the rest 

Tartar but who identifies herself as Jewish.  He is obviously bright, a specialist in genealogical 

method who has worked in the islands off Kamkatchka, and in Abkhasia, Georgia, Armenia, 

Azerbaijan, etc. 

 

 We get to the Chlenov apartment.  I really only saw what appeared to be a combined 

living room, dining-room and Chlenov's office and library.  I'm sat down, the door is closed and 

the meeting is on.  They know I have only two hours that I can stay.  I have to be back at the 

Gastinitsa by 2:30 to await Liudmilla, the Academy car, and then the trip to the airport.   

 

 

 The agenda is laid out.  Chlenov and Krupnik want to talk about "Judaica," more 

specifically, Jewish studies in the U.S.S.R.  It turns out that both Chlenov and Krupnik have 

developed this academic interest and the Chlenov seems to be involved in Soviet Jewish 

activities on a more personal level.  What they really want from me is help getting a collection of 

articles on various Jewish communities in the Soviet Union published in English and in the West.  

Over the past few years, about ten "professionals" and "semi-professionals"  (young people just 

out of university and without good jobs) have been studying and writing about Jewish 

communities, particularly Sephardic, and on the Asiatic and Caucasian parts of the country.  

They have published a short piece or two in a Soviet Yiddish monthly journal but little else.  The 

Yiddish language journal is frightened to put out too much on Soviet Jewry, follows dictates 

from above to belabor Zionism, and  is, in fact, publishing Yiddish translations of epic poems of 

indigenous people of the U.S.S.R.  Chlenov and Krupnik think they can pull together a 

reasonable collection of published and unpublished articles for an English language edition.  
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How to do it?  If I can get some publisher, some American journal, some group in the U.S. to put 

such a collection out--the next step would be for an "official" letter to be written  by that group to 

VAPP, the central publishing agency of the Soviet Union requesting permission to do it and 

mentioning that Institute members like Chlenov and Krupnik be asked to head up the project, a 

second similar letter to Bromley at the Institute of Ethnography and a third "unofficial" copy to 

Chlenov and Krupnik.  Maybe permission would be granted but maybe not.  Apparently even 

nonpolitical writing on the Soviet Jews is seen by the authorities as something potentially or 

actually dangerous.  If permission were not granted, they'd consider publication outside without 

authorization and take their chances.  I wonder what they would be.  I agree to make inquiries in 

New York thinking of the YIVO, Joe Lukinsky at Jewish Theological Seminary, Betsy 

Goldsmith, maybe, just maybe, advice from Marshall Shulman at the Harriman Institute.  It's an 

intriguing thought. 

 

 Second, the boys would be delighted if they could get their own individual papers 

published in academic journals, that is, their Jewish-focused papers.  I ought to be able to speak 

to Arthur Tuden and Russ Bernard about this. 

 

 Third, Chlenov and Krupnik want to expand the "Judaica" academic network.  They'd like 

contacts with those studying Jews.  If I hear of anyone coming to Moscow with this interest, 

could I give him their addresses and phone numbers which are as follows: 

 

Dr. M.A. Chlenov 

Klinskaya Street 16-102 

125475 Moscow 

U.S.S.R. 

tel. 4582978 
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Dr. Igor I. Krupnik 

AK. Pavlova Street 40-118 

121552 Moscow 

U.S.S.R. 

tel. 1418371 

 

 After about an hour of this, Chlenov's wife came in and brought wine, coffee, ice cream, 

jam a kind of very dry strudel, and matzoh.  That's the first time I have ever seen matzoh in the 

Soviet Union (whoops, sorry, I did see Sephardim making matzoh during Passover in Tblisi in 

1983, I think).  The wife, I think her name is Svetlana, could only stay a few minutes, she was 

going to the theater.  Chlenov also has three kids, two young boys and an 18 year old girl.  The 

whole family speaks some English and, I'm sure, two or three other languages. 

 

 It was curious--although we spent two hours taking about nothing but Soviet Jews, 

Chlenov and Krupnik did not overly personalize their discussion.  With the passage of the visit, 

however, it became abundantly clear that both of them trod a very delicate line at the Institute.  

Neither of them have been able to get out of the country for conferences, etc. (Chlenov did go to 

Indonesia as an interpreter but that was the first and only time.)  Although they're whiz kids, 

they're rarely included in the official teams that deal with foreigners.  Krupnik does have some 

clear connection with the US/USSR Arctic team but Chlenov, who is an authority on the area, 

does not: they seem to be tolerated if they don't get out of line.  It seems that their uneasy position 

is at least partly due to their Jewish related interests.  There are other Jews in the Institute but the 

latter apparently shun Jewish questions.  Bruk, for example, is a Jew, but he is also Deputy 

Director and will have nothing to do with that dangerous subject. 
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 In the larger context, however, the Institute is a "liberal" establishment, internationalist, 

and therefore "Western" in the eyes of a more right-wing academicians.  Bromley has made his 

reputation as an internationalist, who makes contacts abroad, etc. 

 

 When the last President of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences was in office, Bromley was 

a fair haired boy because of this.  But the new man has a different perspective, it seems, and 

Bromley is not riding as high now.  Bromley is hated by the Director of the Institute of 

Archeology (both Institutes are housed in the same structure).  This academician is a right-wing, 

inwardly turned Russia-first man.  According to Krupnik, the old split in Russia between those 

that felt themselves Westerners and those that feared and hated the West still persists--even in 

academic circles.  So Bromley, the hustler, is in a difficult position vis-a-vis Jews and Jewish 

studies.  He is protective of both to a limited degree but he is uneasy about it. 

 

 It's interesting, Chlenov's ethnographic interests in the Jews starts only when Vera, or was 

in Sula, insisted that Jews be discussed in the Peoples book.  Bromley asked Chlenov to provide 

him with data so that he, Bromley, could write this section.  Chlenov agreed, as long as Bromley 

would publish another paper on Jews that Chlenov had ready.  Bromley apparently hemmed and 

hawed.  Finally, perhaps he was afraid to associate his own name to it, Bromley allowed Chlenov 

to take author's credit for the piece I now have in the Peoples book. 

 

 C & K spoke at length about the small pockets of Oriental Jews spread around the 

Caucausus and Central Asian parts of the U.S.S.R.  I cannot remember the names they rattled off 

except for a group of "Mountain Jews" that they recently unearthed.  Krupnik also mentioned an 

urban, genealogical survey of some 800 Jews that he was carrying out.  They both think that by 

the time the collection we talked about earlier is negotiated in the U.S., they will have pretty 

good ethnographic coverage of much of the Jewish population. 
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 Completely aside from the Jewish issue, Krupnik and I had a discussion of his recent 

work in Soviet Armenia.  He had been asked to go to Erevan to help train the local Institute boys 

in genealogical method.  He said they weren't overly excited about his interest but he did have the 

opportunity to carry out some field work.  He was amazed at the genealogical memory of the 

Armenians.  They can recount seven generations from Ego bilaterally.  They give intimate details 

of individuals who lived a 100, 150 years before--and everyone is familiar with these facts, even 

children.  He told me something of rural Armenian endogamy which is almost complete (it 

would be very rare to find even one Russian wife in a rural village), the intermarriage of some 

Armenians in the urban areas, etc. 

 

 Before I had to leave Chlenov's house, we managed to solidify our ethnic ties.  I was a 

Greek New Yorker, obviously to them very familiar with and very close to Jews.  According to 

Chlenov, the Greeks and Jews were the smart people.  In any case, we established our kinship 

and our friendship.  My allotted time had come but Chlenov had decided Krupnik would take me 

back by taxi thereby allowing us another half hour of conversation.  I must say that those two 

seem desperate to talk to people from the outside.  At about 1:45, Chlenov walked us down to a 

taxi stand, the first one I've ever really noticed in the Moscow area.  Fond goodbyes and we were 

off. 

 

 On the way back, Krupnik spoke rapidly and knowledgeably about the "system," the 

Institute, the granting of higher degrees, and the like.  He talked a great deal about hardliners and 

"internationalists," Bromley and the Institute.  Bromley was his M.A. sponsor and he gave 

Krupnik some good advice.  Bromley, however, is not an ethnographer, nor for that matter, are 

any of the top level people at the Institute of Ethnography--Bromley is an historian, Bruk is a 

demographer, Drobizheva is a historian, etc.   Among the senior ethnographers, he thinks 

Aretunov (the Armenian that came to my house last year) is the best of the lot.  It sounded a little 

like the latter was a senior confidante and protector of C & K. 
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 I asked about Ph.D. defenses.  These are carried out by the appropriate Institute and, I 

guess, university.  Again, there's a junior-senior split.  According to Krupnik, the timing of this 

last degree is correlated with age and seniority, no matter what the competence of the individual.  

He thought it was appropriate that Chlenov at 44 go up for a defense but that he, at 35, was too 

junior.  The defense committee is obligated to consider any written or public statement made by 

anyone about the candidate's work.   He cited the case of a brilliant woman who wrote on 

dermoglyphics.  This esoteric study touched the national or chauvinistic sensibilities of a number 

of people on the outside (all of the uproar of no scientific significance, according to Krupnik).  

The defense committee apparently split into two factions and the defense itself ended up in a big 

squabble.  The poor lady has yet to hear the results.  It might take a year, year and a half for a 

Ph.D. dissertation to wind its way through the system for approval or rejection.  A curious 

footnote on all of this is that the Ph.D. manuscript is State property and is not at all for general 

distribution--certainly not in the manner of  our University of Michigan microfilms or Xeroxes of 

dissertations.  In the Soviet Union, there are four copies, the original goes to the Lenin Library 

(which is closed to the public), the first copy goes to the Institute Library (which again has 

limited clientele) and he other two are kept by the author who certainly cannot give them to 

foreigners.  Even the required long, published abstract is not for general circulation (isn't it 

interesting that Pavel gave me his candidate's abstract with a signed dedication).  The system or 

high individuals can make it very hard, impossible for specific persons to get the degree.  It could 

be suggested that an individual rewrite a number of times, or that he should publish a book first 

(which can take years for the actual publication to come out), that he correct this or that.  Those 

candidates who are part of the system, who have friends at court sail through, those who don't 

might well have a hard time.  I asked Krupnik as to whether it was important to have a Ph.D.  

Well, he said, you get a 100 ruble raise. 
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 When the taxi got to the Gastinitsa (fare is 20 kopecks a kilometer), Krupnik walked me 

to the door and reminded me to give his telephone number to anyone coming through who had 

similar interests.  One last note on the C & K meeting.  They were anxious that they receive 

invitations or foreign conferences that focus on Jewish studies.  Although they think their 

chances are less than one in 10,000 that either would be permitted to attend, they believe it very 

important that they receive the invitations.  We said our goodbyes and Krupnik, that pale-faced, 

bald, somewhat gangling figure, marched off. 

 

 When I got to the seventh floor, Valentin was waiting for me.   A little subdued, 

somewhat taciturn, he accepted my invitation to finish off the bottle of cognac.  He had 

apparently come to say goodbye, he also asked me if I had any film I didn't need (his wife is now 

taking a lot of pictures of the grandchildren).  He dreams, he said, of the time when he will have 

time to do photography.  He brought up Sidney Mintz and mentioned that Mintz hadn't come to 

Moscow since 1983 although he had made several tries--the reason, he said, was that Vera Rubin 

had probably blocked it since she disliked him.  I had deliberately told him of Vera's antipathy to 

Sid a couple of days ago so that the "boys" had a sense of that tension in case anything comes up 

in the future; that is, Sid giving me the business to the Institute brass when he next comes.  

Anyway, I vigorously denied that Vera had anything to do with Sid's coming or not coming to 

Moscow.  It was an interesting little conversation. 

 

 A few minutes later Liudmilla came in.  She seated herself quite formally, inquired of 

Valentin, in Russian, about what had transpired the night before, whether the protocol was 

signed, etc.  In English, she made some gratuitous cracks about Victor and then she proceeded to 

speak to me, very officially, in Russian with Valentin translating. 

 

 The message was very clear.  The Institute (obviously Bromley) wants to continue the 

RISM tie.  They are pleased that I have been appointed the new director and they are grateful I 
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am undertaking to edit and publish the two books (personally she cares little for the longevity 

volume, that is of no interest to her, and Victor, who she obviously doesn't like, is the co-editor, 

but she is very interested in the Peoples book). 

 

 They think that the easiest and most useful way of keeping our ties going is for me to 

consider coming to the Soviet Union for the ethnicity conference in Kiev from June 3 to maybe 

June 13.  This is the conference that Sid Mintz is honchoing on the American side.  Bromley and 

Drobizheva (who heads the Soviet side of this venture) personally invite me.  If I am willing to 

come, could I please tell Wesley Fisher that the Institute wants this and is willing to expand the 

number of American participants from nine to ten in order to accommodate me.  I answer that I 

would be in Sweden for a few days at the end of May so, at the very least, it would be 

geographically convenient for me to attend.  In any case, I would consider the invitation and, if I 

decide to come will make the appropriate overtures to Wesley if they would, in turn, notify IREX 

of their desire to have me. 

 

 Later on, Liudmilla told me that the Institute is willing to invite both me and my wife to 

come to the Soviet Union (she made it clear that I am now a very important person). 

 

 She went on a little on other less major subjects (for the life of me, I can't remember 

them) and then, at about 4:00 p.m. we left the Gastinitsa.  An Academy car was waiting, we all 

piled in although Valentin got out after 15 minutes or so when the car was in his neighborhood.  

Liudmilla and I went on to Sheremetievov Airport somewhat silently.  Snow was fitfully falling, 

the clouds blocked out the afternoon light as we splattered our way out of Moscow.  It was odd, I 

had little emotion of any kind about leaving.  It felt like I was taking the #4 bus from TC to 

home. 
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 My flight (Lufthansa 341 to Frankfurt) was scheduled for departure at 7:15--we had 2 1/2 

hours to kill so I told Liudmilla to go home--it was ridiculous for her to waste her Sunday 

afternoon waiting around the terminal.  No, said she, she stays.  In fact, she had sent the driver 

home for supper. 

 

  We had a little snack and chatted awhile.  It was interesting.  She's a tiger when it comes 

to her son Pavel.  Nobody better get in the way.  I got the very strong impression that she would 

not be upset if he lived abroad, in the West, if his career, his life chance, would prosper.  She 

talked about her fondness for RISM, how comfortable she feels there, how RISM was the first 

foreign institution she dealt with in her job.  She talked about the U.S., that it is "a very 

interesting country, and Oregon is beautiful, no?"  Alaska is beautiful too, the climate is just like 

Siberia, how good!"  There was little of the defender of the Soviet faith in her today, no 

bumptiousness, just a quite ordinary middle-aged woman, with a husband in the hospital who 

will probably have to retire, and with an only son, the crown jewel. 

 

 I asked her who her deputy was in the international relations section and it turned out to 

be some male who I did not know.  He's the "scientific secretary" of the Institute.  Tanya seems to 

be No. 3 and rising.  It was funny when Krupnik was telling me about the Institute and how it 

worked.  He mentioned Tanya who had been an "ordinary little library girl" working at the 

Institute and now, in her role in this sensitive and internally powerful section, senior people bow 

and scrape to her.  Liudmilla said she doesn't come out to the airport for most visitor, only 

important ones, good friends, like Vera, Sula, and myself.  I bet she says this to all the boys.   

 

 Finally, at about 6:00 p.m. the Lufthansa people arrive and I tried to go through Soviet 

customs with Liudmilla hovering nervously behind me.  The Customs inspector, a rather doltish 

but mild-looking clod, turned out to be an ogre.  He wanted to know why I hadn't declared my 

wedding ring.  He x-rayed everything and then re-examined everything again through another 
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machine.  He ranted and raved and I smiled and laughed.  He finally fixed on the two small 

packages from Liudmilla and Regina and Gallina in New York.  In them were only two cheap 

broaches of something that looked like gold.  I couldn't take these treasures out of the Soviet 

nation out--Liudmilla had to take them back.  She argued that I was this "Amerikansi specialista" 

on a special mission to the "Akademia Nauk."  The more she talked, the more the customs jerk 

carried on.  Liudmilla took the two boxes and when the idiot turned his back she shoved the 

broaches in my coat pocket, one fell to the floor, she picked it up and shoves it in my pocket 

again.  She put on her hurt-look--I think to convince Customs that she had taken back the 

contraband.  He was upset that I had two rubles even though it is permitted to take up to three 

rubles as "souvenirs."  Myself, I thought I could use my two in the TC cafeteria.  Anyway, I'm let 

through.  Liudmilla and I kiss and I proceed though Lufthansa, then passport control, then 

through security search and finally into the waiting salon.  The whole procedure is ludicrous, 

Liudmilla was afraid they were going to find the two books she gave me for somebody in 

California.  It is illegal to take them out because they were published after 1974.  Customs was 

only concerned with a 10 ruble piece of junk.  I had the Russian text of the Peoples book.  It's 

technically illegal for a foreigner or anybody to take that out without special permission--which I 

did not have.  And Customs was only concerned with a 10 ruble piece of junk.  I just couldn't 

take the whole thing seriously, certainly not the way I did the first time I went through in 1981. 

 

 While waiting for the Lufthansa flight, I thought of a couple of funny and possibly 

revealing things that Pavel had said during the past week. 

 

 (1) On Sunday night, March 10, Pavel was driving me back from the circus, when we 

passed the U.S. Embassy, which I recognized, I noticed that there was an American flag on the 

principle flag pole, despite the fact that it was night time, and the flag was at half mast.  I asked 

Pavel if he heard anything in the media about any prominent American dying.  He answered in 

the negative.  On Saturday, March 16, when we were driving around, Pavel turns to me and says, 
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"Do you remember that American flag at half-mast, do you think the Americans knew about 

Chernenko's death before the Soviet Union knew it.  You know, he died Sunday night at about 

the time we passed the Embassy but we weren't told until Monday late morning. 

 

 (2) On that Saturday ride around Moscow, I kept looking at the architecture, particularly 

the old buildings.  In fact, when passing the Kremlin, Liudmilla exclaimed that the Kremlin 

churches were the most beautiful structures in Moscow. In this vein, I asked Pavel, quite 

seriously, what building he thought the most beautiful.  He thought a moment, and  then replied, 

"The American Embassy." 

 

 And so this trip ends.  Mostly things went well but I still remain in trepidation about the 

work I have committed myself to. 

 

 

******** 
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Mathias Church (Church of our Lady) 218 

Olivetti 217 

Opera restaurant 222 

patisserie 217 

restaurant in the Gellert 216, 219, 220, 223 

restaurant near the market 223 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

PRAGUE 155, 157, 158, 160 

Airport 155, 161 

Beer Hall "U Fleckir" 156 

Carolinium 158 

Charles Bridge 158 

Charles University 158, 160 

Hotel Park 155, 157, 160 

Hradcany Area 157 

Metro 158, 159 

Night Club "The Alhambra" 160 

OLD JEWISH TOWN 158 

Old Town 157 

OLD UNIVERSITY 158 

Palace of Culture 158 

Prague Castle 157 

Queen Anne's Palace 157 

Restaurant "The Highlands" 156 

St. Vitus Cathedral 157 

Stingl's house 159 

synagogues 158 

trolley 159 

Wenceslas Sauare 158 

DURIPSH 74, 78, 79, 81, 89, 90, 92, 93, 96, 99, 134, 167, 171, 191, 263, 309 
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Kaldachara 75 

Kolhoz cantina 88, 98, 99 

Panihua (Tvanskaya) 82, 84 

ENGLAND 

LONDON 274 

FRANCE 

PARIS 59, 212 

GERMANY 

FRANKFURT 153, 154, 212, 214 

GUDAUTA 71, 72, 74, 84, 85, 88, 89, 90, 167 

KAKHETI region 131, 132 

Alaverdi Cathedral 131, 132 

Alazani Valley 129 

Bardgischevi 131 

Gourdchaani 129 

Gremi 131 

Ikaltoi Monastery 131 

Kvareli 131 

Kvelatlsminda Church 129 

Mtavaranquelozi Church 131 

restaurant by stream 130 

Sagardecho 129 

Sagaredecho 129 

Telavi 131 

Velisziche 129 

KIEV 175, 176, 177, 180, 181, 183, 184, 236, 237, 238, 240, 241, 242, 243, 291, 332 

airport 184, 243 

Baba Yar 237 

Central Market 1 

Church of St. Andrew 241 

cinema house 183 

coffee shop 242 

Darnitsa 175 

Dnieper 239, 241 

gift shop 183 

Hotel Dnipro 236, 239, 242 

Hotel Lybed 175, 176, 178, 183 

Hotel Restaurant 237, 240 

Institute of Gerontology 175, 176, 177, 179, 181, 183, 238 

Intourist Hotel 240 

Kreshchatic Boulevard 175 

Lenkomsomol Square 175 

Metro 241 

monument 239 

park 242 

Pecherskaya Lavra, Monastery of the Caves 183 

Post Office Building 176 
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record store 242 

Rusanov and Darnitsa districts 241 

St. Cyrill Cathedral 178 

St. Sophia Cathedral 237, 241 

St. Vladimir's Cathedral 240 

State Opera and Ballet Theater 179, 180 

suspension bridge 241 

Trinity Church 183 

trolley 176, 179, 183 

Ukranian Academy of Sciences 236 

Univermag 178 

University of Kiev 240, 242 

KUTAISI 107, 111, 112, 114 

Airport 114 

LENINGRAD 276, 282, 286, 297, 301, 304, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 313, 314, 315 

Academy of Sciences 306 

American Department of the Institute 309, 312 

Caucasus Department 308 

Institute of Ethnography 306, 308, 311, 313, 314 

Buildings, Streets, Points of Interest 307 

Admiralty Building 314 

Alexander Nevsky Lavra 307 

Hotel Moscow 301, 306, 311, 314, 323 

houses of the noblemen 314 

Neva River 313 

Nevsky Prospect 307, 311 

Palace Bridge 307, 314 

Peter and Paul Fortress 308, 314 

University Embankment 307, 314 

Winter Palace 314 

City Transit 

Metro 311 

Moscow railroad station 314 

Red Arrow 316 

trolley 306, 307, 310, 311 

Museums 

Hermitage Museum 308, 310 

Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography 308, 312 

Stores 

Birioskas 311, 314 

music store on Nevsky Prospect 311 

MOSCOW 5, 9, 12, 45, 59, 62, 63, 67, 145, 150, 151, 152, 161, 162, 174, 287, 313, 314, 318, 

319, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 328, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 335 

Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.R. 

Gastinitsa Akademia Nauk 6, 10, 11, 15, 16, 45, 49, 52, 53, 59, 60, 63, 65, 66, 67, 69, 70, 

72, 138, 142, 144, 145, 148, 150, 151, 161, 165, 166, 169, 170, 172, 173, 174, 207, 208, 
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209, 211, 226, 229, 235, 254, 256, 258, 259, 264, 275, 277, 282, 289, 290, 295, 304, 318, 

322, 325, 331, 332 

Institute of Ethnography 8, 11, 70, 140, 141, 142, 146, 148, 166, 167, 170, 171, 197, 227, 

233, 242, 254, 259, 264, 276, 277, 282, 284, 290, 291, 294, 297, 313, 322, 323, 328, 329, 

333 

Institute of General History 228 

Institute of Genetics 230 

Institute of Latin American Studies 147, 148, 231 

Institute of Oceanography 278 

Laboratory Gerasimov 208 

new Academy hotel 278 

Airports 

Domodedovo 16, 72 

Sheremetyevo 5, 59, 61, 152, 161, 212, 225, 265, 275, 325, 332, 334 

Vknuso 235 

Vnukovo 138, 174, 207 

Buildings, Streets, Points of Interest 226 

Air Force Monument 6 

bakery 140 

Bolshoi School 282 

Bridge over Volga 6 

Central Committee CP building 287 

Dynamo Football Stadium 162 

Exhibition of Economic Achievements 67, 69 

Gorky Park 65, 67, 151, 288 

Gorky Street 146, 281, 288 

Gum Department Store 140 

Ho Chi Minh Square 70, 142 

hospital 279 

Institute library 330 

Institute of Anthropology, MGU 211 

Kalinski Prospect 150, 300 

KGB headquarters 279, 287 

Kremlin 7, 63, 67, 139, 140, 144, 146, 150, 164, 208, 211, 279, 300, 302, 335 

Lenin Hills 151, 289, 290 

Lenin Library 139, 211, 330 

Lenin's Tomb 7, 49, 150 

Leningradski Prospect 152 

Leninski Prospect 11, 65, 140, 207, 226, 287 

Lubianka Prison 279, 287 

Marx Prospect 63, 301 

Marx Square 288 

Marx's Statue 150 

milk products shop 140 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 235 

Moscova River 144 

Moscow Prison 319 
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Moscow State University (MGU) 62, 172, 173, 227, 255, 259 

Moskva River 67, 68, 164 

Newspaper Union Building 14 

Novodevichi Cemetery 150, 162 

Old University Building 14 

Olympic Village 66 

open market 235 

Palace of Congresses 50, 140 

Patrice Lumbumba University 65 

Post and Telegraph Office 174 

Prospect Marx 139 

Red Square 7, 49, 63, 144, 150, 208, 288, 295, 301 

Russian-Turkish War monument 287 

Square of the Cathedrals 140 

State Security Building 66 

Tchaikovsky Concert Hall 281 

Tertiakov Gallery 304 

U.S. Embassy 334 

City Transit 

Akademskaya station 284 

Belyayevo station 284 

bus 284 

Byelorussian Railroad Station 235 

Gorky Station 15 

Kaluzhskio-Rizhskaya line 284 

Leningrad Station 304 

Metro 7, 14, 15, 52, 63, 70, 140, 142, 145, 147, 148, 208, 259, 284, 286, 291, 297 

Akademskaya Station 70 

Oktabryskaya Station 7, 15, 63, 70, 140, 284, 287 

Park Kultural Station 63, 67 

Ring Line 63 

Red Star overnight trains 304 

trolley 13 

French Embassy 60 

Hotels 

Hotel Cosmos 265 

Soviet Hotel 229 

House for Academicians 12 

House for Scientists 9 

Leninski Prospect 61 

Museums 

Adronikov Monastery 145 

Armory Museum 50 

Historical Museums 301 

Lenin Museum 301 

Museum of the Soviet Army 235 

Rublyov (Andrei) Museum 145 
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State Historical Museum 49 

Tretyakov Museum 163 

Religious Structures 144 

Ascension of Christ Church 68 

Kazan Church 67 

Kolomenskoye Estate 67, 68 

Novodevichi Convent 163 

Orthodox Church 16 

Square of the Cathedrals 152 

St. Nicholas 234 

Residences 

apartment (in general) 234 

Chlenov's house 304, 325 

Irina's Apartment 14, 15 

Koslov's flat 284 

Kuzmina's new apartment 169, 228, 232, 279, 318 

Kuzmina's old apartment 61 

Sonia's apartment 279 

Restaurants 

African style restaurant 163 

Airport Cafeteria at Sheremetyevo 266 

Buffet in Bolshoi Theater 279 

Buffet in Gastinitsa 226, 230, 233, 235, 254, 277, 283, 286, 296, 323, 324 

Buffet in the Institute of Ethnography 260 

Chocolate Shop 9, 10 

Dom Tourista 65, 67, 68 

Hanoi Restaurant 70, 142, 292 

Hotel Roussea 51 

Prague Restaurant 300 

restaurant in Gastinitsa 226, 235, 289 

restaurant in the Warsaw Hotel 289 

Stores 

Apteka 11 

Arts and Craft Shop 53, 54, 143, 210 

Birioskas 9, 52, 71, 146, 149, 172, 258, 288, 321 

book store 71 

department store 53 

Detsky Mir (Children's World) 143, 287 

gift shops in Gorky Street 288 

Gum Department Store 148, 288, 302 

jewelery stores 143, 209, 321 

Melodia Record Shop 144, 287 

music store 288 

perfume shop 150 

Sovexport (Min. For Trade Outlet) 53, 142 

toy store 143 

Theaters 
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Bolshoi Theater 150, 258, 279, 288 

Central State Theater Roussea 51 

Cinema houses 14, 63, 172 

circus theater 289, 290 

Conservatory of Music 14 

Gnesin Music Institute 13 

Hotel Theater in the Soviet Hotel 229 

Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko 72 

Theater of the Soviet Army 235 

MTSKHETA 27, 119, 120, 188, 189, 246 

Ananuri 27, 246 

Dzhvari Church 120 

Georgian Military Highway 120 

Kaspi 120 

Pananuri 246 

Schio-Mgvimi 28 

Svetitskhoveli Cathedral 27, 28, 120 

Sweaty Squaw Vili Cathedral 246 

Navdaraant Kari 22, 23 

NEW YORK, N.Y. 3, 55, 154, 212 

JFK Airport 212 

RISM 242, 274, 275, 277, 284, 295, 323, 332, 333 

NOVOE AFON 74, 87 

Greek Orthodox Church 40 

Novalafonskaya Pechera 40 

POLAND 

WARSAW 54, 266 

SPAIN 4 

BARCELONA 266 

Cathedral 266 

Hotel Colon 266 

MADRID 3, 4, 5 

Barrancas Airport 5 

Plaza de las Cibeles 4 

SUKHUMI 34, 36, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 69, 71, 72, 73, 76, 81, 86, 88, 89, 93, 94, 95, 96, 99, 101, 

102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 314 

Abkhasian countryside 40, 41, 42 

Abkhasian restaurant 73, 94 

Abkhasian State Museum 77 

Abkhasian State Theater 101, 102 

Abkhasian State University 40 

Airport 36, 45, 72 

Apteka 93 

Art Gallery 77 

beach 73, 77, 86, 104 

Black Sea 36, 39 

Botanical Garden 104 
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Gastronom 94 

Hotel Abkhasia 36, 39, 40, 42, 44, 73, 78, 86, 87, 94, 102, 104, 107 

Institute of Experimental Morphology 36, 38 

Institute of History and Philosophy 36, 38 

Musik Bar 102 

open market 44, 104 

restaurant outside Sukhumi 96 

summer theater house 77, 106, 107 

Union of Soviet Painters 104 

SUZDAL 46, 47, 48, 52, 68 

SWITZERLAND 

ZURICH 266 

TBILISI 17, 18, 19, 20, 26, 73, 115, 116, 121, 132, 133, 137, 143, 168, 184, 185, 244, 246, 247, 

248, 250, 291 

Airport 17, 35, 114, 129, 138, 184, 199, 244, 252, 254 

another traditional restaurant 189, 190 

Ashkenasi Synagogue 188 

City Transit 

Metro 19 

Dalakishivili home 192 

Georgian Academy of Sciences 17, 18 

Anthropology Department 194, 195 

Institute of Ethnography 250, 251, 252 

Institute of Experimental Morphology 19, 20, 22, 114, 122, 123, 134, 135, 136, 139, 191, 

192, 198 

Institute of Pharmacology 250 

gift store 192 

Hotel Iveria 185, 190, 245 

Mtatsminda 27 

Mtkvari River 27 

new traditional restaurant 185, 188 

Opera at Ballet Theater 190 

Religious Structures 

Anchiskhati Chapel 115 

Georgian Orthodox Church 25 

karis Ecclesia 115 

Mamadaviti  Chapel 246 

Mamadaviti Chapel 116 

Metekhi Chapel 136 

Russian Orthodox Church 25 

Sephardic Synagogue 245 

Sioni Cathedral 25 

Residences 

Dalakishivili home 126, 127, 193, 197 

Devi Surva's apartment 249, 250 

Lado Gudiashvili's widow's apartment 247 

Soso's house 248, 250 
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Restaurants and Stores 

Apteka 114 

Birioska 124 

country restaurant 120 

Ethnographic restaurant 198 

hotel restaurant 250 

Melodia record shop 124 

more gift stores 195 

Out of town restaurant 20, 115, 136 

Produkti shop 137 

restaurant by the river 245 

restaurant in an old Georgian home 252 

Rustaveli Arts and Craft Shop 125 

Tbilisi restaurant/club 24 

Tbilisi Sea Restaurant 123 

wayside restaurant 118 

Rustaveli Prospect 245, 247 

Secular Structures, Streets, Points of Interest 

Botanical Gardens 125 

Chavchavadze Prospect 119 

Ethnographic Village Museum 119 

food market 253 

Georgian Film Institute 114, 117, 118, 196 

Georgian State Museum 247 

Hotel Iveria 17, 18, 20, 21, 24, 26, 27, 29, 33, 34, 35, 114, 116, 118, 121, 125, 126, 128, 

134, 137, 194, 197, 198, 247, 251, 253 

Khatchapuri place 253 

Koba's studio 251 

Lamara Kvelidze's studio 245 

Lenin Square 115, 124, 198 

Mtatsminda 115, 116 

Mtkvari 115, 120 

Mtkvari River 136, 137 

Opera at Ballet Theater 115 

Philharmonic Hall 119 

Produkti shop 134 

Rustaveli Prospect 115, 124, 125, 133, 134, 137, 198 

Statue Mother George 125, 199 

Tbilisi Academy of Art 246 

Tbilisi Sea 123 

Turkish Bath 199 

Turtle Lake 119 

Victory Park 119 

Sephardic Synagogue 187 

Sioni Cathedral 186, 187 

Sovohoz Varketili 31 

Sovoz Varketili 31, 32, 33 
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Tbilisi circus 248 

TSKHALTUBO 107, 108, 109 

Alisubani 108, 113, 123, 168 

Gelati Monastery 111 

Intourist region 107, 109 

Miner's Sanitorium 111 

Pioneer Camp 112 

Spring No.6 Sanitorium 110 

Terghol Distillery 109 

Vashaeva, Vera 35 

ZZ 

Abassov 200, 203, 206 

Abdushelishvili, Malkhaz G. 194, 195, 197 

Afto (Tbilisi) 22 

Alex (Baku) 201, 203, 204, 206 

Alex (Kiev) 181, 238, 239, 240, 244 

Alexeiev 313 

Aliev 202 

Anagnost, Dino 310 

Anatoli (Duripsh) 85, 102 

Andropov 232, 241 

Anzor (Dir. Varketili Sovkhoz) 31, 127 

Arafat 302 

Archeology team 91 

Arcury, Tom 2, 6, 12, 20, 21, 26, 34, 39, 43, 45, 52 

Arcury, Tom.i.ZZ 

van Willigen, John 56 

Aretunov 299, 330 

Arkhangelskaya 12, 75 

"Barbara Walters" (Tbilisi) 135 

Bauer, Peter 216 

Benet, Sula 2, 4, 7, 19, 22, 31, 46, 50, 56, 69, 70, 71, 85, 149, 213, 243, 248, 256, 265, 328, 

333 

Berdzenishvili (sculptor) 130 

Berezkin, Yuri 309, 315, 316 

Beria, Lavrenti 89, 105 

Bielka (friend of Irina) 13, 14, 15 

Bolshakov, Vladimir 71, 91, 97, 201, 203, 206, 227, 230, 323 

Bond, George 231 

Brell, Patricia 58, 251, 276 

Bromley, Yu. V. 9, 70, 166, 167, 170, 243, 254, 256, 265, 274, 276, 282, 290, 293, 294, 296, 

298, 300, 323, 328, 329, 332 

Bromleya, Natasha 9 

Bruk, Solomon I. 5, 6, 8, 12, 18, 19, 20, 34, 52, 54, 56, 61, 70, 140, 141, 161, 166, 167, 170, 

207, 209, 213, 226, 227, 230, 254, 256, 276, 284, 292, 293, 294, 300, 329 

Bugaev, Vladimir Nikolavich 175 

Bugayev, Vladimir Nikolavich 176, 177, 178, 179, 182, 183, 236, 238, 240, 242 
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Burger, Chief Justice 248 

Carlos 317 

Catalina (in Budapest) 215 

Chair lady - Alisubani Soviet 108 

Chairman, Planning Committee, Tskhaltubo region 107 

Chapman, Anne 309 

Chebotarev, D.F. 177, 180, 181, 182 

Chernenko, Konstantin 290, 293, 295, 297, 301, 307 

Chlenov, M. A. 11, 255, 256, 259, 260, 261, 262, 264, 292, 299, 300, 301, 303, 325, 328 

Chrenikov, T. N. 279 

Comitas, Irene 26, 45, 52, 54, 58, 144 

Comitas, Lambros 309 

Cremin, Larry 280 

Dalakishivili, Mikhail Simeonovich 126, 194 

Dalakishivili, Sauro 127, 250 

Dalakishivili, Simeon Mikhailovich (Soso) 17, 18, 19, 20, 24, 27, 28, 35, 36, 37, 41, 71, 73, 

107, 112, 114, 118, 122, 123, 126, 127, 128, 135, 137, 138, 143, 168, 184, 191, 192, 194, 

197, 198, 200, 202, 204, 211, 244, 247, 248, 250, 252, 291 

Deputy Director (female), Trade Union Sanitorium Tskhaltubo region 110 

Deputy Director of Kolhuz 99 

Dimitri (friend of Irina) 14 

Director, Duripsh Kolhoz 79 

Director, Terghol Distillery 109 

Dolmatoff, Reichel 309 

Dreher, Melanie 265 

Dridzo, A. D. 309 

Drobizheva, Lakadia 293, 329, 332 

Dubrovin (?), Presidium, AS-USSR 61 

Edmundsen, Monroe 308 

Elder (Baku) 200, 201, 202, 203, 206 

Elia (Dep. Dir. Agric. Planning, Alazani Valley) 129, 132 

Ergemlidze, Marika 186, 187, 188, 189, 190 

Etkind, A.(Sasha, Duripsh team) 92 

Fisher, John 308 

Fisher, Regina 321, 334 

Fisher, Wesley 58, 61, 141, 154, 277 

Fried, Morton 308 

Frolkis (Kiev) 242 

Gallina 321, 334 

Gashimova, Ulduz 205, 206 

Gellner 296 

Ghari (Tbilisi) 34, 37, 42, 45, 107, 111, 112, 114, 120, 123, 128, 138 

Gizpa, Rosa (Wi of Gr. Son Dolgo 6) 84, 88, 97, 98 

Gogokhiya (Wi of Sh.D.G.) 113 

Gogokhiya, Sh. D. (Shota) 28, 35, 36, 37, 38, 44, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 77, 78, 80, 81, 84, 85, 

86, 88, 89, 90, 93, 94, 96, 101, 105, 121, 184, 189, 193, 194, 200, 202, 204, 211, 244, 247, 

252 
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Gogokhiya, Tina (Da of Sh.D.G.) 90 

Gorbachev 292, 295, 300, 302 

Gourvich 276 

Greek man, Christos (Sukhumi) 40 

Greek porter, Kostas (Hotel Abkhasia) 44 

Greek woman (Sukhumi) 105 

Grigorov, Y.G. 177, 182, 238 

Grisha (Sukhumi) - Grigori Smyr 36, 40 

Gromyko 302 

Gudiashvili, Lado (widow of) 247 

Guliev, Hassan 202, 203, 205, 206 

Guruli's son's girlfriend 251 

Guruli, (son of Koba) 251 

Guruli, Koba 251, 252 

Hammer, A. 310 

Hassimovich, Ivan 85, 101, 102, 263 

Hendricks, Glenn 2 

Herskovits 299 

Hitler 287 

Hotel administrator (Sukhumi) 105 

Hunt, Kate 297 

Igor (Duripsh team) 89, 92, 146, 307 

Inal Ipa 36, 37, 41, 72, 141 

Interpreter (Russian-German-English), Nana, Tbilisi Ethnographic Museum 119 

Irina 13, 14, 310 

Its, R. F. 308, 312, 313 

Jaaskelainen, Pirvo (Pikay) 207 

Jimenez, Juani 4 

Juliette (interviewer, Journal of Soviet Medicine) 122 

Kadirov, Gudrat 202 

Kenan, George 276 

Kennedy, Ted 248 

Khruschev, N.S. 257 

Kinghalov, Rostislav 310 

Kobychev, V.P. 12 

Komatova, Olga Dimitrova 19, 34, 42, 43, 45, 291 

Komitas (the composer) 125, 144, 148, 232, 299 

Korkushko, O.V. 74, 177, 181, 182, 238 

Kosak, Igor 250 

Koslova, Milla 285, 286 

Kozlov, Victor 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 17, 19, 34, 45, 52, 56, 61, 67, 68, 70, 71, 72, 79, 140, 141, 144, 

145, 147, 149, 152, 161, 166, 168, 170, 199, 201, 202, 207, 213, 226, 227, 230, 234, 237, 

239, 242, 243, 254, 256, 276, 282, 284, 285, 287, 289, 291, 293, 294, 300, 318, 322, 323, 324 

Krupnik, L. L. 11, 259, 292, 325, 326, 328, 329, 331 

Kruschev, N.S. 151, 162 

Kuzmin, Pavel 62, 64, 65, 66, 67, 69, 71, 138, 150, 151, 225, 228, 232, 234, 276, 278, 280, 

289, 304, 307, 318, 321, 324, 330, 334 
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Kuzmina, Ludmilla 5, 9, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 41, 44, 46, 48, 56, 59, 60, 61, 64, 66, 69, 71, 140, 

145, 146, 154, 166, 168, 174, 175, 180, 183, 184, 188, 189, 199, 200, 202, 205, 207, 208, 

225, 232, 265, 275, 277, 278, 280, 286, 289, 291, 292, 300, 304, 313, 318, 321, 331, 332 

Kvelidze, Lamara 245 

Lala (Tbilisi) 18, 22, 30, 81, 101, 191 

Lebedinskaya, E.V. 12, 209 

Lees, Frank 2, 4, 10, 36, 39, 48, 56 

Lela (Da of Lola) 90 

Lena (Duripsh team) 82 

Lowenthal, Mary Alice 274 

Lyons, Frank 124 

Lysenko 197 

Manevich, Lucie 286, 296 

Mankovsky, N. B. 177, 181, 238, 242 

Mannana (the Georgian lady psychologist) 90, 101 

Maret 102 

Maria (Moscow bibliographer) 139 

Marina (Tbilisi) 251 

Martha 310 

Mihailova, Judy 296 

Miklashevskaya, Natasha N. 43, 44, 170 

Mikoyan, Sergei 231, 249 

Miller, Sol 154 

Mints, A. Ya. 177, 181, 182, 238, 242 

Mintz, Sidney 331 

Moisev, Igor 281 

Mullings, Leith 232 

Napoleon 287 

Nina (Tbilisi) 18, 30, 191, 312 

Nono (Duripsh) 90 

Nugzar (Huno/Naira V. Salamatina) 115, 116, 119, 120, 121, 123, 128, 133, 134, 136, 137, 

138, 185, 187, 189, 190, 194, 197, 199, 244, 245, 253 

Nugzar The younger (Tbilisi) 125, 127 

Okro (Son of Shavlo) 112 

Opthamologist (Sukhumi) 96 

Panesh, Emma 308 

Paritsky 

Valentin 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 26, 29, 33, 34, 35, 38, 39, 42, 43, 44, 45, 48, 52, 56, 59, 60, 

61, 63, 67, 68, 70, 72, 73, 76, 77, 81, 83, 84, 86, 87, 89, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 102, 104, 107, 

114, 120, 121, 122, 124, 126, 127, 129, 130, 137, 140, 147, 148, 149, 151, 152, 161, 164, 

166, 169, 170, 173, 207, 209, 211, 231, 232, 235, 291, 296, 298, 318, 322, 331 

Patritskaya (Da. of V.P.) 76 

Paula (Amer. at MGU) 12 

Pavlenko, A. P. (Llosa) 20, 21, 26, 29, 34, 42, 44, 166, 171, 191, 213, 227, 291 

Peter B. (in Budapest) 215, 217, 220, 222 

Pimenov, Vladimir 297 

Pitkin, Harvey 265 
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Plisetskaya, Maya 258 

Rema (Da. of Griogri) 40 

Rema (Da. of Grisha) 36, 37 

Robertson, Toni 265 

Romanov 292 

Roosevelt, Priscilla 247, 249 

Rosman, Abe 265 

Rubel, Paula 265 

Rubin, Vera 2, 3, 4, 7, 18, 19, 22, 29, 31, 35, 39, 48, 50, 52, 55, 56, 58, 141, 149, 154, 155, 

158, 159, 161, 162, 163, 165, 166, 169, 171, 172, 179, 184, 202, 207, 209, 213, 220, 224, 

229, 234, 240, 251, 254, 256, 267, 274, 276, 284, 291, 293, 294, 328, 333 

Rudensky, Nikolai Yevgenyevich 75, 79, 84, 85, 89, 92, 97, 227, 231, 232, 234, 255, 256 

Salamantina, Naira V. 18, 37, 38, 115, 116, 119, 120, 123, 128, 129, 133, 134, 136, 137, 184, 

185, 187, 189, 190, 191, 197, 199, 244, 250, 251, 253, 291 

Sarkisov, Konstantin 177, 178, 238 

Schwarz, Lee 172 

Serebryakov, Sergey 20, 21, 22, 29 

Shagurina, Tanya 227 

Shavlo (Kutaisi) 112 

Shulman, Marshall 326 

Shutov, Yuri I. 313 

Slava (Presidium, AS-USSR) 21, 26, 33, 39, 42, 43, 44, 238 

Slavka (Hu of Irina) 14 

Smirnova, A.S. (Lucia) 6, 17, 22, 37, 54, 74, 92, 231 

Smith, M. G. 299 

Solokovski, Sergei 227, 229, 230, 231, 232, 234, 255, 259 

Sonia 278, 318 

Stalin, Josef 31, 100, 130 

Stanyukoich 308 

Starovoitova, Galina (Galla) 71, 74, 79, 80, 82, 83, 89, 90, 91, 92, 97, 141, 256, 263, 264 

Stepanovich, Sepan (Shavlo's guest) 113 

Stingl (Wi of M.S.) 159 

Stingl, Miloslavl 155, 156, 157, 158, 161 

Stingl, Miloslavl, Jr. 159 

Stingl, Tomasa 159 

Strong, William Duncan 111 

Sultanov 203, 204 

Surva, Devi 249, 251 

Sveta (Svetlana, Duripsh team) 82, 102, 307, 314 

Sveta, (Kiev nutritionist) 238 

Szuszi (in Budapest) 215, 216, 218 

Tanya (T.P. Shagurina?) 42 

Tanya (Victor Kozlov's Assistant) 166 

Tasa (Da of Dolgo 1) 22, 23 

Tchaikovsky 281 

Teryukov, Alexander I. (Sasha) 313 

Thatcher 303 
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Themistocles (Moscow) 165 

Tishkov, Valerie 292, 299, 300, 301, 304 

Tokar, A. V. 177, 237, 238, 239, 240, 242, 244, 258, 291 

Tony, (friend of Irina) 14 
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